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14,225,
,255
, E04
502, E47
44 ,946
,67 4
,7 66
, 553
, IE4
0.60
7.73
?.E7
5.02
8.E4
qt00
4200q500
4600
4El0
485 0
4900q920
TCU-
20
76
257
L,227
2r5,51
r9,65
326,45
74,6066I,I5
4, 054, 146
354,599
5 ,7 44 ,230I ,292,7 3l
l L Eg9, 256
IO
9I()E
42
944
l6?
758
956
059
4 ,041 ,5t0,
6 ,659 ,
5 010
5020
50q0
5060
5070
5080
20
9
27
I4l8
54
755, r05I, IE6, IEl)
6,990,555
542,598
775,697
5,550,742
5
1
Ir6
17,67E.q5
2,551.80
29 ,992 .975,59r.22
6,269.96
95,576.64
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEl.I ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDU5TRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 7
RUN DATE2 OI/IL/Eg
RUN NUT'IBER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
40,419.6E
48,557 . 02
?q6,?97 .7q
219
32,055.51
Yt7 ,a?1.70
r2E,3rt.51
52,36(t .71
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
TOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERTY SU]'IIIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
l)4-(,l,() CHAVES COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5090
5092
t^IH S L
T.IISCET t AN EOUS ],IHOL ESA t ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEU]'I PRODUCTST0T. t^IH0LESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'.IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T,IOBILE HOME DEALERS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND tOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI'IPANI ES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'TOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
5?,E7 6
27 ,634
62,109
55,729
?L ,67 55r,{05
6 5, 286
E5,808 . 58(t8,597 
.04
3E,575.45
7?,410.52
485, 025.41
785,450 . 17
44 ,94q . lL
TOTAT REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
11,526,265
5,647,961
2E,552,7?2
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
69
520 0
5?51
5?52
550 0
53I 0
540 0
5sI 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
58r5
5910
5920
5990
RETL
9
,I
,5
,5
8
,l
t,
8,I5,
2,
2
2
6
2
45
24II
59
I7I5t
34
46
112
I05
25r
t52
37
53I
69
I4
23
82(t,2L
E,
49,
2,569,L
r,027,0 07(t6
EO
t?
4 9,859lE,55r
50,550
95,787
52, 586
99,255
5 9, 456
0,655
5,095
5 ,500
lr4
E
6lrz
ErzI5,4
7
7Lq
0E7
I50
977
829
945
729tr6
7E8
69,360
17 ? ,556
L7 5 ,612
1,412,096
121,425
62.9L
?5.23
45. 07
1,009,70r
2,0E7,9I4l, g1g, gl2
(t
l0l0
8?
6
59,?
L22,5lIl,7
699
"55397,q57
999 ,902
446, I52
97r,758
215,87E
'6r0
32
25
15
696I. 582
,685
,062
, I55
,27 |
,559
,402
,552
,5II
,588
,599.55
,444 .60
, 925.40
,465.27
,705.60
,777 .68
,(+2+.75
, r74.89
,58E.II
,239.96
, r31.09
557 ,650
I18,050
50
5
41
22
?3
48
ttB
I4
4?
75
t5
I9 , 5I7
55, 642 II
3
I
(t
2
2
5
I
9,
59,
7
9
2
1,594,550
2, l?E , gg2
3,977,436
6000
610 0
6I20
6200
6500
6 5I0
6550
6700
FI RE
7000
7200
7300
759r
7500
8II
I8
85l4
170
88
568
325
576,38E
I 95,618
200,E61
l r(t92,286
160,602
,074.91
,r57.68
,517.19
,897. r0
,585.r0
616,269
3,295 ,256
2,657,955
r,555,001
546,75t
2,52E,0I5
2,215,160
905,589
]'II SCEL L AN EO
c0r,lr'lERcIAL
AUTONOBILE
]'1I5C EL L AN EO
MOTION PICT
AHUS EFIENT A
US BUS
RESEAR
RENTA L
US REP
URE TH
ND REC
INESS SERVICES
CH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICESAIR SERVICES
EATERS AND PRODUCTION
REATION SERVICES
22L
r887500
780 0
7900
EOI()
8060
6100
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
t EGAt SERVICES
77
27t
55
80
555, 981
7,095,797
E48, E9E
2,858, 7 18
503,0676,9Er,667
7E4,656
2,93E,7 rg
2E,61r.62
409,888.87
46,098.52
L56,77q.72
IREPORT NO. (lE(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET.IBER, I98E
PAGE E
RUN DATEI OI/LI/Eg
RUN NU['IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4, 9r7 .73
I70,108.97
24 ,035 .7 4
r,555,7E9.4E
6,280 ,E?r+.E7
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU}IT,IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
(l4.(l(,() CHAVES COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
E200
E600
890 0
891 0
S ERV
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT ['IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
1'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERN]'IENT - MUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
515
54
2,?43
5,075,4574II,65E26,8rr,0q0
25
5,6E4
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
85,920
15E,289,659
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E3, EI (l
2 ,9?5 ,947
410,50222,8?5,?.ll
I0E,386,50E
93 95
GOVT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. O8O
X QUARTERX EDITED
src
CODE
0r00
0700
0800
AGR I
LY
x
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTiIENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9E8
PAGE 9
RUN DATE: OL/LI/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4,150.05
55, 075 . 0+-
E,94E.55
25,895.0E6r5.94
2,7 05 .85
LocATI0N:55-000
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'I, I'IOLYBDENUI'I
URAN I UI'IOIL AND GAS I^IELL DRITLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NON]'IETALLIC T'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, ]^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII"IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUIPI.IENT
FIISCEL L ANEOUS t'IANUFACIURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHhIAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI,I]'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC LIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COM]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
x
DRUGS, CHEt'lICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUHBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI,IENT AND SUPPLIES
T'IISCEL L ANEOUS I,IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT. ].IHOLESALE TRADE
QUARTERTY sUT'IMARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CIBOLA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
r000
I0 94I58I
I58 9
I400
t'II N E
I500
t6]0
1620
I700
CONS
7
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
91,555
662,858-
l r5q3 r97?l,l05,0gl
I ,555,657l,150,950
5,45r,5E0
r0r,790
1,766 ,727
7 9E,458
I , I22, I5E
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7E, E5O
5 95 , 5E4-
25E
558,452
151,967
1,L20 ,720
0
52IIl5
95
t5z
7
t4
7
8
26
E
I7
q9
27
9
56
t2
I20
L,57 4 ,327
559,65E
r,555,512
q7 3 ,4074,r60,904
90, 9E7 .74
2E,682.49
79,849. I5
25,4t9 .E+
??q,939.?2
2000
2q00
2700
520 0
5400
5500
5700
5900
MFG-
4r00q200
q600
48r0
4850
4900
49?.0
TCU-
205,I02
E01,9E2
40,175
300,754
r52,5r7q07,492
I 0, 968
50 , E62
I5.9E
37 ,Oq7 .54
9E5, E55
626
6,660
5, 55I ,
5?6,
5,5E5,
1E0,337.30
?9,514.41
28E,657.E1
,qqz
,846
,625
5r5
750
6,95(t.59
57,672.42
1,005.25
5020
5040
5070
?6
115
15
59
5
3
2?q5
5080
5090
5092
hIHSL
AND SUPPLIES
?73,784
L4q,q25
584,0I9
1,375,797
2,953,596
r9,575
r05,455
55, I75
595, 06E
844, 55 0
,602.65
,r09.05
, r40.02
,92L.69
REPORT NO. l)EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET-IBER, I9EE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,735,297
6 ,60L,725
5r2, r90I,I9(),
185 ,
5?9,
177 ,I,506,
L,7 45 ,
652r
685,
22,
1,447 ,
18, 7 58,
218,795
26 ,5E026,5r5
80E,727
(t,770,3E2
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,402,932
4,615,59I
165,E64
451,953
r15,549
555,6 06
L77 ,?60
27 3 ,9L7
rr757,50(629,16I
650,955
20,458lrI6L9I2I5,5r9,885
r85,009
26,580
5,9r7
24r,75r
708,276
PAGE 1 l)
RUN DATE: OI/IL/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r57,8(7 .57
26q,E55.09
X QUARTERLYX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : 55-OOO CIBOLA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
x
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AN
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AN
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TI
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVEST].IENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTAT
520 0
525 I
550 0
55r0
5400
55r0
554 0
559?
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I5
59r0
59?0
5990
RET L
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDT.IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT.IENT STORES
DEPARTI.lENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEATERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
TIOBILE HO['TE DEALERS
MISCETLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEATERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
t2
69
64
t2
5ct
9l8
I7
25
87
5E
7
20r
645
I4
48
152
570
9
25
6
?t]0
I5t0I
55
57
1
65
777
587
50I
r85
260
04r
4IE
909
244
857
EE5
075
,7 q4 .53
,010.05
,77 6 .77
,465.55
,4
,7
,4
,4
,0
,047.43
,556.40
,77 + .27
00
59
45
55
50
I4
55
70q5
67
6000
6t00 r0,758.28
58,565.E1
650 0
65r0
6550t'67oo
FIRE
7000
7200
7500
E90
89r
SER
D-L ASSOC.
D SERVICES
TLE ABSTRACT
I,561.60
2?5.70
E
5I
HOTETS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT - ALL OTHER
TOT. GOVERNFIENT
q4
766I
7I
59
55r,751
92r,550
230 ,7 07
Er7,260
489,785
25E ,67 6
854,575
250 ,7 07
6E3,42?(t?0,459
?07,028
14, lE4 .75
50,101.50
r5, 544 . 5l
56,548. 95
2+,5r9.51
11,194.55
E
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
v
750
760
7E0
7 90
E0t
806
8t0
E20
594
292
831
9I9
291,59q
501,629
298,I08Il5,9r9
52
52
I9
I2
zgt,
50r,
296,II6,
16,570.57
29,54E.55
17,554. r56,75E.?l
00
VT
9t
GO
I
4,3q6 ,721 2q6,0 9E.65
IREPORT NO. (lE(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I.IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'TBER, I988
PAGE II
RUN DATE: OL/IL/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTEDIAX DUE
I , 6 02 ,E97 .25
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
35-000 crB0rA couNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I,740
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
40,0r5,60E
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2E,505,706
I
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
SIATE OF NEN FIEXICO
COFIBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I98E
PAGE L2
RUN DATE: OI/IL/Eg
RUN NU]iIBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
18, 576 .67
60,614.11
25r,E95.57
I 02, 46 0 .47
66.74
r5, 957 .57
5,27q.09
2r, 508 .86
5,4E1 . E6
5,679.(t4
57, 986 .88
17,57E.r7
157, 917 .56
3? ,29L .47
254,755.1E
1,07+.94
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
TOCATION 3
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'IIIARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
09-000 coLFAx couNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
010 0
0700
0E00
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
],IETAL ]'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUT'I, ]'TOLYBDENUI'I
COA LOIL AND GAS NELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NON]'IETALLIC ]'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUITDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAT TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGH].IAY
t0t
I8
25
195
557
4E,2EI
97,152
4+ ,4(t?
35,5?5
25,379
,660
,7 0E
,046
,50E
,72?.
92.24
87.59
6q.57
04.67
23
36
I8
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
520,496
r,142, grg
q,647, gEE
455,289
?.E2,392
IE6 ,345
r,550,675
509,626
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
289,077
r,095,54r
4, 5 gg, 556
I,I90
223,7 23
9E,L27
554, r26
16,55E
I000
r200
15E I
l5E 9
1q00
MINE
r500
I6IO 95, 5
29,8q5,z
273,0
I,E6I
I,75E
475
7q2
4,857
Ir9I,E
5lrZ
5r6
1620
I700
c0Ns
2000
20r0
?q00
27 00
320 0
5400
5600
5700
5900
I'tFG-
4I0 0
4200
48I 0
4E5 0
4900q920
TCU-
FOOD AND KI
T'lEAT PACKIN
LUI'lBER, t^100
PRINTING AN
STONE, CLAY
NDRED P
GANDO
DANDP
D PUBLI
, GLASS
RODUCTS, EXCEPT I'TEAT PRODUCTS
THER ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APER PRODUCTS
SHING
, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
7
PRI]'IARY I-IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I-IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I.IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHIIIAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , 1^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMIIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TETEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVIGE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COFII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
IIOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOT.IOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
TIACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
t'II SCEL t ANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
t2(tq
I5
t77
7 5, 586
246,553]-094,7?E
2E?,06L
2,7 56 ,7 LgL 592, r52
5 ,Eqs ,7 59
58,52I
90,6?2
r , 099,557
27 L ,627
2,575,659
510,6254,5g5rr7r
1E
I9
69
tt
56
2t
IE
56
I5
t0
5010
5040
5060
5070
50E0
5090
5092
I
455, 0I5
27].90?
1,056,q52
rr0,855
108,24q
404,520
6 ,77 9 .5(+5,?63.74
22.,719.36
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'TENT
STATE OF NEI^I ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 15
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUMBER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
qtt,129 
.9q
(t5,L95 
.26
50,055.60
1r,E50.06
15, 055 . t5
73,65E.5I
25,6E5.65
z,?9E.6L
515,8r5.12
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
TOCATION:
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI.I]'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
09-000 coLFAx couNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1.IHSL TOT . NHOL ESAL E TRADE II(l
520 0
525 r
550 0
5592
5s99
5600
5700
551 0
5400
55I 0
554 0
5800
5815
5910
5920
750
760
780
790
EOI
BUILDING I.IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTTIENT STORES
DEPART].IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
T'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T'IOBILE HOt'IE DEALERS
1-IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURHIIURE, HOHE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AHD DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIAUOR STORES],IISCEItANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'TDTY. BROKERS, DELRS. , EXCGS. , SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, FIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES].IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CO}II'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT TABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES],IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
IiIOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AHUSE]'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISIS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
TEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFII t'IEI.IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
FIISCELTANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
5, I52
9,q73
8, 592
r,000q,352
5 ,569
4, 584
,457
,9E7
,907
,9?0
,695
,?7 +
,263
, 56I
.94
.97
.64
.21
.8(t
.75
.79
.05
55
6t
E
57
I5
54
27
E
26t
7r3
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,q23,1q2
1,E27,561
z(tl , ttls
r,4rg,5I6
5, 976 , E8E
1,156 ,q5z
759,104
575,156
90,?20
?25,895
25E,525
I,5(}9, l)EI
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
75?,L76
758,265
t5,226.EL
9L,7 q2.80
217 ,949.89
12,2+0 .05
56 ,46 9 .59
5
Etl0
I9
45
t0
55
7?7
t4
I7I
56I
I7
20
258I,4II5,4r2
r99
1,754,Er5
508,592
687,253
r65,2I51,0(9,r96
11,489,5E6
r,559(r5
3r4
I6l r77
50
75
I6L55
r5,02
, E5E
,4?E
,598
, 5I6
455,6r9
90,?20
r 58, 458
5E2,tt4?
IEII
I6
I05
4tt
t5
5990
RET L
6000
612 0
620 0
6500
6510
6550
FI RE
7000
720 0
7500
759I
60
I02
r2sII4
96
r,567,56rq16,782
405,057
,8I2
, I2I
,054
97,455. 9E
?6,??3.80
I9,597.40
555,87 5
550,920
?2,002
57 ,L7896r,I96
?75 ,7 9l
5r7,507
1E9,265
218,5q7
1,230,772
q26,124
4I,99I
4,999,505
65
69
7l0
84l0
26
259,655
294 ,57 E2r,987
55,45896LI96
275,925
5r7,507
, 94E.65
,323.7?
,55r.02
,575. l2
,7 0?.?0
,955. l5
,592.62
806
8r0
820
E50
E90
891
S ERV
r59
7
782
465,59I
45,E66
5,554, 525
IREPORT NO. OEl,
I
TAXATION AND
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPARTT,IENT
Et^l t'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTE]'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
REV
FN
REVYS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
17 0 ,227
45, 055, E77
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
l5E,95E
33,699 ,472
PAGE I4ATE: OL/II/Eg
UI1BER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
10,235.I1
2,0I0,958.90
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERTY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'TARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCAIION ! O9-llOO COLFAX COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
src
CODE
930 0
9395
93 95
GOVT
LOCAL GOYERN]'IENT . COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNIIENT - I'IUNICIPAI ITI ES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
t3
2,34tt
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COFTBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
7,2E4,500
5,690,155Ir,741,150
(t?0 
,94?
45,592
919,584
405,3r4
23,
588,
99,
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4 ,052,E62
2,Zgg,Ll?7,II(),97I
57,055
L55 
'24ttL 359, 956
5,II6,E6O
PAGE 15
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
220 ,64?.34
126,406.15
588,46 r .66
5,20E.21
E,545.00
75,L++.73
161,055.79
275, E57 . tE
69, 159. 90
542,105.9r
X QUARTERLY TI EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMT'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
O5.OOO CURRY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1500I6t0
1520
I700
c0Ns
2000
2010
2400
010 0
0700
AGRI
I40 0
MINE
2
4
5
7
9
0
0
0
0
0
9
50I0
5020
5040
5060
5070
50E0
50 90
5092
hIHSL
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
NONtItETAtLIC ]'IINERAIS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
N0N-BUILDING HEAVY C0NTRACT0RS, EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
67lt
270
MEAI PACKING
LUT'1BER, WOOD
PRINTING AND
AND OTHER ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PUBLISHING
GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
tE5
280
9
32
I25
r,33E.35
52,854 . 06
5,595.865
5
5
5
5
I'l
STONE
PR I]'IA
I.IA CH I
TRANS
CLAY,
RY T'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
NERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
PORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
793
769
4q5
,997,515
,271,351
, 074, Er4
7,2E6, 951
r,450,563
r4,1r4,r95
?I
5
I,I,
4,I,I5,
354
r70
4I
10
9
49
8
50
I5
2t7
?t
9
55
FG
]'II SCEL LANEOUS HANUFACTURING
TOT . I'IANUFACTURI NG
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LoCAt AND HIGHiIAY PASSENGER TRANSPoRTATI0N
HOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMT1UNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC l.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIP].TENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND AttIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDHARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPI,IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'lI SCEL LANE0US t^lH0L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUH AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOTESALE TRADE
50E,451
21q,599
0 25, 0I9
4E7 ,555065,I77
509,514
550,744
r8l,9E2
r40 , E20
512,579
2E6,582
513,4E3
61,62E
r85,78r
01.94
56.45
57.69
7 2.98
1,559, 015
4 ,71? ,951
4000
410 0
4200
4500q500
4EIOq850
4900
.t9?0
TCU-
I6
60
354,E?7
730,269
3,594,035
,E27
,7 9q
20,197.55
9,220.q3
5E
656
005
659I5I
17,5
15,1
16,6
3r4I0,5
I8, 6qq,6
26 ,9
15q,5
7t.5I
?0.2L
.80
.70
.06
75
5I
86
t?
I4
36l3r
40
296
536,
805,
482,
2,782.,
REPORT NO. (lE(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIENT
STATE OF NEI^I I.IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'TBER, I988
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,875r651
355,738
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 16
RUN DATE2 OI/II/Eg
RUN NU]'IB ER: 97 9 . O ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUII]',!ARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
05-000 CURRY couNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5200
525 I
5252
BUI LDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FAR]'T EQUIPT'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOTINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBI L E HOT'IE DEAL ERS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
99,265
82, 56 r
75,5E405,84Iq2,9E7
72,
L7,
7E,
66,
qE7 
,
565,
,?93 r7 62
507, r84
,q33,27q
, r78, 959
,665,505
,88r,655
, I5L 705
678,59EqE,496
,230, 970
, 505,552
,5E9 ,95t1
,953 , q57
55,
37,
2t
69,
29,
E9,
77,
4?,
2L,I5,
Zq(t.23
27 9 .09
454.40
202.E8
454.64
755.0r
6s6 .29
87 5 .q7
6 I2. 56
r5r.77
049.4E
405.46
850.46
I45.70
055 .65
4?3.E7
655.9r
2r9.87
50l5
26
75?l
155
50
7Z
t77
55
61
L2
I
550 0
55I 0
5400
5510
612
62-0
650
I
40
69q6
45
77
7Z
6III
7
2
7
8
4
8
5
5
E
9
7
5
2
5
E
5,t,
8,
4,l,
I,
2,
T,
4,
2,
II
EllI
I
?I
4
243
L2?
6tt7
0q5
865
166,?5(t
r45, r59
801,516
5
6
7
9
7
2lr,r45
I45, r59l,l6(,r10
554 0
5592
5599
5500
5700
5E00
58r5
5910
5920
5990
RETL
q5
l2
57
,7 q4
,585
t7 44
,562
r 045
,050
86
165
33
24
E
602
1,454
20
9
1t
8
t0E
r55
APPAREL AND ACCESSO
FURNITURE, HOME FUR
EATING AND DRINKING
LIQUOR DISPENSERS -
TORES
INGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
cE5
THE DRINK
95RYS
NISH
PLA
BY
I
z
I
6000
6t00
651
670
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT DANKS AND S.AND.L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI'IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COIII'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPT'IENT IABORATORIES
AUTOFIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI.IUSEI'lENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
1,207 ,7 30
5,499,5E0
r,567,040
596,567
2I , 9I5
r , I 92,5525,49r,E6r
r,5r7,504
595 ,96721,9r5
56,92q.67
196,r25.2E
7 3 ,97 Z, .5155,56r.E5I,I5E.E9
,I5
,62
7,
55,
5E,64
63,7?
57,59
7qg,
2,L5?,
256,
5,595,
45,25r ,
?99,
2,534,
509,250q2,406
2,730,270
2,105,r59I,497,E9I
2, r55,575
r25,305
r6, r 08, I57
491,1E2q2, q06
2,255,E54
r,74r,450I,I82,7II
27 ,54+.8E
2,5E5 . 37
FI RE
. r5
.82
9
8
44
59
5q
56
95,
65,
L26,577 .2t
,35r.80
, I65. IE
, 968. 59
,506 .58
,512.9r
,7 q9 .24
EI7
098
7000
7200
7500
759I
7500
7600
5+
265
r40
1 r259, l9l
975 ,7 04I,II9,9E()
20E
r69
L ,058 ,?7 5
97 3 ,285
r,015,07r
780
790
EOI
806
810
820
850
E90 788
062
905
I05,985.99
6,6E1.60
826,E90.95
I
6910
SERV
57r
t5L 590
L,928,
r 19,
14,854,
iREPORT NO. (lEll TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NET.I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUMBER:
E 17/tt/E9
9.00
PAG
01
97X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
(l5-OOO CURRY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 4,360
OCTOBER TO DECE]-lBER, I9EE
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS
l2l , 90 9,589
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E4,555,602
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4,699,490.54
REPORT NO. OE(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I988
PAGE IE
RUN DATE: OI/IIlE9
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,EE9.55
20,051.15
5, 067 . 29
27 ,2?1.29
EE9. Iq
2,423 .52
9q7.2E
55,86 0 . 40
5,555 . 957,r2r.60
7 ,097 .ql
72,101.57
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUTIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
27-()(lO DE BACA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
NONT.,lETALLIC tlINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. I'TINING
1400
T'II NE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
82,071
458,5E1
95, 077
73q,721
15, r54
97,8r5
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7L,209
55 9, 612
52,562
489,765
r5,154
4I,25I
16,252
576,3+7
9q,229
I25,75+
l?2,17 0
r,251 ,297
I500
t6r0 GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORSH I GHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSIRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
]iIEAT PACKING AND OTHER ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE t'IILt PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, ].IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS FIANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^JAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
T.IOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5., ]^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS]'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS I.IHO L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . I^IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING T'IATERIAL
GENERAL I'IERCHANDI
RETAIL FOOD STORE
EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
II
25
I5
17E,999
I60,699
509,970
5,
I4E ,
257 ,
41,029
50,651
674
765
970
50t.58
8,261.48
14,5E5.3r
I620
r700
c0Ns
5040
5080
5090
50 92
l^IHSL
5200
5500
5400
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
I'lOTOR
GASOL
MISCE
APPAR
EATIN
55
50
I'tFG-
20t
250
2q0
270
550
590
510
540
599
600
800
8r5
9r0
l7
60
4r00
4200qEI()
4900
r+920
TCU-
t5
20
G AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'IISCELtANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
,39E
,959
94, 5E8I5I, I42
S
SE,
S
T ERS
STAT
ICL E
t7
I7
8
7
9
t4
I5
7r5
2,410 .46
?,975.73
62,295
52,7 67
I ONS
AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
STOR ESSORY
VEHICTE DEA
INE SERVICE
LLANEOUS VEH
EL AND ACCES
5990
RET L
37
127
326,4lE
L,6q0 ,767
IREPORT NO. OE(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI1ENT
STATE OF NEN IiIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 190t/tL/69
979.00
RUN DATE:
RUN NU]'IBER !X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUFTI.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
27-(lOO DE BACA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
LRSR
6000
65r0
FIRE
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
28,567
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
8,547
E?,292
50,5q2
526,15?
2,7 62,213
REPORTED
TAX DUE
502.L?(t,E34 
.62
2,9?3 .48
29,5 r8 . 04
t57 , E55. lE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
780 0
7900
80r0
E060
E900
89r 0
S ERV
lt
9
3l
lt5
,600
,205
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'TISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBItE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
t'TOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
r 545
,7 24
,040
23, 45r
77 ,3q3
43,45?
97 ,240
1,377 .74q,057 
.2q2,5r8. 94
4, 9E5 .85
77
45
98
E
84
t4
t5
I6l5
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 599
50,542
554, 507
5,705,955
|,
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
LocATI0N:07-000
AGRICULTURAT PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
].,lETAL ]'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIU]'I, 1'IOLYBDENUI'T
URAN IUI.I
COALOIL AND GAS ]^IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. t'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHHAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEt'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRI]'IARY I'IETAL INDUST., FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ETECTRICAL I,IACHINERY, EQUIPI.IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI.IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
t'II SCEL LANEOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD IRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I.IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
E AND TEL EGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
D TELEVISION BROADCASTING
I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ITIES
NSPORTATION, COM]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
El.l MEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEt'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I9EEQUARTERLY SU}II.IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
DONA ANA COUNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
249,0r5
l,l0g, 94r
5, E44 , 556
6E7 ,9?7I,99I,2()E
2,279,595
186,457
122,7 0E
r,704,705
5,4E2,55r
700,9r6
7,555,950
56E,289
1E,918,757
865,051
55,82(,r40
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
42E,8E3
422,535E5I,4IE
50,502
797,9L5
lq ,7 68 ,664
, E55
,528
,97 Z
,999
231 ,97 5
PAGE 20DATE: OL/II/89
NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
25,404.6E
23,+99.32
45,904.00
2 ,7 63 .99
44,518.81
15,006.54
15,495.14
E5, 995 . I6
SIC
CODE
RUN
RUN
FN
REVYS
Et5
406
t56
?43
1,625
507
E51
579
507
7
2
(+
29
9,552,3E4
5,940,925
16,265 ,78L
LRSR
6,377, r07
5(t0 r2.t06,9r7,346
50
47
77
2tI()I
t5
92l6
415
TOTA
GROS
t7
7
5II
40
10 , I98
9, 955
29,982
1620
r700
CONS
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
1500t6l0
1000
I0 94
r200
I 581
r389
1'II N E
E
2t
22
56E
25
42
E18
1,551
,E32,7 59
,E6r,995
,5r7,640
,7L3,220
,725,6Lq
,5qE.29
,718.r3
,55I.29
,4r0.99
,50E.70
,
,
,
2000
2500
2400
27 00
2800
520 0
5400
5500
5600
567 0
5700
3900
I'lFG-
55q7
55II
7
9
66
267
,5?5
, E4I
,759
t7l4t
zqtL 495 ,?76,6E0
4000
4r00
420 0
4500
4600
SPORTAT I ON
TRANSPORTAT I ON
528,6 98
I(),EE9
92,7 0E
I,6O5,8IE
650,729
29,595.56
607.q5
4, 985 . E5
51E,895 . 45
2L?,392 .2E
880,76E.70
88, q99. 97
55, 0E2.41
AIR TRAN
PIPELINE
T EL EPHON
RADIO AN
EL ECTRI C
GAs UTIt
TOT. TRA
4EI()
485 0
4900
4920
TCU-
113,956
7 ,523,?62
274,E57
15,484,601
800,445
24,506,272
6, 125. l4
586,456 . 9rI5, I5I .45
7 q2 ,7 48 .98
45,197. II
I,525 ,?5?.L4
]-IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIP]'.lENT
DRUGS, CHEl'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
50r0
5020
2rr 6?1,77E ?70 
'Z(t9 I5,20r.5I
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE OF NE]^I ].IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, 1988
PAGE ?I
RUN DATE: OIlI1/E9
RUN NUI,IBER: 97 9. () t)
REPORTED
TAX DUE
11,E55.45
652, 992. 00
5,545 ,E05 .7?
6E,570.41
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION 3
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUFIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
O7-OOO DONA ANA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
5040
5050
5070
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUT.IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
T'IISCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'T PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING I'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARI-I EQUIPIIENT DEALERS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'TENT STORES
DEPARTFIENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'IOBILE HOI'TE DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES
I'TI SCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUIY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS. , EXCGS. , SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTFTENI COI.IPANI E5
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ['IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
IiIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COFII'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPT',lENT LABORATORIES
AUTOIiIOBITE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
]',lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]-lOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
2r269,qoq
4 ,020 ,97 09,565,591
6, 940, r49
27,3r5,696
558, 059
2,570,10r
I ,545 ,7 922,2?7,470
7,570,065
20,140.65I29,556.6r
E5 ,56? .94
t?2,L87.79
407,255 . r5
(16
REPORTED
RECEI PTS
l. 7Eg, 945
16,517,E5E
r2r, r40,704
TAXAB L E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
215,062
5r058,496
545,905
5080
5090
5092
T.TH S L
45q9
2t56l
465
520 0
525 I
5?5?
550 0
5310
5400
551 0
6000
6r00
6r20
6200
7000
7200
7500
7591
7500
7600
7800
66
59
,946
, 15I
z+9
r59
456
I29
56
55, 615
04 ,67 454,9r2
I,221
5,I4E
05,4E4
29,E9I
7 9 ,692
66,587
?2,382
rE5,745 .55
066,259.5E
528,843.41
125, 159. rl
I0E, I77.05
7 9 ,564 .20
5, 914].095 r70,519.9155,765.95
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5815
59I0
592 0
5990
RETL
, 5r4,595
, 955, 905
,732r(t75
,225,454
,9q6,2q8
, 
.r2I ,5I 0
, 07E,259
, 932, 0 9E
,449,E86
,7 52, l?E
,355,005
,II4,6I()
8l
29
393
40I4I
358I
5r6l9rI
27 ,5
4,4qr5
L6
5r74rI
5r0l?,5
5r5
5rq
5
IE
23
2II
5
5
q
lt
5
5
5,E86,675
3 ,43?,2?9
15,005,277
r,069,459
5,552,265
L,405,322
525, 57 r
1,220,L67II9,6I4
77 ,4gL
280,q76
76,6E5
1,697 ,?25
554,452
299,37ct
4rr05,492
I,I,
58, I 37
49,I07
93,775
58,212
l,Elg,567Il9,6r4
rI5,505
II,29E,II4
98,952,E6I
172,6E5.71
?21,732.7?
250,250 . E0
659,450.55
?97 ,1q0.32l7(,655.E1
5q
5
at
05
50
I5
75
79
0?
32
52l6
I8
14
25
206
5I
?5
3EE
500,6E2
7 8 ,6562,L72,qql
53E, I62
556,7I5
5,700r259
I
,727.40
,35?- .97
,776.
,48+.6300
65r0
6 550
6700
FI RE
94,Er5.
18,754.57
I6,E59.79
250, I 19 .27
zLE,4q4 .57
77 ,74E.09IE,502. r I
L9?,5
72+,4
58, I
187 ,5
.99
.87
.0E
.25
q
5
I4I
5I
202
660
649
I6
584
261
E
,q92,732
,7 (tZ , 050
,68q,277
,304,7?+
,78+ r748
,65r,52E
525, 585
IREPORT NO. (lE(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IEHT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSIEH
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I98E
PAGE 22
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUTIBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
20,554.4E
655,671.3E
287 ,513.?9
L55,075.62
50,067. r3
5, r74.451,7II,70(t.06
299,773.33
4,650,q55.70
r15,58r.95
14,E57,75L.L2
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
(l7.l}ll(l DONA ANA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7900
EOIO
E06 0
El00
820 0
E600
E90 0
8910
SERV
E7
591
65
t52
50
15
795
85
5, 996
98,687
46 , E95
4I , 54Iq5,521
qg,zg?
75, I5E
2,E00,
554,
56,
31,550,
5, 545,
E4,400,
AI.IUSEI,IENT AND RECREATION SERVIGES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
I.EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEI-IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
]'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
37 ,225,997
5,8E7 ,5q?
9+,236,09q
2, 055, 0 rE
565,005,552
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
555, 35 0
11,E59,958
5,214 ,7 6E
2,054,I14
258, 7 95, 77 3
3Il,9
5,5
2rE
5
804
527
44t
95I
470
E55
95 95
95 95
GOVT
LO
LO
TO
NT
NT
T
CAL G
CAL GT. GO
OV ERN]'IE
OV ERNIIE
V ERNl'IEN
. TIUNICIPALITIES
- SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
10
I0,33S
I
IREPORT }IO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSIEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUHBER:
E25/tt/E9
9.00
PAG
0t
97X QUARTERLY XI EDITED X
LOGATION !
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EEQUARTERLY SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
OS.ltOO EDDY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
src
CODE
010 0
0700
AGRI
AGR I CUL TURA
AGR I CULTURA
TOT. AGRICU
RODUCT I ON
ERV I CES
RE
Lq,773
E9,407
r04, I80
REPORTED
TAX DUE
755 . E5
4,7 08 . 4l
5,+75.2q
197,E08.15
596,465.40
6r4,E55.32
9,209.92
l0?,E25 .57
LPLS
LTU
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
?35,995
221,827
457 ,EZz
4r057,154
6, 0g+, E99
15, 099,258
679,725
3,545,5r I
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1000
t51 0
I581
l5E 9
I400
].II N E
E
24
32
59
220
(t 
,057 ,15+
7 ,772,+95
METAL ]IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUtl, t'IOLYBDENU]'I
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
OI L AND GAs T.IEL L DRI L L INGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONT'IEIALLIC T'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHIOT. I.IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHNAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS]'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTITE T'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRIHTING AND PUBTISHING
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEU]'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASSI AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
tlACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAT
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIP].IENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
MISCEL L ANEOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT. T.IANUFACTURING
RAITROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
T.IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
8
20
I()
,568
,53?
,585
,90+
,727
295 L2,?.35,4E9
23,497 ,77 0
710,498(+7 8 ,7 5L
5,7gg,4gE
2E,4E6,506
173,096
r,98r,265
1,r65,155.74
56, I52. r2
23,7?9 .84
20r,27r.E1
1,4?+,26 9 .51
500
610
620
III
I700
CONS
TEI
12II
557
54t
E
7
I7
195, r99
lE,455, r54
56l5l
9
65
t5
qE
I5
257
15,5q 9
E59
250
24,357,559
764,865
482,550
6,5E5,q79
51,9EE,451
9,500
550,5E5
955,652
2000
2010
2500
2400
z7 00
2800
2900
3200
3400
550 0
5600
5700
590 0
tlFG-
5I
262
25r
578
2,127
E, 2IE
279,376
6q2, (t87
462.2E
15,7r(}.88
56,159.91
,E96
,?52
3l
107
z
14tl
,125.99
,7E9. l5
,E75.
,450 .
,535.
09-
t4I8
,077 -
4000
4100
420 0
450 0
4600
48t0
485 0
4900q920
TCU-
25
78
AIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'T['IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IAIER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
IE, l)4I
5,255, 207
27 0 ,q58
22, 95E, EE0
r,40E,845
52,1r0,555
2+9,9?0
,60r,151
,275,155
, E6 5, 457
0 .84
158,499.65
13,2?4 .73
597,450.14
69,q7?.42
97E,ctq4.65
l7
5r0r2,596
tlI
IE
5(lIO MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTO]'IOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT l5 I76,959 124,+49 7,000.2+
REPORT NO. (tEt! TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l t'lEXIC0
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSIRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
56,5E5
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 2qATE: 0l/ll/89
UMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
59,936.52
27 ,590.60
L,779.62
r+ ,529 .
I 9,5EE .
56,057.45
77 ,E35.24
5 9, 085 .87
E5,959.91
r04,E66.66
7?,929.93
ND
NN
RU
RUX QUARTERLY XI EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUIIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
(l5-(l()lt EDDY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I9EE
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
l.lHs L
t5
12
t9
t2
E()
I37
4.1
532
51,79rg7,g?g
I,4IE, I558r,872
4, 526 , gg3
r,595,975
r,r00,577
E, 565, (51
L,2q5,4q6
,654 .50
,928.56
,771.24
,605.27
, r5r.27
,20q.77
,766.73
,062.5E
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ERS
PEIROL EUM AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESATE TRADE
BUI LDING T,IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTHENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE SIATIONS
I.IOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
DRUGS, CHET.IICALS
GROCERIES AND REL
ETECTRICAL GOODS
HARDWARE, PtUI'IBIN
I'lACHINERY, EQUIPIVI
LLIED PRODUCTS
PRODUCTS
OUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
ND SUPPLIES
CES
THE DRINK
ORES
I(l
79
4
255
77
60
47?
I()q9
46.t
869
?3
t7
2?0
675
672
94+
6I
0
5
?
III
lt
III
6
46
5t7
740
208
465
065
065
+26
E
7I
III
4I
2I
7
67,7q7.16
E4,579.75
90 ,592.9q
23+,7q7 .05
80,765. Z7
99,759.82
55,87 I . 78
327,357.69
2,562,767.E9
ND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
TORES
INGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
FIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNI
AND A
ATED
AND H
G AND
ENT A
1,010,9I
2,86 5 , 55I01,97
5,560,94
5 ,906 ,7 9
A
S
SH
LA
Y
ST
EAT
L IA
DRU
53I0
5400
551 0
5700
5800
58r3
59I0
6000
610 0
6r20
6200
6300
5200
525 r
5?52
550 0
554 0
5592
5s99
5600
5920
5990
RETL
65t 0
6550
FIRE
I5E
I6
85
4q
IE
6r0
1,612
58
?6
t6
t9
70
2E
65
84
85
205
7I
2r0
259
2ctz
I
l,sqg,gqz
r7,209,056
1,775,259
4E0,605
95?,36q
,qq9,676
, 57 r ,886
,695,7 97
740 ,86 9
,589, E6 9
,60I
,046
,17 7
,987
,8I7
,5ql
,854
52, 984, E8E
57 + ,261
56,9r9
EO,52I
67r,529
r,406,956
196,905
EEz,657
,210,517
,505,41E
,610,79+
,I95r67E
,435,047
,775,50E
,055,54r
, rg0,966
,058,055
490,715
51,658
80,52r
550, 0 I2
996,7E9
1,397,056
r,225, 158
r,556r270l,gg4,0l4
r,556,72r
E,25(t ,
15 , (t9? ,(t?q,
305,
,94?.6E
,586 . 14
,862 . 55
,788.52
,872. 5r
,000.98
ING AND DRINKING P
UOR DISPENSERS - BG AND PROPRIETARY
PACKAGE LIAUOR STORES
IIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COT'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
T'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
15
79
3?
I8
152
7I
532
1,529,54El,?39,423
I , 585,444
5,015,077I,49I,I49
I
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900 59 229,0q2 224,219 12,052.11
REPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI{ENT
STATE OF NEI^I ]'TEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 25DATE: OLlII/Eg
NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
251 ,648 .81
23?,254.57
51 ,17 2 .9E
L,525.q5
206,65q.24
57,084.9rI,1E7,395.5(
7 ,q36,115.30
RUN
RUN
x
ax UARTERLY X
EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
60r0
E060
8r00
820 0
E600
890 0
89I 0
SERV
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
l)5.O(l(l EDDY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
LRSR
4,r56
6,595
910
4r6
lr0
25,5
t2q77
39
2,()IE
TOTA
GROS
258
35q7
,440
,564
,7 59
EPORT ED
ECEI PT5
I 94,682, {50
TAXABLE
GROS5 RECEIPTS
139 ,232,67 9
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT ['TE]'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I-lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
55,555
6 5,568
10,5r5
r2,909
5(),9IE
5,gg0,gg5
5E9, 925
21,457, 0 g0
4,IIE,I99
4,12E,972
909,7q2
51,964.95
5r,964 . 95
604,q?0
6 04, 420
95 95
GOVT
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR Att INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION
7
7
557,680
667,680
5,577
iREPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI-IENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'TBER, I98E
PAGE ?6
RUN DATE: OL/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
576. IE
1,582.r1
2 ,014 . c+q
t2,7 52.5E
2, 465 . 55
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
OE.OOll GRANT COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
tq7 q
T'1I NE
010 0
0700
AGRI
2000
230 0
2400
27 00 PUB
AL
GLA
IN
I000
r020
r094
r589
I400
I500
I6I()
I620
I700
CONS
2E0
520
540
550
370
5E0
590
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
].IETAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIU]'I, ]'TOLYBDENUT'I
COPPER
URAN I Ut'IOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NON]'IETALIIC IIINERALS, EXCEPT FUETS AND POTASH
POTASH
TOT. I.IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT^IAY C0NTRACT0RS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHi.JAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE ]'IILL PRODUCTS
LUT.IBER, WOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
7
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
25q,902
r,767,r4r
99, 550
277 ,550
45,5E3
r9,055
1,916,279
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
6,1+2
25, r59
lL54g,6g6
2I
205
562
II,5II
r ,255I,28I
?,489l6,5r8
54
692
342
595
1,860
I()E
23
?6
7
15
t254
,59I
,049
,9I5
,809
,090
, 517
, E95
,999
9t4
1,27+
1,725
15,262
12,102,423
688,754
r5,5E9,410
501,289.55q7 ,994.q2
56,96E.749E,El6.7I8I5, 069.50
64
5
E3
5
2t
8,207
7,065PRINTING AND
CHEMICALS AND
STONE, CLAY,
PRII'IARY METAL
IISHING
LIED PRODUCTSSS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
DUST. , FABRICATED ]-IETAL PRODUCTS
INSTRU]-ITS.
9
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUIPI'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS
I'II SCEL LANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING 7
42, (lE
I 5, EzE
I ,?92,097
Et0.55
71,219.8rI'tFG- 58
4000
4r00
4200
450 0
4600
4Et0
4850
4900
4920
TCU-
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
T'1OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , IdAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I,TATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHE['IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
.t7
t5
??9
L2
52
92l
64
r 050-
,055
,288
,590
, I0l
54,050-
5E8,297
65,585
27,29?-
1,E14,770
5, 952 .58-
55, 0E9.74
3,495.76L 432.86-94,129.r4
50r0
5020
12,650,974
7 62,655
I7,049,EE1
5,509.97
E,85I.7E
5,56E .55
REPORT NO. (lE(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I TIEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEFIBER, I9EE
PAGE ?7
RUN DATE:. OI/IL/8g
RUN NU]'IBER! 979.00
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
72,890. I5
12,296.92
980 .26
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
src
CODE
LOCATION: llE-OOO
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PtUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPTIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES]'IISCEL LANEOUS l.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI,I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. UIHOLESALE TRADE
QUARTERLY SUTIT{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
GRANT COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
tRSR
50(0
5050
5070
5080
s090
50 92
l.lHS L
5200
525 r
5500
55r 0
5400
55r0
554 0
5592
5E00
58r5
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
6200
6300
65I0
FIRE
IO
E
57
30
I26
5599
5600
5700
20,167.53
15, 088.496,5I0.79
E2 ,942 . L5125,4t9.71
9
79
97
57
105(t
178
I ,415
2L6,27.tlr2,52E
r,4r5,975
2, r55, 025
259,3E7
5(t2, q84
2,692,q27q,L76,(+95
8t5
158
376
799
222
t6
6000
610 0
6r20
7900
E()I()
E060
8r00
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL T-IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT-IENT STORES
DEPARTI'lENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICTE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRAGTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
7q
I4
72
1E
29
I,I87,6II
2 ,659 , qg7
9,327 ,222
759,28+
158,7 92
957,795
2,656,7009,56r,56r
594,500
154,595
56,560.62
56 ,432.72
r54,906.12qgl 
,5E2 .96
54, 926 . E7
8,678. l5
l,
I,I,
17
56
I02
57
2t
9
516
E52
99q,25?I,E4I,525
72,zEE
5,519,E22
27 ,229,L64
,405
, 
(15?
,059
,005
l,Z(t6,10(t
168, 059
1,559,276
r,675,909
99q,L22
I ,7 (t4 ,406
7 2,Zgg
5,050,249
2(+ rl+6 ,3q7
,872.28
,79E.70
,855 . 27
,065.E4
,045.51
,545.48
,845 . 59
,9+2.L6
55
I9
IE
7
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
t+65,577
r,575,751
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
344,506
965,058
208,241
I6,6OE
50,657
256 , E55
57 3 ,54+
,37 6
,608
7000
7?00
7300
7500
7600
7800
l3q9
95
50,949
526 ,878
667 ,424
r,80r.10
15,065.r9
55,759.50
55
129
I02
E5
56
E05,552
sqq,ct39
694,012
509,544
505,969
700,558
52E,6r9
555,507q56 
,7 45220,9I5
40,6r8.76
50,880.45
3? ,200 .7 6
25,9q+.02
r2,752.8r
t
2t
I25
29(tz
156,426
2,070,772
370,q22
565,75r
r55, 046
2,070,5q0
5(1, r25
565, 555
7,662.L7
12L 676 . I520,04I. r0
2L,(t75.20
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEId HEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL GLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, IgEE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
l,6gr,l65
7,750,550
77 ,506 ,7 1ct
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,26+,59E
6,E55,505
66,579,942
PAGE 2EATE: OL/IL/Eg
UI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
70,655.5I
397 ,240.78
5,72I,4E5.72
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : 08.()l)(l GRANT COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
sIc
CODE
8900
E9IO
SERV
IIISCELtANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNTTIENT . ]'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
?t7
aa2
2,624
95 95
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. l,E(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'TENT
STATE OF NE]^I ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I98E
PAGE 29DATE: OI/LI/8g
NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
45, 362 . 55
143,2E5.41
4,651 .41
I 95,277 . 55
r,651 . 09
I3, 949 . 06
50,358.5+
50 ,550 .2I
?,58?.62
5,09E.47
45, E75. 55
6E,7 69 .?0
51,E97.09
9 ,327 .7 5
9,676.65
?.0? ,.tl 0 .9L
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERTY SUTII'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
2(-(}l)(l GUADALUPE COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
LRSR
0t00
AGRI
r589
Iq00
T4INE
1500l6I0
r700
CONS
2400
2700
T'IFG-
50I0
5040
5080
5090
5092
1.lH S L
AGRICUL TUR
TOT. AGRIC PRODUCTIONTUREAtUL
TOTA
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
35,5q7
282,4q0
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
29, 555
257,15E
559,220
92q,29+
EI5,5El
1,240, 056
920,759lr526,r0r
557,9r9
4 r277 ,776
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRITLING
NONT'IETALLIC ]'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HI GHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUt'tBER, tlo0D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. ].IANUFACTURING
LOCAT AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI.IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ETECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I.IACHINERY, EQUIPI.IENT AND SUPPLIES
t'IISCEL LANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EU]'I AND PETROL EUil PRODUCTS
TOT. I.JHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL I'TERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
]'IOBI L E HOME DEAT ERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. REIAIL TRADE
25
8
29
62
854,455
2 ,964 ,397
99 ,95+
5,ggg,E05
E?6,126
2 ,939 ,l(tl85,755
5,95r , 0 0g
9
4100
4810
4E5 0
4900
TCU-
25
?.2
57
677L 084 ,922,4EE
E5
90
7
t0
26
7l9
22
E5
q ,655
70,005
r55,25E
(t,655
70,003
140,606
26L.25
5,957.69
7,906.54
5200
550 0
55r 0
5+0 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5800
5E I5
59t0
59?O
5990
RETL
924,219
r68,259
45 , 913
90,640,557,678
924
168
,219
,259
46
2t
L73,422
3,6Zq rEg7
50
27 tt
REPORT NO. (lE(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'IEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 50
RUN DATE: OL/IL/89
RUN NUMBER:979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,283.74
57,E09. r9I,124.55
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
zq.(l(l(} GUADALUPE COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE l7
6000
65t0
FIRE
7000
7200
E06
860
E90
750
750
76 0
7E0
790
E0l
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
FIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAt, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
FIOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OIHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
2,8?0
2l?,450 2,E20?LL,947
67
?0
I4
2Z
9
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
98, 7 55
570,546
2, rg7 , 205
rr,973,742
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
98,735
I,O27,7IE
545, 559
2,045 ,l(t0
10,959,9E4
65
60
69
20,r0
8,07
174,44
5,75
r , 077 ,904
25,523
8,075
205 
' 
s(tz
5,5r5
2
6
6
6
q?7 
.
9,811.
208.
7
t2
r58.60
rr,922.05
50,645.36
I 14,874. 5l
5E6,E09.5E
89r0
SERV
54
r97
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 650
tREPORT NO. llEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
COT.IBINED REVENUE SYSIEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]iIBER, I9E8
PAGE 5I
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUIiIBER: 97 9. O ()
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
720.72
4,658
E, 054
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUH]'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
5I.OOO HARDING COUNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
ISEI
I5E 9
I40 0
]'TI N E
2E00
5700
I'tFG-
4100
481 0
4900
TCU.
5092
HHSL
010 0
AGR I
530 0
5+0 0
551 0
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS I.IELt DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NON}IETALTIC ]'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. t'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HI GHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUIIDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
AL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
EPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
CTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
PETROLEUI,I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTST0T. IIHoLESALE TRADE
109,q72
r85,05E
95t6l
5
5
,509
r357
I56,976
98,556
88,040
9I , 5I6
E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
56 ,455
556,459
556,459
7,091q05,2(+7
I5 , 9I5
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I4,7E4
L0c
TEL
ELE
TOT
r500I6I(t
I620
I700
CONS
554 0
5E00
5E I5
IE
57
t2
L2
II
24
29
02
02
98
98
E
8
E02.
E02.
4,51I
.t ,657
06
55
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE,
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICTE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STAT
EATING AND DRINKING P
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - B
EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
LACESY THE DRINK
I ONS
20
I(l
5990
RET L
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSIOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBITE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERV ICES
I5
6ct
6,9q0
514, 675
550.20
l6 , 0E7 .80
517.5E
6000
65r0
FI RE 7
720 0
7'500
750 0
7800
890 0
12,050
t0 105,729 76,6 l7 3 ,Eq7 .7 6
II
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]-TENT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r0E,705
r,74r,547
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7 9 ,406
r,176,028
PAGE 32ATEs 0t/ll/89
UMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5, 990 .67
58,45r.82
a
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
EN I'IEXICO
ENUE SYSTEM
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, 19EE
ND
NNFNREVYS
RU
RUX QUARTERLY IX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
SERV TOT.
QUARTERLY SU]IMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
5I-OOO HARDING COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SERVICES 25
TOT. TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION t73
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'TENT
STATE OF NE]d I.IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFIGATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I98E
PAGE 55DATE: 0l/ll/89
NUmBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
50,35r.56
82,428.10
2,692.42
4,54E.1r
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLY TI EDITED X
TOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUHIIARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
25-llOO HIDALGO COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
0700
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URAN I UI'I
TOT. T'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.JAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUGTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUIP]'IENT
T'II SCEL LANEOUS T.IANUFACTURING
TOT. T'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
IIOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ]^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'II'IUNICATI
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COt'It'IUNICATIONS
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS I^IHOLESALERS
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUI TDING ].IATERIALS
HARDT..IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL I.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEATERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
LRSR
L 07I,042
r,759,4072E58
EPORTED
EC EI PTS
E5,456
126,566
407,917
2,719 ,054
5, 56 0 ,952
ll2,3E6
l, r57 r 4g5
28rt ,05+
532,5E7
r, 027, 9Eg
287,2+0
757,256
57,91E
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5+,225
90,156
55(r,51 0
2,627,EgE
5, 086 ,557
7 6 ,046
945, 994
17E,Z7 3
522,596
E5E,552
24E,433
t094
T,II NE
r500
1620
I700
CONS
1,059,r05
I ,722,052
2000
3200
I7
125
L47
50
t5
85
ONS
UTILI
AND U
5700
5900
t-lFG-
5020
50(0
5090
5092
l6
204100q200
4600q8I 0
4900
TCU-
TIES
TITITIES
tlHSL
29
q5
9
5,654.50
45,2t5.EI
E ,7 60 .07
24,902.OL
41,567 .2?
L2,203 .29
,915.22
,+98.22
, 950 .21
0 .55
5.92
5200
525 I
525?
5500
55r0
5400
55r0
554 0
5599
5600
5E00
58r5
59r0
5920
27
45
27
55
8
750,760
57,9r8
37 ,49
2,89
ll 23q,sqq 255, 954 11,609.5E
REPORT NO. ()EO TAXATION AND REYENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAT CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEHBER, I988
PAGE 54
RUN DATE. OI/II/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,5E4. I517r,504.r7
r,977 .54
8,028.51
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
TOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI*II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
25-l,l,ll HIDALGO COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5990
RET L
I'IISCEt TANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L ASSOC.
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ].IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - ]'IUNICIPATITIES
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
55(tz
25
2L
9
,549
,567
,7 5+
,000
,285
28,495.1?
3,2q7.27
7,5r4 . 97
2,556 . 46
25E .7 q
l4
E
24
tE6
548
825
474(t 
,27 9
6l
250
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
59,671
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
59,671
168, r25
,966
,008
rl4,
3,474,
6000
6]00
65I0
FIRE
a
7000
7200
7300
7500
7500
780 0
7900
8010
8060
8900
S ERV
15
66?
25
2
76
572
65I5I
5t
5
477q+
I ,546
168, 125q77,qEI(tq 
,27 9l r60?,q26
6 05,595
67,989
r55,I44
68, E l5
7,57 I
I7 rE60 r 070 11,025,708 555, 955 .65
,483
,200
,058
,E74. l7
, r58.4I
,424.95
95 95
95 95
GOVT
II
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XT EDITED X
LocATr0N 3 06-000
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS NELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONT'IETALLIC ]'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. T'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEHICALS AND ATLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
sTONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRI]'IARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED T'IETAL PRODUCTS
TIACHINERY, EXCEPT ETECTRICAL
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUIPI'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRU]'ITS.]II SCEL LANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEhI ]'IEXICO
GOI'IBINED REVENUE SYSIET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 55
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUT'IB ER: 97 9 . () l)
REPORTED
TAX DUE
580,619.491,512,r0r.4+
r,E96, r58.02
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'IT,IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LEA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
r51 0
I5E I
I58 9
I400
T'II N E
010 0
0700
AGRI
r500l6l0
I620
1700
CONS
64
525
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
7,7E7,056
32,596,726
40,478,41E
92, E5I
1,257,470
r r449,62r
869,E53
725,E91
602,65?
555, 455
},6EI, I82
7 ,376,667
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7,7E5,3r4
2E,80E,820
36,657,140
l,192, 945
q 
,322 r(t63
564,E67
L,qL7 ,lg2
7,750
106,768.55
65, 902.20
126,554.6(}
360,175.I5
657,q80.50
7]E
I()
22
586
555
,.t74 r672
,2q3,596
,555, r52
,412 
'515
,485, 955
25, 904
28 ,097
IE,8()637,(IE
08,22q
E
I7
2rt
2r+
IO
, I44
,326
,255
,040
,67 6
,150
, 6I0
564
2,3+7
r04L 685
4,01?
1,I58
25,25r
r,899
54, 9Eq
2I
4
E
t6
155 Zr0lrz
215
6rE
12,6
2000
20r0
2400
2700
2800
2900
520 0
540 0
550 0
5700
5E00
5900
T'IFG-
7
49
t6
t08l5
(tg
4
52
20
?5
26
I
922
84
555
372
484
507
59.71
,637.2?
,579.EE
,650.57
,04r.46
,407.22
,686 . 5E
6r,r95.91
2?6,833.7579251
qr00
420 0q50 0q600
4810qE5 0
4900q9?0
TCU-
5I
87
t8
60
23
358
, 7I8
,564
,2L9
,05I
,77 3
,5Lz
,595
,000
,94L.12
,750 .85
,5II.5I
,392.47
,929.6L
,7 65 .25
,686.27
LOCAL AND HIGH]^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
,E67 50,095.0773,299.61
ONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
AND TELEVISION BROADCASTINGIC HATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ILITIES
RANSPORTATION, COT'IHUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
T EL EPH
0
TR
UT
T
RADI
EL EC
GAS
TOT.
5
I7
t80
57
8(l5
69
1,279
E(),E45
35r,979
5,459,7r5
1 ,07 6 ,225
L6 ,7 g?,410
r,595,020
25,L06,24L
ITIOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT.IOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHE]'IICAtS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
82
29
22
50r0
5020
5040
5050
t5
50
?9
22
65,51E
4,01E,450
2,77(+r885
I ,E22,6Lq
L ,57 tt
5'+7
4ZL
,556
,27 q
,0I4
q27 
.22
,700.84
,400,2?
,629.52
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NE[^I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'TBER, 1988
PAGE 56
RUN DATE: (}L/LI/89
RUN NUI'IB ER: 97 9 . () O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,128. E5
,565.45
,787.6q
,179.E8
,700.96
E5,57r.E6
18, 547 .88
174, 989.55
550,085.76
58,535.r5
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'TARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
06.OOO LEA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5200
525 r
525?
5500
55I 0
540 0
551 0
554 0
559?
5599
5600
5700
5800
58r5
79,704
?2, q57()4,OII
92,7 42
99,198
77 ,262
20,343
06,5q7
76,r05
,289,6q0
, 0 04, 540
, 91 0 ,868
,8q7 ,?8+
,599,I98
,(20r598
,532, r89
,7 69 ,277
,7 96 ,349
285,12L.76
r07,605.55
I02,785.45
260 ,8q?.7285,58r.81
7 5 ,553 .{.ct
155, 9r8.24
7L2,675.ct6
5,23E,157.97
5070
5080
5090
509?
NHS L
5 910
5920
5990
RETL
6000
610 0
6I2 0
000
200
500
500
600
800
900
HARDNARE, PLUTIBING AND HEATING EQUIP.]'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPI IES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS l.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI1 AND PEIROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUI LDING I'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARH EQUIPI,IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
T'1OTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IOBILE HOME DEALERS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
TIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I-IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S_AND-L ASsOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COFlDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTT'IENT COI'IPANI ES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAT, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEFIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
225,0r0
5 ,24L ,67 L
5,2E2, 058
2,136,625
I5,455,759
11,988.55
278,546 .55
26?,406 .67
115,249.40
801, rq8.97
q6
30
2 ,5L6 ,17 6glq 
,7 97
19
r92
2r5
56
5 9.1
9I
40
4I
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
586,919
7 ,gg7 ,066
8 ,25?,5q9
2,E27,775
28, r55, 555
191,400
1, r63,72r
2,230,05+
7q6,(t86
1,707,776
9, 05+ r 743
5,416, 092
5,776,52E
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r05,562.04
57,070.57
2 ,007,004
6E2,856
555,04+
9,6 95, 76 r
15, 0 94, 575
877,765
L,25+,253
r , 555,845
50I2I
75
28t6l
662,77 6E,grl,4gg
L(t ,7 97 ,7 qlI,O95,I6E
rr6r8,445
E4]4E
80
240
54
r+67
70+
47
67
9162,I4I
5
2I
q
II
2
I5
60
6r5
2r0
2,+
5r0
Ir5
lr5
2r7
2L,7
7+,1
55
t2
12
665,201
49,550
7 (t ,62l
52
98
565,885
49, 550
56,502
50,597 .47
2 ,652 .55
r, 95r .23
t0
55
, r5r.88
,72L.59
I88,400
650, r48
6200
6500
65I0
6700
FIRE
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
199
6ct
445
285
258
547
595,842
I ,68E, 56 0E,602,564
2,E77,902
3,219,q77
52,032.48
90,509.79
460,952.56
Lsq ,554 .99
r5E,609.06
8010
8060
EIOO
57
r71
46
78
547,596
5,599,985
E, 92E,589I,28I,E44
547,59I
3 ,254 ,7 (19
6, r40,059
1,272,439
iREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N ! 06-000
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
IiIISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVERNMENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - t'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'TBER !
PAGE 570l/ll/89
979.00
QUARTERLY SUT'IT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LEA COUNTY
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, 19EE
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
55
745
2,57 3
7,40r
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
75,5r5
7 ,55(t,604
41,r95,E64
2+5,E45,423
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
75,515
5,729,789
34,550,673
19r,4EE,207
REPORTED
TAX DUE
3,992.r0
50r,472. 90
1,852,(rEl.r2
10,050,220.L6
8200
8600
890 0
E9l0
S ERV
9282
9595
GOVT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
l,
iREPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEt^I I'IEXICO
COTIBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 58
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUI'TBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
l2,7EE.E7
I2,849.9r
I12,142.95
55,572. lr
lE5, 177 . 03
I2,555.60
25,304.75
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUT,I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
26-O()O LINCOLN COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
010 0
0700
0800
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
t'.lETAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'I, MOLYBDENU]'IOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONMETALLIG ]'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
LUMBER, WOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL ]'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUIPI'IENT
]'II SCEL T ANEOUS IIANUFACTURING
TOT. T'IANUFACTURING
t0CAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
I'.lOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , t.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND AttIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROTEU]'I PRODUCTSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUITDING T'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
I4
542lq7
2I
lE9
150,917
1rE47,66r
450,527
2,855,E85
751,660
6,286,E6tt
0
1,657,155
450,527
2 ,5L2 ,46?48L 750
5,555, 456
0.00
97,895.95
26,550.56
146,465.45
30,167. 18
5r5,295.78
204q00
25
32
tE7
I9
t7
25
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
205,657
689,572
2,r01,675
994,437
3,927,212
267,970
473,17q
159,675
I , 342, r2r
L65,429
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
205,589
20+ ,77 L
2,OII,9II
r000
I5E 9
r400
I'II N E
1500
I6I()
r620
I700
CONS
2(0 0
27 00
5200
3600
5700
5900
FIFG-
ql00
4200
4500
4600
4810q850
4900
4920
TCU-
592,I05
3,5E5,642
qI 197 ,324
457 ,585
2-4,L65
668,075
I50,757
I
59
,493.76
,957.09
32
76
35,
E20,
t22
05r
277 ,258
202,?42
6?
05
OI
5
6
(+
749,500
259,605
1,507,976
64
22l2+
t9
t2
5,42E.1+
3 ,527 .7 0
3, 155.7r
1.lH
?o(0
70
EO
90
92
5L
,23q
,729
52,
239,
54c+ ,
6?
50
2,75(t.60
15,E22.5I
29,904.75
54,844 . 05
5,6 I2 . 95
I
520 0
525 I
AND SUPPLIES
7
575
90
,7 97
,7 6L
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEH ]'TEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
l9E,6E5
465,897
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r96,71+
PAGE 59
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
12,567 . I I
500,624.E1
2r,042.01
26 ,LlZ.l2
25,E75.57
53,L97.62
L,0?4,570.58
18, 024. 98
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SU['I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : 26-OOl, LINCOLN COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
550 0
55r0
5400
551 0
554 0
5592
5599
5500
5700
5800
5E I5
59r0
5920
5990
RET L
SIC
CODE
700
720
750
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD SIORES
FIOTOR VEHICTE DEATERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HOME DEATERS
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOFIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES
r'IISCELTANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
SAVINGS AND TOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ].1OTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'TISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBItE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
A]'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT ME]'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
].II5CEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITEGTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT - T'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
,659
,404
,0?5
,L25
,7 64
,27 I
,967
,6?+
,554.4r
,465. E0
,259. 95
,055.29
,027.I0
,3E5. r2
5, 085, 57 0527,19I
7 35 ,7?5
6t
IO
5I
64r,507
?58 ,7 99I,E4I,74I
tt6l8
I5E
E02
956
665
5q9
55
t5
50
92
27
I4
7
7
5
48
58
I8
4,753,
326,(+40 
,
23
76
2t
121
37
I
E7L,722
r, 452,969
t94,5E0
r,026r060
577,578
624,857
309,765
2EI,57I
195,E56
1,026,060
515,E52
?9,769
E2,419.01
20,76 0 . 06
26 ,9??.?4ltt,220 .?l
12,550 .3fr
I8
t20
40
2L
57lr7
r, g07, g5g
6 99,789
528,7 95
578,232L gg2, 26 5
16 ,?46,266
E40
377
915
705
36r
579
34t
475
IO
L2q26
942
2t
18,
6000
6I20
6500
65t 0
6550
FI RE
750
760
7E0
790
E0l
806
EIl)
E20
E60
890
585,517
25E,529
1,144,995
57,755.51
15,327.79
75,555.77
00
55
I4
45,
4,
2tE
r25
E4
49
68
556,(}6 5,
248,
280,
r,552,51E
557, (55
461 ,907
252,58r
212,508
89r0
S ERV
2(tJ
25
98I
L,074,
75,
5, 955,
7 6l ,249
6E,58I
5,4r9,E05
5. 92
5.65
5.5E
515,832(I,I65
402
605
794
12,229.q6
65,75r.49
55,225.39I, E50 . 50
555 r
93 95
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2,9r9 40,6r9,565 35, EEo , 50 5 2, 065 ,77E .95
IREPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE OF NEt.I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEt'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEITIBER, I9EE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
564,215
22,30I
E,g7+,q96
2 r 959,56 0
2, E52
5,556,509
145, 574
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,955,550
2, E52
5,475,61E
+,485
374, 399
93,526
575,099
340,525
905,585
7,022,966
r75,599
696, I25
57E,28E
PAGE 40ATE: 0l/Ill89
ul'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5E6,494.51
5+,27r1 . 0E
7 ,?68.68
7 q ,596 .5L
702,655.7E
r5,148. 52I,626.55
r44,9r9.65
l5z.?5
L7E,L52.6?
241.06
20,1?3.92
5,027.05
30,965.52
18,505.r5
4E,66q .47
377 ,484:47
9,320 . I8
37 ,+16.62
20 ,552. 9E
ND
NN
RU
RUX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUilTiIARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TOCATION ! 52-Ollll LOS ALAT'IOS COUNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
src
CODE
0700
AGRI
AGRICULTURAT SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGH].IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-DUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LU].IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, C[AY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
T'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAT
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECIRONIC COFIPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUT{TS.
MI SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. FIANUFACTURING
I.IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
ND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELEVISION BROADCASTING
IER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ES
ORTATION, COTIT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND At t I ED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
MACHINERY, EQUIPIIIENT AND SUPPLIES
MISGEL LANEOUS ]^JHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUTI AND PETROL EU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I-IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOI.IE DEALERS
I{ISCETLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
8
9
220
580
11,560,640
57+,215
r 56 ,844
5,011,0E7
17 ,202,787
r0,919,2r7
637,657
r55,23rI,5E7,84I
15,079,9(t6
r50 0
r6l0
1620
1700
GONS
02
04
06
{)E
09
t43
2400
2700
3200
550 0
5600
567 0
5800
5900
l.lFG-
IIIt ?q(t ,62050,26r,671,6 99465632
7
t5
5(t
52,526-
5,234
2,788,7+9
I,737.55-
281.35
L49,E95.27
+200
450 0
4Et0
48t0
4900
49?0
TCU-
5
5
5
5
5
TELEPHONE A
RADIO AND T
EL ECTRIC I.IA
GAS UTILITI
TOT. TRANSP
26
8
52
II
5092
l.lHS L
ll
48
1,65E,417
L44 ,97 5
79 2 r(+8Z r 3q6
I.r ,469
,4?l2(+
55II 7,104,996175,599
7r9
9r5
520 0
550 0
55r 0
5+0 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
I5
25
E4I,6IE4I6,6I0
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEI^I I'IEXIC0
COTTBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECETIBER, 19EE
PAGE 4I
RUN DATE: OI/LI/Eg
RUN NU}IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I02,0r0.7r
79E,247.61
I 0 ,556 .25
52,r64.06
32,575.6,296.
a
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUTIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
52-000 L0s ALAt'los couNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I.IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIT TRADE 2r5457 5,366r 9, 085 r,E97,E7514,85r , I r7
5700
5800
5El 5
9300
GOVT
6000
6I0 0
6500
65t0
6550
5700
FI RE
7000
7200
7300
7 59I
750 0
7600
780 0
7900
8010
E06 0
8r00
8200
I00
75
2Z
9
1,6E6, l2l
4E4, 087
516,996
I ,565, 55r
48q, 087
599 ,07 5
89,522.27
26,0r9.70
32,200.50
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
192,67 q
598,40I
s 910
5 920
5990
RETL
E600
890 0
89I 0
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENIS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER_LESR.AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OIHER INVESTIiIENT COI'IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAIIER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'II.IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPTTIENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI,IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE IHEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT HEHBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
L OCA L GOV ERNT'IENT . COUNT I ES
TOT. GOVERNT'IENT
q7 ,586
693,q?9
404,285
47 ,5E6
554, 6 42
I(l,79E
2,557.73
17,9E7.00
580.4r
9
E
55
I9
,03E
,878
.177 ,239
r,635,257
,25r,589
,E4r,585
I9
r84
257
L2q2
34
969,765
561,025
255, 7 08
766,E55
705,405
17 2 ,599
970,040
55+,3?g
1,096,542
2,070,654
606,078II7,145
IE5
I5
I+
25
9
t92(15
1,050
3,558,52rl9l ,7zct
202,7 67
207 ,506lq6,5EI
22,849 ,466I , 242, r50
55,820 , 082
I
2
5,5E
20
20
25I
57
32
I5
,70
5, E4E
I ,85(r
2,7 67
0,036
3,677
7 ,280
l9l ,259I0,505
I(),89E
rl,l53
7 ,867
r r 228, l5E
66,764l,gr7,gl5
45
50
46
60
67
55
7(+
I6
7Z
45
95
82
47
45
52,1?5.
29,795.
5E, 92E .
r1r,296.
ERVS
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2, l9r 9.t,456 ,656 72,207,067 5,972, r4E.51
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'TENT
STATE OF NEI,T I.IEXICO
COT.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
zrgq7,El?
r,556,710
E,6()6,EI9
5I4,201
TAXAB T E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,460,110
908,765
7 ,516,592
6q,25E
PAGE +2ATE: OI/LI/E9
UFIBER:979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
129, 155.79
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY IX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUI'T]'TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : I9-(lOO LUNA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
src
CODE
0700
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
T'IETAL T'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUT'I, MOLYBDENUI'IOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGTOT. FTINING
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
H I GH].IAY CONTRACTORS
N0N-BUILDING HEAVY C0NTRACT0RS, EXCEPT HIGHIIIAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, ]^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STOHE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCIS]'IACHINERY, EXCEPT EL ECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECIRONIC CO}IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
T.IISCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'TANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRAN5. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO['I['IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND IELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIEST0T. TRANSPORTATI0N, COl'll'IUNICiATI0NS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EAUIPTiIENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALTIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOLESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE
1000
I5E 9
t'II N E
I500
r6l0
I620
I700
CONS
I26
226
85
I4
tt
8
t0
t0.02
7I.08
2000
250 0
2(100
27 00
520 0
340 0
5500
5600
567 0
5700
5900
r54
155
,655
,234
47 ,7
599,8
7, 06E.23
E,149.E0
5,575.57
0.00
55, 149 . l5
,458.?7
,972.78
06G-I'lF
59,508
lr200,Eg4
I91,678l, 067, 955
2,3q+ ,5525,09r,246
1,095,255
,5Il
6,094
575,090
184,218
72,365
0
r, 067, 955
2,105,967
+,?07 ,450
205 ,7 6l
247 ,772
2?1,3L7
486,799
71
56
72
9 ,67 | .47
5,7 99 . r6
.97
.27
5t9
19, 6 92
tt0
2t7
48r0
4850
4900
TCU-
l9
15(t4
t9
r05
4000
4r00
4200
450 0
4500
50q0
50E0
5090
50 92
].lH S L
I+
26
I4
56
28l5r
5010
5020
t
952
265
57q
5, r56
,7
,9
,7
7 2,032
426,+99I28,r6755I,4r5I,III,(lE4
5, 781 . 65
??,39L .22
6 ,7?E.78
1E,449.26
5E, 55r . 94
REPORT NO. OEO
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
i
X QUARTERLYX EDITED X
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEl'.|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'TBER, I988
PAGE 45
RUN DATE: ()L/II/89
RUN NUT'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5r,5r4.70
5,070.IE
I 0 ,896 .65
,425.6(t
,855.79
,691.09
,216.65
,296.98
r85,459.17
QUARTERLY SU]'II'TARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I9-O()O LUNA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
520 0
525 I
5252
550 0
55r 0
540 0
55r 0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
58r5
59r0
5920
5990
RET L
t5
40
I2
75
27
IE
2A
65
6?
3,r03,6rg].7g7 ,9473,575,3r5
256,542
L,226 ,7E2
7EL,754
?qq,z54
65E,285
1,423,204
934, r 08
145,845 . 64
95, 029. 0(
156,E27.98
r0,45E.86
5q,122.5252,6r9.r9
L2,77 L .28
52,57E .466E,I57.69
48,8 94 . 55
BUI LDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDT.IARE STORES
FARt'I EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER TODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELIANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEI'1ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITEGTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNIIENT
20
276
6E5
56
55
550
29
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
7EE,605
I ,458,442
r7, r84, 055
96 ,57 4
551, r6E
3r972,97+
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
600,280
2,739,917
r,77l,ggl
2,987 1200
199,2r6
r,050,90562l,5IE
2q3,262
620,542
1,298,2q5
951,52I
96 ,57 4
207,555
789,059
520,645
4I3,164
480,5r7
l5E,05E
,01
8E
1,174
I5,503
260.90
079.52
6I,
805,
0
4
6000
6r00
612 0
6300
65I0
6550
FI RE
7000
7 200
8900
E9l0
S ERV
55
575
r46
268
508
55,225
592,151
r65, 085
27 5 ,3q554I, I79
7300
7500
7600
7800
7900
80r0
8050
EIO(l
7rt
E7
71
95
55
E69,El5
554,556
416,543
7L6,772
r6E,46 0
t6
57
t5q?
rt2
,223
,372
qL
I5
zl
25
E
lr7(t(t.23
30, 102. 05
7 ,665.22l(,r00.84
16,r34.82
q
7
5
,00
5,555, r56
58
,70
95 95
GOVT
I
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 1,E97 40,205,550 52,E57,715 1,720,6r5.13
IREPORT NO. OEO
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICUTTURE
METAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
URA N I Utl
COA L
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
NONt-lETALLIC ]'IINERALS, EXCEPT
TOT. t'IINING
URAN I U]'I, ]'IO LYB DENU]'T
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
FUELS AND POTASH
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
375,666
17,580,399
7,152,6E0
7 ,277 ,9E7
20,599,92q
3,790,02E
L6,782
1,226,496II,6IO,6IE
6?3,125
lg ,56?,729
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
375,666
2,29+ ,0L2
6,O5I,IOI
l, 955
2,L78
715,449
2, EE6 , ()E6
55,5914,l5r,0gg
PAGE qqATE: it/lllEg
UmBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r9,266.06
1r7,582.45
555,412. 99
255,915.E2
868,564 .Zq
1r0.54
rlr.95
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NE].I I'IEXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI,I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
TOCATION:
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I5.OO(l ]'ICKINLEY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNs
OCTOBER TO DECET{BER, I988
0I0 0
0700
0800
AGR I
I5t0
I3E 9
I400
T-1I NE
t2
52
I40
I000
l0 94
r200
r500
I6IO
1620
1700
CONS
25
24
27
29
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I{EAT PRODUCTS
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBTISHING
PETROLEU]'t REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY t'lETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL ]'IACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COT,IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIPT'IENT
FIISCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
IIOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I4
2Z
7
I+
57
t2
55
, 9I6
,657 -
,668
, I95
5,506 .665,5?l .q7
5,E57.95648.65-
175,275.E?
45 ,092 .21
r70,502.55
237
405
2E
25
4,505,6
r6 , 539, 0
2000
20r0
52
54
36
l6II
54
I00
8
E
q0 ,12?.50
L49,724 .L7
,971.07
,475.E0
567 0
5700
5900
I'tFG-
?
220
4000
4I0 0
4200
4500
4600
4EIO
4E3 0
4900
ct920
TCU-
r95,549
362,E92
540,946
7 ,570,995
5,457 , Eg6
931,6826,663,266
97,507
99,4E1l2r
t2
3,457
802
5, 526 ,97 g
I7I 20,686 ,878 8 ,9?? ,607 465,997.50
REPORT NO. OEO
LOCATION:
src
CODE
x
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'TENT
STATE OF NEI.I FIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET{BER, 19E8
PAGE 45
RUN DATE: OL/II/8g
RUN NUI{BER3 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r5,885.57
5,040.24
7,58r.50
98,887.r5
20,5q6.93
205,552.59
5r4,561.97
X QUARTERLYX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUHI'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I3-(lOO T,ICKINLEY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
5 010
5020
5040
5060
5070
50E0
5090
50 92
NHSL
]'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPI'TENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ETECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING].IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLI
I.II SCEL LANEOUS ].IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUM AND PETROL EUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT . hIHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIATS
HARDI.,IARE STORES
FARM EQUIP]'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT.IENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
FlOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOME DEALERS]'IISCEttANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
ISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PROPRIETARY STORES
LIQUOR STORES
NEOUS RETAILERSAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ].IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
]-TISCETLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCEItANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
II
?22
2rt
323
g?,616
15,647,696
4 ,77 5 ,923
23,052,731
6 9, 456
7+6,7?5
4,497,055
5,Esq,229
5,
59,
23?,,
505,
.39
.55
.5E
.96
APPLIA
EQUIP.
ES
NCES
AND SUPPTIES
lz
55
t5
5t
8
IO
I5
5rt
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
522,359
1,64?,864
?98,451
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
500,1E4
54, E50
r57,E25
r,76g,5gg
566 ,485
5200
525 I
52-52
5500
55r 0
5400
55r 0
554 0
559?
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
5 910
5920
5990
RETL
4,525, I 07
845, 4 95
869
845
077
005
57 .6E
57.70
9r.65
16.73
92.7 9
57 .85
I5
I5
84
104,
t22,
98,
70,
45,?,321,
5,177 ,
Ll7 ,2tr2.67,072.
57,563.
97
t4
150
26Ir9
7q
65q7
zlr
85l4
50
555l,5ll
,6E1, I40
, IE6 , E58
,50.rr489
, IE7, I75
,927,675
,5Ir,645
,05E,057
,551 , (40
,51 9, 07 I
r,965,667
2,L79,067
1,7q6,532
7, 145,505
2 ,924 ,63L
L,250 ,296
6 ,7 0l ,7779,269,255
18,515,582
2,El7 r7E2
5,956,520
2
z
2
7
zII
50tr7
3,7E7 ,28Eg, r44,215
lq ,525 ,37 I
2,0?0 ,9901,5I0,799
8I ,570 . E4,5q7.28
,7 99 .20
()I.I9
I6.29
54.09
599,
r60,
270
90I
486
LIQUOR D
DRUG AND
PACKAGE
I'II SCEL L A
TOT. RET
2
5
2
9
2
8
5
0
E
6000
610 0
6r20
6200
6500
6510
6550
FI RE 99 I,592,EI5
557,565
L90,7q7
r27,506
6 95, 985
7 95,(14,827 
,
96,051,
E5, I 95
46r,806
557,565
6,497
lE, 976 .78
565.48
+ ,7 92.23
25 ,550 .7 4
65, 317 . 5r
64,060.55
L6,L76.7q
1,167 r I45
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
780 0
5E
60
07
r05
199
I57
r40
6E
2,+37,21E
r,569, 966
r,206,702
1,270,259
545, 0 15
2 ,084 , q2+
r,202,565
I ,026 ,42(t
r,154,514
2E9,005
IREPORT NO. 08(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'TEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
258,559,050
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
149,72q,020
PAGE q6ATE: OL/II/Eg
UMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
8, 050, 055 . 55
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
IOCATION !
src
CODE
QUARTERTY SUT'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I5-l}(l(l I'ICKINLEY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEITIBER, I9EE
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
7900
80I0
E060
EIOO
8200
8600
8900
89]0
S ERV
ATiIUSE]'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OIHERS
HOSPITATS AND OTHER HEATTH SERVICES
TEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I.IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
1'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
52L55
E5
48
509,947
1,532,4I5
7 84 ,967
467 ,548
I7, r76.34
85,19E.56q3 
,97 9 .97
26,?99.58
r , 903, 548
722,249
LL,577 ,09?
7,0r1
5, 941
L ,99q
L ,457
55
r00
50
5t
?96l5I, I86
2,409 ,512
722,2q9I5, 059,755
r05,45r.59
57,057.66
6q3,675.75
9595
GOVT
LOCAT GOVERNHENT - ]'IUNICIPAT ITI ESTOT. GOVERNilENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 3, E45
|'
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTHENT
STATE OF NEI^I ['IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE q7ATE: OI/LI/Eg
ur'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TAXABI E
GROSS RECEIPTS
, IE7
,229
IEE, 545
285, 084
r+7 9 ,?39
9, r25
r r2, 916
I5,028
?.01 ,482
58,255
15,275
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
IOCATION:
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUM]'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
30-000 t'toRA c0uNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I98E
TOTA
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
I9, 97 0
159,050
I5,555237,rll
102,E39
r5,994
5,975
9,508
LRSR
0700
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL SERYICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRAGTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGH]^IAY
LUt'lBER, tl00D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
TOT. ].IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVIGES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT4I'1UNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTITITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS]'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS I.IHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . ]^IHOt ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING I1ATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
1'IISCEttANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEATERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK],IISCELTANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIT TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVEST]'IENT COT.IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, IIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T.IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
II
IE
2ct
I56
q6,780
62,006l4l,57E
64E,895
+6,780
E2,006
85,505
507,47q
r500
16r0
1620
I700
c0Ns
205
45t
205
425
5t
55
IO
20
2400
T'IFG-
26q5 r 900,5lI
t6
t6(tz
231,040
326,216
565,595
I7
50
,020.
t654.
655.q7
9,940.39
4I0 0q200
48I0
4900
TCU-
5040
5080
5090
509?
tlHS L
9,+56.7+l4, r5r.I2
25, E6 9. 43
4(t5.52
5,505. 45
5200
550 0
5400
551 0
554 0
5599
5E00
58t5
5990
RETL
l4
2q
53 5,0r6.64
2
5
q
25
,45q .04
,997.EI
,501.r7
,362.85
6000
6510
6700
FI RE 8t2.02E
+
6
97
54
5
6
IO
9
7000
7200
7500
a
292.20
5I9.12
iREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 4E
RUN DATE: OL/II/89
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,87 I . 55
525.20
2 ,951 .32
r,018.76
E,426 .55
E5,5E4.50
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERTY SUT'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
50-000 HoRA couNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7500
7600
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
58,899
6,66q
66 ,60+
6 ,66+
7E0
790
E0l
E90
89I
SERV
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS]'IISCELIANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
2III
7
18
9t
562
E5,I7E
26,6q8
213,786
2, I 14, 5E7
L72,521
1,752,21E
60
20
,540
,690
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY TI EDITED X
tocATr0N: r5-000
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESIRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICUTTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGH}IAY CONTRACTORS
_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHT.IAYCIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
I.IEAT PACKING AND OTHER ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE FIILL PRODUCTS
LUI'TBER, ].IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY ]'1ETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED HETAL PRODUCTS
T.IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIP]'IENT
MISCEL LANEOUS T'IANUFACTURING
TOT. IIANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.JAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
IELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC T.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, COFIT'IUNICATIONS AND UTITITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN FIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER IO DECE]'IBER, I988
PAGE 49DATE: OL/II/Eg
NUI'TBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
(t 
,27 9 .E0
r0,197.90
5,Er0.53
55, E5r . 555,964.I6
19+,492.39
59, 994. 46
2E5,409.74
RUN
RUN
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
OTERO COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
1500
t 6l0
I620
I700
CONS
l5E 9
].II N E
0r00
0700
080 0
AGR I
t2
?0
I6
80
I8
I5
69
20
54
I4
284
5lE
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
50 9,456
696,1??
r6,219,685
r,559, r3g
4,
22,
4,1r4,505
E66,475
20,36?,225
570,571
2,262,592
909,I26
E03,86I
574,25I
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7 5 , ttg(t
190,601
15,575,r52
2?7 ,336
4,
6,
8,
Et0,930.E2
t2,327.9L
19,468.8r
77 ,307 .75
920,055.29
NON
SPE
IOT
t(
15
559
7 0(t
l0
28
I09
5(2,0r6
1,400,569
r7,542,883
040
473
557
56
52
4(t
2000
2010
250 0
2400
27 00
520 0
540 0
5500
5670
5700
590 0
HFG-
9
0I
t
2I
L 552, r72
66 0 ,675
7 65 ,002
70,065
657,001
70,656
3,7 94 ,827
775,960
5, q45, 0Zr
4100q20 0
450 0
4600
4Et 0
4E50
4900q920
TCU.
2
9I
2
5,7I,I
5 r(tIr5
15,2
70,0E0
52,E12
.t2,77 0
I5, 5I I
59,7?7
3q ,127
58,970
97,977
E9 ,97 q
268,55E
248 ,957
92,457
0
3,740,L7?
r , 055,7 g54,549,65r
852, 4r 5
r0,605,985
,I
rE
,I
.85
.00
.92
.32
.95
90
0
25
I2
05
l4
t5
5
t9r
59
I4
40
20
,554. 9l
,E55.88
3q7 ,651
557 ,208
259, qq7 ,6tt6.Ez
570,570.65
r9,555.36
50,451.75
]'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOI,IOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDi.IARE, PLUFIBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES].IACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
].IISCEL L ANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI''I AND PETROL EUT,I PRODUCTS
l0
2t
50I0
5040
5060
5,070
50E0
5090
5092
l0]I
89
2q9,280
785,495
56r,075
,021.E7
,257 .3q
,145.01
t
I
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.J T.IEXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'.|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I98E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,596 ,457
6,59
50,25
5,268,E17
55,254
rr072,005
245, I59
t+ ,8?5 ,458
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,5q3 ,620
PAGE 50ATE: 0I/ll/89
ut{BER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
157 , E5t .64
80,6E1 .50
.
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUMMARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : I5.ll(lO OTERO COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I.IHSL TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE r52
src
CODE
520 0
525 I
550 0
531 0
5q00
55I 0
I2 rl0
50
r,40q,q9
II,85
7 ,38
2 r?7
E
r,56
r,59
L,47
5,25
L,92
1,27
47
229
554 0
.10
.55
.6r
.6q
12,2L2 .7 6l4l,l2I.0I
56,445.42
35,84E . 6 9
,425
,904
,902
, I54
q6
t5E
45
4E
t9
566
27
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL T.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARII'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICTE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t.IOBILE HO]'IE DEATERS
FIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOt'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANGE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
t'IISCEL TANEOUS RETAI I ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND CO].IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXGGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER TODGING
PERSONAT SERVICES
T.IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI-l]'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOP]'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTO]'IOBITE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
IIOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AHUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
IEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAI SERVICES
NONPROFIT T'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
].II5CEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAT SERVICES
29
L?,
72
I4
I45
55
90
15
48
90
5I
9 ,22(+0,54r
6,018
9, I86
4 ,556
5,594
6,889
7,750
9,787L 0998,9r9
2,553
2,678
4, r39
4,E05
5,750
5,049
,94E.39
,595.54
,554.91
,r09.65
,705.66
,538 . 5(
,90r.9+
,285.q2
,679.23
,585.09
,535.25
t
4
Il)
7
75
25L
589
4I
51I
59
77
76
272
255
027I4I
532
062
576
2188I2
659
6q4I2I
9I5
266
872
E05
976
657
457I4I
564
458
499
7qL
9?0
55
057
580
566
878
89E
55 92
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
59
I5
t2
718
1,652
, 178,
47c+,
5,555r
37 ,20q,
III
q
II
219,510
2,505,46E
r, 005,492
657,510
105,060.6E66,5r1.55
26,707.75
?9E,627.01
2,08+,721.q7
6000
610 0
6r20
6200
6300
5510
6550
FIRE
28 515,776 ?E,E32.55
108,02r.50
86 , 526 .80
7000
7200
I7
t57
I42II
63,254
r,0r5,8r6
r 06 ,467
I ,925, r46
5,558. 0 0
57 ,434.44
5,475.50
102,489.58
t50
509
r64
I5
206
r26
2,294 ,El7I,566, 975
981,085
4 ,24(t ,6q5
1,550, r50
998,166
r,895,85r
r,540, r58
885,680
4,244,645
r,r97,540
E70,969
48,l0r
237 ,488
66,255
47 ,58E
7300
7591
7500
7600
780 0
7900
80I0
E060
8100
E20 0
2?t
2,509I, O5I
559
95, 957
2 ,3L4 , q?812,E57,5I8
I
E600
8900
89r 0
88, 082
2,06I,EE5
12,7 95 ,6q0
4,tlr,
656,
529.81
7 6t .75
540 .50
lREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERTY XX EDITED X
TOCATION:
src
CODE
SERV TOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . ]'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAI GOVERNI'IENT. SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHER
TOT. GOVERNT'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTHENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'tEXICo
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]-IBER, I9EE
PAGE 5I
RUN DATE. OL/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,624,655.45
5,755,823.+7
QUARTERLY SU]TMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I5.OOO OTERO COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
93 95
95 95
GOVT
1,552
q,771
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5r , 5r5,7 05
149,25E,I55
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
50, I67,046
105,750,528TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEl.I ]'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEIiI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET{BER, 198E
PAGE 52
RUN DATE: OL/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 97 9. O (,
REPORTED
TAX DUE
42,521.0E
16,560.63
106,255. 07
5,013.94
4Et .45
7 ,426.77
66,612.05
140,710 .55
rE,56E . 52
r0,737.5657,90r.55
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUT'II.IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
Il,-(ll,(l QUAY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
LTURAL PRODUCTION
TTURAL SERVICES
GRI CUL TUR E
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETALLIC I,IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. 1'IINING
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
0r00
0700
AGRI
AGR
AGR
TOT
158 9
I400
I'II N E
r500
I6IO
r620
1700
CONS
rcu
rcu
.A
EPORTED
ECEI PT5
E5E,94E
312,55E
2 ,092 ,97 6
101,620
E ,627
2,505,795
I ,544,704
2,860,56?
208 ,67 9ll7 ,22?
555,988
3(t7,7E9
455, I58
659,000
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7E4,282
27E,?qql,g6L,622
E5,566
E,525
124,289
l,l5r,E57
Z,(tE$ ,l?0
507,077
I78,959
6 55, 456
20r0
2300
2(00
2700
5(00
5700
5900
T'IFG-
GENERAL BUIIDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER T'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE ]'IILL PRODUCIS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
],II SCEt T ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT . I'IANUFACTURI NG
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LoCAL AND HIGH[IAY PASSENGER TRANSPoRTATI0N
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC l.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEHICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ETECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
1'IACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
]'II SCEL LANEOUS t.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARM EQUIP]'IENT DEAT ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
50
EE
t4E
t5
57
15
IE
44
7
4000
4I0 0
420 0
48I 0
485 0
4900
4920
TCU-
56,II5
197,92E
E54, 167
2,015.17
5, l5l .27q3,?77.64
6 ,55I .55
6,815.57
15,875.08
I lE, 120
L17,2?2
24(t ,lE?
55,6 05
95, 554
EI(),55I
20
40
50
EO
90
92
27
ll7
I4
45
I5
69l^IHSL
5200
525 I
5252
530 0
L?
40
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
55
89l/
00
PAGE01/I
979.
RUH
RUN
75,52-7.02
lqE,2q7 .stt
14,525.7455,647.3I
,784
,107
,729
tL22
5E
88
3E
94
DATE:
NUMBER:X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I9EEQUARTERTY SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
IO-()(l(, QUAY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
src
CODE
53t 0
5q00
551 0
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
,155,057
,555, 995
202,162
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
659,259
I0,179,7E2
20?,162
I
2
I
2
9II
9r5q4L
r5(
z
4
?
855(} 0
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HO]'IE DEATERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY
FURNITURE, HOME FURNIS
EATING AND DRINKING PL
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY ST
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
]-IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, HOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
IIISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBItE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
T'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITATS AND OTHER HEATTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNHENT - MUNICIPATITIESTOT. GOVERN]'IENT
,?67 ,
,978,
263,
95E,
I6
t2
2L
E9(t9
9
I79,5E0
89,279
r30,566
,970,555
59+ ,7 q6
356,223
r7 9, 125
88,86 0l30,4II
1,965,E4ct
593 ,97 25I7,970
II
5I
I7(tq
156
565
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
59t0
5920
5990
RET L
95 95
GOVT
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICL E A
s
H
A I
NDA
TOR E
I NGS
CES
THE
ORES
UTO ACGESSORY DEALERS
s
AND APPLIANCE STORES
DRINK
10,747.57
5,55r .59
7 ,824 .7 0
117,650.02
35, 55E . E7
19,078.20
III 39, 560E,4
2 ,97
r5,645026r
t2,t29.69
62.420I.50
8.99q.26
6500
65t0
FI RE
7600
7800
7900
E0l0
6000
610 0
6t20
7000
7 ?00
7500
7500
8060
8100
E500
E90 0
89r 0
S ERV
I6
?4
4E
I50
75
60
86
67l0
50
46
8
t2
8E
657
50,266
261,554
,266
,554
a
2,373,7?2
r96,E69
94,807
487,218
5rr92,800
2,2E9 ,5?9
r95,617
q73,763
(t,956,+72
28 ,199 . (t+
?E8,285 .(t0
, E85
, 955
,655
, 9I6
,94I
,LZq
,q6q
,7 06
, 517
,184
,655
,038
,687
,l?(t
,247
r50,217 .55
r1,508. 56
5,5E0 . 95
?.6 ,7 62.6?
r7 ,808.55
r,595.52
9 ,7 ?? .33
34,q?L.?4
10,257.q29,914.Er
89
467
50r
?6
L62
575t7t
r65
547
335
26
174
575I7I
r65
: T0T- ToTAL FoR ALL TNDUSTRIES IN THrS LoCATI0N 1,644 25,250,680 20,485,E48 L r96,514.38
REPORT NO. 08(t TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT1ENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET.IBER, I9E8
PAGE 5+
RUN DATE2 OI/II/89
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4E,Il4.2EI(1,527.45
?40,2E3.?7
r,625.81
E,910.05
447 .7E
r6, 906 .44
57 ,22E .55
3L2, lqs .62
57 0 .gcl.
,2r0.17
,885.00
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I7-OOO RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0r00
0700
0800
AGR I
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URANIUil
CRUDE PETRO[., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS ].IELL DRILTINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETALLIC t'IINERAIS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. FTINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IItt PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, UIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUT'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRI]'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED IIETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUIPI'IENT
MISCETLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESPIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TETEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'I['IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ETECTRIG NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI{ICALS AND ATLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDHARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEt LANEOUS ]^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EU[-T AND PETROI EUI'I PRODUCTS
tt5
8
50
257
4r0
l,g2E,50r
4(5, 55E
5, r44, I 04
q 
, +3+ ,5q7g, 950,5r0
l,72l,3gq
555, 120
5, 056 , 7595,756,6r0
6,E49rE65
90,207.E8
r7,860.02
157,497.6q
r95,995.65
459,56 r . r7
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
96
2,86
4,E(E,605
55, E97
206,599
44, 56 9
E42,26L
1,567,559
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
4,905r664
32,47 6
r54, 957
15,955
55E,r05
6 99, 559
r09(I5I ()
r 581
I5E 9
rq00
MINE
I500
I6 10
r620
I700
CONS
2000
2500
240 0
27 00
2900
520 0
540 0
5700
3900
MFG-
7
70
2,2E6
2, r86
962,2E6
2,850 ,547
q920
TCU-
E7
7
II
25
73
l4
,751
,I00
,256
,Il5
,252
, E6E
,98?
,502
9
150
66
219
2,50E
5r6
3,575
6t7
7,055
26
I5
t0
?2tz
3?
9
126
410 0
4200q600
48t0
4E50
4900
2
I4
2,L2
?,EI
28
6,855.E51,r10.757,5II.15ll3 ,7 82.22
r5,579.54
137 ,625.23
29,061. I0
66I
2r5
?23t0r
279
999
672
149
ct
6,
5,
7,
2,66E,
5q8,
5,925,
198,756
95,065
I ,454,6E2
10,60r
43, 495
562,7 0l 25l
5020
5040
507 0
5080
5090
5092
q8
20
REPORT NO. OEll TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'TENT
STATE OF NEl.J I'lEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,770,560
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
65q ,7 53
197 ,7 65
r58,E49
I9E,915
2 1590 ,97 g
590,255
6,296,557
6?5 ,0q0545,0I7
r84,549
156,955l7l,E9E
95,540
I ,845 ,85 9896,r97I,67I,E26
203,740
2,04+,28E
rE, 059, 78+
548,245
375,c+75
r,g55,lg6
58,294
1 ,246 , 25E
PAGE 55ATE: 0l/ll/69
UMBER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
56,590.40
1r,509.558,554.20
,152 .50
,064.20
,438.50
,650.40
, 959. E2
,gE(t.77
, 596 .82
,4Lq.4?
,855.4E
,455.77
,r96.0r
,9ZZ.L6
,7 9L .97
,595.66
,094.95
,587.28
19,84r.70
20,595. 00
tlt , r29.5q
28,898.?7
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
TOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I7-Ol)(l RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t^IHSL T0T. tIH0tESALE TRADE 92
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I98E
520 0
525 I
5?52
550 0
55t 0
5400
55r0
5540
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
58r5
59t0
5920
5990
RETL
BUITDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARH EQUIPI'lENT DEALERS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART],IENT STORES
DEPARTI.IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
1'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FIOBILE HOHE DEALERS
FIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPTIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACEs
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCELTANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SECUTY. AND COI,IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTFIENT COI'IPANI ES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTEIS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T.IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
l.IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI.IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
]'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
55
t02
87
109
28
575,+50
55r ,57 9
502,857
418,02E
7 0 ,127
55r,964
55r,072
4I5 ,85 5
592,404
55,?qL
,234.06
,635.22
,696.02
,2r0 .59
4,0?8
L,92?
8,222
5,539
5, 984
I ,247 ,7 5?
706,q65
257,566
2q9.57
70,995.8r
40,555.10
12,982 .2L
t9
TI
9
8E
7ll2
15
75
9
I()
25
t2
149
77
60,44q
58,86 4
09,577
0r,347
I,2E
70
?(+
23
106]5
20
5
5
7
I
Ir
90,9r5
I I ,782q7 
,7?8
488,169IE4,6I5
I91,767
0t
q
2
3
2
6
177,954
127 ,329
948, 525
897 ,q07
995 ,7 09
2?0 ,07 q
292,7196r4,5I9
IIl4q
2?
555
55l8
l0
7
9
5
r05q7
95
1I
109I,008
t9
22
29r
9q5
2t
23,
6000
r 6100
6200
6500
65r0
6550
6700
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7E00
7900
80r0
8060
EIOO
820 0
E600
8900
89r0
I8 365,905
(+(+ 5E4,4lE
77 2,201,540
50
2t
ZL
5
E
223
38,294
I ,599, 052
1,914.7064,709.5I
IREPORT NO. ()E(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
STATE OF NEI.I HEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, 1988
PAGE 56
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUI{BER: 979.00
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
?99,87L.17
2,512, 555 .26
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
QUARTERLY SUMMARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I7-OO(l RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
9
9
G
SERV TOT. SERVICES
IOCAL GOVERNl'IENT . COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNT.IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNT'lENT
500
595
OVT
785
2,614
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5r050,r17
57,005,5r7
TAXABT E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
5,457,62L
46,517 ,L25
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISH]'TENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
tREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COIiIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 57
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NU]'IB ER: 97 9 . O (l
REPORTEDIAX DUE
56,502.60
162,E99.EE
r,433.79
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION :
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUTTIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
II-OOO ROOSEVELT COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0700
AGRI
AGRICUTTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
0IL AND GAS l.lELt DRILLINcOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. f'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HI GHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON_BUI LDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGH].IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
20OO FOOD AND KINDRED
MEAT PACKING
LUI'IBER, NOOD
PRINTING AND
CHEMICALS AND
22
22
I06
195
ll,6rE.25Ir,6rE.25
552.20,00r.ll3r+7
5lt
55
r05
2t2
628
61
I2tr2
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
923,E99
5,797 , g4g
12,27 9 ,029
11,288
735, 920
15,258,02E
q ,05?,52L
7,E77,189
5,499,094
698,894
505, 9r8
1,00L,729
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
25r
25r
0,27(+
0 ,27 tt
55
56
,555
,355
t58t
15E 9
I'II N E
1500
16r0
r620
1700
c0N5
6743,48I ,045, 0E6
PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
OTHER ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
PAPER PRODUCTS
IISHING
LIED PRODUCTS
7
7
t4
48
36
155
22
l6
25, 985
AND
AND
PUB
AL
20I
?40
270
280
520
570
590
4100q20 0
48I 0
485 0
4900
48L 4lE
?,6q5 r4E9
4,914,057
216,295
575,990
,045
,858
27,021.08
lql,E7z.73
?55,525.E9
I2, 456 . E5
21,46E.55
2L,772.21
55,07I.E4
22
86
I'lFG-
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
MI SCEL t ANEOUS ].IANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHHAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , I.JAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'ITIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTITITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATIOH, COTIMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'IOTOR VEHICTES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPT.IENT
DRUGS, CHE]'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND REIATED PRODUCTS
HARDWARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPL I E5
T'IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUIiI AND PEIROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIATS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIP]'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
2L
35
47
2q5,Eq+
1,592,q72
r, rgg,557
245,E4+ttl ,664l,r2g,6r5
12,970.9E
2,2q9.02
57,406.50
r+920
TCU-
50I0
5020
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
WH5L
l(tg r22tt
607,q75
6,400,24L
, E9E
,495
'89?
, 92E. 9l
,E05.64
,585. 06
5200
525 r
5252
550 0
26
57
585, 97 9
959, 520
IREPORT NO. (tEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT PAGE 5EATE: OI/LL/89
ul'tBER: 979.00X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUMI{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : II-O(tO ROOSEVELT COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
STATE O
CO]'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
DEPARTIIENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS['IOBItE HONE DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNIIURE, HOt'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES
I-IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND tOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAT SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI-IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
EH I'TEXICO
ENUE SYSTE].7
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI1BER, 19EE
RU
RU
FN
REVYS
ND
NN
src
CODE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
750,955
114,2(t0
514, 616
5r705,E94
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
6q9,q27
REPORTED
TAX DUE
57, 542. 08
42, 148.88
703,510.49
6,41E. l7
r7,715.87
37,1E2.57
516,2E5 .76
5510
5400
551 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5600
5E I5
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
l5
46
9
5E
520
4 ,954
s5t
1,709
,655
,49E
,4?6
,2q4
,207 .66
,567 . EI
,?E6.?9
,077.98
707,I55
?7 6 ,351
457,051
1,237 ,255
40,655 .20
15,E90.19
25,060.L2
7L,LL7.67
,075
,675
,5lE
,06q
IE
?57
I5
40
15,76
20,53I4,45
29,25
r1,00
516
4,476
?56
698
t4
26
50
7I
,09I
,551
,I05
, E7I
EII
276
509
I ,57E
246
557
273
52t22t
I7
2a
49
141
551
,85I
,27 9
2,490
16,685
I9(
57q
751I2,2EI ,158,40E
6000
610 0
6r20
6300
6510
6550
FIRE
El00
E600
890 0
E9I (l
SERV
7000
720 0
7300
7500
7600
7E0 0
7900
80r0
E06 0
IE
85
55
56
57
,456
,El6
,956
'?7 6
,252
7 .q6
5. 58
2.56
5.59
6.74
27
54
I4l4
8E,501
686 ,850
2r505,277
77,053
68E,585
5,077.02
57,051.r9I45,55E.I5q,430.59
ELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
ON PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
EI'lENT AND RECREATION SERVICESICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
ITATS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
l.lI sc
l.l0T I
Al.lus
Itl,62l
508,067
239,972
357 ,6L7
25E,72?
5r0,52q
200,871
88,50I
64q ,097
2,49?,837
77,055
6E7,405
PHYS
HOSP
t EGA
NONP
lII SC
ENG I
TOT.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
L SERVICES
ROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
EttANEOUS SERVICES
NEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
SERVICES
93 95
GOVT
5,594,46E
TOT- TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r,705 54, 957 , 955 2E,r6E,550 1,569,674.6r
IREPORT XO. llEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART}IENT
STATE OF NEN ].IEXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I9EE
PAGE 59
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUHBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6,700.15
7 , 0E5. 94
5,571
6,75E
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
29-llllO SANDOVAL COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1094
I56 9
].II N E
1700
c0Ns
9,253
5,556
r,625
8,504
22,7LE
1500l6r0
t5z0
25
8
7II
9
010 0
0700
0800
AGRI
AP
EQ
ES
s
D
G
LI
t0
20
40
60
70
EO
5
5
5
5
5
5
AGRICULTURAT PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URAN I UI.IOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NoN-BUILDING HEAVY CoNTRACT0RS, EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUFIBER, ].JOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUT'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CTAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRI]'IARY I.IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
PROF. , SCI ENTI F. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUT'ITS.]'IISCEL LANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS . , ]^IAREHOUSING, TRANS . SERVICESAIR IRANSPORTATION
IELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I.IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTO]lOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND AL L I ED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCT
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOL
HARDT^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATIN
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPP
].II SCEL t ANEOUS T^IHOL ESAL ERS
526
27
z5
4E5
865
,049
,040
, I0I
,595
,585
7,069,715
2,998 ,859
r,5E7,950
5,9r4,009
15, 57 0,545
2t
29
36
8
54
I47
I7
2t
145
6ct
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
365 ,927
574, 070
,II(l,23E
14r,429
2,96 5, rE6
7 ,5EE, ()E7
r1,969,954
I6E, I98
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
ll6,1l2
r23, r69
?96,0q0
35,6 18
2,gzq,g20
6,509,025
r0,646,10E
23,621
(t00,524
164,2299I,ZI3
217 , 016
E72,98q
17,566.7r
52,176.38
tz7 .69
r ,85r .5r-
I,49E.EO
67
EO
t5
97
59
2000
250 0
240 0
2700
2900
320 0
5400
350 0
3670
5800
3900
l.tFG-
4100
420 0
4500
4E 10
4900
tt920
TCU-
L02,622II5, 155I
515,972
r5E, 925
55, E52
191,526
34, 46 5I,42E,5II
22
00
2,OI5,IEE
67 2 ,7 5(t
597,956
506,285
75,598
3rq76,4779,502,97r
506,569
572,206
2,1755r,056-
25,512
57 ,7?9
1,269,659
5,94r.647r,500.8r
151
576
,521 .40
,7 52.9E
l6 ,524.752,002.0I
596 ,955 .7 6
r,552.71
1,914.46Ir, 075.56
25
266
9
PL I ANCESUIP. AND SUPPLIES
5090
5092 PETROLEU]'I AND PETROLEU].I PRODUCTS
EZ
IREPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OGTOBER TO DECE].IBER, I9E6
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,715,965
I,5EI, 147
r,56E,775
1r,564,794
rr485,306
IEE
207
59r
EOE
72E
268
2,E9E,514
25 ,352,325
207,595
160,57r
I,2()5,EIE
10,0E2,945
629,72L77I,I8II,I27,E()2
400,584
L76,250
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
502,65r
330,722
I ,259, E4r10,405,r88
6 0E,566
47 (+ ,328
54, 90 I5rz,9r0
2rE5r,q09I,55E,5I5
873,L27
1,E12,066
20 ,667 ,59rt
rE9,586
g 
,25E,577
PAGE 60
RUN DATE! OL/II/8g
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
29,050.96
I 9, 567 .45
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SU]'I].IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : 29-OOO SANDOVAL COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
T0T. 1^IH0LESALE TRADE
src
CODE
tlHS L
5600
5700
5800
5200
525 I
5300
540 0
55r 0
55q 0
559?
5599
5813
59t0
59?O
5990
RET L
0
0
0
0
0
0
155
58
75
t03
77
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI.IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOTINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOt.IE DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNIIURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAITERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTHENT COFIPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAT SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'1OBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI.IUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
HISCELTANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
70,764
EII,52O
E02,7r9
26E,47 0l??,678
52,{618r1,320
798,670
268, 065II9,5E4
I ,849 . 52q7 ,392.77
tt6 ,7 95 .?6
r5,564. 07
6,76E.65
7l
604
,59E.r+7
, 186 .48
54,625. 05
27,705.88
5,190.05
].IISCEtLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
551,
61,
516 ,
2,E7 3,
I , 56E,
r,155,
22
2L
26
t50
82
t2
t7
t62
89
5I
,6E5 .57
,8I9.22
,829.23
, r90.91
00l0
505l
55
70
4tt
I,052
ZE
5I
90
6,
24,
r17,609
441,555
t0?,277 .55
r,r92,400.06
r0,949.99
754.58
539.89
542, 188.41FI RE
7000
7?00
7300
7500
7600
7800
7900
EOIO
8050
8100
E20 0
8600
E900
E9I O
SERV
156
57
I99
250
E9
65
22
89
25
40
z3
602,962
65E,571
785,341
353, 064
150,957
52, 950 .65
5E, 122. 90q3,E57 
.29
r9,939.87
7,500.75
9595 LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - ]'IUNICIPALITIES
q42
49
I ,32E
2,605,rE7
592,716E,27l,lg0
l,E44,g4g
566,902
5,950,955
I 04, 9lE . 95
20,EE0.6559r,5r4. 57
tREPORT NO. OEl, TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE].TBER, I98E
PAGE 6I
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,708,740.95
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'I['IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
29-()OO SANDOVAL COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
95 95
GOVT
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNT'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ATL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
E9,E9r,970
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
64,99E,5025,970
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEH T'IEXICO
COFIBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I986
PAGE 62
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
25, r25 .8+
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUT-II'TARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
16.000 SAN JUAN COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
010 0
0700
AGRI
I500t6l0
t620
r700
CONS
(t
q
4
q
1000
I0 9(
r200I5I O
1581
I38 9
t00
200
500
600
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
METAT ]'TINING,
URAN I UI'I
COA L
CRUDE POIL ANDOIL AND
NONMETA
EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'I, t'TOLYBDENU]'I
01.
S l.lSF
C t'l
G
ETR
GA
GA
LI
IN
, NATURAL GAs,
ELL DRITLING
IELD SERVICES,
INERAtS, EXCEPT
ct6
t2
15
28
27I9
29I8
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
(tgE,252
1,9?0,952
1,490,10E
1,9E2,5989El,0r2
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
447, 544
12,057,4r9
569,499
1,762,955
7,590,585
2r,960, r54
I400
]'II N E
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
t EXCEPT DRILLINGFUELS AND POTASH
TOT. ]'IIN
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT TTIEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHE]-lICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROL EU].I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRI ES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT EL ECTRICAT
EL ECTRONIC CO]'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORI ES
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUI PI'lENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRU]'ITS.
]'II SCEL t ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHWAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ].IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO],IIIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
7
27
282
7
551
175, 0+6
E,727 ,461
r6,5r4,75I
r, l70, ggg
9E,416 ,722
164,196
6 ,27 9 ,063
r5,015,760q3.t 
,7 7 9
91,924,277
E,611.29
320,4(t5.72
666,7(+0.Lq
2r,75E. 97
+,519,059.95
587
t5
60
505
965
14,560,9E5
704,715
2,327,67E
r1,979,r95
29 ,372,572
6t5,06q.27
29,723.+5
E9,294 .45
586,455.55I, I20 ,537 .52
45.65
5r.56
5E. 96
,512
,049
,959
, 4I6
1,9r5,82r
550,025
r,508,554
5E3,672
I 99, 482
9E,752.25
27,785.05
78,I05.24
50,546 . 53
2,658
7,505
9,7L7
L0,4E7 .92
645. 90
15r,620.79q82,923.L6
08
99
7?
99
2000
2q00
27 00
2800
2900
520 0
5400
5500
5670
5700
5800
5900
I'lFG-
7
7
49
218
IE9,78E
L87 ,22E1,47q,231
2lE
23
807
54E
4,
15,
189,788
55,459l r165,6Zq
I3,II
9 r29
25I .
757.
054.
561 .
9r8
Lrl
6L,2
8
I45l0
60qEI O
4E50
4900
4920
TCU-
l5
I36
7
t4
87l7
5E
1E
550
?43,092
4,920,009q75,ZL6
1,876,29E
5,86E,756
597,340
l+ ,448 ,955
19 ,897 ,771(tE 
,4?7 ,4L9
I57, I65
2,903 ,255
LgZ,+56
1,205,540
5,954,44q
529,E?9
2,556, 9l 5
1,E92, r76
I5,291,576
5rE,666
292,735.50
27,8r6.05
L29,27L.LL
99,414.09
775,652.55
5OIO I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPFTENT 22 64?,?65 r6,795 .50
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I988
PAGE 65
RUN DATE: OL/II/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
q2,ttls 
.EZI5, 958 .6 9
177, q05.25
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N: l6-000
5092
HHSL
DRUGS, CHET.IICALS AND AL L I ED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPIilENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS T,IHOLESAL ERS
PETROLEU]'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE
QUARTERLY SUIIIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SAN JUAN COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
src
CODE
520 0
525 I
525?
550 0
55t 0
5400
55t 0
554 0
5592
5599
5500
5700
5800
5E I5
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
5
2
3
2
I4
5
94I
20(0
50
70
80
90
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARM EQUIPHENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT{ENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
]'IOBI L E HOHE DEAL ERS
t',lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE IIQUOR STORES
]'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAT ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COt'lMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI-IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'lOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
IE
58
22
32
I06
r95
57
488
,522 r54E
,9q5 r80?
,05r,9r6
, r59,755
,0r5,904
,700,657
,II0,555
,L?8,?0?
1,510,504
536 ,87 9
795,655
96 9,545
9,592, 050
r,770,870
4 ,27 5 ,4gg
19,560,ctq6
77,077.L6I7,579.89(t1,8?4.q0
50,700.70
501,699.r9
92,E17.75
250, r2r.66
1,028,617.25
5+
26
I6
143
20
22?
5(t
70
,851 . 9q
,E7 9 .?0
,457.35
,r18.52
,55I.06
,21E.72
,119.95
29r
55
27
I4
1,066
2,599
2,q8
27
Lq,47
87,5E
54,q15.55
36,577 .02
218,r97.10
r54,47r.54
I44,59E.70q22,887.92
I22, E3l . 56I51,68r. q6
14, 367 .6 0
758,69q.9+
+,60r,477.5r
LR5R
4I
I, I59, (}EE
15,5E7
114,255
r,049,543
389,605
5,97r,20E
2, 514 , 5192,204,53?6,rgg,g70
q,829,?57
4,E51,295
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,595,046
3r705r050
2,970,E45
q(9,E07
022,68q
E73,E22
279,501
880,282
I04,510(t29,qql
822,312
178, 066
01E,7?7
172,676
400,409
345 ,97 4
524,55r
668, 9r5
27L,208
650,556
E72,E+4
4
t4
50
5II
5
5
5
E
?
2
3,92q5,7r9
6,940
7,555
r,068
3,L2?
6,05r
0 r5(tz6,392
1,7q9
1,470
5,E05
3,77 4
4,55r
3,7 97L 208
6,75L6,I95
? r40
59
24
3,62
r4,71
2q,0E
2,27
r,04
68
r+ rLq
3, r5
2,7 5
E,05
Z 13?
L26
55
LZ
190
77?
1,274
120
54
I r6]05
87
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
t
,
,
,
]8,
I0 5,
6000
6r00
6200
6500
6510
6550
6700
FI RE
55
IE
IO
2r5
t27
I4
r,025
I5
78
,969
, 451
,44E
54 ,zLZ .97
705. t04,r5(.85
805,E75
5r9, 059
94
457
4r9
2,0(5,352
2,r00,064q,229,037
r07,740.1q
110,6r2.05
2?0,7 04.99
7000
7200
7300
759I
7500
7600
780 0
377
27q
I 94, 98t . I2
r5(,706.02
iREPORT NO. OEll TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l t'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IB ER :
E6q/Lt/E9
9.00
PAG(lI
97X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
S ERV
QUARTERLY SUFIT'TARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
16-000 SAN JUAN COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I9EE
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS
595,121,695
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,057,34r
6,694,717
2,305,6E21,qzl,452
r46 , E74
37,522
E, r55,965
9r7,090
36 , l?2,964
293,q5E,97 9
REPORTED
TAX DUE
54,757.61
555,295. r5
L23,2?9 .04
7900
60r0
8060
El00
E20 0
8500
E90 0
E9I O
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATIO
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AN
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEA
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT FIEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . ]'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERN]'IENT
4l
7
758
62
5, 088
r , 059, 944
6 ,8?E,4292,5r5,002
1,425,904
158,r97
58 ,86 4
10,408,785
r, r55,5gl
44, r59, 452
,516.26
,698.28
,97L.94
,97?.E9
,65r.08
,592 .47
N5
DO
LTH
ERVICES
THERS
SERV I CES
r38
555
49
7q
7Iq23
q7
1,E95
ll2
93 95
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHHENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 8,097 r5,140 ,q50.5+
t,
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
SIATE 0F NEt^l I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I9EE
PAGE 65
RUN DATE: OI/IL/Eg
RUN NU]IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
72,766 .l.t
92 ,07 2 .E9
L?t,7 +L .97
276,991.55
16,789.51
2,162.598,6r6.80
76,52L.q2
177,856.28
284,7E6.73
2, 058 .6(t
7 ,780.99
8, 996 . 55
37,957.37
57 ,886 . 54
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I2.O()O SAN ]'IIGUEL COUNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
010 0
0700
0E0 0
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICUTTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'lETALLIC FIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXGEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
LUFIBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEt'lICALS AND AL L I ED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUITI REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIP]'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRU]'ITS.
TOT. ].IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
M0T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COI,IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.JATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO['1['IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
t'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPMENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
r.tlSCELLANEoUS ttHoLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
4100
420 0
450 0
48r0
4E50q900
4920
TCU-
47
22
t4
57
.3E
t27
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
2r7E0 rtt04
I ,7E5, E52
,549,469I50,597
E,6E6,E59
56,qEz39r,05r
1,462,786
5, 9I I ,5EE
6, r g5 ,454
I,q3Z,97E
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,25E,575
I ,655,444
, IE5
, 0I5
42,?27
l?8 ,97 I
29r,400
5E, 552
147,566
r,446,691
3,??9,?7L
5, I95,EE9
55, E I7
I5E 9
rq00
].TI N E
1500
I6IO
r620
I700
CONS
50I0
5040
5070
5060
5090
I74
287
7
95
2t
7
52
2,262
5, 055
3,516,620
6,559,555
2,261 .63
7 ,577 .03
6
2000
2q00
?7 00
2800
2900
3200
540 0
5700
5800
IITFG-
5092
HHSL
9
59
25tl8
209,E4r
4lE,5I7
1,015,7?9
5, r6 g, 697
L3?,qqz
r55, I55
546,255
985,909
52OO BUILDING I.IATERIALS I4 7E5,015 l5l,55E 7 ,660.92
IREPORT NO. llEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NE1,I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I9EE
PAGE 660l/lL/E9
979.00
DA
NU
RUN
RUN ER:
TE:
l.lBX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUHMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TOCATION: I2-Ol,lt SAN I.IIGUEL COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
525 I
5252
550 0
551 0
5{00
55r 0
554 0
5592
5599
73
IE
7?
E
44
6
I9
24
35lrt
r05
t5
I6
I82
752
HARDIIARE ST0RES
FARI'I EQUIPFIENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARII'IENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'lOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBITE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELR5. , EXCGS. , SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR_AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT CO]'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ].IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAT, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
t'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAT SERVICES
NONPROFIT ]'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
T'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
96
155
102
7E
54
I5
I7
I09
22
50
I5
67E,
555,
400,
52E,l5L
75,
64,
r ,455,
55 9,
L62,
45,
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
9I5,198
2, r57,397
6,EEs,275
180,250
27 5,87 6
205 ,67 (t
265,998
265,4E1
66{,401
rr700,592l,29tt,3q+
975, r15
552,405
7qL,7E5
LE,52q,250
23r,795
155,519
r,r94,l97
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
?09 ,7 9L
?52,150
6 r5, 555l,6g0r2rI
r,27E,5707OI,I6I
5r4,028
620 , E57
r5,995,7rr
IEI,2I5
r45, 166
968, 57 0
597,102
875,657
2,r07,E50
5,6 59,894
I28,464
2q6,2?7
205 ,57 +
REPORTED
TAX DUE
50,E37.92
,656 . e5
,809.15
,547 .?4
,407.55
,075.66
,945.43
,8I5.82
,0q6.26
,796.79
,07 2 .37
,195.21
,199.r4
,2L9.E7
,422.67
L0,646.24
8,516 .74
56,E09.24
125
550
7
I4
I2II
I4
56
98
7?t
41
50
56
950
19,057.88
7,571.46
4,592.25
5,758.59
E5, 996 . 97
2l ,7?L .95
9, 566 . 59
2 ,449 .55
5910
5920
5990
RETL
651
655
670
5600
5700
5800
58I5
6006tz
620
650
720
750
750
760
7E0
790
E()I
17
59
74
It5
FI RE
7000 750,759
564,592
r ,578, 245
400,44E
57,59I .65
20 ,7E2.9L
25, I75.51
4I5
I74
452
26L
28?
20q
405
6IE
755
852
rt 99
I45,204
7 5 ,204
64,405
1 r 454, 9E6
576, I59
162,852
45,499
E06 0
8100
8200
6600
8900
E9t 0
SERV
555,602 22,2t9.7E
797 6,077 ,459 4,550, 9r6 25I,691.8E
IREPORT NO. OtO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN HEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
55,560,175
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
54,912,299
PAGE 67
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
l, 995 ,626 .24
X QUARTERIY XX EDITED X
IOCATION:
QUARTERLY SU]'I].TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
I2-ll()O SAN FTIGUEL COUNTY
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
2,225
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISH]'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI{ENT
STATE 0F NEt^l l'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEFIBER, I98E
PAGE 6E
RUN DATE: OIlII/89
RUN NUl'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
87,04E.50
11r,5E4.69
lE, 9E0 .56
55,015.27
22,919.E9
2 ,97 5 .0t-
r,595.7r
I0,49E.56
55,5E2.67
X QUARTERLY II EDITED X
LOCAIION !
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]-II'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
llI.(lOO SANTA FE COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0I0 0
0700
0E0 0
AGR I
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
T.IETAL ].IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
URAN I UI'I
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
NONI'IEIAL L IC ]'IINERALS, EXCEPT
TOT. MINING
URANIUTI, MOLYBDENU]'I
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
FUELS AND POTASH
II6
r5+
21
IOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,E04,532
2,356r27L
?E,5L9,729
2,624 ,tt00
?,?51 ,L59
251,E02
3,575r?65
,856 , E43
,596,E7E
, 5E5, 435
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,57E,707
2,017,006
606, ll2
4r0,701
1400
]'II N E
r000
10 94t5t0
l5E 9
1500l6l0
I620
1700
550
560
567
570
5E0
590
NSc0
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGH].IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'TEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCIS
LUl'lEER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHE]'IICAtS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEU]'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASSI AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII.IARY ['IETAL INDUST., FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
, E 95, 6I5
,7 32 , 427
,51I, I42
, 
q56 ,91?
23 ,7 99 , E96
7,595,966
2,845, r46
5,722,177
39, 959, 085
I,3r6,222.7q
409,005.71
157,777.89
5rE, r45. 0 9?,?0L,r49.45
558,76
67,55
647,tt3
2 r 668 ,82
,74r.5E
,259.E9
,7 0? .90
157,62E
r,252,9146,2r4,559
9E,504
20 ,6q58I,957
75
t7
05
5
56
I50
7
6E
546
657
0r5
7E2
046
E
5l5
56
5,tt
2r(t
2q,0
9Il4
Et6
48
94
967
1,925
2000
2300
2400
27 00
2E0 0
2900
5200
5400
5t
55
9Zlr0
4,I9I,
658,
2 rl7 ?,
5,E7+,
2
q
5
5
0.29
I .57
0. tr
96
MAC
ELE
ELE
TRA
PRO
HINERY, EXCEPT
CTRICAL I'IACHINE
CTRONIC COMPONE
NSPORTATION EQUF., SCIENTIF.,
ICAL
IPt'1ENT AND SUPPLIES
D ACCESSORIES
, OTHER PRECIS. INSTRU]'TTS.
7
7
9,E64
259, r58
EL ECTR
RY, EQU
NTS AN
I PT'IENT
OPT I G.
52 ,907 -
24, EI3
FG-tl
]'IISCEL L AN EOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGI{].IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ]..IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TEIEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC tIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO}I}IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
z0l5r
555
?4
48
E5
55
55
410 0
4200
450 0
48r0
485 0q900
4920
TCU-
9,656,807
r,075,460
187, I 52
595,052
505,561
60,059
652,6q7
.5?
.zz
.60ll,756,592
5OIO }IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
282 55, E0 I ,550 25,95E,26q 1,412,470 .70
tl
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E18, 229
PAGEDATE: OIILL/
NUTTBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
69
E9STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
EH I'IEXICO
ENUE SYSTET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DEGEFIBER, 19E8
RUN
RUN
FN
REVYSX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION :
5rc
CODE
5020
504
QUARTERTY SUI'IT.IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
(II-OOO SANTA FE COUNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOTD APPTIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUIIBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'tI SCEL LANEoUS tlHoL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEU]'T PRODUCTSTOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
l5
I6tt
69
6I
56
57
60,E76.Ir0,9q3.
96,665.
35,21?.
569,51r.
29?
r,095
L ,97 (t
1,72?
658
6,597
06
07
06
09
5
5
5
5
6000
610 0
6t20
6200
6500
6510
,22+,76E
,I99,590
,429,9I0
,565,647
,29L 156
75q
8E7
58t
809
869
565
2t7
565?zl
655
867
6I
7
7
9I
54
5
2I
q
t5
6
I9
5
5I
43
170
2,06r,790
166,501
I4,598
622,965
15,5
5rz
2l ,5Iqrz
lrz
70
I4
55
+9
300
29
505
L72
4I
89
29
77
3"2
t77
2t5
701
1,r26
IO
,209,725
,026,400
q6,021.
16,477.
5092
t,lHS L
, 98I
, l4?.
,058
,27 4
,506
,909
520 0
525 t
5?5?
5300
5510
540 0
s5t 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5Et5
,9?5
,E80
,I59
,57 (t
,988
,550
,441
, I4E
, 521
,I00
,6?'t
E4.4I
2r .80
5E.24
4E .46
5I. 1894.7r
BUI LDING I,IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARI'T EQUIPI'lENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
FIOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FIOBILE HOME DEALERS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPARET AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
FIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS . , EXCGS . , SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT CO]"IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'TISCE[LANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMIIERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOP]'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVIGES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
5r.q6.
60.
56.q7.
515
155
27
50
1,759
3,616
,055
,I95
,969
,565
,6q5
,565
2q
23
9
25
2tt
589
6?l5
571
r,667, r45
57 ,557
14,596
492,832
25r,550
7,6?2,373
2,401,648
54E,966
15,066,24E
93,747.70
5,E00.07
E09.90
27 ,721.80
l(t ,09? .?6q2-8,234.40
r55,874.40
50,879.54
755, r59.87
82
55
109
9,5??,990
2, 08 g, E47
5, 455,920
r,498,605
5,76 1 , r75
304,192.39
84,266.59
4, r55,265
29,294,80L
, E50 ,40 0
267 ,224I1,r00,750
3,506,658
5E7,055
18, 127, 080
,558
,7?7
2r1,415. 07
r,51r,498.55
I35,795
5 910
5920
5990
RETL
6550
6700
FI RE
45
79
76
75
4+
77
70,I
99,8
lg5,E
700,1
?gL,Z
1, 085,6
290, r
2E4, 5
67 ,01,519,5
7,59?,8
,460
, 718
,407
, lql
,81 0
EO
64q2
55
80
56
?6,E70
2, 4I5
L,2q?
I,E(,9
3,455l?,451
5, r64
19,2E1
5, 187
5, 055I,2II
25 , 512
155, r64
a
7000
7?00
7500
759r
7500
7500
295
r82
61,256
87,615
52,695
28,2(t9
57,5E9
94,E4I
14,6}E,5
tt ,926 ,5
17,575,5I05,9
5,657,5Ir05I,I
8I7,717. r(276,5I0.6(
985,459.64
5, 958 .74
205,606.61
57 ,724.54
IREPORT NO. 06O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI1ENT
STATE OF NEl.I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I988
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 70
RUN DATE: OI/IL/Eg
RUN NUt'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2q,28+.17
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
515,40E,576
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUMI1ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : (lI-OOO SANTA FE COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
860
E90
E9I
7800
7900
8010
E060
8I0 0
8200
2E
92
682
96
455
r04
46I,28I
2I9
5,508
45L 79El, 95r ,48qI5,23r,573
4r087,I66
12,263 ,?63
748,559
?09,428
E,0I6,516
5,575, Er5
E6,590,25E
7, r55.95
3,7?6.07
I ,7 62 .85
8,595 .80
1,E52.1E
1,445.54
4,655. 0E
0,q97 .?4
8,909.99
]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT t'IEt'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
T,IISCETLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
FEDERAL GOVERNT'IENT . ALL OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCTUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNTIENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
2tI5,
5,
7 94, 405
0 04, 025
77?,06E
7q6,570
49E,75E
9r1, I56
749,974
0r5,197
252,815
565,20E
l0
74
22
68
al
Iq400
0
V
t2,
t2,
4,
ERs
?0
4, E5
9r00
9200
GOVT
I3,III
r00,
q40 
,7 42,903 17,60E,660.53
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEI^l I'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'lBER, I988
PAGE 7I
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
rAX DUE
4, 550 . 52
6,455. I4
27,5rE. t9
?(t ,7 49 .9+
47 ,(t85.60
L69,Z(tl .57
5,95E.76
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]il]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
zl-(tOO SIERRA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LR5R
OE5l
34
I620
I700
c0N5
t000
I 5Et
T'II N E
010 0
AGRI
1500I6t0
5200
550 0
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
t'IETAL ]'TINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI{, }IOLYBDENUT'IOIL AND GAs I.IELL DRILLING
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
tUFIBER, I..IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
r'IISCEL LANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT . I'IANUFACTURI NG
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
HOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ].IAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMT.IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IIIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUHBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHO L ESAT ERS
PETROLEU]'I AND PETROTEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL IIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
258,
7?7 ,
3,2E4,
92,8I5.21
15,425 . 06
r0,650.50
27, 165.3E
144,052. r5
1,972,4363(6,5r0
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
5
5
z
l27,E0l
5E0 ,7 92
992,350
69r,3r7
86 5, 526
3,36r,27r
r2E,056
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
l r 7l8, 164
260,555I90,r89
509,I40
2,67 6 ,0?.E
77 ,3+L
2000
2qo0
?7 00
3200
3700
5900
l.lFG-
4t00q20 0
4500
4600
4810
4850
4900
.t9?0
TCU-
5040
5050
5070
5090
5092
1^lH S L
64
E
I4
96
lEz
I7
4?,4968r6,754
22E,963
67I , 05E
277,15q
2,095, l0g
7
26
22l5
9
9Z
0
7 56 ,508
204 ,007
627 ,98E
259,(t3Z
r ,946 , 956
0.00
59,915.62
1I,396.70
52, rE4 . E6
rq, 028.50
98,525.40
160,60E
517,570
459, 9998{8, 588
5r019,745
r27,090
55r 0
540 0
55r0
554 0
26
50
9q8
55
5(
REPORT NO. OE(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
E58,250
74L,7Lq
272,7 E7
45E, 956
126,26E
557 ,325
259, r45
2, 559,9 lg
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
550,650
r 9,558
604,619
7 ,995,872
I 90 ,852
557 , E45
III,557
552, E25
189,q72
2 , 132 ,37 .t
PAGE 72ATE: OL/II/Eg
ut'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r 9,572 . 06
r,08E.90
(15,195 
.?2
40,5E9.41
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUI.I]'IARY.. BUSINESS AGTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : 2I-OOO SIERRA COUNTY
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
MOBILE HOI.IE DEALERS
1'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPARET AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOHE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T.IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND.L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVEST]'IENT CO]'TPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTEtS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
]'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . ['IUNICIPALITIES
TOT . GOV ERNT'IENT
Etl I'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I98E
ND
NNFNREVYS
RU
RU
TAX
RNS
SIC
CODE
N0.
RETU
120
77
39(t6
6I
5592
5599
5500
5700
6000
610 0
6120
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7E00
7900
24 IE
56
476,1Ig,57
5E00
5813
59I0
592-0
5990
RET L
6500
6510
6700
FI RE
57
59
45
65
l9
46
E2-6,662
74r,5E3
I82
501
7rr,296
E,E6(),I7O 55r(tqs 
'
495 .95
718.05
5,904.41lE,72I .50
6 04, 576
2q5 ,966
?2?,301
145,425
2I4,488
5lE, 90 9
zqq,0?2
?16,626
r26,5r7lE7,l2?
2E,243.E7
15,695.74
1r,559.94
6,99q.0q
10,4r5.59
r0,55E.95
tE,655.72
r 0 ,595.86
I t7 ,445 . E5
EOIO
E060
8r00
890 0
E9t0
S ERV
9595
GOVT
IOE
552
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION L,452 18,895,5r9 16,rEE,557 EE9, E2t .67
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEl^l I'tEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS TAXABLEGROSS RECEIPTS
65, I6(
6,6q7
55r,258
r5,405
44,377
9rr,4l6
r ,526 , 544
? ,52L ,651
L66,797
PAGE 75ATE: 0llll/E9
UMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
89,702.78
,515. 96
3 , q7 (t .Ort
ND
NN
RU
RUX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'I['IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
25-000 s0c0RR0 couNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEI1BER, 1988
TO TA
OSGR
010 0
0700
AGRI
3900
IIFG-
AGRI CUt TURA
AGRI CU L TURA
TOT. AGRICU
RODUCT ION
ERV I CES
RE
LPLS
LTU
r500
r6l0
1520
t700
CONS
20
25
2(t
27
5(
37
l, g(4,041
E1,E72
20,E84
128,709
92t,It9
2,295,50r
5,5r5,815
364.29
50,511.84
700.E7
2,292.04
45, 950 .25
80,5I9.59
r50,678.87
4t00
4200q600
481 0| 4E50
4900q9?0
TCU-
50(0
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
hIHSL
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUI'1BER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUDLISHING
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED 1'IETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATI ON EQU IPI'IENT
]'IISCEL LANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDT^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
T'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPL I E5
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESALERS
PETROL EUM AND PETROL EUI'T PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOTESALE TRADE
ERIALS
RES
HANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
TOR ES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
,540
,25E
, 986
,926
09
E9
65
6q
z5
.01
.76
.51
840
0r7
075
9
2
t5
117
r,651,5
IEE, E
55, 6
292, q
2,17 E ,5
414
80
840
3,27 9
q6
14
t2
t02
t7q
7
E
54
r,534,665L 904, 029
l0
12
55
50
tlE
76
,6 95
,234
r47
65
9
5?
E4,210
62,232
BUI LDING I'IAT
HARDIIARE ST0
GENERAL ]'IERC
DEPARTMENT S
l0
I9
59
422,915
427 ,?14
415,67 9
2,4q7 ,6(t5
2,847 ,535
187,090
505,155
2, l44,sgE
4,63r .54
5, 288 . 78
9,005.I5
r0,289.96
16,529.52
1r7,E55.97
r55,551 . 04q4 2,q76,355
5200
525 r
5500
55t 0
5+0 0
55t 0
554 0 84 820,612- 540,700 ?E,975 .?,1
iREPORT NO. (lEl, TAXAT I ON
STA
COFIB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
D REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT0F NEt^l t'lExlc0
D REVENUE SYSTEI'I
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I98E
TO
AN
TE
NE
AX
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS TAXABLEGROSS RECEIPTS
I r7, 0E696,r89
520,72E
9,20?,23E
r25,286
207 ,156
555, 977
75,950
L,?28,E02
75,791
3,899 ,7 97
PAGE 7(t
RUN DATE: OL/IL/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
6 ,41?.575,290.42
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
TOCATION:
QUARTERTY SU}II'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
25-000 s0c0RR0 couNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TA
OSGR
src
CODE
559?
5599
5600
5700
5800
MOBILE HOI.,lE DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY SIORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PIACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
IlISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTFIENT CO['IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, [.IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBItE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
NONPROFIT HET'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
t'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVIGES
TOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT - ]'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
t5
t5
66q7
8
1,740,761
7q6,L46
27 I ,064
L ,(t69 ,997
746,Lq6
205,I66
150
547
312,021
96, I89
637 ,24E
11,275,700
155,590
5,450
I 18 ,82E
275,508
5E0,448
76, 950
E0,501.96
40,062.60II,I7(.II58r5s9t0
59?0
5990
RET L
6000
610 0
6t20
6500
65I0
6550
6700
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7500
7800
7900
80t0
28,L2+.19
502, r69.75
9
q9
20
5,450
65, 59r
E
2?
49
TE, (
E,E
59,5
15, E
5r6
I,I
r6r,759
769,7q0
257,92L
r06,r62
2L,726
745,E0E
I85, 582
E5E,629
599,E65
145,579
zL,726
7 45 ,997
29
45
79
9I
40
7
6,752.20
292.L3
3,594 .52
11,555.49
60.14
7E.6E
55.89
I5.E7
89.78
95 .89
AI.IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITAtS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
+0,999.(tct
4, r 95.66
65,945.35
4, 168 .48
207,227 .2E
E060
810 0
E500
890 0
89r 0
S ERV
t06II
489
L r23l r272
80 ,499
4,246 ,309
95 95
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 1,496 25,265,126 r9,019,725 r,025,881.69
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:20-000
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICUTTURE
NON]'IETALTIC ].IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. T',lINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHhIAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE t'lItL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, ]^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
sTONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRI]'IARY I'IETAt INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL ]'IACHINERY, EQUIP!'IENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQU IPI'lENT
HISCEL L ANEOUS I',lANU FACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , WAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TEt EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TEIEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UIIIITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I HEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, 1988
PAGE 75
RUN DATE: OL/LI/8g
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,518.00
5,969.1+
159,7 92.25
,10E.r6
,480 .86
,265.\L
, 084.20
,E85.40
,779.64
3, 544 . 54
5,654. 95
9?,7q8.59
200,055.82
57,6E2.EE551,tt4.50
2,460.E5
85, 04E.45
r4, r85 .7 I
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TAOS COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
src
CODE
0r00
0700
080 0
AGR I
24
5t
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r04,565
18l , E59
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
9E,L77
104,555
1,797 ,42-1
1400
]'II N E
r500I6t0
I620
r700
CONS
210
IE
20
260
50E
2,95r r 502
2 ,713 ,324
159,767
2,7 Ll ,7 43
E,595,556
I45,
8,
158 ,
47?,
5,045,E9E
5, r r4, 226
228,969q,r00,075
IO,4E9, I6E
794,0I0
5, 558, rg5
841. r5
?E5.?.9
650.55
569.?2
2000
250 0
240 0
2700
5200
5400
5600
3700
5900
l,lFG-
l4(r tt
22
55
Il0
I9
I6
5
9
20
18, 557I76,25I
552, 074
zE7,2l9
55
60
E44,58E
486,055
565, q80
614,0q2
67
187
I2
59
I65
55
2tt7t
I 5E, 226
98?,632
7
56
,0r7
,298
qr0
420
450
4EI
0t0
020
040
070
485
490
.t9?0
TCU-
5
5
5
5
5090
50 92
NHSL
,521
,6 0EI7
55
26
52
I ,7 95, 25r
5,8E2, 2r4
7r5,525
6,E9I,E65
505,923
2,558,54(t
287, r20
5,540,2r0
659,?53
6,550 ,755
41,59r
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPI.IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND At L I ED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARD].IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
]'IISCEL t ANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I..IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
70
t2lt7
2,006,025
215,908
5r 054,020
E7 , E49
176,618
551 ,895
, 185.29
,858. 56
,I06.90
5200
5?5L L2
L,400,672
255 ,07 +
IREPORT NO. (ltll TAXATION AND
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPARTHENT
El.t mExrc0
ENUE SYSTET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I98E
REV
FN
REVYS
PAGE 76ATE: OL/LI/Eg
ut'tBER:979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
L 285,5EE
5, 940 , 520
30,65E,701
29E, 04E
L,26q,562
2,977,543
7 66 ,437
827 ,865
5E5,256
176,?57
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
4E1,593
L,777,937
427,761
2,E86,950
r,581, (88
558, 907
5,960,720
2(t ,97 9 ,17 8
281,372
l,zl5,26r
2,896,675
727,355
719 ,255
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
2O-(!OO TAOS COUNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
AV
NS
EA
EA
5E00
58I5
5910
59?0
530 0
531 0
5400
55I 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5500
65I0
6550
6700
FI RE
EOI
806
8r0
820
E60
E90
E9I
GENERAL ].IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI{ENT STORES
DEPARI]'TENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
]'IISCELIANEOUS VEHICIE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNIIURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PTACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGE
INGS AN
URANCEL EST.L ESTAI
HOLDING AN
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTAIE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCETLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COITI{ERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOP]'IENT TABORATORIES
AUTOI-IOBI t E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I,IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
FIOTION PICTURE IHEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AHUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAT SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI.IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
T,IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOCAL GOVERNT'IENT - COUNTI ES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - ]'IUNICIPATITIES
58
I05
18
57
25
30
2E5
25
1,2q9
290, r62l, r6E,545
165,674
450,55E
254, 0 06
186,544
1,296,549
209,2009,2r1,5r6
27r,500I,r28,695
I57,55144I,990
157,552
r69,579
977 ,846
207, r59E,4I6,26I
E7II
125l5
6q
1,074,291
5,730,575
7,55r,056
?91,849
947
581q2+
,055
,E55
75,
665,
258, 055 . 95
1,505 ,6E2.27
17,t95.20
72,233.69
49,519.56
216,667 .q9
4r0,579.54
17, 035.58
37,314. E5
92.r9
05. r5I5.41
7I.45
50.80
75.67
r76 , r42. 91
42,514.65q2 
,60q .96
E28,82I
3,557 , qzE6,735,999
27 8 ,13?
6El, q97
l7
9Z
4t
1628l
t2
,557
,4E8
,+?3
615,008
1r955,90r
590,590
2,I,
580
r ,557
75
78
76
66
62
62
5q
29,2
I06,6
25,9I74,5EI,I
2L r9
15,254
69,09?
9,657
26 ,97 4
7,747
10,56r
55, 96 9
5990
RETL
6000
6t00
612 0 SI
R
R
4,65E.57
59,644. 04
055
E53
76
694
NCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
D LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
E SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
D OTHER INVEST]"IENT COMPANI ES
22
E
72
tE6
168
l3E
rt5
50
It9
7000
7200
7500
7591
750 0
7600
7E00
7900
SERV
g'bo o
9395
550,645
157 ,657
20,891.849,075.I0
.87
L?,6?0.
502, 925.80
IREPORT NO. ltEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEl,I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I98E
PAGE 77
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,000,5r7.67
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
QUARTERLY SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
20-000 TAos couNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT. GOVERN]'IEHT
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS . (SERVICEs)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5,725
src
CODE
GOVT
9999
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
65,506,15E
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5r , 055,556
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l I'tEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEIIT
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI.IBER, 19EE
PAGE 7E
RUN DATE: OL/II/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I,550 .50
5r,5E7 . 9l
5(,592. 0 I
236 ,7 92.6t
X QUARTERTY TI EDITED X
TOCATION:
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
22.(,OO TORRANCE COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
1000
I0 94
140 0
1'II N E
010 0
080 0
AGRI
q000
4r00
4200
4600qEl0
2010
2400
2700
2E00
2900
3700
5900
T'1FG-
r500l6t0
r620
t700
c0N5
q85 0
4900
TCU-
5020
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
hIHSL
r5tt9t
25
40
t5
49
32
t+
77
5l
I89
2l
59
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
]"IETAL IIINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUT'I, I{OLYBDENUM
URAN I Ut'I
NONTIETALLIC I.IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. IIINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
ED
AN
I PI'I
FAC
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHFIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TETEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC UJATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
589, 955
8E9,796
1,556 ,5426,0r5,716
l69,E9E
509,502
3(4,507
I ,?gL ,37 62r4gr,60r
12,0I5
226,639
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
50,75I
590,206
657,961(t,644,q20
t6,202
E2,7 9l
543,249
0
621 ,56rt
8, 985
208,778
PRODUCTS
D RELATED INDUSTRIES
ENT
TUR I NG
CHEI'TICALS AND AtLI
PETROLEUII REFINING
TRANSPORTATION EQU
r'II SCEL LANEOUS T'IANU
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING E97.90(,585.60
r25,500
6?E,604
L7 ,255.6E
0.00
50,E50.7r
,426.2L
,8E3.59
(t79.55
11,663.E5
1,117,625
2 ,150 ,592
58lr0
DRUGS, CHE]'IICALS A
GROCERIES AND RELA
HARDI^IARE, PtUI'IBING
MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IE
MISCELLANEOUS 1..IHOL
PETROLEUI,I AND PETR
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRA
ED PRODUCTS
DUCTS
ATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
SUPP L I E5
RODUCTS
ND ALLI
TED PRO
AND HE
NT AND
ESALERS
OL EU]'I P
DE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
/
5200
525 I
550 0 30 51,E49 50,544 2,6E5.95
IREPORT NO. l,Ell
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:22-000
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IISCELTANEOUS VEHICTE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR.AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAt ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NET.I t'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I98E
PAGE 79
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
90,005.55
4,165.46
L,6q2.67
5,556 . 55
5,495.30
7,068. r6
9,095.5E
92?.38
5, 058 .67
20 ,77 6 .37
55,151.50
776,057 .5E
QUARTERLY SU]'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TORRANCE COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
src
CODE
5599
5500
5510
5400
551 0
554 0
7900
EOIO
8060
Et00
E90 0
27
29
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
I , 912, 167
7 4 ,6E7
499,q52
l,192,80E
17,919,EzE
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,619,73E
74,5EI
55, 951
578,380
97 9 ,715
14,E09,050
5800
5815
59I0
5990
RETL
2q
t2
t5
32
25tl
9E
295
1,Egz,3Eg
r28,640
I5 9, 2IE
320,1?7
505,700
27 9 ,?07
5+2,E98
5, 955,6 0 g
,700.20
,6E2.7 5
,656.59
,97r.88
,065.07
,106.20
,505.2(}
,6E?.29
I , E54, E02
48, 904
Il7,9E05l5,IIZ
501,927
235,777qEq ,55q
5,557,920
29,203
65,615
5(t,172
I55, 952
r69,659
16, qE5
29,203
65,615
65,q25
144,95r
232,423
16,4E5
55, 931
9E
?
6
t6
26
I2
25
zE9
7000
7?00
6000
6510
FI RE
7500
750 0
7600
89t0
S ERV
9595
GOVT
HOTELS, 1'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'IISCETLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AIIUSEl'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISIS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AIID ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNTlENT . TIUNICIPAT ITI ES
TOT. GOVERNT.IENT
t2q6
q5
q6
59
9l7
TOT. TOTAL FOR AtL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
lr5
54I
l,147
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT PAGE E(lDATE: 0l/ll/89
NUIYIBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5 r3E8,277
6,557 ,376
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,525,E09
6,52r,EI4
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION 3
SIC
CODE
STATE O
COI'IB I NED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
HER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
PER PRODUCTS
HING
AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
T. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
El.l t'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I9EEQUARTERLY SUI'IFIARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
IE.ll(l(l UNION COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
RUN
RUN
FN
REVYS
tEl
4,44r
0700
AGR I AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICUTTURE
OIL AND GAS NELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRITLING
NON]'IETALLIC ]'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUETS AND POTASH
TOT . ]'II NING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHT.IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
t2l2 r9E,965I9E,965 19E,579r9E,579
L2
25
222,060
EE5,409
216,055
575,537
22 5,527, r g0 5,9E5,0r0
25 299,
6 , IE5,
6t0q39 , l6E
,40675
96,529 45,456
33 746,219 rr1,350
r0,025
10,025
6(r
64
150 0
I6IO
1620
1700
c0Ns
I 581
I58 9
1400
I'II N E
2010
2400
27 00
320 0
540 0
5700
5900
+I00q20 0
48r0
485 0
4900q9?0
TCU-
5 010
5020
5040
5080
5090
5092
T^IH S L
1t ,5EE. 07
52,92I.00
I 99, r65 . E5
9,E67 .27
22(t,2L5.LE
2,786.13
6,27E.01
258,559. t5
525, 055 . 59
1,109.12
5, 50 r .75
7 ,72E.74
I'IEAT PACKI
L UMB ER , 1^10
PRINTING A
STONE, CLA
PRIl'IARY 1'IE
TRANSPORT A
NG AND OT
OD AND PA
ND PUBLISY, GLASS,
TAL INDUS
G-F,lF
TION EQUIPT'IENT
MISCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. T'IANUFACTURING
L0CAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
FIOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ].IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TETEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI1OTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALTIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEIIANEOUS I.IHOL ESALERS
PETROLEUT'I AND PETROLEUFI PRODUCTS
TOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDT^IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTT'IENT STORES
2t
I9
39
70,545
I59, EEz
57 5, 368
56,9r0
5r,591
530 ,8q6
5,859 . 30
2,EE8 .2(+
18,597 . 95
32
I2I
t6
tq
40
20,459
77,E55
E96 ,655
IE,67(l
68,5 IE
145, rr0
5200
525 I
5252
550 0
55r0
35 508, 186 505,490 L7,q22.32
REPORT NO. 08ll TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NE].I t'IEXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 8I0L/Ll/89
979.00
RUN DATE:
RUN NU['IBER:X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
UNION COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I98E
SIC
CODE
5400
554 0
5592
5500
5700
5800
5E I5
59r0
59?0
5990
RETL
LOCATION: IE-O(lO
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOt'1E DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES],IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTIIENT CO]'TPANI ESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PTS
1r422,856
5I5, 57 r
915,254
4,521,152
5,904
9ct,234
,2q9
, I02
, I88
,722
,159
273,922
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,120,057
272,246
699,23+
5,6 95, 7 g5
6 ,686
77,569
262,320
REPORTED
TAX DUE
66,E54.25
15,8E2.01
3E, r05.62
215,59r.72
397 .47
+,559.65
15,756 . 05
4,L7+ .07
7, r25. 35
75,166 .51
q,957 
.qL
I5
E
25
IOI
55
57
a2
272
tt
2t
25
2Z
27
35
8r,245
187,75fr
4(t0,Er5
12?,609
r74,680
75. r7
9E.66
?9.6?
62.05
88.28
8r,245
1E6,644
459,620
122,609
L(l6 
' 
tt7 I
qr6]I,I
?5 ,9
7,2
Er7
6000
6r20
65r0
6700
FI RE
7900
8010
E060
8r00
E900
E9IO
S ERV
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7E00
9595
9 595
GOVT
HOTELS, ['IOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'IISCETLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
r'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
r'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'TUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITATS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
FIISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNI{ENT - ['IUNICIPAT ITI ES
LOCAL GOVERNNENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
,595
,455
,522
,8I5
,047
12,656.65
7 ,287 .?53,008.01
5,907.799,158.r0
5q
2IIt2r
50
r04
17r
2t2
r25
67tr2
?L5
69
r57
558
20r
9
6(t
16
26q
69,IEI, ,56E,625
9
1,429 r 533
92, El5
L ,297 ,97 Z
E5 , 5I6
t
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION E70 2L ,405 ,7 99 16,94+,?67 904,577 . 05
IREPORT NO. (,EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN HEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEIiIBER, I988
PAGE E2
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NUT{B ER: 97 9 . O O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5, E56 .44
q,5qq.60
31,408.57
6, 145.75-
0.00
I55,752. 55
E0.45
11.4r
57.0E
85.22
5,70E.97
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU}II{ARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I+.(lO(l VALENCIA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
0t00
0700
0800
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URAN I Ut'I
NONI'IETALLIC ]'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. FIINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUItDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
TIEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUHBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAT
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ETECTRONIC COT,IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPFIENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRU]'ITS.
I'II SCEL I ANEOUS TIANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , l.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRAHSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AN
AND TE
RIC tlATTILITIE
TRANSPORTATION, COT'ITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOTIOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
LRSR
6
5
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4,402,9E0
878, 484899,5r9
1,067,475
7 ,?qE,455
lrr,298
249,505.36
51,007.E9
4E,lE4.E6
59,676.EIq08,372.92
, i47
, I95
,722
, I0E
5,502 . I 0
I0,537.50
E(2.54
1,656 .51
t094
r400
]'II N E
I500I6I O
1620
1700
CONS
210
t8
3?
4t5
675
149,E49lr9,20r
904,555
6?0,72(t
7 94,50E
E7 ,2q5
254, 5l r
r,575,619
90,665
t3
20
I5
7
2,
12,
2010
250 0
2q00
2700
5200
3400
550 0
5600
59
r79
I4
I4,5
L77 ,6
40,5
55 5,6
D
L
E
s
RADIO
EL ECT
GAS U
TOT.
2E
5670) 5700
5800
5900
MFG-
IO 550,159
554,000
5,()5O,EEI E5,6 0756r,2655tt5r
4000ql00
4200
450 0
4600
48I 0
4E5 0q900
q920
TCU-
7
77
9
4q
I3t72
75,090
2,616,949
244,r5E
3,772,307
901,088
7 ,737 ,L65
TELEGRAPH COMTiUNICATIONS
EVISION BROADCASTING
R AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
l0 82,690
9 I5I,7E2
I44,2E6-
0
2,51q ,296
239 ,67 43,??8,969
7 30 ,qL?
6,697 ,964
6l,8r650I0
5020
50q0
5050
25 r ,455, E2( 4q0,775 25,r50.19
IREPORT NO. OEl) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'TENT
STATE OF NEI.I ]'IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE].IBER, I988
PAGE E5
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NUT'IBER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'T['IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
Iq.()(l(l VALENCIA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
5070
5080
5090
5092
l^lHS L
HARDT^lAR
]'IACH I N E]'IISCELT
PEIROLET0T. l^lH
I'1I SCEL
COMMER
AUTOMO
r'II SC EL]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
PLUI.TBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
, EQUIPI'lENT AND SUPPL I ES
EOUS NHOLESALERS
AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
ESALE TRADE
EOUS BUSINESS SERVICESL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPT'IENT LABORATORIES
E RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
EOUS REPAIR SERVICES
9
rt8
12
186
59,921
1,569,654
482,619
5,77r,501
E,
RY
AN
UFT0[
EPORTED
ECEI PT S
2,065,405
2,165 ,232
5 , E24, 544
29,95E,905
562, 517
7 q2,365
5E5,52r
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I4,179
596,56E
142,?7 3
r,421,515
E45, 552
2,r00,925
LL ,252,7 66
965,5I7
865,88r
?,764 ,659
24, 954, r54
492,?15
E50.75
55,425.5r
E,007.69
E0 , zq6 .97
520 0
525 r
5500
5 5I0
5400
5510
55q 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5Et5
5 910
59?0
5990
RETL
BUILDING ]'.lATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
t'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOTINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IOBILE HOI.IE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEATERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOFIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PTACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE IIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVEIOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI'IPANI ES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I.IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
7E
t7
75
I5q5
29
27
I746I
14
12,6I0,??6
499,569
670,0E4
558, 02I| ,652 ,529
243,6qE
5rE,205
2,900,050
1,050,229
960,178
401,
3q9,
285,
1,214,
243,
267 ,
2, E55,
,750.65
,655.55
,27I.II
,255.LCt
,054.E4
,q37.91
,029.5r
,280.22
27
70
.t6 ,92?.65
125,530 .?7
55,607.4+
50,E57 .26
155,252.54
I,458,496 . rE
29,q92.Ltt
.+5,L25.22
55,r09.55
26,qE3.57
559
2q4
70r
249
648
t99
0?2
67r
2I
20
I5
67
14
I5
r67
LAN
GIA
BIL
LAN
6000
6200
6300
65r0
6550
6700
FI RE
7500
759r
7500
7600
780 0
7900
7000
7200
45EI,IOI
22
1E
II?T
I25
E
7
L72
888,886
557,26r
769,Eq7
2,576,704
1E
r87
r75
r40
r55
,9
,9
,0
.80
.?6
.46
250,757
r,26E,254
1,04q,?22
152,732
r,230 ,7 06
9r1,486
8,885.29
68,r05.80
50,735.02
77
I5
E2
T4
51l2z
7E3,5?ct
266 ,357
607 ,7 60
2, r5g,5rg
?97
555
87+I9I
98r
505,54I
47 ?,533
44
40
I5
80r0
E060
8I0 0
E200
r+E,q45
I,5IO,EIE
857 , E74
489, 596
7 4 ,?gl
4E,
1,494,
837,
486 r
20,
2,650.65
87 ,262.7 0
49,55+.16
?9 ,17 L .46
I , IE5 .47
IREPORT NO. l,E(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.T I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI',|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'TBER, I988
PAGE E4
R$JN DATE: (} I/II/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
76,5E4.63
440, 096 . r6
2,912,517.55
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU],II'IARY '. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I4-OOO VALENCIA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
E600
E900
8910
SERV
NONPROFIT IIEIIBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
554
r,266
5,751
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I,64E,I55
E,626r5gg
6E, E5 g, 257
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,354, 005
7 ,719,+69
50 ,892 r.t23TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. OEO
STATE O
COIIB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
Et^l I'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I98E
PAGE 85
RUN DATE: OI/LI/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
46,04E.6r
246 ,8tE . 5E
3r8,714.40
155,550.55
54r,59(r.76
500,Er7.94
20,205.r9
58,208.49
38?,1?9.92
r6,56r.05
3+,226 .(16
567,505.57
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
FN
REVYS
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION 3 E8-llOll OUT-OF-STATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
0700
AGR I AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS hIELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
POTASH
TOT. HINING
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5, l4l, rr5
6,64E,656
I 0 , 555,868
q,57r,45E
ll,2E6
12,0r1
550,574
472,63+,775
516,6E2,759
1E2,470,565
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
969 ,444
5, rg6,176
6,709,776
3 ,27 (t ,7 (t+
7 , rgl,45E
r 0 ,545, 555
4?5,372
804,590
E,0+4,E4r
548,555
7 20 ,557
11,944,rI9
I3l0
I5E I
I3E 9
r47q
t'TI NE
t7
tlE
t50
231500l6r0
r620
I700
CONS
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY C0NTRACT0RS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHHAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
T{EAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
IUI'IBER, ]^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEMICAIS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI.I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY ]-IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED FIETAL PRODUCTS
I'IAGHINERY, EXCEPT EL ECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL ]'IACHINERY, EQUIP}IENT AND SUPPLIES
Et ECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORI E5
TRANSPORTAT I ON EQU IPI'IENT
t27I5I 9r0I4,5
2000
20r0
250 0
2400
27 00
2E00
2900
520 0
540 0
5500
3600
567 0
5700
5E00
590 0
I'lFG-
60 ,77 4
83,527
68,529
58, 584
L9,?78
57, 5E7
16,097
67 ,88757,I99
57 ,858
9,142
660,86?
7 55 ,4+7
20?,15+
5E,2E8
588,58r
3,990.25
434.26
51,590.9r
55,885 . 76
9,502.55
2,768.67
27,9q8.10
10,050.25
75,505.92
2,459.50
t3
IO
60q2
I5
E
26
30
2+
I7
47
lrz
?lr5
3r4
5
q
2r0
3
215
2r3
84, 005
2ll, r63
r,547,45r5L 558
PROF.,
t'II SCEL LT0T. t'lA
SCI E
ANEO
NUFA
NTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
US I'IANUFACTURING
CTUR I NG
1E
t?7q04
915, 995
7,02q,?7E
2E,705,556
4000
4100
4200
450 0
4600
4EIO
4E50
4900
+920
TPU-
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
IT1OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTAT I ON
E AND TEt EGRAPH COMT'IUNICATIONS
D TELEVISION BROADCASTING].IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ITIES
NSPORTATION, COMHUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
575,
5, 918,
7 L2,
2,E60,
r7 ,858.45
?EL ,07 I .4tt
55,E55.69
I35,875.07
5I
4,451,280
5r,705,159
719,555
5,EI6,066
PIPELINE
TEL EPHON
RADIO AN
EL ECTR I C
GAS UIIL
TOT. IRA
IE
69
E
t7
967
t7E
709
648
18I
5OIO ]'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT 55 E29, 783 59,4r4.59
II
REPORT NO. (tEll TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NE[.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECETIIBER, I9EE
PAGE E6
RUN DATE: OL/II/89
RUN NUI'IBER: 97 9. l) (}
REPORTED
TAX DUE
97 ,37q.5428,20I.55
,14E.56
,124. rE
, 4E5 .46
,8?5.2E
,707.5r
,?EL.67
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUFII'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
EE-llllO OUT.OF-STATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
2
4
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
l.lHS L
126
79
82
7E
229
64E
5Il, 546
I5,
7t
DRUGS, CHET.IICALS AND ATLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS HHOLESAI ERS
PETROTEU]'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTSIOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING NATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FAR]'I EQUIPT'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL I,IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART].IENT STORES
DEPARIT',lENT STORES
RETAI,t FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IOBIIE HOI'IE DEALERS
I'IISCETLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPTIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'IISCELTANEOUS RETAIT ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUIY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELR5., EXCGS., SER
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-tE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRA
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OIHER INVESTMENT COMPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
l.IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COT'l]'IERCIAI RESEARCH AND DEVELOP]'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES].IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
A]'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
45II
I7
2L
r , 905, 250
68, 0 r8
462,656
550, r77
758,602
?5 
'(+0?255,585
54r,122
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
854 ,57 4
E7 ,2E8,662
l0(t,E73,472
r,701,72r
4,51E,521
3,29+,q65
707,707
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
12,3E2,77 4qEz, E8r , 929
15,254,855
6,516,76q
3L,5q9 ,246
E2,878, 539
25, 06r,662
E54,E96, r52
r,7 9l ,5
679,L
I ,806 ,73,q2?,0
049, 990
595,7I7
r50,49E
E25,657
820 ,7 +7
I 96,52I
47 E ,049
942,772?9,
L 670
45
I69
5,66r
197
39
656
541
?2
L r4?Z
520 0
5251
5?52
550 0
5510
5400
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E I5
59r0
5990
RETL
37
58
55
26
62
86
66
55,0E5.59
1,206.581r,r90.30
I6,205.26
q
5
,520.90
,526.4+
58 .450I.59
76.68
72.96
2, r15.67
l,195 ,044.69
I , 5r4, E50 . 04
1,705,075
6q0 ,0?9
559,509
978, 578
q(t 
, 
r+98
25,160,876
51,895,620
1,701,721
2,E9?,L95
90L,222
50
I4
57
L,222,269
5, rr5,557 907q ,966,241
E(l E1r 0
50,4
26,5
46 ,4
t5
1,380
1,69E
6000
6t00
6t20
6200
6500
65I0
6550
7300
739r
7500
7600
780 0
7900
v
CT
E0,E51.70
9,688 . 54
27 ,074.t8
9E4,9E9.57
r57,579.24
42,E0E.05
6700
FI RE
7000
7200
5rt
2q
I8
16I
1,727 ,794
508,762
r6 9, 382
5,9E4,4r4
, rl(
,683
, 3E2
,665
79,550.41
?,07 q .97
E,045.64
175,929.06
l5qE
q65
208,784
589,0E8
zrt,460,007
205, 95 9
569,985
20,920,508
l5t
87
t
26 7 02,405 55,564.25
dREPORT NO. (lEO TAXAT I ON
STA
COFTB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS REGEIPTS T
D REVENUE DEPART]'IENT0F NEt^l t'lEXIC0
D REVENUE SYSTE]'I
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'.lBER, 1988
AN
TE
NE
AX
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
I4E, E50, 991
PAGE E7
RUN DATEs OI/LI/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7,06r,512. 03
X QUARTERTY TX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
EE.OOO OUT-OF-STATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
E060
El00
E200
8600
8900
E9IO
SERV
9r00
9200
9282
GOVT
,627
,984
,09q
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT ]'IE]'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
]'II SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
FEDERAL GOVERNT{ENT. ALL OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSSTAIE GOVERNI'IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
t5
E
I()
I5
E56
5II,718
555, I 9r
, 56E, 4E6
,E98,25q
,EI0r60I
98 , 412
79,060
?3 ,545
55 9, 25{
L5 ,7 52,2935,4r6r559q5 
,955 ,289
q,67+.5E
5,755.55
r,1IE.4115,rr4.55
7qE,L87.99
162,276.r5
2,17q,r05.05
t00
rt7
r62
22
4
6I
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHIIENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5,E4I L 575, E93,51 9
IREPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'TENT
STATE OF NEhI ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI1BER, I98E
PAGE EE
RUN DATE: OI/LI/89
RUN NUI'TB ER: 97 9 . () (,
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5?,460.99
L27 ,7 56 .89I80,2r7.88
4,939.60
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
sIc
CODE
LocATI0N:02-100
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUT'I, I'IOLYBDENU]'I
COAL
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS NELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRITLING
NONI'IETALLIC TIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHIIAY CoNTRACT0RS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXGEPT ].IEAT PRODUCTS
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUNBER, ].IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICAtS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUH REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRI],IARY FTETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
I.lACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
EIECTRICAL ]'IACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUT'ITS.
T'1I SCEL LANEOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
t'IOIOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ETECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SU]'IT.IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
AL BUQUERQUE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
9
E
179
I87
L,ogq,2g2
5,599,25r
4, 495,544
999,257
2,q33,46q
3 ,43?,7 2L
TOTA L
GROSS
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
g,+44,092
LL?,q77 ,4E2
18,293, 975
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
94, 087
E9,E79,9EE
r,549,605
451,682
5, 566 . 45
E5,746 .59
I00,048.48
010 0
0700
AGRI
r400
MINE
I000
t200I5I ()I38I
r589
27
28
29
52
54
55
36
4000
4r00
4200
4500
481 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
23
10
56
,4Ert
,120
, I98
106,02E
1,653,270
r , 905,695
r500I6I (l
t620
1700
c0Ns
2000
20I0
250 0
2400
567
570
380
1,677
150I,737
r3,698
6
5
101
??5
q 
,7 L7 ,092 .?7224,t90. r3
25r, +64.56
LE14, r46.05
6,986,E92.99
E1,501.67
22,655.5I
53
36
2,926(t,692
,686,2E0
,37 2 ,097
,q27 ,224
, 96 5, 083
,27 0 ,32E
, 4 08,84 9
,606,EI5
, I65, 978
657
082
L26
(+
q
54
t55
2III
5
2,251q,L95
r ,8454r,145
2,3?9
t2l5
q
5
I4q
87
59
253
?,EL7,959
I g, 26E, 075
5,677 ,760ql 
,695 ,7 ?gLq,206,692
47
I8E
5552l
5,E62,E90
14 ,412 ,7 32
30,257 ,217
I ,939, 096
974,
IE,877,
250,
,I
,8
,1
.57
.95
.6I
q2
7t
40,
q
2rl
69
9I
5t
204.67
908. r7
352.92
165.5E
5t
990
I5
54
54
?0
5I
79I
1,9r7
,92(t,264
,45r,680
,?3L r727
,0?0 ,027
,53E,rq9
,77r, r55
, 8I9, I1 0
, 94E, I 04
,?99,543
0 55 ,885442,I09
r70,951
0r8, ]41
043,24.t
998,95I
532,77 0
769,q26
7 qq ,668
,828 . 96
,710.76
,475. 90
,q5?.q4
,770.50
,q(tq.9?
,828.9r
,866.5I
,790.50
77l6I
49
E2
210
57
77
64
I
I
07
75
61
55
59
52
27
06
57
5900
TIFG.
,5IE
,952
, 0IE
,7 66
,7 47
I IE,2rg,
93,
2, ()EE,
r2z, rEl . 56
I
485 0
4900
4920
TCU. 5?4 178,586,413 108,769,557 5,655,E05.5E
lt
REPORT NO. (lE(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NE]^I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSIEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'TBER, I98E
PAGE E9
RUN DATE: OI/LI/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
9q5,623.95
185,454. 05
2,369.55
421,559.00
4,5?6,010.44
6,018 ,679.54
6q7 ,?.q5.33
525,547.70
r95,651.75
789 ,716 .722,00r,915.75].954,418.57
3,8E5,555.578r6,606.05| ,299 ,634 .97
?2q,722.93
5, IE6 ,265. 95
29,(+07,513.52
,636.61
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N:02-100
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
]'II SCEI. I ANEOUS l.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT.I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . I^IHOT ESAL E TRADE
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'TARY'- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
A L BUQUERQUE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
50I0
5020
5040
5060
5070
50E0
5090
I98
t38
451
1,44r
6I
2,7 q5
q, 066,58q
5, 152, 923
2,230,505
7 ,38q ,7 67
5,605,956
32,089,295
4r,884,E6r
5, 955, 76 0
9E, 348,428
215,485.24
L65,52E.q61r7,r0r.58
3E7 ,7 00. r5
169,311.65
r,684,588.002,I98,94I.95
205,50r.41
5,155 ,058.2?.
I99
90
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
55,70r,75E
r6 ,585,856
, 45L EE5
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I8, 0 r7 ,885
5,552, 077
1E7
159
556
I40
0r2
95
4I
2t
85
188,575,64E9,5q7,990
48E,570,455
38,2q6 ,(18?
5,205,E45
77,58r
E,2g0,7gr
E7 ,57 q ,7 LlI5L 40 r,557
r2,438,575
20,288, gEE
3,7 0g ,266
,554
,505
, 
q65
3? , Lqq ,57 520,I99,55I
q
E,02
85,2qllq,642,
L?,32E,6,162,
3,726 ,
5092
I.,lHS L
5200
52s I
5252
550 0
55I 0
5(00
55r0
554 0
559?
5599
5600
5700
5800
?8,I2,
4,
22,
3E,
45,
75,
15,
55,
465,008
9r6,547
470,050
r97,5r6
605,489
7 IE, IE9
rt27 ,225
649,sEE
4?2,64046I,II5
50 9, 962
456,475
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARt'I EQUIPMENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT.IENT STORES
DEPARTI-IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICTE DEATERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HOI-1E DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - DY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'lISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTFIENT COMPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
IlISCELLANEOUS BUSIN
COFII'IERCIAL RESEARCH
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL,
E7II
I55
5t
5t
7,
rt4
EE5
8IE
479
4EI
8r5
5r8
40r
055
Et7
09r
599
95?
459
150
555
269
633
566
65t
507
7I
588
I85
260
68
5E l5
5910
5920
5990
RETL
552
729
602
r,802
293
L2Zq7q,9zl
I 0 ,4q8
15 ,0q? ,
58, I 55,
36,907,
74,I00,
15,554,
24,75+,
l0
2I
5(t
2t
?
I9
109
I9
54
9,625,77L
4, 9rE,75752,58r,r55
9,937,067
4,509,E05
96,809,54r
6000
610 0
6t20
6200
6300
65t0
6550
6700
FI RE
42
7I
50
E5
1551,I5q
I259lI,7II
,5q5,
,554 ,
,707,
,04E,
,077,
,266,
,927,
947 ,
8
I5
?LI,II
I5
Ct
4,I6I,
7L5t
146(t5
q1
4,280,456
98, E54,7 95
55 0, 558,851
ql 
,07.t ,E6E
26,7+?,240
55
I3 5q
9
0
4
6
5
9I2,47
,09r.86
,651.79
,054.14
,075.71
,37q.79
,7 0L .7q
,7q4.LE
,3r0.E2
ESS SERVICES
AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
lr4
1r0
5r7
Ir0
lr8
7000
7200
7500
7391
7500
q5E
2,8r2q,qqz
85
r,575
,455,525
,97 I ,7 65
,704,qr0
,217,37L
,165,4q7
,266,768
,E++,556
05, 967 .71
08,407 .41
29,8r6.56
rr,49E.l0
?7,978.70
REPORT NO. l)Ell
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
tocATI0N 3 02-100
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AilUSEI{ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEI.IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
1'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
FEDERAL GOVERNI{ENT - ALL OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERN]'IENT - ['IUNICIPAL ITI ESTOT. GOVERNMENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART].IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN
RUN
DAT E:
NUITB ER :
PAGE 900L/ll/89
979.00
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
A L BUQU ERQU E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I988
TOTA
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
LR5R
7600
780 0
7900
8010
E060
8100
E200
910 0
9200
9395
GOVT
8
7
6
65
64
40
6
2
75
54
596
504
2,47 2
567I,5I8
408
125
5,502
690
21,49E
q5,7E9 2,5E1,456, 090
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
47q,E95,624
1,475 ,557 ,203
REPORTED
TAX DUE
77 ,375, l5r .7E
E79
85
5
6
5
64
57
40
5
2
55
24
0(t7
145
727
617
244
559
584
655
,57 L
,690
,763
,525
,911
,8I4
,206
, 985
,597 ,95?
, 
q82,256
,567 ,592
,919 ,4qE
,925,105
, 055, 90 9
,490,066
,057,76q
,?28 
'591
,358,56 0
?93,rt96 .77
540,518.47
292-,279.5q
5,406,E5E.54
5,040,94E.50
2,102, q89. 98288,r94.5r
10E,032.67
2,7 9q ,025 .25
L,277 ,714.75
24 ,926, 0 08 . 55
E600
E900
E9l0
S ERV
,7 15 , 567
,r88,5q0
,969 ,97 6
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISH]''IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALt INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION
aREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:02-200
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONIRACT CONSTRUCTION
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'lANUFACTURING
q920
TCU-
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT IRANS. , ].IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES)'
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I988
PAGE 9I
RUN DATE: OL/IL/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2E,996.55
QUARTERLY SU]'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOS RANCHOS DE AtB
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0r00
0700
AGRI
SIC
CODE
5200
5400
3500
5900
I'IFG-
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
759, 051
r ,459,545
EE, 7 52
rr,l55426,5Ir
L(t9,240
c+37 ,7 5E
q5 
,7 06
265,155
67 0 ,207
552,025
50E, 952
828, 30E
,064,III
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
57 9, 95I
1,067,945
64,5E2
15E 9
MINE
1500
t 610
I700
CONS
q100
420 0q8r0
4900
40
50
90
SL
40
7t
E
t5
26
55, 597
3,229
17
09
15
5I
5, 545
E5 ,7 54
255,
62-5,
149, r65
429 ,7 69
9,976
?67 .23q,2E7 
.72
7 ,272.95
2r,505. t5
498.80
24, 04E. E5
25,376.32
5E,108.56
L87 ,724.E5
50 GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESALERS
TOT. ].IHOtESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'lOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
I'lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT,IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
]'.lISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
50
50
t,lH
5200
5500
5400
55I0
7
T(l
t4
r20
885
I5, r56.0I
31,294 .27
4
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I5
5910
5920
5990
RETL
I
t7
480,977
507 ,526
55
t27
76
5,75
2,17 |
4,q97
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:02'200
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEIIBER, I9EE
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 92
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOS RANCHOS DE ALB
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
REPORTED
RECEI PTS
SIC
CODE
65I 0
FIRE
511,025
129,04rl 17 67 ,?59
51,956
56,197
271,q97
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I{ISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI,IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T,IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
TEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
ELLANEOUS SERVICES
NEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT - MUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNMENT
4t
2+
?2
I5
7
I5
3r0,769
I28 , 416
274,19q
,53E.50
, 420 .83
,709.75
,+q6.96
,790.70
,574.87
28, 959
55, EI4
27 I ,497
l5
6l5I
?l58 010
E060
EIOO
8200
8900
89r0
SERV
I'tI SC
ENGI
TOT .
7
56
t77
454
I7, l)E8
E9,677
2,710 ,026
9,554,052
I7, (lEE
86,020
L,209,024
6, 767, 0 r6
E54.40
4,501 . 04
60,45r.35
55E,155.65
95 95
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. llEll
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:02-31E
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
APPAREL AND TEXTITE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRIMARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL
MISCEL t ANEOUS T'IANUFACTURI NG
TOT. IlANUFACTURING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART].TENT
STATE OF NEl^I ]'IEXICO
COI-IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEITBER, I9EE
PAGE 95
RUN DATE: OI/IL/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
SIC
CODE
QUARTERIY SUI'IIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TIJERAS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0700
AGRI
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
?L7 ,q85I' 504,74r
15,070
9,9?L
7t
t26,
109,572
779,323
1r159,795
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1500
t6I0
1700
CONS
4E
89
t7l
907
8,9E0
+7 ,660
230 0
2400
2700
3400
3900
t'lFG- 10
,055
,619
.55
.60
.6E
.0r
T'IOTOR FREIGHT T
TELEPHONE AND T
ELECTRIC hIATER
TOT. TRANSPORTA
NS. , I.IAREH0USING, T
EGRAPH COI'It'lUNI CATIO
D SANITARY SERVICE
ON, COMHUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS
S ERV I CES
ES
LITIES
RA
EL
AN
TI
RANS
N5
UTI L
AND
ITI
UTI
9
IE
7
34
356,50E
59, I23
89,55E
504, 968
Il,l70
554,205
59, r25
E7, ()4I
4E0,55E
5E6 .45
17 ,545.753,0r7.55q,559.6q
25,L32.92
420 0q8r0
4900
T CU-
5040
50E0
5090
t^lHS L t8 7,855 410.82
5200
525 r
530 0
540 0
5600
5700
5800
5E I5
5990
RET L
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS]'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
IlI SCEL L ANEOUS I{HOL ESAL ERS
TOT. HHOTESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDT^IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI1ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HONE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
]'II SCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, lIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T,IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI1OBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
405
3,202
7
50
972
404
9
9
,6E9
,99I
I4 83,54?
592,5El
57 9 , (+90
I2,382
I55,445
4,59r .20
?o,6LO.52
35,673.??
650.06
E,215.50
651 0
FIRE
46
94
7000
7200
7500
7500
t4
36
t2IEI ,5Ez, 087
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: O2.5IE
SIC
CODE
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'TI SCEL L ANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]',lENT
STATE OF NEhI HEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]IBER, I9EE
PAGE 94
RUN DATE: ()I/II/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
QUARTERLY SUFIT-IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TIJERAS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7600
E060
820 0
E900
E9IO
SERV
57
7
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
357 ,692
22,153
661,570
3,663,95E
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
339,222
I9, 4 95
598, r 98
2,693,502
17,E09.15
I , 025.573I,405.47l5r
5E{ 14r,522. 0E
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEl.I titEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I98E
PAGE 95
RUN DATE: OI/LI/89
RUN NUIYIBER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
440.E5
X QUARTERLY II EDITED I
src
CODE
LocAII0N ! 02-+t7
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUI.IBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
]'II SCEL LANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COTI]'IUNICATIONS
GAS UTILITIEs
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COII]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
t'IISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. NHOTESATE TRADE
BUILDING T'IATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSIOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERTY SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CORRA t ES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I500
t700
CONS
2400
5900
T'IFG-
48r0
4920
TCU-
010 0
0700
AGRI
7200
7300
7600
EOIO
t9
25(t+
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2L9,925
59, 9r3
259,858
9,415
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2L0,?96
?+ ,654
254,950
12,092.0tI,4I7.6I
I5,50 9.62
E
7 ,157
7, r57
7 ,567
25,L69
152,397
51.295r.2950hIH 54+54ct7790SL
EII
5200
550 0
559 9
5990
RET L
5510
FI RE
92
15
7
4I
2q,127
156,926
16,545
24,?98
27 ,126
257 ,495
14,654
l?6 ,7 Ott
r6,545?l ,957
E42.62
7 ,?E5.4E
95I .5(
1,262.55
L,447 .21
E,762.E5
E06 0
E90 0
E9I O
SERV
PERSONAT SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
t.II SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION t41 r,099,641 754,790 45,(t00.45
iREPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'TENT
STATE 0F NEtl l'1EXIC0
CO].IBINED REVENUE SYSTET{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'TBER, I988
PAGE 96
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUI'IB ER: 97 9 . l) O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
t6, EzE . E5
r 9,232 . 90
554,
86,
4q,
I4E,
654,
tEl , 9E7 .61
273,592.61
I26,rr0.89
85, 0E7 . 5E
2E2,990 .57
+07,952.29
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
AGRI
QUARTERLY SU]'I['IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
(l2.(l(l2 RTIDR BERNALILLO CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
010 0
0700
080 0
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
]'IETAL I{INING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUT,I, MOLYBDENU]'I
URAN I UI'IOIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETALLIC MINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
POTASH
TOT. FIINING
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHWAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE ]'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI''IBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND AL L I ED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUTI REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
sTONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIPI.IENT
PROF., SC]ENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS.]II SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURI NG
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
254
2q
I9
40I
59E
,009,568
,3(tZ ,982
,557,645
,527 ,097
6,75E,3I2
I ,65?,6?7
844, 7 35
?,E?8 ,924
r2, 084,596
5I
40
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
374,679
ct60,l22
11,E37,r04
5,620,357
14,606,559
q3,(t5q ,291
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
520,549
366,54I
6 5, 585
2E6,561
150,585
5 r 466 ,4505,2II,2E5
r000
I0 94
I5E I
r389
I400
147 +
MINE
1500
I6I()
I620
I700
c0Ns
Et1.49
7 62 .9L
548.51
5r8.48
44r.39
77
50
00
5,558.22
r5,055.95
7 ,905 .7 9
I1I
5
2I
IO
?5
000
0I0
300
400
700
E00
900
200
400
500
600
670
?
2
2
2
2
?
?
3
5
5
5
5
75l
29
86 ,544
6 ,556 , 0gE
262,911
55
?7I4
I , E65,429l,5g3,r6g
1,gg0, g5E
lt5
504
4E, 7E7
I5 , 28I
4E
54
I(l,I
58,6
2
TE
,554, 051
,4E5,E20
59
55
220,509
37 ,?E5
60, 955
,576.
,957 .
,?00.
3700
5800
5900
I'1FG-
?,q27,876I,6II,557MOTOR FREIGHTAIR TRANSPORTA
TELEPHONE AND
ELECTRIC HATER
GAS UTILITIES
TRA
TIO
TEL
AN
NS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
N
EGRAPH COI'ITIUNICATIONS
D SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
5,6 r5,20 r
7,770,5r9
4r00
4200
4500
48r0
4900q9?0
TCU- TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COFII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES I83 19 ,425,649 l, 005, r6E.42
REPORT NO. OEO
I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'TENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXICo
COMB]NED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 970t/ll/89
979.00
DA
NU
RUN
RUN ER:
TE:
I'lBX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
TOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
O2-O()2 R]'IDR BERNALILLO CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9E8
50I0
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
l.lH S L
5200
525r
5252
530 0
531 0
540 0
55I 0
55(} 0
559?
]'TOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES],IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
]'II SCEt L ANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
T0T . l.lH0L ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARH EQUIPI'lENT DEAL ER5
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT,IENT STORES
DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVIC
I'IOBILE HOFIE DEA
I.IISCEL LANEOUS V
APPAREL AND ACC
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-TESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVEST]'IENT COI'IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMI'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPIITENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
HOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
E18,579
950 ,92+
r2, 055, 425
37 2 ,520tt,726 r972
5r206,597qL,177,696
65, 505,5r5
30,36E. 0.}
43?.255r,5r0.18
1,50I.47
578,459
E,235
596,584
50 ,50q
,I9I
,5E9
, 5I9
,660
,982.5q
,5r7.82
,084.76
,297.06
tq
7
29
t0II
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
3,962,L77
729,qEo
50r,562
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
E7 ,q9q.42
36,909.5E
24,E62.6E
457,85E.49
L5,275.q2
5O,E1I.EE
]95,909.2r
I,57E,545.70
50,057.19
r,594.59
104,099.25
58
126
235
5tIII
r45
352
509
2,125
2,763
6,71r
I
z
25
E t42
E
5
?7
7
29
62
1,656,561
705,040
E STATIONS
L ERS
EHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
ESSORY STORES
98
t?tt9
9 r87 0 ,E77
406,6{E
r,54r,469
E, 54
29
5E
0,16r
0,961
6, E95
,+7(t
,7 65
r 5I4
, 
q69
745,760
757,0?0
352,239
,56L I50
,37 9 ,24(t
?5q,E+E
59,204.90
59,745.58
lE ,49? .57
zqq,710.40
124,910.50
r5,579.552,582,5555r1,885
EEs,565
32,27 tt
rt ,26? , 989
473,57q
57Z,5lE
32,27 (t
I ,982,8tt2
5599
5600
5700
5800
58r5
59r0
7q
28
2tI2I6I
9
552
757
357
7t7
595
559
6 ,5r6
170,276
2,02E
r,200
l,
4,
5920
5990
RETL
4r5
968
q
2
5,75I,60I
26,257 ,971
6,r0l,grg
3q,657,294
6000
6r00
6r20
6500
65r0
6550
6700
FI RE
7
85
I
7000
7 200
7500
7591
7500
7600
7E0 0
25I6I
199
T2
170
127
,719
,599
,458
,80(
,220
,857
278,485
456,685
4 , gz0 ,024I60,457,r01L 558, 0 42
706,075
4,620.44
5, 975. 95
8,501.263,997.82
I ,7 97 .L9
7,059.01
IREPORT NO. (lEll TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEIIBER, I9EE
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
r,507,552
5,544,504
524,440
rE7, 7 08,6 r8
4r5,995,7rE
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
25+,+2.5,912
PAGE 9E
RUN DATEs OI/II/89
RUN NUT'IBER: 97 9. l) O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r49, 555 .25
I5,558.77
9 ,L?6,825.50
15,542 ,(t79.2E
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SU]'I['IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : ll2-OO2 RI1DR BERNALILLO CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
7900
8010
E060
810 0
E20 0
8600
8900
E9IO
S ERV
AI.IUSEt'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAT SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I.IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
t'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
,556
, I04
,65I
,505
1,295,287
706,945
179, r0(}
95,67L
54,505
6E, 0 02.5657,rr4.47
9 ,40?.97
5 ,0?2 .7 6
r,E00.95
59
53
455
25
1,5r7
707
179lt0
54
Il)
t5
20
2,E45,462
295 ,97 6
175,E44, 93r
910 0
9595
GOVT
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT. ALL OTHER
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - ]'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5, E49
REPORT NO. OEO TAXAT I ON
STA
COMB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
LIED PRODUCTS
RS
D REVENUE DEPARTMENT0F NEtl I'IEXIC0
D REVENUE SYSTET'I
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I9EE
AN
TE
NE
AX
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
97 ,L27
L35 ,67 2
1,254
168, 054
6(, I 95
q2,424
32,67 9(50,720
E5E
59,E20
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
q9,55q
l?5,q?g
L,25+
r52,545
59,232
4r,799
27,8?5
597,059
86E
56,847
PAGE 99
RUN DATE: OL/II/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,559.66
6,+2E.25
64.26
7,EI7.E1
5,055.62
2,142.19
l,+26.05
20,548.2(}
44.q6
2,915.40
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION:2E-I5O
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAT TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGH].IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. FTANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COIII'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TETEVISION BROADCASTING
ETECTRIC IdATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COFIT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SU['I['IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RESERVE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
1500
I620
1700
c0Ns
2000
2700
t'lFG-
525 t
550 0
55t 0
554 0
5599
5800
5Et5
5990
RET L
7000
7200
7300
7500
7600
780 0
7900
80r0
890 0
891 0
SERV
t0
t5
7
L2
9
7
l2
52
4El0
4850
4900
TCU-
5020
5090
l^lHS L
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AN
T{ISCEL LANEOUS T.IHOt ET0T. l^IH0LESALE TRAD
DAt
SAT E
E E
65t 0
FI RE
HARDT^IARE ST0RES
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
GASOTINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAITER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'llSCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS]'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES 55
IREPORT NO. (lE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:2E-I3l}
src
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I988
PAGE I()l,
RUN DATEI OI/II/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
R EPORTED
TAX DUE
55,rt2.5E
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RESERVE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION t?5
TOTA L
GROSS
REPORTED
RECEI PT5
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
646,1027 q2,7 06
|,
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:28-O2E
OIL AND GAS hIELL DRILLING
TOT. ]IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
QUARTERLY SUMHARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR CATRON CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
PAGE IOI
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUI'IBER:979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r5,55(. 99
67,565. 90
tq ,7 43 .9825,8r8.r6
1,555.49
4,22E.01
15,552.29
55,50E.EE
2,1?_7.02
2,828 . 54
SIC
CODE
I38 t
I'II N E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
3l9,II2
r, 595,6 I 0
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
519, 077
L ,3E2 ,27 5
502,441
5?9,620
,555
,728
27 9 ,636
7?(t,ZEq
45, 6 5l
1500I6I O
1700
CONS
2q00
?7 00
t'lFG-
4900
TCU-
5090
t^IHSL
GEN ERA L
H I GHtIAY
SPECIALT0T. C0
B
c
T
NT
UILDING CONTRACTORS
ONTRACTORS
RADE CONTRACTORS
RACT CONSTRUCTION
q100
420 0
4EI()
LUI'IDER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , IAIAREHOUSING, TRANS.
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'I]'IUNICATIONS
ETECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITTOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO[',II'IUNICATIONS AND UT
SERV ICES
TTISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
TOT. ]^IHOLESALE TRADE
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
]'TISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTA[, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
FIOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
25,545
r9,690
32,962
r 94,489
r ,255. 45
959.90
L606.E6
9,4E1 .56
I8
30
48
I44
t3
IES
ILITIES l556
9
t5
I
I
3qL,22l
508,512
525 r
550 0
540 0
554 0
5599
5600
5800
s8t5
5920
5990
RETL
9
I5
t5
28
9
7
0
E
0
55, 955I9,EII
59, 590
253,7 65
27,355
85,7?8
27
E5
t0II
2076l
55
65t0
6550
FI RE
52r ,7 90855,I17
45,65I
56 , 0I7
12,245
7000
7200
7500
7500
7500
780 0
,552
,423
, I75
58,0I7
L2,Zq5
207 ,552
55, I47
55, r75
596.95
,IIE.I5
,7I5.4I
,6L7 .Zl
REPORT NO. (lE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:2E.l,2E
A]'IUSEt'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEId I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
PAGE IO2
RUN DATE: OL/II/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
959.50
5,664.75
25, 550 . 32
r61,527.56
QUARTERLY SUFII'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR CATRON CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
src
CODE
7900
80I0
8200
E900
89r0
SERV
7
I7
76
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
I 9, E85
120,E09
550,E92
3,57E, gg5
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I 9, EEs
ll6,l99
520,007
5 r 309,297TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5t3
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY II EDITED X
LocATI0N 3 04-t0l
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS NELI DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
NON}IETATLIC ]'IINERALS, EXCEPT
TOT. I'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
CO],IBINED REVENUE SYSTE].I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUMBER:
PAGE IO50l/ll/89
979.00
QUARTERLY SUMI{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ROST.IEL t
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I9EE
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
I5I (l
t5Et
I56 9
I(0 0
I'II NE
I500
t6r0
I620
1700
CONS
520 0
5400
5500
5670
5700
5900
T-IFG-
l5
40
62
I59
SIC
CODE
010 0
0700
AGR I
4100
420 0
4500
481 0
485 0
490 0
4920
TCU-
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
FUELS AND POTASH
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
q76,209
r r 05l,05r
r,652,555
3 ,9L6 ,267
5,27{,551ll,0r8,r9E
l,E07,rl5
5,924,990
47 , E45
E4E,564
I 0 ,5I2,855
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2E9,9++
E5r,296
I , 454, r65
3,655, r7I
2,956 , l4gE,2g6,Elg
l69, r2E
767,390
239,237
1,405,96r
REPORTED
TAX DUE
t7,054.25
50, 015.62
E5,452 . lE
215,52E.7E
I75,6t(.07
4E7,57E.4r
9, 905.25
45, 0E4 . l5
t4, 055. t5
82,qq1.79
2000
20r0
2+0 0
27 00
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
LUt'lBER, tlo0D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRI]'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRONIC CO]'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPT'TENT
MISCEL LANEOUS ]'TANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOGAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
T.IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEt EGRAPH COMT'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, COFTMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
T'IOTOR VEHICL E5 AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI.IICALS AND A[ [ I ED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPTIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
T'IACHIHERY, EQUIPHENT AND SUPPL I ES
MISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
,5{6
,2I0
,7 66
,05?
53E
490
2t
26
62t3t
t5
4t
25
25
267,0rr
1,022,665
tE2l87680 993,4?7,75E
I
6
2,7 6
7 ,66
47I5r , I2l,516 E.5E2.05
rt5
3 ,424 ,7 36
51r,557
E,7 46 , 969
28c+ ,636
l,5g4,gr7
6(8, 905
,5E6.97
, 502. E0
495,5I6 . 6 0
16,722.35
45
509
9t
70
2,55E .
29,915.
5,591 .
4,115.8l,951.
5E,r25.
I
50r0
5020
5040
5060
5070
508 0
5090
t4
7
24lql6q7
l2E
5,1I,
70r,7r9
I84,780
9E8,8E9
542,598
737,397
0?2,778
277 ,650
50II
?2
5E
59l0
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
tocATI0N ! 0{-t0t
PETROLEUII AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTST0T. t|HotESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARD].IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL ].IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI,IENT STORES
DEPART]'TENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBITE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNIIURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I ]',lEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN
RUN
40,659.I9
2L9,437 .2q
5l
2EI
OCTOBER TO DECE]'TBER, 19EE
PAGE I()+DATE: OI/LI/E9
NU['IBER: 97 9. 0 0
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,869.60
,00r.77
,E59.75
,E64.49
,025.4r
,37 6 .92
,024.28
, E97 .86
,555. 07
,582.9r
,411.07
,294.73
, I50.68
,904.04
,L7(t.89
,295. 99
,623.2q
,466 .7 0
27,922.72
t5E,551.7E
5E,7E5.65
121,255 .77
102,227.L9
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ROSNEL L
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PT5
5
27
LRSR
,442,951
,E98,571
5, l1q,64g
2,27 0 ,90 0
r,550,205
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
692 ,07 2
5,755,104
2, 559,54E
I,E9I,III
749,015
5092
HHS L
520 0
525 I
5252
554 0
5592
5599
5920
5990
RET L
6000
6I0 0
6r20
57
23
8
34l7
9E
3I
57
7
42
t00
E4
2r5
25
550 0
53t0
5400
55r0
5600
5700
5800
58r5
59I0
6200
630 0
651 0
6550
6700
FI RE
2I
I
E(t
2
I
r ,595, 525817,05I
610,05E
1,206 ,20q8,221,675
12, 50 0 ,247
749,549
521,655
59, 7 l2
704,590
1,9+7 ,+?2I,95I,I7I
5,555,157
78L 546
I ,943 , (t0?
665,855
7,E5E,394(+7 
,28+,583
(tl5 
,280
3E9,909
olq,?49
610,220
2?5,478
397 ,q57
2E9,00r
4?7,375
7 22 ,003
r09,594
90E,q72
980, r42
158,27 409r,6r5
7 82,517
r 95, 787
6E8, EE9
610,?2L
600,001
555,502
EI
4E
35
70
485
754
44
I8
2
4III4ll4
326q5
lt(r
40
46I
2,777
t
2
6
z25
I2
606I,4I9 9,55,
NCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L ASSOC.
D LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
D COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS . , EXCGS. , SERV .
AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
OPER-LESR-AGT., ETG.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
E SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVETOPERS
D OTHER INVESTMENT COFIPANIES
SAVINGS AN
SECUTY. AN
I NSURANCE
REAL EST.
BANKS
CREDIT AGE
REAL ESTAT
HOLDING AN
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTEtS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAT SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COFIMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPT.IENT LABORATORI ES
AUTOHOBITE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
EIIl8
84
9
576,58E
r95,5lE200,86I
1,482,505
69 ,542
69,560
L7 2,556I75,6I2I,4O2,II5
55, I9I
(,074.91
10,r57.68I0,5r7.19
E2,575. I2
L,9q9.95
I6
t57
7000
7200
7500
759r
750 0
7600
780 0
7900
E()IO
8060
El00
E200
85
351
28E
t74
rs4
1,59r,465
2,r05,ggg
2 ,942 ,031
r, 0 0 0,575
2, 064,9r I
r,740, 056
lll,l0?.77q4,00q.66
A['IU5EI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITATS AND OTHER HEATTH SERVICES
LEGAT SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
65
268
55
80
t7
q40 
,71(+7,075,662
848,898
2, E58, 7 IE
80,E25
587,800
6 , g6(,458
7E4,656
2,959,7 rg
E0 ,825
22,556.95
40E,876 . 57q6,09E.52
166,774.7?(t,748.+4
REPORT NO. (tE(t
X QUARTERLY TX EDITED X
tocATr0N:0+-t0r
NONPROFIT I{EI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
T'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI{ENT
STATE OF NEl.I ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY SIANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I9EE
PAGE I05
RUN DATE: OL/IL/89
RUN NU]'IBER ! 979. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,568.05
,rr2.04
,522.93
5,62q, 086.53
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ROSHEL L
NO. TAX
RETURNS
E600
E900
E9IO
SERV
455
50
1 ,977
,563
,596
,5L2
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,7 92,029
394,552
2q ,6E2,397
L{L , 96? ,7 2E
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r55
z3
1,27L
2,6q(+
595
21,65?
939 5
GOVT
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . I.IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERN]'TENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 4,65E 96, 064, EE9
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: l){.20I
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
TOT. t'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUI'IBER, ].IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRI]'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS T4ANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UIILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'I['IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI,IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I{EXICO
COTIBINED REVENUE SYSTEt'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, 1gEE
PAGE It)6
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUI'TBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
DEXTER
NO. TAX
RETURNS
src
CODE
l5I 0
1'II N E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r5,444
57,657
257,534
I6,9IE
250,975
46,600
559,5r6
t500t6I0
1700
CONS
540 0
5900
t'lFG-
48r0q85 0
4900
rt920
TCU.
5080
5090
5092
t^lHS L
22 r56,2t5,50
E
I5
50
7
t(
7
56
E67
164
I 55, EzEI92,EI9 7,E62.q21r,528.09
2400
5200
5500
5400
55t 0
554 0
5600
5700
5800
5990
RETL
]'IACHINERY, EQUIPIIENT AND SUPPLIES
]'II SCEt T ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. t.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUITDING I'IATERIATS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES]'IISCELTANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
21,550
57 ,7 57
282,7 63
16,9r8
502, 951
46,600
548,285
7E9.E6
5,0r5.59
r4,709. 18
995. 94
15,559.78
2,737.77
19,954.E1
6000
6550
FI RE
BANKS
REAL ESTAIE SUBDIVIDERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE ANDAND DEV ELOP ERSREAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
FIISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES 9
7200
7500
7500
7600 r7,E76 L7 ,E76 1,02q.75
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N ! 04-201
src
CODE
AI,IUSEIlENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELTANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEl.I ]iIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEt,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I988
PAGE I 07
RUN DATEI OI/LL/Eg
RUN NUt'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,527.60
73,72E.49
QUARTERTY SUMHARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
DEXTER
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7900
8010
E200
8900
E9t 0
SERV
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
9(t ,357
L ,407 ,0(t4
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
91, ll6
1,262,551
53
r59
REPORT NO. 06l)
X QUARTERX EDITED
SIC
CODE
0700
AGR I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I ].IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
E IOE/lL/E9
9.00
PAG
OI
97
LY
x
I500
I700
CONS
LocATI0N:0(t-500
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
]'IISCEL LANEOUS TITANUFACTURING
TOT . I'IANUFACTURI NG
LOCAL AND HIGH].TAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
TRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
UTILITIES
TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARD].IARE, PLUIIBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
TOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE
QUARTERLY SU]'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HAGERT.IAN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t2
2q
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
54,517
59,55E
202,612
865,099
6?,6L2
939,299
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
54, 053
59,55E
185,555
I2,2E5
57,71+
EI,5EE
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5, 040 .50
5,015.16
l0 ,099.27
692.75
22,5q1.q0
691.04
5,094.16
q,q37.07
5900
T'IFG-
4t00
4200
4810
4900
rt920
TCU-
525 I
550 0
540 0
554 0
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
8900
S ERV
I
9
EL EC
GAS
TOT.
70
SL
50
hlH
48
5800
s990
RETL
6000
FI RE
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT,IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PIACES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
I{ISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOIYIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
A]'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
12,5 l2
450,539
12 , 516
400,755
18, 527
19, r55
657,580
18, 527
15,529
54E,069
r,030.87
E75.48
50 ,82E .86
9t5
7
10
7
16
4t
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 155 r,9l7,4EE 9(5, l5E 52,562.?6
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEId I1EXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS
E, 044
57,932
51,250
6(t2,522
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7,763
43,767
50 , E82
q 92, 055
PAGE IO9ATE: 0I/ll/89
ul'tBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
599.32
2, 334 . 56
r,659. 90
25,q29.92
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY 5UI'I]'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LAKE ARTHUR
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t2
22
OCTOBER TO DECEFTBER, I98E
src
CODE
L0cATI0N:04-400
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRIFIARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'TETAL PRODUCTSTOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
I''IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'I['IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTIIITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TA
OS
TO
GR
1500
I700
CONS
5400
I'IFG-
4920
TCU-
7200
.8200
'' sERv
4200
48t0
4900
5300
5q00
5990
RET L
GENERAL ].IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART],TENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
15
(+9TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT T{0. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:04-004
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD 5ERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONMETALLIC ]'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. NINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGH].IAY
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'TEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
PAGE IIl)
RUN DATE: ()I/II/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
52,648.94
E4,152.28
12,044.79
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'ITIARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR CHAVES CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0t00
0700
AGRI
r5t0}5EI
I58 9
1400
]'II N E
2400
2700
520 0
540 0
5900
HFG-
1500
t 6l0
1620
I700
c0Ns
17,67+
r14,860,455,2II45t0r
55
72
54
IE
5I
22
2L
E9
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
656, I64
1,675,E04
585, 578
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
62L 88+
1,502,519
229,425
536,656
2,LE7,822
257,07E
52,573
484,q52
1,707,020
2,665,+32
2+,8L2
?l?,L?l
585
2,554
.45
.65
LUI'lBER, l^.l00D
PRINTING AND
STONE, CLAY,
PRI]'IARY I'IETAL
]'II SCEL L AN EOUS
AND
PUB
GLA
IN
l'1A
PAPER PRODUCTS
L ISHINGSS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
DUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
NU FACTURI NG
ql00
4200
4500
4600
48I 0
4900
4920
TCU-
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.JAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
r'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ].IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORIATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'I}IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTITITIES
I{OTOR VEHICLES AND AUTO]'IOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALIIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
T'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPL I ES
I,1I SCEL LANEOUS hIHOL ESAI ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEU]'I PRODUCIS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING ]'IATERIALS
FARI'I EQUIPT'lENT DEALERS
GENERAL HERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
557,540
552,401
48E,8r7
I ,El tt ,?99
5,I6E,E97
3r,707
5 12,8E 9
12'(+46.62
2,760.11
2+,L97.76
E9,6IE.53
138,599.25
r,502.64
rr,r56.54
5010
5020
5040
5080
5090
5092
tlHSL
17
54
5200
525?
530 0
5400 17 I, I55,44I 405,415 2l ,17 9 .27
IREPORT NO. OEl)
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
tocATI0N:04-004
HOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS . BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
HISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR.AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
SIATE 0F NEI^l t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
PAGE III
RUN DATE: OI/IL/89
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4, lrl .75
I2,561.95
E5, 240 . E2
6 02. t58,067.02
15, El4 . 5r
4,24L.L+
I5, 978. 99
52,412.15
504,017 .67
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RIilDR CHAVES CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
55t 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E I3
5920
5990
RETL
7
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r06,484
57,E05
r89, 08r
36r,969
48,0r3
566,695
2,642,543
11,469
155,708
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7E, 5I 9
239,275
1,585, 55E
1r,459
I55,65E
50I,225
80 ,785
266,256
998,525
9,623,E77
25, 9
L76,6
359,?
48, 0
,257.0E
,276.55
,E58.56
,520.71
9
t5
20
9
qr+
92
07
t3
I
9
IE
2
65
65
FI
7000
7200
7500
759r
7500
t0
50
RE
7600
7900
E900
6910
sERV
HOTELS, [.IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
562
r04
66
166
9
26
68
c0t'lt'lERcI
AUTOT'IOB I
]'II SC EL L A
A]',lUS EFIEN]'II5C EL L A
ENGI N EER
TOT. SER
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
AL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI.TENT LABORATORIES
LE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NEOUS REPAIR SERVICEST AND RECREATION SERVICES
NEOUS SERVICES
ING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
VICES
4I
29
t562
,508
t88
6E3
27 0 ,291
1,093,51E
12,559, E77
REPORT NO. (lEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N : 55-t3t
src
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l f'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL GLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I9EE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
EE, 57 O
5l),EIE
127,050
5?3,5q.t
1r073,69E
5,954,765
164,8?6
209,828
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7 3,646
r0,968
r27, 050
484, l6 0
,556
,I59
27,579
209,EzE
I55, r6(5,470rrr+
6,777
15, 7 95
PAGE II2
RUN DATE: OL/II/89
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
+,1q2.57
616.94
6,519.6E
26,607 .L6
QUARTERLY SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
t'tlLAN (C. )
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0700
AGRI
48I 0q900
q9?.0
TCU-
530 0
5400
551 0
554 0
559 9
5700
5E0 0
58r5
5990
RET L
AGR I CULTURA
TOT. AGRICU ERVI CESRELSLTU
t094
ISEt
].II N E
I500
1620
I700
c0Ns
540 0
3900
I'lFG-
URANI U]'IOIL AND GAS I.IELL DRITLING
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACIORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACIORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
PRII,IARY T.IETAL INDUST., FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCIS
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]T'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIESIOT. IRANSPORIATION, CO]'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDT.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUFI AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . ].IHOL ESAL E TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
GENERAL }IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICTE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK],IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANGE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
5040
507 0
5080
50 90
50 92
t..IHS L
l6
E
l2
2q
2l
I9
L2
I3
E
I5
52
327,7q5
r,504, 957
1,970,805
I7,E6()
542,040
432,26E
r,00(.65
19,259.7r
24, 5r5. 04
q6,212
121,451
E2I
2,L59
.57
.56
55II2 280,6 , 958, 4E5658
1,551 .5I
11,802.85
7,602.96
I95,195.96
5Et. t7
775.97
6000
65I0
F[RE
7000
7 24,5E6
L5,?q5HOTELS, ].IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING l0
iR.EPORT NO. OEl,
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocArI0N 3 35-l5t
sIc
CODE
a
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
PAGE II5
RUN DATE: OI/IL/8g
RUN NUHBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
10,507.40
27 
'L22.Oct
2E0,952. 9E
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I'trLAN (C. )
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7200
7500
7500
7600
PERSONAL SERYICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOHOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
At'lUSEt'tEN
HOSP II A L
TEGAL SE
MISCELLA
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
t0
t8
IE
25, 96 5
84 ,7 97
1r7,680
25,090
72, 514
74,411
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
10,2q2,699
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
lE5,245q8?,592
5,005,95r
1,411.52
q 
,067 .7 04,185.6r
7900
806 0
El00
890 0
SERV
T AND RECREATION SERVICESS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
RVICES
NEOUS SERVICES 50
I02
205 ,937
565, 639
5r0
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERTY XI EDITED X
L0cATI0N ! 55-227
AGRICULTURAT SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
T'IETAL ]'IINIHG, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUT.I, ]'IOLYBDENUI'T
URANI UT'I
TOT. t'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET1BER, I9EE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
26E,623
658,722
205, I 02
7 95, 945
1,019,475
TAXABTE
GROSS RECEIPTS
121,765
1,509, 959
152,5r7
+0 L 47E
569,7q2
PAGE II(
RUN DATEZ OI/LI/8g
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7,155.6E88,7r0.06
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
GRANTS (C. )
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0700
AGRI
r000
I0 94
MINE
I500
1620
I700
CONS
GENERA
NON-BU
SPECI A
TOT. C
LB
ILDLT
ONI I
UILDING CONTRACTORS
ING HEAVY CoNTRACToRS, EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
RADE CONTRACTORS
RACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
SIONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TlACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI.IENT
]'II SCEL LANEOUS 1'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]-lANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI.IFIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ETECTRIC ].IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IIIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
MACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'tI SCEL LANE0US t^lH0 L ESAL ERS
PETROLEU],I AND PETROTEU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT. HHOTESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
55
7
E
75
27
E
25
,94E.63
,586 .84
2000
27 00
3200
350 0
5700
5900
T'IFG-
qt00
4200
48r0
485 0
4900
9
20
9
52
rrrl5,005
2,555,955
58,590
27.t ,953
r,426,070
921,656
2, r47,515
25,605
65,759
1,412,622
55,472 . 52
L (l98.58
57,769.IE
54, t47 . EE
12L,5E2.4q
1,50.I .51
5,7(5.E7
82, 991 .51
137 ,zqq.76
I ,7 qq .53
25
720
t77
722
,2L5
, 148
,50E
,706
(920
TCU-
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
t.IH S L
54
49
28
5200
525 I
5300
5510
540 0
5s I0
554 0
559?
5599
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'TERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'lENT STOREs
RETAIT FOOD STORES
]iIOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBI L E HOI.IE DEAL ERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
I5
6
2l
55
9
5t
9
15
2,539 ,994
273,0E6
829,250
r85,501
525,57E
2,556,0Er
r55,864
?27 ,87.t
r]5,549
360,000
,5E7 .59
,77 6 .77
,150.05
iREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:35-227
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-t ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRAGT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT CO]'IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE OF NEI,I MEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9E8
PAGE I15
RUN DATE: OL/LI/89
RUN NUHBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
10,4I4.00
10,454.46
SIC
CODE
5600
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
GRANTS (C. )
NO. TAX
RETURNS
LR5R TAXAB L EGROSS RECEIPTS
I7
I7
65
25
t2
l?7
400
t77 ,260
?48 , (144| ,524 ,407
4?9 ,4L+
685,24(t
820 ,852
10,629,077
,65E
,555
,666
, 955
,549
,9+5
,145.75
,097.65
,007.86
,067.50
,615.52
,9Er.84
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
2rr,045
9
E9
25
57
4I
528
65
70
9,00
7
5
6
5
0
E
5
,?50t7
57
58
8
9
00
00
I5
IO
6000
6I0 0
6500
6510
6550
6700
FI RE
t5I,5I
425
5
5 990
RET L
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7E00
7900
8 0I0
E060
8I00
820 0
E90 0
89I0
SERV
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
FTISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I.IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
2?8,
zEq,
377 ,
30,
85r,5E9
?28,244
159 ,7 q9
52r,255
2E,299
4E,844.10
15,409.56
9,585.21
18,875.67
1,662.57
tt
8
IO
40
1,021
26,580
?,542
24+
2r5
550
490
51
70
4I
45
2I
520,256
E91,572
161,522
4E7,981
262,96+
I 9,551 , 902
177,60E
26,5E0
?,54?.
25+, 954
I5,5E4,185
r,561.60
r49.35
15, E05 .56
r1,56r.27
77t.45
r64,028.E4
957, 99E.61
I7
?9
I6
85
E
57I
26q,463l5,l5r5,I06,5rr
I6r,522qE7,64+
262,96ct
9,477.68
28,549.0E
r5,449. r4
I 95,582I3, I5I
2,7 gL ,97 g
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALt INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I
II
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N:55-055
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
QUARTERLY SUM]IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RT'IDR CIBOLA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEhI IilEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, 1988
PAGE II6
RUN DATE: OL/II/Eg
RUN NUMBER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
9,856 . 7 5
28,6E2.q9
2, 95E . 2E
5,456.01
15, 385.56
I r5, 552 . r2
I40,448.21
5,377.01600.I2
r7,85 0 . 78
src
CODE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
6 96 ,434
621,253
27 2 ,960
2,4E5,901
5,575r029
9(),7IE
I 97 ,685
587 , E28
255,550
12_6 ,967
r96,5r0
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
57,723
I 05,459
27?,96+
2,215 ,551
2,752,275
00
00
RI
r50 0I6I ()
I620
r094
I3E I
158 9
Iq00
MINE
0t()E
AG
1700
c0Ns
URAN I UI.IOIL AND GAOIL AND GA
NONT'IETA L L I
TOT. T'IININ
SLISF
C t'l
G
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
INERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT^IAY C0NTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIdAY
LUFIBER, ]^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GtASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIi,IARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I.IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
MISCEL LANEOUS ]'TANUFACTURING
TOT. I{ANUFACTURING
I5
IT
t0
?5
6I
260,222
Ir105,091
1,5?2,57 4
798,605
5,594,4E9
,526
,65E
,57 (t
,7 4l
,300
.E8
.49
.59
t92
559
1,522
302
2,577
E,645.49
6,158.77I0,07I.15
I68,554I2(),I7I
r96,5r0
05r
5r5
085
78
I5
152
2q00
520 0
5400
550 0
5900
I'lFG-
4I0 0
4200
4600
48r0
4900
4920
TCU-
L OCAL
H0T0R
PIPELI
T EL EPH
EL ECTR
GAS UT
5020
5040
50E0
5090
s0 92
l^IHSL
GHHAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATIONT TRANS., WAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
NSPORTAT I ON
D TELEGRAPH COMIYIUNICATIONS
ER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
S
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COIII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHE].IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I-TI SCEL LANEOUS t.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI.I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HOI'1E FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
AND HI
FREI GH
NE TRA
ONE ANIC t^lATILIIIE
2t
E
t7l2
+4
8l7
52
5 5,8 95II,7IO
548,505
II,I2I
20L,8?Z
E5
2?
I
8
II
20r
20
10II
550 0
5400
55+0
5700
5E00
58r5
1I
52
569.95
10,345.39
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:55-055
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITTE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUT'IBER:
PAGE0Iltt
979.0
rl7
9/8
0
QUARTERLY SUMT'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR CIBOLA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, 198E
SIC
CODE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
546,56EI, I5(),55E
337,526
1,099,252
10,r19,007
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
,517.92
,598.47
16,997. r4
54,9+7.77
555,955.66
5920
5990
RETL
651 0
FI RE
318, 599
I , 0 45,92+
t5
55
59
r55
7000
7 200
7300
7500
7600
7900
E0l0
8900
S ERV
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSE]'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVI CES
TOT. SERVICES
,085
,q55
,506
,982
498,583
26,89r
I04,319
E6,9E2
25,552.40L 57E. r+
5, 546 . 55q,q57.EL
507
27tt0
86
I(l
t0
20
9
59
97
551,651
1,072, r5l
9t00
GOVT
FEDERAL GOVERNI,IENT . AL L OTHER
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 409 7, rr5,5g0
iREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:09-t02
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
COAL
TOT. I.IINING
GENERAL BUIIDING CONTRACTORS
HI GHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHHAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]',|EAT PRODUCTS
t'lEAT PACKING AND OTHER T,IEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRII'IARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED TIETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,EQUIPI'IENI AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIPI'IENT
I.TI SCEL t ANEOUS T,IANUFACTURING
TOT. 1'IANUFACTURING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEl.I ]..lEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
55E, 975
6 52, 55E
rr670,040
7 95,429
r59, 059
585, 4E5
509,626
95
55
58
r, 052, (r51
?02,7 4LL 419,516
5, 522, E46
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
528,7I5
397,061
1,377 ,99.t
176,7E0
6?, r+91
585,485
r6,558
401,5E2
r9E,757
,41r,42E
,909,265
PAGE IIEATE: 0l/lL/89
UMBERs 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
21,366.q9
ND
NN
RU
RU
QUARTERLY SU}I]'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RATON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I98E
src
CODE
0r00
0700
AGR I
r200
]'II N E
1500
ISI()
I620
I700
CONS
2000
2 0I0
?400
27 00
540 0
4
q
q
485q90
492
26
75III
5I
E
I5
7
t2
5I
25, El)E
E9, 55 9
98
69
FG-l.l
5500
5700
5900
IO
208I
5200
525 I
5500
55r0
540 0
11,490.72
4,051.88
32,43?.7 6
r, 074. 94
26 , 089 .80
t, LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAI'IOTOR FREIGHT TR
TELEPHONE AND TE
RADIO AND TELEVI
ETECTRIC I.IAIER A
GAS UTILITIES
YP
ANS
LEG
SIO
ND
ASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
., tIAREHoUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
RAPH COMMUNICATIONS
N BROADCASTING
SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES 957 ,292
r,lg5,05g5rl57,lg5
845
550
2,062
59
r05
3ttz
,999
,7 99
,1I+
str,46L.2E
2I ,50r . 95
127,E19.96TCU- TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTITITIES
5010
5040
5070
50E0
5090
5092
tlHS L
]'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUl'lBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
1'II SCEL t ANEOUS ].IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING ]iIATERIALS
HARD[IARE SToRES
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTT'lENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
10
t5
52
9
65
5
70
I ,82
,qql
,220
,606
,565.58
,859 . 50
,?59.4L
2
6
22
0r56r2
5,0
I
z
t
20
E
27
r2, 9r7 . 94
9r ,742 .80
lE9, I02. ll
tREPORT NO. 08(,
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
tocATI0N:09-102
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IOBILE HOME DEALERS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT'1E FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.J I.lEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I988
PAGE II9
RUN DATE: ()I/II/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RATON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
551 0
55q 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E l5
5910
5920
5990
RETL
6000
612 0
6200
6500
65r0
6550
7000
7?00
7500
759r
7500
7
27
t2
54
58
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
115,698
4I0,567
44E,009
563,072
9,07?,28.t
r25,500
90,756
405, 685
r65,256
147 ,447
1,0{7,r55q46 
,87 r
7 ,39
26,69
0.5E
5. 57
L2
7
t2
50
39
9
,257
,775
,329
,768
55
r56
222
299
557
550, E25
55, 574
777,701
r1,555,729
I50,059
114,896
458,004
194 , 710
162,555
857 ,9q2
276,79L
29,1?0.57
160
1,229
299
602
I,
2
8
79l9
56
,37 q
,095
,567
,329
,095
,r69.50
,846 . 05
,455.EI
,456 .59
,2rl.lE
t27
374
56,599.72
589,59E.52
8,055.9E
5,897 .85
26,369.+6
10,740.52
9,584.06
B ANKS
SAV I NGS
SECUIY.
I NSURANC
AN
AN
:
D LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
D COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
OPER_LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ADSTRACT
E SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
FI RE
ST
STAT
INANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
NISCETLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPTIENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
t'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AT'IUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
LOGAL GOVERNT'IENT - T'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
REAL E
REAL E
TOT. F
59
8E
5rt
52
52
r,089,2r1
558, 072
201 ,967
1,069
554
r6 9
69,5r8.84
25,036.95
rt,05t.5r
,520
,4I5
,712
lll5
78
65
I()
22
86q75
760
780
790
80r
806
810
8900
SERV
5
?
5r7
,463
tE7 4
, 195
857 ,94?
?7 5 ,92531r,465
r90,40E
,65LE96
55 ,7 66 .21
r7,955. l5
20,2+5.L0l?,376.5?
237,375.495
93 95
GOVT
TOT- TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I,I95 25,561,945 I7,5r0,704 l, r5l ,978.74
IREPORT NO. l,Ell
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:09-202
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHiIAY CoNTRACToRS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, COI'IIIUNICATIONS AND UIITITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
STATE OF NEI.I T'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I98E
PAGE I2O
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
548. 956,409.45
2 ,7 29 .97
164. r7
5, 150 . 0r
L3,+26.72
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI,IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
t'IAXNEt L
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t3E9
FIINE
1500I5l0
r700
c0Ns
I()
r75
8
5I
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
10,979
128, 189
54,599
5,2E3
65,000
26E,554
,97 9
,05{
4100
48r0
4900
TCU-
5500
540 0
554 0
5815
5990
RETL
GENERAL I.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT,IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
7
t2
I9
57
70,960
5,544
213,725
524,177
7200
7600
E900
S ERV
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IISCE[ TANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NE].I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, 19EE
PAGE I2I
RUN DATE: OI/LL/89
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,857 . 28
12, l6E. I5
l6 , 0 05.45
1,517.56
4,898.95
1E,174. 9E
71.49
2,907.20
L,L7q.Z5
2 ,025 . L4
6,90E.76
59.9qtt. 15
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N s 09-501
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGTOT. ]'IINING
GENERAT BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHINGIOT. ].IANUFACTURING
4850
4900
TCU-
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I{OTOR FREIGHT TRANS., hIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TETEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. IRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDNARE, PTUI,IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.]iIACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROI EUI''I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
QUARTERLY SU]'I]iIARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SPRI NGER
NO. TAX
RETURNS
l3E 9
]'II N E
SIC
CODE
27 00
HFG-
LRSR
107
95
tt
9
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
6E,619
27 + ,6+6
343,266
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
66,755
2r1,620
27E,355
28,l5r
95 ,67 6
526,563
r ,245
50,560
20,q22
35,2?0
r20,152
4100
420 0
4EIO
1500
1700
c0Ns
5070
50E0
5090
5092
l^lHS L
00
00
IO
t6
2t
37
IO
22
ll
L?
t2
,47 3
,67 6
35 (tl E ,7 2q
6,69r
84, 574
2q ,37 5
56, r42
r20, r52
(19,912
65E,696
550 0
5400
551 0
554 0
5600
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE,
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STAT
APPARET AND ACCESSORY
EATING AND DRINKING P
EXCEPT DEPART]'TENT STORES
I ONS
S TOR ES
L ACES
34, 0E6
594 ,97 6
5800
5910
5920
5990
RETL
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES
]'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSIOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'TOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER IODGING
PERSOHAT SERVIGES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBITE RENTA[, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I.IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
9l2
I5
t4
?9,E7EI5, I5E
40 ,7 q5
50,977
29, El I
I5 , 15Eq0 
,7.+6
29,99?
r,714.I5
E70.44
2 ,3q2 .93
1,724 .55
lr9
34,2
6000
FI RE
7000
7?00
7300
35
85
7,5
7E
EO 1I 9?, q89 92,.tEg 5, 5IE. I2
REPORT NO. (lEtl
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! 09-501
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES].IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERN]'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAT CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI.IBER, 19EE
PAGE IZ2
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUIIT.IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SPRI NGER
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
8100
E20 0
8900
SERV
6
77
8,667
239,211
8,
23E r
667
I45
q98.55
15,695.54
95 95
GOVT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 267 2rO76,qL5 1,527 ,?2q E7 ,215. 05
t
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XI EDITED X
LocATI0N s 09-401
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
LUHBER, ]^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
MI SCEL I ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECIRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTIIITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
ND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
ALERS
BUILDING t{ATERIALS
GENERAL FIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK]'IISCETLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEl.I ]'.lEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEIl
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I98E
PAGE I25
RUN DATE: OI/LI/Eg
RUN NUI.IDER: 97 9. O O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,87+.27
429.29
3,259 .20
22,+99.99
5r( .89
16,65r .42
4,I06.19
25, 914.34
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CIT.lARRON
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
4I0 0
48r0
4850
4900q920
TCU-
0700
AGRI
2400
5200
5900
I'tFG-
5070
5090
l.IHSL
6000
6 510
FI RE
7000
7200
1500
1620
1700
c0Ns
7300
7500
7600
HARDUIARE, PLUI'IBING A
f'IISCEL LANE0US l^lH0L ES
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
2t
tt
I5
26
9
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
65,E75
554,26r
65,040
415, 105
9,050
?9q,4q0
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
51,25E
I 5, E22
62,32E
585, 0 08
E,5E2
277 ,190
6E, 456
398,572
5200
5500
5400
554 0
5700
5800
5815
5990
RETL
E
24
56
7 9 ,77E(t7 5 ,208
HOTELS, I.IOTE
PERSONAL SER
t'IISCELLANEOU
LS,
vrcSB
TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER TODGING
ES
USINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBI LE RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
II ?.27,3Eq 224,389 15,465.55
REPORT NO. OE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
tocATI0N:09-40I
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
LOCAT GOVERNT.IENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'TENT
STATE OF NEt T'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEIIBER, I96E
PAGE Lzq
RUN DATEI OI/II/89
RUN NU['IBER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
16,529.4?
71,4(r .53
sIc
CODE
QUARTERTY SUIII'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CI]'IARRON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
8010
E900
S ERV
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
285,604
1,972,757
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
275,490
I,I9E,7OO
95 95
GOVT
?7
t54TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:09-509
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TELEPHONE AND T
ELECTRIC I.IATER
TOT. TRANSPORTA
T.IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESALERS
TOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING ]'IATERIALS
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
r'II SCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERs
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER.LESR.AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTTIENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9E8
PAGE I25
RUN DATE3 OL/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4,456 .97
QUARTERLY SU}IT'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
EAGLE NEST
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1500
1700
CONS
sIc
CODE
6000
65r0
FIRE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
7E,7E6
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
76,459
7 + ,E27
55,567
238,079
l6E, 944
4Et0
4900
TCU-
5090
l.lH S L
EL EGRAPH COI'II'IUN I CAT I ONS
AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
5200
550 0
5400
554 0
5700
5800
5990
RET L
7000
7500
7500
8900
SERV
2
6
2I
r2
57
t9
l0
7 ?t ,827
56,q77
544,598
(,489.61
5,522. 05
tq,2E4.73
HOTELS, I'lOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
TIISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERN]'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERN]'IENT
0lt
r75,940
35,904
226,392
55, 086
2L6,0+4
r0,156.65
2,105. I+
12,962.66
9595
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 126 679,059 557,2t2 55, 505. 54
REPORT NO. OE()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:09-600
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
]'TISCEL LANEOUS IIANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'IFIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC l.IAIER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'INUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'tI SCEL LANEOUS 1^lH0L ESAL ERS
TOT. IdHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT.IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
T4ISCEItANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVETOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.J t''IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE].IBER, I988
PAGE 126ATE: |l/ll/ag
UI'IBER:979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
83,647
I74, 050
529,525
46E,96q
5I,E65
19,E29
I , IEE, E53
102,E70
757 ,219
25,L46
1r5,755
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
44,467
95,20r
529,325
559,026
51,E65
9,
67q,
87, 051
757,070
25,1q6
60,190
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ANGEL FIRE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
src
CODE
5990
RETL
1500
t620
1700
CONS
5600
5800
5910
25
56
2, 556 . E4
5 ,47 4 .05
2700
5900
I'IFG-
q81 0
4900
TCU.
50E0
5090
tIHSL
5200
550 0
5400
554 0
t4
9
7
rE, 688 . 2E
20,64?t .02
2,9E?.09
556 .56
58,782 .52
5,005.4E
42,381.55
1,4+5.9I
5,46 0 . 95
t5
45
679
479
6000
65r0
6550
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7800
7900
80r0
8600
890 0
8910
19
?E
10
t2
PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
NT AND RECREATION SERVICES
AN5, DENTISTS AND OTHERSIT I-IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
ANEOUS SERVICES
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I't0TI0N
AT'IUS ENE
PHYSICI
NONPRO F
I'lISCEL L
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
26 t29,262 I2E, IO8 7,566.r9
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERTY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:09-600
SIC
CODE
SERV TOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNHENT - COUNTIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IB ER :
E I27/tL/89
9.00
PAG
0t
97
QUARTERLY SU]'ITIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ANGEL FIRE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
73
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I988
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
950 0
GOVT
EPORTED
ECEI PT5
40r,779
2, 962, 559
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
291,940
2,21E , g2l
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r6,786.57
r27,540 .15TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 209
t,
a
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
tocATI0N:09-009
AGRICULTURAT PRODUCTION
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
IIETAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
COA LOIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAs FIELD SERVICES,
NONI'IETALLIC t'IINERALS, EXCEPT
TOT. I'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEt^I T'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
SIG
CODE
QUARTERTY SUT'IMARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR COLFAX CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
PAGE I2E
RUN DATEI OI/LI/8g
RUN NUMBER:979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
42,156.61
227,108.55
1000
I200
010 0
0E00
AGRI
I58I
l5E 9
I400
FII NE
1500
t 6I0
1620
r700
CONS
2400
5900
I'IFG-
ql00
4Et0
4900
TCU-
5050
5080
5090
5092
t^lH S L
5200
530 0
540 0
46
9
t2
rt4
III
URANIU].1, I'.lOLYBDENU].I
EXCEPT DRITLING
FUELS AND POTASH
I()
I5
r2
27
l0
7
ctq
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
E2(l,E5E
4,3?8,28?
r,456 , gE5
I , (152 ,642
E5, 595
199,256
3,L92,277
247, 533
I , 535,667
4E6 , E2l
36,650
qlg,2E9
609,775
TAXAB L E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
E05, r74
4 ,325,877
1,595,696
1,594, 0E0
66 ,7 22
67 ,895
2,92+ , l9Z
2q6,966
l, r63,124
559,575
r1,200
73,27+.05
75, 189. r7
5,502 . 9r
5,564.50
155,530.55
55I 0
5599
5800
5E I5
5990
RET L
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHhIAY
LUI'IEER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
I'IISCE[ L ANEOUS MANUFACTURI NG
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHT.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'ITIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC ].TATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPHENT AND SUPPLIES
t'tI SCEL LANE0US t^lH0L ESAL ERS
PETROLEU]'I AND PETROLEU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOTESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIAtS
GENERAL I''IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
77
t2,266 .7 5
50,565.05
17,Er7.08
588.01
16,623.4?
25,5r 9 .78
65r0
FI RE
515,657
ct47 ,996
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N : 09-009
HOTEtS, IIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER TODGING
PERSONAI SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE REHTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
1'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AFIUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
FIISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEt^I ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, ].988
PAGE I29DATE! OL/LI/E9
NUMBER2 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
l,155. r2
286 .5E
7 ,45L.12
2,9+7.40
15,552.55
5(t6,255.39
RUN
RUN
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI.IDR COTFAX CNTY
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
l5
IO
I4
23
EO
336
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
22,002
5,476
I65,582
6I,E95
3El,5I7
11,277,L75
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
22,002
5 ,459
141,926
56 , I4I
?.92,04+
I 0,4r8, I77
7000
7200
7300
E9I()
S ERV
7500
7600
7900
80r0
E900
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'TENT
STATE OF NEI.I T'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I98E
PAGE I5ODATE: 0l/ll/89
NUt'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
145, 0E9.55
97,967.69
?69,3q5 .17
RUN
RUNX QUARTERTY XX EDITED X
GR
src
CODE
tocATI0N:05-105
AGRICULTURAT PRODUGTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
NONI{ETAL L IC I'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. I'IINING
GENERAT BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHIIAY C0NTRACToRS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONIRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I.IEAT PRODUCTS]'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUFIBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBTISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY IIETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS]'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIPI'lENT
T.II SCEL LANEOUS 1'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I.IANUFACTURING
(Et0
485 0
4900
49?O
TCU-
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
T'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'I}IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IAIER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, GHEMICALS AND ALTIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDT.IARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
tlACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCET LANEOUS NHOLESAL ERS
PETROLEUI.T AND PETROLEU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOtESALE TRADE
QUARTERLY SUI'IIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CLOVIS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
137
256
3E0
9
TO TA
OS
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS TAXABL EGROSS RECEIPTS
2,544 ,06E
r,744,540
q 
,7 gl ,322
57, 055
157,746
r ,542, 5E0
297 ,12967,610
2,q66,423
5,504,256
7 ,279,749
010 0
0700
AGRI
1400
].II N E
2000
20I0
I
52
5
25,795
588,7rI
99,446
92
26
I4
45, 59I9,5
405,5
9(E
E
1500t6I0
1620
t700
c0Ns
{0
70
20(0
50
(t000
410 0
4200
4600
4, 643,67E
5, 075, Igg
8,229 ,?EL
(t20,9q2
r,5r0,729
4,664,60E
297,L29q7L,E7Z
2,5E4 ,646
5, 932, 7 gg
9,155,6r6
,558. 55
,E51.09
, 595 .86
2
2
5
5
5
570
590 0
t'lFG-
2+lr4
3,20E.2I
7 ,7qE.22
7 5 ,244 .98
16,715.49
5,805. 06
12E,575.07
L97,113.29
399 ,322.56
,57r.5r
,120.2L
,029.56
,552.65
,557.69
,955.68
,674.57
,554.60
,595.87
7
55
27
9
96
5010
5020
5040
5060
5070
50E 0
5090
5,0 92
tlHSL
2I
9
?5
1t
14
20
2,50E,45r
I ,2L4 ,5gg
2,7EE,99Eq85,550
r,065,r77
5r2,57 9
286,58?
r07,I89
59, 6 05
IEs, 76 I
94
26
220
T7
16
6
5l0
I5
56
?+
I50
595,623
r,49r,505
1,r55,E70
1r,075,755
283,6?l
65r,989q36,526
2,52r,670
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY IX EDITED X
LocATr0N s 05-t03
BUILDING I.IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARFI EQUIPT'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]IENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I.IOBILE HOHE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I.IISCEL TANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT A
SAY I NGS
SECUTY.
I NSURANC
REAL EST
HOLDING
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ].1OTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COT.IT'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOT,IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
FIISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
T'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'TU5EI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITAIS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAT SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT FIEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELTANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]',lENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
CO['IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEFIBER, I988
PAGE I5I
RUN DATE: OL/II/Eg
RUN NUI{BER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
66,E15.41
L7 ,?7 9 .0957,r46.E855,Ir9.46
4E7 ,qsq.64
645,95r.E6
65,65E.29
54,E2E.40
L,427 .E7
67 ,211.52125,07r.25
89,254.18
271,427 .E5
42,r45.70I2l, 055 .85
15,425.E7
275,5E1.122,440,6r0.02
QUARTERLY SUt'It'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CLOV I S
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
5200
525 r
5252
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,187,794
507, ]84
1,0r7,907
r,158,056
9,665,505
r I ,4E3, 926I,I5I,7()5
5 I9, I7I
25,38q
r, rg4,g6g
2, IEE, E84
1,5E6,65Iq,E27 ,947
7 q9 ,?43
2, 15?, 12?
?38 ,6+74,gg0,5gr
45,4r5,555
155,25(+
I45, l5g
7E6 ,8 0E
2,22?,29q
2
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
580 0
58r5
5910
59?0
5990
RET L
5500
531 0
5400
55r 0
5200
6500
6510
6700
FI RE
2rtI5
t7
4E
2tIII
50
4I
E
5q
90
E+
r5t
55
24
E
556
1,295
I7
9
r55
?,t,
6,
14,I,
,692
,758
,150
,649
,584
,81I
,987
,517
,994
,645
, 0I5
,7 q0
,5?0
,163
,626
,647
,245
,699
6'
5?,
756
555
32r
?60
775
562
4q?
78I
32
510
227
875
646
76I3II
25E
E55
708
6000
510 0
612 0
7000
7200
7500
759I
750 0
490,E14
42, q06
l,5r+2,744
r,r7g,g7gt55t56
I
2I
q
2
l,180
5, 447L 516
584
q7q
42
,55r
,406
?5 ,6E2.27
2, 385 . 57GENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
AHD COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS . , EXCGS . , SERV .E AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITTE ABSTRACT
AND OTHER INVESTT'IENT CO]'IPANIES
1tI
IOI
2ll,l45
145,I59
rrl49,40l
9, 55
E, I6q4,21
,85+.I9
,54r.40
7(t
50
I .80
5. t8
4.57
2,697,L?6 r24,960.78
59,?8E.72
50,275.88
51,984.60
48
2q4
t27
I ,254 ,940
E97,066
I,()IE,E94
58
t74
32
58
,967
,584
,840
,772
65,555. 02
I95,460.47
72,68? .71
32,767.59
I ,054 ,0?4
894,6q7
924,q27
760
780
790
80r
E06
El0
E20
860
890
I,552, (}17
899,214
6
1r64
r,r55,601
5, 459,865
1,292,157
5E4 ,37 2
II
r5, 56
r
E 910
SERV
E
308
t2
r,571
65,506
1 r 763, 959
120, r86
14,625,576
5, 506
4, 1E6
5 ,942
5,597
5,675.47
9r,58E.55
6,5?L.7+
76L,476.12
IREPORT NO. (lE(l
X QUARTERLY XI EDITED X
LocATI0N:05-103
5rc
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I FIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'TBER, 19EE
PAGE I52
RUN DATE: ()L/IL/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
+ ,?r+E, 94E. 57
QUARTERLY SU]'I['IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
cL 0vr s
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT- TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5,659
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS
I 04,515, l5(r
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
75,77Er9?L
f,
REPORT NO. OEO
I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET,IBER, I9E8
PAGE I55
RUN DATE: OI/IL/8g
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,r56.E5
(,525.10
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:05-205
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'IIIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC ].IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUFII'IARY -. DUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
GRADY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t500I6t0
I700
c0Ns
SIC
CODE
4100q8I0
4900
TCU-
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
qE,E62
9r,640
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4r,755
E4,5I 1
9
50E0
5092
1^lH 5 L
E20 0
S ERV
MACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
PETROL EUT'I AND PETROL EU['I PRODUCTST0T. l^IH0LESAtE TRADE
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT. TOTAL FOR AtL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION IE
a
IREPORT NO. llEO
X QUARTERLY IX EDITED X
L0cATr0N 3 05-302
ND
NNFNREVYS
29,qgc+q,q09
55, 905
29,q94q,409
55, 905
B
T
NT
STATE O
CO]'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
Et^l I'tExI c0
ENUE SYSTEI'l
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I98E
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'TENT
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
554,4r4
5,592
r2,255
25 ,815
102,E79
]5, 541
147,009
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
55,646
64,569
210,077
q,L96
12,217
2?,ZlL
E6,4I5
PAGE I54ATE: 0l/ll/89
UHBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,5rr.55
225.98
1,757 .55
r ,826 .885,165.69
I0,65r. Zl
215. 05
626.L?
r,15E.55
q,+28 
.7 9
656. I4
6,530 . 02
RU
RU
QUARTERLY SU]'II'TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
T EXI CO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
LRSRsrcCODE
t700
CONS
r500 7
9
16
4200
4El0
4900q920
TCU-
GENERAL
SPECIALT0T. C0
AUTOMOBILE R
t'IISCEL LANEOU
AHUSEMENT AN
MISCEL LANEOU
TOT. SERVICE
UILDING CONTRACTORS
RADE CONTRACTORS
RACT CONSTRUCTION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'ITIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC l.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
]'II SCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STAIIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOl'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
MISCETLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, }IOTE[S, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
9
E
9
9
17 4 , (t5?
64, 56 9
5080
5090
NHSL
29
9
5500
5400
554 0
5600
5700
5800
5990
RETL
II
I.rq5
r25, 455
27 ,7 95
530 ,84E
125
24(t8.t
,435
, I96
r 0I0
6,42E.52
r,240.05
2q,E05.52
000
5r0
IRE
6
6
F 7
7000
7200
7500
7600
7900
890 0
S ERV
ENTA LS REP
D RECS SER
s
, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICESAIR SERVICES
REATION SERVICES
VICES 7 L?,41?
127 ,+1552
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION l3E I , I 05,5E2 E8l,8r2 45,057.6+
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:05-402
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LOCAL AND HIGH].IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS . , NAREHOUSING, TRANS . SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMNUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEIAI ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEIilBER, I98E
PAGE I55DATE: OL/II/Eg
NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,0r9.5l
10,922.97
4,159.81
E,571.56
r1,044.E4
4,76+.6+
RUN
RUN
QUARTERLY SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
T'IEL ROSE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSRSICCODE
r500
I700
c0N5
EPORT ED
ECEI P TS
95,980
25t,0E5
I,E65,I94
r59,467
206,r95
r01,086
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
95, 5E5
20 5, zlE
77 ,020
159,(t67
205,4E5
88,644
4,711
I07,406
255.20
5,773.12
4t00
4200
481 0
4900(t920
TCU-
tt
IE
I5
2+
13
5080
5090
5092
hIHSL
550 0
5400
554 0
5599
5800
5990
RET L
]'TACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS l^lH0L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'T PRODUCTS
T0T . t^lH0t ESAt E TRADE
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT,IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
HISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES
TiIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
FIISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
t'TISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
9
7200
7500
7600
7900
E900
S ERV
10
52
4,711
II9,E4E
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 100 2,556,505 686,512 56,900.05
iREPORT NO. (lE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:05-005
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
I'IISCEL TANEOUS FIANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ].IAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTITITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I t'IEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFIGATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE I56ATE: 0l/ll/89
ut'lBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
ND
NN
RU
RU
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR CURRY CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9E8
SIC
CODE
0700
AGRI
II
1I
32
65
r25, 916
r25,9r6 64,576(+ 
' 
57
+
(+
5,509.40
5,509.40
1500
I6IO]620
r700
CONS
27 00
5900
I'lFG-
607,765
5, 555, 906
32,25E
557 ,69q
3, r54,gg0
4 , 514, 216
6E2,590
2,qLL,654
547 ,573
2,166 ,28rt
l5 , E6l
551 ,827
r,5I5,601
2,540,037
488,170
r,r27,0r4
2E, 065. I I
1r1,022.05
Et2.8E
26,rt?0.45
67 ,424.57
Ir9,09L.24
25,018.71
57 ,759.49
q920
TCU-
l5
T6
2+
65
9r0,71+
r,0r6,902
17,020
2, IE2,6E5
I1
20
E
4E
4100
4200
450 0
48I 0
4900
0
0
0
?
L
06
08
09
09
5
1,5
5
5
5
040 GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ETECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOTD APPLIANCES]'TACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
HISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
FARI'I EQUIPl'IENT DEAt ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
F.lOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HO]'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
FIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
50,059
88,?49
r7,020
563,647
2,565.55
ct,522.76
E72.26
18,656.95
9
t2
E
, I35
,90+
,352
415,566
5,820
87,252
2L,2E7 .52
r95.76q,q71.66
1^lHs
5200
5"52
550 0
5+00
559?
5600
5700
5990
RETL
L (78
3
87
4E
90
65r0
FIRE
7000
7200 t5 70,r57 70,157 5,595.5r
iREPORT NO. OE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:05-005
AUTO]'IOBILE RENTAt, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T.IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESIOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT,IENT
STATE OF NETd I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL GLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I988
PAGE I57
RUN DATE. OI/LL/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
15,70E.50
55, 064 .42
564,25r.58
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'TDR CURRY CNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
?0
70
4E
7500
7600
7900
8 0I0
8060
5I
I9
7
460,I
204,8
7rB
q06,759
IE5, EI 9
7 ,848
20,E46.57
9,523.25
402.?3
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
351,4E5
r , 216 ,954
r5,652,901
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
267,4E0
I , 055,40.r
7, r23,845
EIO()
E200
E900
E9I0
SERV
q6
154
445TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI,TENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I9E8
PAGE I5E
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NUI{BER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N:27-10+
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAT TRADE CONTRACIORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
APPARET AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IEER, l.l00D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
I.IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL]'IISCEL t ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURI NG
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I,IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
HISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
QUARTERLY SUTTTIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
FORT SU]'INER
NO. TAX
RETURNS
150 0
1700
El4
2?
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
zlE,22l
55,04E
25+,27 0
90,512
4 IE, 95E
I5,154
97,EI5
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I84,127
52,0r2
216, r58
q9 
,7 97
2E5, I 54
r5,r54
4I,25I
r0,E17.44
1,8E0.69I2,698.I5NSc0
2300
2400
27 00
550 0
5900
t'tFG-
4100
420 0
48r0
4900
4920
TCU-
t4
,249
t347
4L 029
50,651
62,295
5?,7 67
94,588
I04,054
5r4, (52
rr600,690
2,925 .55
16,654. l3
8E9. t4
2,423 .52
895.8E
55,860.40
2 ,4LO .462,975.73
5,555. 956,r05.E5
6,550.q7
70,485.46
5040
5080
5090
5092
I{HSL
25
15
20
54
117
,595
,959
5200
550 0
5400
55r0
554 0
5599
5600
5800
5815
59r0
5990
RETL
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD
]-IOTOR VEHICL
GASOLINE SER
FII SC EL L AN EOU
APPAREL AND
EATING AND D
LIQUOR DISPE
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
15
576
T5
7r5
15
I7STORESE DEATERS
VICE STATIONSS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
ACCESSORY STORES
RINKING PLACES
NSERS. BY THE DRINK
E
7
9lt
6000
6510
FIRE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE 7
9ct,2?9
105,E95
lll,49E
r, lgg,755
a
TOOO HOTELS, IIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
54,72E 26, r43 r ,555. 90
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! 27-104
E06 0
E90 0
89r 0
SERV
PERSONAL SERYICES
I-TISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
1'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AT'IUSE]'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGIHEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY SIANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEIIBER, I98E
PAGE I39
RUN DATE: OI/LL/Ag
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
502. r2
4, E54 . 62
2,610.24
z0 ,77 9 .85
t27 ,4E2.54
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
FORT SUMNER
NO. TAX
RETURNS
720
730
750
760
780
790
80r
I4
9II
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2E,t?,
59,
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
8,547
EZ,Z92
44,450
555,700
2,169,916
25, 451
12,q49
58,959
r,577.7475r.4r
2,287.66
567
449
21I
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
II
9
?e
92
E,600
84,205
44,450
36r,054
295 2, E57 , E05
REPORT NO. OEO TAXAT I O
S
c0tlX QUARTERIY II EDITED X
L0CATI0N | 27-027
NON].IETAttIC ].IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. I{INING
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
IIEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGH]..IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'I0TOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'IMUNICATIONS
ETECTRIC l.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTIIITIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, COT'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DA
NU
RUN
RUN
NAN
TAT E
BINE
D REVENUE DEPARTI,IENT0F NEI^l I'IEXIC0
D REVENUE SYSTET'I ER:
TE:
I'lB
PAGE I(ll0t/lL/E9
979.00
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
QUARTERLY SUI'II.IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIYITY REPORTED IN
RT'IDR DE BACA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECET{BER, I9EE
REPORTED
TAX DUE
src
CODE
I+00
I.II NE
r700
c0Ns
2t
ZE
46,025
r84,rll
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
515,7E5
97,755
17 3,252
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
59, I 97
145,474
96,955
17?,(153
.66
.05
20t0
T,IFG-
150 0l6l0
1620
0
5
0
L
550
58t
599
2,00E
7,555
5,249.19
5,26q .60
4I0 0(+200
4E 10
4900q920
TCU-
IE
9
57
t2
25
55,449
102,72+
205,6?9
6E,562Ill,290
ETR
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCETLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
10,5E7.r6
4,967.E4
E,E58.19
7300
7500
7600
E900
SERV
MISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOTIOBITE REHTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCETLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IISCETLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 104 E46, I4E 592,297 50,552.64
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART].IENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
ll r 750 ,259
3,927 ,529
575,458
L,979,375
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
,158,2E1
,269,Er0
,290,454
,I50,60E
,848, r55
2I5 , I4E
2r0,6r5
I ,4E2, E65
PAGE I4I
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUI'IB ER: 97 9 . l) O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7 ,92q.32
I7,751.57
25,655.E9
X QUARTERLY IT EDITED X
src
CODE
LocATI0N r 07-105
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
METAT ]'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUT'I, t'IOLYBDENUT'I
URAN I UT'IOIL AND GAs hIELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHl^lAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHUIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE T'lILL PRODUCTS
LUHBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHE]'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL 1'IACHINERY, EQUIPl'tENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COT'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIP]'IENT
1'II SCEL LANEOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT . t'IANUFACTURING
4EIO
4E3 0
4900
49"0
TCU-
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHHAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
['IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
L2
25
57
r4E, 956
554, 962
505,9r8
140,E77
515,22E
456,I04
QUARTERLY SUilHARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TAS CRUCES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1000
I0 94
l5E I
l5E9
]-II N E
010 0
0700
AGRI
t500l6l0
I620
r700
CONS
450
8II
505
954
,497,EE5
,701,94r
,57E,690
,328,773
9II
5
t4
II
8
25
5r4,0rr.21
7r,570.56
72,58E.07
t77 ,22t .7 3
E55, r 91 .57
2000
2500
367
570
I9 r2,r02.08
lr,E47. l2E5,4rl.r4240270
2E0
520
540
350
560
4000
4r00
4200
4600
5010
5020
5040
5060
25
58
2l
I()
50
I7E
201
23
566,
9, 515 ,
l r 67E, g4(IE4,4II 5908 ,4I8,86 5 2r,960.99498.55
5900
FlFG-
60r
292
5,1r6,6I43,I6,969,5
6r4
569q70
220,215
2,55+,5E4
9r7,909
4E8,7 02
I5,65E,245
270,236
l6 0 ,542
t2
L4rt
267,t62.
8, 05r .
39?,0?6 .
,5E7 . 0E
,257.83
l+II5 rr018,797(,450 , 56E
19,?EL,529
6r5,757
5r,652
?7,438
5EII
06
50
90
q?
7
t2
5,r28,
236,
7 ,963,
I9
5E
67
74E,159.64
15,200.7E
9,050.50
I
27 L,265,EgZ
IREPORT NO. llEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:07-105
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
HACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
].II SCE[ LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUH AND PETROLEUT.I PRODUCTS
TOT. ]^IHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI{ENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
T'1OTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOME DEALERS
r'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PTACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
1'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND.L ASSOC.
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE OF NEN IIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY SIANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEtiIBER, I9EE
PAGE Iq?
RUN DATEs OL/II/89
RUN NU]'IB ER: 97 9 . () ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,5r7.ll
,968 .99
L63 ,02+ . 29556,46r.51
5,065,ErE.56
6?,69(t .65
6,708.20
,2?5.71
,776.79
,I51.75
,717.55
,48E.55
,859.79
,60? .7 6
?15,62?.5L
IE0,581.0E
SIC
CODE
QUARTERTY SUI'IT'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LAS CRUCES
NO. TAX
REIURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
5070
50E0
59
57
t26
2q
29I
?,269 ,292
2 ,3gg ,6+6
8,436 ,?l?
2 ,7 (t5 ,9(t5
L9 , q26 ,95q
20,r54.89
50,4E5.56
77,5?2.41
5?,597.99
2q6 ,6 0E . 25
LRSR
5,395
8q5
5t
50
t5
1+
22
59
I9
9
q,417 ,5965r48r,570II,450,055
551,589
5, 245, I 7E
9q2,89ct
525, 585
371,628
1L564,360
5,0r4,572
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
557,95(r
E97,482
r , 578, r76
955, 075
4,594, r46
5,051,969
18, 955, 905
2r,584,750
2,208,16Il,qzg,q42
,8 92, I 48
,066,55q
,419 ,7 46
,586,492
,262,8IE
,898,209
,E95,046
,07 0 ,427
5,955,299
3,21 0 ,529I(),
,
-,
5090
509?
t^lH S L
520 0
525 I
5?5?
5500
55r 0
5400
55I 0
554 0
5592
5599
5500
5700
5E00
5E I5
59r0
5990
RETL
,?52
,27 I 2,900,305461 ,67 I 15725
39
29
?22
36tt5
,507 ,49r
,129,E91
, 185,892
,449 ,026
,507,525
I70,542.60
I,065 ,269.6E
L,202,502. (r
lzq,?09 .06
80,598.72
67
?20
145
580
50
50
E712,5r5
,52
,52
,00
,58
,26
,I9
,94
,65
E5.55
27.3q
10.758I.7I
35.55
162,6
?28,6
zq8,6
595, 4
1E5,5
q
I5
8
80
L7
l62t"
57q
14l6rq+
I8
20
65('
t52
2II
25?
865
793
2(t
Ct
t0
5
zI
90
5, 415
1,495
4,0r6
5, I8I
4,870
5,2q3
9,916
7, r85
5
t9
24
Ct
2
5
4
6II
5
5
t2
r06
lrl II
5Ilr8
5
55rI
ND
ND
AG
OP
TE
ND
NCE
6000
6t00
6I20
6200
6500
7000
7?00
7500
759I
7500
7600
7E00
7900
EOI()
806 0
22
t5
15, 0 7l
19,?56
12, 955
0 0 ,682
46,E92
57,758
48, I52
56 ,7 r5
55,445
1,rI4,572
r19,256
7 5 ,124
280,475
l+4 ,920
I , 454, g7g5I0,904
299,37q
5r779,604
65I0
6550
6700
FIRE
SAVINGS A
SECUTY. A
I NSURANCE
REAL EST.
REAL ESTA
HOLDING A
TOT. FINA
LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
COIIDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
ENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
ER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI'IPANI ES
, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
I7E
57
26
529
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPT'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOHOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'IISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
FIOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEFIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
,4q7
,65E
, E04
,II9
I60
5
5
?57I5I
8
65
56E
5I
525, 57 r
357,1?7
I r ,27 9,445
2,9E7 ,8 0 0
,521 . 96
,2rr.99
,089.02
,6r5.0+
,502.rr
, 088 .45
,46E.71
,45E.75
iREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: (l7.IO5
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I TlEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEII
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI1BER, I98E
PAGE I45
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NUHBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
101,979.2E
50,067.155,167.r9
349,7E4.09
40,766.00
2,55L,50 r .29
9,977,54E.65
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LAS CRUCES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
6r00
8200
E600
E900
E9I O
S ERV
r20
50
I4
548
69
3, 146
r,927,450
549,292
75,055
7 ,L07 ,7gg
861,575
49,565,751
,965
,527
,506
,585
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
235,77E,090
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
72q,729
45,561,295
177 ,759,635
L 812
554
56
6,218
95 95
95 95
GOVT
LOCAL GOVERNI1ENT - ]'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNHENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNI,IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 7 ,q67
REPORT NO. ()EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'IEXIC0
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I9EE
PAGE I44
RUN DATE: OIlI1/89
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N s 07-204
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACIORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUIPI'IENT
I.IISCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT . T'IANUFACTURI NG
TCU-
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TETEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SU}II{ARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HATCH
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1500
t620
1700
CONS
4000q?00
4EIO
4900
520
550
540
55r
554
559
560
7
2
I
3
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r15,579
465,766
574,550
1,L07 ,722
E(),5E6L 455, 3E9
95,575
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1r5,579
q19,322
195,754
46 5, 4E6
E0,567
7 35 ,?(+7
95,I75
20,780
29,227
40,620
6E, 059
55,525
60,952
I,6()I
3,276
.E7
.70
2700
5700
590 0
I'lFG-
5040
5080
509?
I^lHS L
5E00
5E I5
59t0
5920
5990
RETL
6000
6550
FI RE
GROCERIES AND RETATED PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPTIES
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIATS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PIACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCETLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
t2
25
II
20
t0
15
II
5,62E.79
2? ,062 . q7
10,574.+5
24 ,9lz .37
4,550 .4639,5r9.5I
5,115.6E
902.51
75,67E.56
1,r16.95
1,570.9E
?l
85
17 ,7762,310,295
I6,79I
L,q07,973
7000
7200
7500
I2
16
20,780
29,?27
iREPORT NO. OEO
src
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
56,929
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
27 , 110
PAGE I45DATE: OL/II/89
NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
l, 457 . lE
94E.75
5,287 .05
155,155.50
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:07-20+
AUTOI'IOBI LE RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T{ISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
RUN
RUN
FN
REVYS
t9
109ER
STATE O
COHB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
EH mEXrC0
ENUE SYSTET.I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE],IBER, 198EQUARTERLY SUM]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HATCH
NO. TAX
RETURNS
750
760
7 90
E90
T AND
N EOUS
VI CES
0
0
0
0
v
I5
AMUS EI'IEN
l'tr scEt t A
TOT. SER
RECREATION SERVICES
S ERV I CES
S
I4
69
,04E
,661
I7,650
9E,4q5
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2(+5 q,096,212 2,+E5,E77
|,
IREPORT NO. OEl, TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEId TIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX DY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI.IBER, I98E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r t2, t55
455,412
140, lE6
2E9,I05
I r5,464
r54,655
527,196
28E,745
126,766
500,740
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
55,400l??,456
ll2,155
364,q42
12, 465
61,957
90, r64
128,?29
526,596
2-E8,7 43
(+(t6 r224
r,4g2,Egg
PAGE 146
RUN DATE. OI/LL/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,116.2E6,EE8.I9
5,E51.48
?.0 ,023 .86
701.05
5,4E5. 97
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N:07-505
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
I'II SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , WAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TETEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CODI]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MI SCEL L ANEOUS t^lH0L ESAI ERS
PETROLEUT'I AND PETROLEUI'T PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LA T.TESILLA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
r500
1620
r700
CONS
27 00
5900
MFG-
52
4t
?66,137
340,045
q200
48r0
4900q920
TCU-
9
24
5010
5070
5090
50 92
HHS L
7200
7500
7500
7600
5500
5400
5600
5E00
58r5
5910
5990
RETL
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIT FOOD STORES
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
HISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOF1OBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t0
I7
l5
I2
I6
9
5,07I.71
7 ,2L2.88?9,609.79
16,24r.82
7I
150
509,087
L,57 g ,125
25,r00.r185,4r2.55
22
E
57,516
50,529
896-
30,529
50 .45-
r,7r7.28
7900
8900
89I 0
S ERV
I'II5C EL L AN EOU
AMUS EI,IENT AN
I'1I5CEL LANEOU
ENGI N EERI NG
TOT. SERVICE
EPAIR SERVICES
ECREATION SERVICES
ERV I CES
ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
SR
DRSS
AND
S
llE,700
255, 954
6,676.84
14,2E4. 90
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNMENT95 95GOVT
I4
55
iREPORT NO. (lEl,
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:07-505
src
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
SIATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2r97l,5l+
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2r507,570
PAGE Iq7ATE: 0l/lL/89
UMBER: 979.00
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
129,515.50
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SUFII{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LA ]'IESILLA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT- TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 275
OCTOBER TO DECET{BER, I9EE
II
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY TI EDITED X
LocATI0N:07-{16
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHTJAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
LUt'lBER, tlo0D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TOT. MANUFACTURING
I'TOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ].IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UIITITIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, CO]'II,IUNICATIONS AND UTITITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I FIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I9E8
PAGE I4E
RUN DATE: OI/LI/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6,451 .95
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SUNLAND PARK
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
t500
r620
1700
c0Ns
2000
2400
520 0
T'IFG.
0700
AGRI
4920
TCU-
5090
tlHS L
I6
27
l5
2E
7
25
II
E
II
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
I68,2E9
?59,615
727,52+
53, IE5
9q,435
706,322
6,411
9,670
L , go4 ,24q
r , g5E, 555
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
120, 056
0
94, (56
609,545
2L,2lE,
6,411
9,670
0
5,056
00
05
519.t9619.r9
52,725.0r
I00,099
L66,679
5, 5E0 . 50
8, 958. 97
420 0
4600
48I 0
4900
7
9
t0
t0 15, 
53 9
I5,559
22,012
27q,5lO
457
482
t'llSCEL LANEOUS l.lH0L ESAL ERS
TOT . I..IHOT ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING IIATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATIHG AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
FIISCELLANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
I,IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
I2
40
89
776,066
115,507l,49r,5lI
775
77
1,210
, E2I
,805
,052
0 .55I.E9
4 .5t+
I l, 520
II,52O
895
E7t
,176.
,688.
5200
53b 0
5400
5600
5E00
5E I5
5990
RETL
76
59
III
4I,70
4, lE
64 ,96
65t 0
6550
FI RE
544.60
519.76
23,490.7q
25 ,9q6 .97
7200
7500
7500
7600
8'0r0
E90 0
SERV 5E
,057
,7 3q
IREPORT NO. llEO
X QUARTERLY II EDITED X
LOCATION:07-4I6
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEhI ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I98E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,40I,E96
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,67E,642
PAGE I49
RUN DATE: OI/IL/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r45,E6r.55
QUARTERLY SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SUNLAND PARK
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
95 95
GOVT
LOCAL GOYERNT'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERN]'IENT
TOT. TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2t4
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY IX EDITED X
LocATI0N 3 07-007
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
t'IETAL t'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUT'I, ]'IOLYBDENUM
COA L
GAS l.IELL DRILLING
GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
ING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGH]|IAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE T-,lItL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIHARY HETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS]'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ETECIRICAL
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'lENT
]'II SCEL t ANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'l0T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TETEPHONE AND TE[EGRAPH COT'IHUNICATIONS
D TELEVISION BROADCASTING
NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ITIES
NSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l t'tEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUHBER:
PAGE I5O0t/ll/a9
979.00
QUARTERTY SUMT'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI,IDR DONA ANA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I988
SIC
CODE
010 0
0700
AGRI
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS
54r,420
5,950,774
ll4,2l0
E5 ,254
, E2E
,005
203,7 94
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I5,4E0 .56
5,105.50
20,5E5.66
7 ,EUt.02
I,65I.E2
1,90r.2E
l6
2t
59
6,228,L51
r72,9156,40r,067
5
6IIl4
6I
2
16
zEE, 007
9q ,9q5
5E2,952
I000
1200
I5E I
13E 9
T'.lI N E
ND
ND
OIL AOIL A
TOT. MIN
1500
t6r0
r620
I700
c0Ns
5500
5570
5700
5900
T'1FG.
4t00q200
q500
4600qEIO
485 0
4900q920
TCU-
209l5
25
?4E
497
,564, I r2
,554 r754
,859,484
,7 ?9 , l?q
,530,252
,239 r0?5
,500rI29
,040,545
,309,749
297 ,122.93
555, 547 .5780,55I.96
55,890.E1
76E,993.27
9
24
E
I6
r45,565
50,560
55, 575
q1,958
OAN
TRIC
UTIL
TRA
2500
2400
?7 00
520 0
540 0
5020
5040
5060
5070
t?
66
q
E
5,715,855
15,567,1I2
g, 575, E6E
r9,9I9,559
rl5,5E0
7+,532
I99,6
729,2
6,201.59
4,006.09
1E.64
32.29
r,006
2q7
69
22
I
RADI
ET EC
GAS
TOT.
29
8
59
7
t5s
2,087,066
r31,720
9,E77, I9I
723, 945
14,957,1r2
2r0I
5,5
,+94
,7 20
,12566r,60(
9 ,44q,720
,7 9E .55
,079.95
,662 .9q
,56r.25
,505.16
104
7
299
55
500
86
5I
75
DRUGS, CHEFIICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RETATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPTIANCES
HARDWARE, PLU]'lBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I.IACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I.|HOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EU]'I AND PETROL EU]'I PRODUCTS r45,655l, 046,254
2,25c+ .16
7 ,720.31
56,255.11
50E0
5090
5092
97t
5,67E
,q5+
t7 95
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:07-007
SIC
CODE
hIHSL TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE ST0RES
FART'I EQUIPl'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART].IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
TIOBITE HOt'lE DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'TBER, I98E
PAGE I5I
RUN DATE: OI/LI/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r5r ,6 32 . 35
QUARTERLY SUHMARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RT'IDR DONA ANA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
520 0
525 I
5?52
550 0
540 0
55t 0
554 0
5592
5s99
5600
5700
5E00
5815
59?O
5990
RETL
r25
7
9
99,
182,
4.67q 
.96
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
5,474,57E
189, 085
249,E80
190,222
1 r 550,456
54,215
7E,229
5t5,7EI
2 5,87 6
550,985
480,409
590,960
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2 , (t+E ,97.t
064
232
5,32
9,79
t9
120
I77, I25
1,505,464
501,2?5
I5E, 507
E62,2504r76r,5Ig
261,326
2?,57 6
?97 ,230
606
r58
zrt,759,L614,glE,74r
38,20+,429
9,52_0 .r+9
70,05I.19
26,940.9220]Ilt
TIl4
26
57
2r0
2I
5
,5
,6
,0
,6
,E
,5
8
5l7I
2E
55
L23,7qZ
516,668-
30,140
556,789
I , 055,550
32,
r87,
2,760,
09.005I.I420.92-
20.05
52.394t.q9
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISH
EATING AND DRINKING PLA
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES].IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
AND APPTIANCE STORES
DRINK
5I,I
218
550
?,927,7EL
g 
,102,7 Eg
I NG5
cEs
THE
47 ,868
15 ,554-
54, r 96
40,5E6
72,7 0q
6000
6100
6120
6300
65r0
6550
FI RE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
TiIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMI'TERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPT-lENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBItE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES].IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
A]'IUSET.IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT ]'IET,IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
]'II SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAT SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
,40+
, 0I2
,969
,091
439, r r8
sLq,74l
6,577
555, 995
2,325 , 969
987 ,859
?3,602.64
27 ,667 .?9
555.54
29,777.L0
L25 ,07 4 .56
55, 0 96 .54
46 , 545. 98255,95I.71
14,046 .26l,?13.4+
15,976.07
1,705.10
10,059.76
I4E, 557 .82
1,550,805.66
259,0 07.55
2,055,4r5.49
7000
7200
7500
7591
7500
7600
7900
E0t0
8060
8100
E500
8900
E 910
S ERV
25
E
45
50
52II8
,556
,555
,56E
t05
92
5q
r873,r9q
25
56
26
IE
19
20
t2
t2
589
5
2rsIr0
20E
t5
687
2E,068,r40
5 ,025 ,67 ct(t2,50I 
,5E7
a
2,r35 rr5,757,E20 E5,562,248 4,4E5 ,E92.02
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:03-IO6
AGRICULTURAT SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. I'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI',|
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
QUARTERLY SUMT'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CARL SBAD
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I98E
PAGE L52
RUN DATE: OL/II/Eg
RUN NUT'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
22,591 .45
I08,572.55
sIc
CODE
0700
AGR I
LRSR
1,096
5,056
2,37 9
4, 159
,15
48
z
4
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
4E5, 554
2,5r5,r12
9,500
II,9O4
r, 950,755
5 ,692,657
155,055
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
598,070
L,g2g,z76
,5?l
,666
8,2r8
519,435
217,056
7, r48
953, r3I
4,777 ,6gE
E5, 545
5I
t70
,675.q3
,659. r5
t3r0
r589
MINE
1500I6l0
I620
1700
c0Ns
2000
2500
2400
27 00
5200
3400
NATURAT GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHhIAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAT TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHhIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IItL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY T{ETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL ]'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
I'1I SCEL LANEOUS 1'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
I49
255
2+
97
E
67
t2
46?.24
29,zLE.2q
L2,?0E.26
5500
5600
5700
5900
l4
14
77+,570
700,?lq
1I
66r'lFG-
q02
55, 515
07
50
16,174.00
26,16+.21
69 ,q25 .7 9
94
t4
4000
4r00q200
4E l0qE50
4900q920
TCU-
5 010
5020
50(0
5050
5070
50E0
5090
5092
l.lHS L
RAILROAD TRANSPORTA
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY P
1'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS
TELEPHONE AND TELEG
TION
ASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
RAPH COI'IHUNICATIONS
N BROADCASTING
SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ANCES
. AND SUPPLIES
I5
2t
15
?92,392
649,595
1,455, rg5
287,55Eq65,lq?
r ,254, 256
RADIO AND TELEVISIO
ELECTRIC NATER AND
GAS UTILIIIES
TOT. NSPORTATION, CO]'I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'TOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTO]'IOTIVE EQUIPTTENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD
HARDNARE, PLUI'1BING AND HEATING
1'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPL
MISCELLANEOUS I.IHOLESATERS
PETROL EUT,I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUGTS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
TRA 268,7 q5 .50
4,699.59
2rI5APPL I
EQUIP
IES 65
7L
66II
l5
IO
55
65
14
161
t0
2,99q, IE
9t
11,5I
7,EI4
1,516
6,915
4,771
5, 949
2,E97
I ,541 , El2
E1,445
2 ,043 , +96
1,156,066
6E4,?07
5r479,590
75,q76.4,5EI.
r 14, 9+6 .
65, 028.
38, 4E6 .
508,215.
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI-.|
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I98E
PAGE I55
RUN DATE: OI/11/89
RUN NU]'1BER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
46 ,522 .90
57,rE4.70
57 ,656.99
r8, r65.85
1,741.?2
4,q32.32
12,256 .68
38,270.62
5l ,620 . E5
52,q09.7(t
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N ! 05-t06
BUILDING FIATERIALS
HARDT.IARE STORES
FAR]'I EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'TENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
ITOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOME DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICIE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPTIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CARLSBAD
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5200
525 I
s252
5500
55t 0
5q00
551 0
55+ 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
5910
5920
5990
RETL
65r0
6550
FI RE
7000
7?00
7500
750 0
7600
780 0
7900
80r0
8060
E100
820 0
890 0
89r 0
S ERV
29q
904
t5
15
l5
46
96
78,
zt7 ,
30
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,2r4,516
1,456,E93l,055,rgg
L ,495 ,77 L
2 , E?L ,567
r,252, Igg
1,289,86?
5?1,849
2,52?,26E
34, 554, 945
555,578
56,255
I,057,630
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E27,07q
522, 913
50,955
26
20
9t
7
46
4t
5q
6Z
156
4q
26
t?
40
2t2tr4
r57
83
ct7 4 ,324
7 r167,0791r,257,512
r,401,685
5E6,265
4lo,E?2
6,997,37q
10,090,E02
202,989I54,III
25, I 08 .74
595,059.77
567 ,607 .67lr,418.l4
7 ,543 .7 6
r,0r6,617
r,025,015
r , 568, E66
2,E07,73+
l,?21 ,248
r,092,r54
521,849
2, r55, r7g
50 , 075,745
,99E.74
,905.92
,595.18
,433.67
,554.01
,r05.74
,72-9.60
6000
610 0
6I20
6200
6500
76
157
68
6t
29
t20l,6gr
II
58
E9
65
79
3Z
917 ,7 0?t95r,728
I , 155, 9I5I ,409,2r g
57 6 ,9?2
797
E96
7E,7 97
559,214REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOP
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ES
HOTELS, ]iIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOF1OBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
FTISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
r , 0 02,676
955, r7El, r54,509
2 ,4E2 ,37 ?
6E0,5q4
,895.
,212.
,q77.
TITLE ABSTRACT
ERS
TAT E
58
170
?9
35
r52,667
5,32r,765
6,555, r6g
60E,595
127 ,844
5, 50E, 0 0g
(+ 
,090 ,77 6
607,577
7, IE5.52
r85 , 075.55
250, r06.14
54,r76.25
I
680,566
1,595,r62
405,E15
lr+ ,95q ,456
I
9595 LOCAL GOVERNI,IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
zLz
2+
1,r05 19,
616,902
7 2q ,405
055,186
7E,+70.7?+
22 ,7 L+ .57
E41,201.55
IREPORT NO. 06O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:05-106
src
CODE
GOVT TOT. GOVERNI'TENT
I,
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I t'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]iI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
79,r45,576
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
60,697,959
PAGE I54ATE: OL/II/Eg
U['IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,4I4, l)E7 . EE
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SUT'ITIARY.. BUSINESS AGTIVITY REPORTED IN
CARL SBAD
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2, 6E6
OCTOBER TO DECETIBER, I9E8
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
IREPORT NO. (,EO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! 05-205
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. 1'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN IIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
SIC
CODE
QUARTERTY SUT'I}IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ARTESIA
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I9EE
PAGE I55
RUN DATE: OL/II/Eg
RUN NUI,IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,+43.07
105,551.00
r12,554.50
57,5E?.89
El ,56 9 .59
2,875.09-
5,3E4. 06
29,729.11
1r7,654.9I
t96,052.92
75,47?.04
010 0
0700
AGRI
1500I5I 0
r700
c0Ns
7
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
(t3,qsz
r,255,490
L,7?5 r29L
15,549,56E
r15,042
r6,015,29r
45L r49
85q,295
2,5r4,19E
4,123 r2E5
r,605,E04
263,720
559, I95
2r 958,9r0
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
45, 452
l5l 0I56I
I5E 9
NINE
NATURAT GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING 78
96
2,05E,5E1
2,L61,75+
r,894,240
r, gg7 r 4r5
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY C0NTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUt'lBER, l.l00D
PRINTING AND
CHEI'IICALS AND
PETROLEUI'I REF
AND
PUB
AL
INI
PAPER PRODUCTS
t ISHING
LIED PRODUCTS
NG AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
99
I38
E
1,025,696
1,450 ,L?7
5r, 077-
95,7L5
52E,517
2400
27 00
2800
2900
5200
5400
3500
5700
5900
t'lFG-
4200
481 0q85 0
4900q920
TCU-
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY T.IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS]'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
TRANSPORTAT ION EQU IPI'IENT
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I-IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
l7q6
4100
25
2t
I
62
.25
.09
E,666q3,872067956
5l4
t05
I5II5
154,
E55,
2,Ogl ,287
5,559,575
5 010
5020
5060
5070
50E0
50 90
5092
1.lH 5 L
]'IOTOR VEHICL ES
DRUGS, CHEMICAL
ELECTRICAL GOOD
HARDNARE, PLUI'IB
r'IACHINERY, EQUI
OI'TOTIVE EQUIPMENT
TLIED PRODUCTS
OUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
ND SUPPTIES
AND AUTSANDASANDH
ING AND
PHENT A 30
5+
0520
5?5
I'IISCEL LANEOUS NHO L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING I'IATERIALS
HARDHARE STORESI
r , 3(5,585
105,057
265 ,57 I
r,g+0,595
,796.98
,958.59
,3r6.53
REPORT NO. OE(l
X QUARTERLY IX EDITED X
t0cATI0N:05-205
FAR}I EQUIPTlENT DEATERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STOR ES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
t'IOTOR VEHICLE DEATERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCETLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HO]'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PIACE5
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAITERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
SAVINGS AND TOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUIY. AND COI,IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCG5., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVETOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, IgEE
PAGE I56
RUN DATE: ()I/IL/Eg
RUN NUMBER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
QUARTERLY SUHHARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ARTESIA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
sIc
CODE
5252
550 0
55I 0
540 0
55I 0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
59t0
5920
5990
RETt
L23I
E
57
4lz,323q56,917
L,2E2,59E
5,679,Lq6
,0E9
,97 +
,846
,7 6q
q7
?r
IE
I76
r+67
9,579.96
25,9?9.73
7l ,82?.58
279,999.2q
E
8
z7
I5
68
9
IE
IEl5
zq
172
460
L,27 6q,977
157,041
1q9,276
480, {04
2q0,ozE
1,225,909
164,755
581,354
+4+,597
52E,566
555,979
241 ,97 0
455, 50 9
54r,454
r99,575
482 
' 
(t02
2-4?,375
1,2?6,q75
164,755
773,955
t55qE5
952
5I0
52q
34
12
30
20
l0E8I
60
69
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r , E65, 955
l(+ ,042 ,7 E3
218 ,17 (+
152, ll5
366 ,7 97
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,560,E07
12, 015,588
165,290
l52, rl5
5r5,9r5
502, 164
917,555
5,96r,405
3E,526 . r5
7 6 ,545 .4q
675, E65. 57
9,297 .58
7,451 .50
I7,657 .66
25,00E.58
,4E7 .45
,955. r2
,577.69
, 5E4 .67
1,2E0.62q5 
,57 3 .2E
I6,996.75
51,601.71
22?,7 96 .07
,855.60
,596.79
,022 .7 6
,501.57
,957.35
,257 .q3
6000
6r20
6200
6500
6510
6550
FI RE
7
53
52
2E7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
E0t0
E060
Et00
820 0
8600
8900
89I 0
SERV
HOTELS, t'IOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AF.IUSEI'1ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITAIS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'TISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
502,
342,
364,
26?,
459,
1t
I2
159
595
22,7 668l+,55868 22,7 66Er0,l9l
502, I64
1,q55,945
q r52E,zZL
TOT- TOTAL FOR AtL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r,579 46,065,765 25 ,7 0g ,964 L,qql,7E5 .02
IREPORT NO. (lE(l
X QUARTERLY TX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! 03-304
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERYICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. ]'IINING
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL IRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TELEPHONE AND IELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
FIISCEtLANE0US I^IHOLESAL ERS
TOT. ].IHOIESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX DY STANDARD INDUSTRIAT CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I9EE
PAGE L57
RUN DATEI OI/IL/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
676.EE
2t,457 .tq
QUARTERLY SUMT,IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HOPE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
I5E 9
T.II NE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
14, r25
419,595
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r5,207
+18,676
l6l0
I700
CONS
90
SL
50
tlH
+Et 0
4900
TCU-
5500
RETL
9
7500
7600
SERV
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
AUTOI,IOBItE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES}IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT. TOTAL FOR AtL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2q
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTHENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, 19EE
PAGE I5E
RUN DATE: OI/II/E9
RUN NU]'IBER:979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
9,397 .5E
8,411.5E
Ll,?97.52
14,847 . 95
X QUARTERLY TI EDITED X
src
CODE
0700
AGRI
l5E 9
FIINE
LocATI0N:05-405
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIETD SERYICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T'IEAT PRODUCTS
PRII.IARY IIETAT I NDUST . , FABRI CAT ED ]iIETAL PRODUCTS
TOT. IiIANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMT,IUNICATIONS
ELECIRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UIILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, GOI'I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERTY SUHHARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOVING
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t8
2L
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
167, 06E
149,559
200,845
265,965
r6,490
55,7 6q
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PT S
195,67(
977 ,E54
250,904
?.94,056
LRSR
t500
I620
1700
c0N5
2000
5+0 0
I'lFG-
4100
420 0
4E10
4900
4920
TCU-
7
5090
NHSL
MISCELLANEOUS HHOLESAL ERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL T1ERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART].1ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD SIORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
530 0
5400
5800
5E I5
5990
RETL
7
z5
6000
FI RE
7200
750 0
7600
7900
E90 0
SERV
PERSONAL SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAt, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T,IISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
A]'IUSEI.IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES].IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES 7 16,49067 ,784
927
5, 156
57
75
I
TOT- TOTAL FOR AtL INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION 82 I,5EE,2(l6 663,572 37,325. 9E
IREPORT NO. llEll
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:05-005
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
].IETA
CRUD
OIL
OIL
NONI'IETAL L I
TOT. 1'IININ
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHIIAY CoNTRACToRS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGH].IAY
]'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
sTONE, CLAY, GtASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS FIANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LoCAL AND HIGHIIAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATIoN
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ].IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT.IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COT.IFIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHETIICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS]'IACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
I'tI SCEL t ANEOUS ]^lH0L ESA L ERS
PETROL EUT'I AND PEIROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. T.IHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI,IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
4 r05(+ r243
5,551 ,269
r0,567,907
21,527 ,993
2,949,067
25,251,100
287 ,
I ,652,
I8, ()4I
E99,577
rE, 0r5,215
2l , 5r2,4r4
960,128
296,700
2,7 62,7 g5
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
q,05q,z(ts
51427,051
9,790, 5gl
2I,II7,4II
I ,659, 555
25,478,418
70,23?
399,598
I9I,E52
I,50E, 044
t7
E87,+87
7,34?,275
r0,565,639
958, I 04
r50,5991,27r,r52
PAGE I59ATE: OL/IL/8g
ultBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I 97 ,644. 55
26+ ,56E .7 3
476,E05.87
I, 029,5E9 . 97
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR EDDY CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I9EE
src
CODE
1000l5r0
0t00
0700
AGRI
I58I
t5E9
1400
T'II N E
I500
I6IO
I620
I700
CONS
2010
5200
5400
5900
MFG-
57
120
t7I
q6
t l,l
EP
AND
AND
INING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUT'T, MOLYBDENUTV|
ETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
GA
GA
ELL DRITTING
IELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
INERAIS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
StlSF
cFl
G
84
r40
EOl, I44 ,892.q4,4E9. 04
I 7 0 ,2555l 0,593E7
15
55
3,425.79
19,470.65
4t00
4200q500
4600
48t0
485 0
4900(t9?O
TCU-
73t
9
2L
2l
101
5020
5040
50E0
5090
5092
NHS L
9r5
72,9
E28
299
52.74
58.69
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
FARI'l EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAT ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
t7
0 .84
45, I55. 7 9
357 ,935.92
50q,557 .77
45 ,7 32 .5E
7 ,541 .666L,967.67
5200
5?52
550 0
5+0 0 23 224,525 223,26q I0,EE4.09
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:05-005
]'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCELTANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
E t60/ll/E9
9.00
PAG(lI
97
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'ITIARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RTiIDR EDDY CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I98E
TOTA
GROS
LRSR REPORTEDTAX DUE
55r0
55q 0
5599
5700
5800
58t5
5920
5990
RET L
700
720
730
750
760
Il)
I7
134
215
1,006
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
55,602
I4E,E25
3, 039, lg0
4, r 12, E07
67 ,465,490
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
(tq 
,4t26,
148,E25
?,165 .67
7 ,255.22
150,626.91
r80, 50 9 .58
2,6E5,550
3,7 02,562
6000
FIRE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTETS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOTIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
NONPROFIT ]'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
TIISCETTANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNI-IENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
51,150
r,596 ,551
?29,764
2,5I(l,E6E
28 , (t92I,55L EE0
229 ,7 6q
?r422,615
,588. 97
,654.22
,201.02
,065.I5
lrE
5r0
9rl
I4, 0
I
7sllIIE
57
65
t99
249
9
119
I()
29r
790
860
E90
E9l
5ER
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
v
9
15
57
E3
56,757-
66,205
2r9,415
307,475
,755-
,57E
, E45
,700
q0.qq-
89.6E
26.56
99.52
95 95
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5L ,7 q2,52E 2,521 rtr60 .28
a
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIIENT
STATE OF NEH MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSIEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, 198E
PAGE 16 I
RUN DATE: OL/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
45,494 .92
36,707.22
E4,E76 .86
lz,7 52.5E
23,6 99 . 04
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
src
CODE
0700
AGR I
LOCATION : OE-Ill7
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
]'IETAL T.IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUT,I, ]'IOLYBDENU]'I
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NoN-BUILDING HEAVY CoNTRACT0RS, EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUGTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, 1^J00D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII-IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]IETAL PRODUCTS
I.IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAT
TRANSPORTATION EQUI PI'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRU].ITS.
IIISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'l0T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERTY SUHT.IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SILVER CITY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
4l
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTs
E00,017
I ,222,57 6
2,059,058
?77 ,550
E85,Il5
5,r54,970
467 ,E27
1,509,406
2,6E4 ,257
TAXABI E
GROSS RECEIPTS
774,3E2
65E,E(+7
r,444,713
217,065
405,sEE
I(), I52
0
Egq,522
2,456,52q
596.+2
0.00
47,029.04
1000
T'II N E
1500l6r0
I620
1700
CONS
EE
I58
2000
2500
2400
2700
520 0
5400
550 0
5700
5E00
3900
t'lFG-
4r00
4200
4500
48I0
4850
4900(t9?0
TCU-
13
41
lt
7
I6
72, 51 9
299,467
E94,5?2
50 15E,796.64
4,099.11
55, 566 .22
E2,955 .7 9
5010
5020
50(+0
5060
5070
50E0
5090
5092
].lH S L
I'IOTOR VEHICT ES AND AUTOTIOTIVE EQUIPI.IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUFIBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
HACHINERY, EQUIPT,IENT AND SUPPT IES
t'IISCEL L ANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESATE TRADE
36
I()
67
52OO BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
69,772
908, 56 r
1,4r2,013
REPORT NO. llEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:08-IO7
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
ENUE DEPARTMENT
EN I'IEXICO
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TAXATION AND
STATE O
COI'IB IN ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
RUN
RUN
REV
FN
REVYS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r82,785
30,155
256,233
545,Lqo
5,69r,000
PAGE 162DATE: OL/II/Eg
NUt'tBER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
67, r65.65
,872.28
,798.70
,34(+.75
,049.65
,552. r4
,54r.99
,865. 9r
10,758.4E
56,1E9.46
27 ,368.56
27 ,328.L5
17,909.4+
9,656 . 95
QUARTERLY SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN OCTOBER TO DECETIBER, I988
SILVER CITY
5rc
CODE
5500
55I0
599
500
700
7000
7200
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
I
2
8
lr6
I
1r5
lr5
7
Ir5
2r6
?3,9
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
, 075, 46E
,659,497
32,
9E,
55,
85,
L9(+,2L7
ENT
F00
EHI
ES
400
5r0
5ri 0
592
6000
6t00
6120
6200
6500
DEPARTI'I
RETA I L
I'l0T0R v
GASOLIN
STORES
D STORES
CLE DEALERS
ERVICE STAIIONS
55
t4
54
IE
I5
857,755
2,656r700
7 ,476,407
59(t,500
89, 917
50,592.9E
r54,906.12
439,238.92
3q,926 .87
5,282.60
,58r,2r6
759,28494,II5
95,
68,
76,
3?,
712 , tt4EI,6q75,7
52E, 9
2+7 ,l
5800
58I5
59r0
5990
RETL
65I0
FI RE
t'loBILE HOI'IE DEATERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY SIORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
]'TISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND.L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DETRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSIRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
LEGAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
LOCAT GOVERNMENT - MUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
tt
478t
50,425
296,518
6 06 ,565
5I
95
6(t
4E
5l
6t5,991
465,8q7
465,r60
504,842
r64,5E4
24l7
56
66
53
IE
2I?+
54r
E57
452
059
085
760
9qz
553
923
67
67
80
108,r292,015,I55
37 0 ,4??
565,751
96?,162
9
79
E5
45
89
52q4
l,r45,2lr
r68, 059L 558,276
r,4r8,654
7 32,7 60
r r 520 ,5(7?,?56,153
2l ,189,292
I
Lrz
9
605
I ,770 .50
15, 053.6 9
52,027.56
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
EOIO
E050
EI()()
E90 0
8910
S ERV
HOTELS, }IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTO]IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
r'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITATS AND OTHER HEATTH SERVICES
86
98
t4II()
29
42t2t
I()E,I29
2,0L4,920
541, r25
365, 55565(,504
6 , 552. 56
r1E,576.51
20,04r. r0
2L,475 .?0
37 ,277 .14
95 95
GOVT
6,29E,059 33t1,345.72
: T0T- ToTAL FoR ALL TNDUSTRIES IN THIS L0CATIoN r ,552 40,01I,E75 55,472,788 I, 960, 994.6E
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: ()E-206
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
TIOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ].IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'ITIUNICATIONS
ETECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COFII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEl^l t'tEXIC0
CO['IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET,IBER, I9EE
PAGE I65
RUN DATE: OL/II/89
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
3r ,455.24
8,4(t?.25
L2,290.66
45,253 . 6E
16 ,6E5 . 94
27 ,529.59
|,25E.25
3E,159.47
5,605.55
52,145.55
I05,225.2E
r,559.5E
I ,7lZ.2l
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BAYARD
NO. TAX
RETURNS
sIc
CODE
I5E 9
T'II NE
t2
23
55
, 58E
,951
,559
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
520,515
92t,52E
766,597
97?,582
21,02r
649, 078
I()7,EI5
6r4,065
I ,84E,758
29,7 92
27,954
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
520,515
I57,505
200,66q
761,7E2
272,423
4+9,463
5?4,7E9
I ,5E5,27E
27,092
27 ,95rt
56
406q72
, I25
,40E
,55I
4,050.0r
?q,89?..5q
28,9q2.55
66
406q73
r500
I700
c0Ns
2000
I'lFG-
420 0
4600
48t 0
4900q920
TCU-
7?
75
75
79
2L
t2
9
52
Ill
157,505
242,340
) 525I
550 0
5(00
5599
5800
58I5
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
5080
5090
5092
NHS L
6000
6r00
FIRE
00
00
00
00
FIACHINERY, EQUIPilENT AND SUPPTIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUFI AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI-IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PTACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
t'IISCELTANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
r'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOHOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Il)
20
7
20,543
625, 0 l2
l07,Er5
29
79
l6
7
l4
E()I()
E90 0 IO 3,7 02 5, 445 2r0.90
REPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: ()E-206
SIC
CODE
SERV TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
145,259
+,642,421
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7l ,7 52
5,475,570
PAGE I64
RUN DATE. OI/II/89
RUN NUMBER: 97 9. l) l)
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4,594.8r
21r,455.20
QUARTERLY SU]'ITIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BAYARD
NO. TAX
RETURNS
40
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2c+2
REPORT NO. llEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N ! 08-505
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TOT. MANUFACTURING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IEHT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'tEXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTE].I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2E, 557
5E, 547
2(}I,EEE
5, E55
56,770
52,5E9
79,799
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
24,057
5E,547
182, r 52
5,805
56,75E
PAGE I65ATE! 0l/ll/Eg
UmBER: 979.00
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
1,415.36
2,055.20
10,471.7E
540 . E9
2,r5E.35
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERTY SU}TI.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CENTRAL
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
src
CODE
520 0
MFG-
(t200
48I 0
4900
4920
TCU-
5090
NHSL
6500
FI RE
r500
1700
CONS
E900
SERV
I'l0T
TEL
ELE
GAS
TOT
9
OR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
EPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'I].IUNICATIONS
CTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
UIITITIES
. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTITITIES
26
22
I+
II
24
5500
5400
5990
RETL
720
750
750
760
80t
I{ISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOLESALERS
TOT. NHOTESALE TRADE
GENERAL IiIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
HISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
7
5l ,849
7 9 ,027
1,E71.15
4, 559. 57
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALt INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION 96 q85,572 460,71r 26,754.91
IREPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B* QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
t0cATI0N:0E-40{
COPPER
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAT BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSIOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II',IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UIITITIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDT.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAt ERS
PETROLEU]-1 AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUITDING ],IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
TIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
ENUE DEPARTI'IENT
Etl I'lEXIC0
ENUE 5Y5TEt'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
REV
FN
REVYS
PAGE I66ATE: OL/IL/8g
UHBER:979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
67,090
229, E55
3,275
295,765
4,600
E7 ,667
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
6,4EE
I12,84 9
rr9,557
67,090
214,94+
2, IE5
22E,52.4
4,600
E+,2E9
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HUR L EY
TAX
RN5
I10, 0lE
197,67E
507,696
1500
1700
GONS
src
CODE
t020
].IIN E
4000
48r 0
4900(t920
TCU-
5070
5090
50 92
l.lHs L
N0.
RETU
9
t5
22
354. 96
5,347 .77
6,7L?.73
9 5,41 0 .51
tt,727 .29
r2z.9L
12,854 .55
25E.75
+,7qL .?ct
520 0
5500
5400
5E00
5E I5
5990
RET L
I9
II
52
I5
6000
FI RE
7e00
7500
E900
SERV
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCEILANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
T.IISCEt TANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
7
TOT- TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 105 1,529,549 7 95,594 44,455. E9
IREPORT NO. llEO
X QUARTERLY TX EDITED I
LOCAIION ! OE.llOE
src
CODE
AGR
AGR
TOT
LTURAL PRODUCTION
LTURAT SERVICES
GRI CULTURE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,259,596
7 95, 610
7 02,637
rr,056,r14
12,561,745
q9,263
56 3,842
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
L7,620
751,154
657,505
10,875,5r0
ll ,97 q ,029
I7,I62
L22,223
71,262
I66,007
64,677
PAGE I67
RUN DATE! OL/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
925.05
I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'TENT
STATE OF NEI^J IIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAsSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, 19EEQUARTERLY SU]'II'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RMDR GRANT CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
IGU
ICU
.A
0r00
0700
AGRI
t09{
I5E 9
r400l+7{
]'II N E
URANI UI'IOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONT.IETALLIC t'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
POT ASH
rOT. MINING
GENERAT BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
4l
20
20
60l4t
r 0 ,528,5E7
I , 255, E+I
1,265,554
640,79E
15,670,561
10,495,260
9r5,540
r,265,5E5
550, l7E
15,202,55r
1500l6r0
1620
I700
CONS
Il,
t2
I(
22
551,00q7 
,95
65,55
t. 17
0.55
27 ,83+
693,L?q
E
39,455 . 59
55,2t1.14
570,859.50
627 , 559. r6
90I.01
6,4L6.67
3,741.298,7r5.57
5,595.55
.09
.59
.00
2400
2E00
5400
3900
I'lFG-
LUHBER, l.l00D AND
CHE}IICALS AND AL
PRI]'lARY METAL IN
T'IISCELLANEOUS ]'IA
TOT. T.IANUFACTURI
P
LI
DU
NU
NG
APER PRODUCTS
ED PRODUCTS
ST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUGTS
FACTURI NG
q000
4100(200
450 0
4600
48r0
4E50
IE
2l
86
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO].IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ETECTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UIILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
T.IACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPL I ES
MISCEL LANEOUS IAIHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPTIES
BUILDING I'TATERIALS
HARDi,IARE SToRES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
,q46
, E87
,2EE
E5,446
54, 5I 9
66,586
4,5E0 . 95
2,851 . 75
5,495 . 75
85
95
3q?
9
t7
9
900
920
cu-
l+
q
T
5070
50E0
5090
5092
HHSL
520 0
525 r
550 0
5400
554 0
STORES t7
25
I4
72,55E
195,579
6q ,677
IREPORT NO. (lE(l
SIC
CODE
5592
5599
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE I6E
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NU]IBER: 97 9. () l)
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
265, 53r
1,006,5r6
84,36E
2q,148
,268
,325
,259
523,52L
957,457
2E,174,+78
X QUARTERLY XI EDITED X
STATE O
CO]'IB I NED 
.
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
LOCATION: OE-OOE
T'TOBILE HO]'IE DEALERS
T'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLAGES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7000 HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCETLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
1'IISCETLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
EH FtEXrC0
ENUE SYSTET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTODER TO DECEMBER, I9EEQUARTERLY SU}II.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI1DR GRANT CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
FN
REVYS
5800
5815
5920
E
I.r
I6
57
166
r I58
,940
24
t1
2E
55
25
, I48
,905
,980
,?+9
65
I05
r99
76
144
59
,7 94
, 958
,7 93
5,45q . r6
5,456 .77I0,4E9.Il
q
I
5
7
2
67 ,460
I r5, 586
r 99, 925
267
r,065
95
?q
129
t72
42
5990
RETL
6510
FIRE
E900
E9IO
SERV
13, 9
52,8
29.89q2.tt
,065 ,429.50
.79
.85
.q7
.07
27 
'4Er+.E6
49, r 99.64
1,477,E47.04
'267
,992
,572
,060
72
75
75
76
79
EO
70
200
649
618,251
L,129,546
51,057,557
IREPORT NO. OE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:24.I(lE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL IRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONIRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. T-IANUFACTURING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI{ENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
QUARTERTY SUI*II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SANTA ROSA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, 19EE
PAGE I69
RUN DATE. OI/LI/8g
RUN NUI'IBER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,551 . 09
E,50r.68
51,568.75
5,957.69
7,507.04
4,57t+.51
29,696.9?
5E ,959 .55
t500
r700
c0Ns
2400
2700
MFG-
SIC
CODE
4100
48I 0
4E50
4900
TCU-
0
6
tl
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
35,547
r64,795
655,885
70,005
r54,554
EI,55E
614,952l, lg0, l5l
27L,799
3,277 ,36q
q2,625
,022
,EIE
,600
t7E4
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
29,555
1.17,565
557 ,667
260,L77
63 ,927
524, I 04
25I,849
55,094
504, 945
14,t66.51
2 ,986 .5(t
r7, 155. 05
TOCAL AND
T EL EPHON E
RADIO AND
EL ECTRIG l^l
TOT. TRANS
8
IONHIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTAT
AND TETEGRAPH COT'ITIUNICATIONS
TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTI
PORTATION, COI''II"IUNICATIONS AND
LITIES
UTILITIES
25
9
?2
t2
10
5010
50(0
50E0
5090
5092
l^lH S L
5200
5300
55r 0
5400
554 0
59r0
5990
RETL
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTO]'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I.IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ['IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'TENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR.AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAI SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUIOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I(l
22
50
t2
005
905
775,00+
96,285
004
zE5
70,
t29,
5599
5600
5800
581 5
6000
65t 0
FIRE
II
5E
52
157
96
773t
EI,525
52-7,9q6
r,04E,170
I r6 ,7852,932,0q3
42,625
45,48r.49
5,4r6.00
6,I59, 545.3227E.6L
2,397.65
958
I8
5
t68
I,019
2Z
5
t94
7000
7200
7500
750 0
55
I6
7
t8
, 956
,125
,600
,280
54,502.6E
r,0r9.56
?02.5L
9,465.76
IREPORT NO. (lEll
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION : 24.Il,E
src
CODE
7600 ].IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AHUSEHENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
T'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH FIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
DA
NU
RUN
RUN ER:
TE:
MB
PAGE 17 l)0t/Lt/E9
979.00
QUARTERLY SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SANTA ROSA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OGTOBER TO DECET'IBER, 19EE
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
7E00
7900
EOI()
8900
89I0
S ERV
t2
25
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
2L2,(t50
55E, 556
2,0E5,E00
6 , 57 5,957
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
211,947
555,749
Ir949,05E
5, E45,591
REPORTED
TAX DUE
109,634.54
3?E,790.75
r1,922.05
50,025.59
r45
591
REPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERIY XX EDITED X
LoGATIoN 2 Zq-207
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHHUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.JATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI.I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
CO['IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI',|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I9E8
PAGE I7IDATE: OI/LI/Eg
NUI'IBER3 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
24,402.17
E, r75. 68
RUN
RUN
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
VAUGHN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSRsrcCODE
t500
1700
CONS
q8t0
4900
TCU-
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
455, E56
I78, 516
159, 187
58,7E2
7E,725
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
455, El6
1q5,545
5040
NHSL
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I1ATERIALS
GENERAL ].IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTFTENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IOBILE HO]'IE DEALER].IISCELLANEOUS VEHI
EATING AND DRINKIN
t IQUOR DISPENSERS
T'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
I()
IO
LZ
9
75
t2
50
520 0
550 0
5400
554 0
5592
5599
9
27
295, 067
66,012
15,75
3,q228060 ,07 
6
,825
4.51
r.52
5800
5E I5
5990
5
CLE
GPL
-BY
AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
AC ES
THE DRINK
7 ,829.24
2,775.(t3
54, 054.59
5,506 .51
q ,169.97
ETR L
55,971
644, 0 r5
I59, lE7
49,559
605,4I4
58,7E2
74, r55
6000
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
890 0
S ERV
HOT Et
P ERSO
]'II SC E
Sr
NAL
LLA
HOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
S ERV I CES
NEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOHOBILE RENTA[, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVIGES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION t52 l, 565,555 1,289,15r 72,stq .7E
REPORT NO. OE(, TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl HEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'.|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI{BER, I9EE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
74, 05r
252,2E9
279,92E
10,149
556,59E
5, 641
22,678
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
6E, 5E5
22L,2E2
r3r,042
7,
IE7 r
5,641
21,949
PAGE L72
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5, 54 r .84
10,7E5.7E
6 ,568.55
554.90
9, r57 .7 I
27q.9E
1,070.00
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
QUARTERLY SUT,II'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
2q.O2q RTilDR GUADATUPE CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
010 0
AGRI
I5E 9
I40 0
]'II N E
1500
t 610
I700
CONS
4100
4Et0
4900
TCU-
50E0
50 90
I..IH S L
5500)'5400
554 0
5800
58I5
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRITLING
NON]'IETALLIC t'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
r47,6lr
2 ,939 ,14725,'t9l
,196.0(
,285.4I
,?q2.6E
,722.133,LlZ,?qg
7
I45I
151
l47,6ll
2 r964 ,397
28, E57
5,140,E45
280
4q0
5920
5990
RETL
LOCAL
TEL EPH
EL ECTR
TOT. T
AND
ONE
IC
RAN
HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
AND TEL EGRAPH COI.1['IUNICATIONS
I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
SPORTATION, COt'lTlUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
L2
25
20
9q2
t0
E
E
26
65r0
FI RE
]'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES]'IISCEI T ANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
TOT . ]^IHOt ESAL E TRADE
GENERAL I'TERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
r'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
r'IISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
NONPROFIT ]'IEHBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
ELLANEOUS SERVICES
NEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
SERVICES
I'rI SC
ENGI
TOT.
7200
7500
750 0
7600
780 0
8060
E600
E900
E9I()
S ERV
10
22
REPORT NO. 08O TAXAT I ON
STA
coltB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
D REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
0F NEt^t I''tEXIC0
D REVENUE SYSTET.I
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAT CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEHBER, 1988
AN
TE
NE
AX
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS TAXABLEGROSS RECEIPTS
5, E05,242
PAGE I75
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NU]'TBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
rE5,503 . E7
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUT'I}IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
24'02(t RFIDR GUADATUPE CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 127
TA
0s
TO
GR
4,054,552
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERTY XX EDITED X
TOCATION: SI.IO9
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPT'IENT
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'II'IUNICATIONS
ETECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COT1IIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
PETROLEUI'T AND PETROLEUTI PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTEI-I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, 19E8
PAGE 17q
RUN DATE: OI/IL/Eg
RUN NUIIBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,755 . 54
(,5E1.50
2,509.50
?,429.70
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ROY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
LRSR
sIc
CODE
0t00
AGRI
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
61,592
L54 , ?t20
4,
56 9,
q6,655
49, r89
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
53,7?q
85,495
I6T(l
I700
c0N5
5700
t'lFG-
4El 0
4900
TCU. 9
.65
.96
209
r4,4044, 0911,0752E2q365493E
92
SL
6000
6 510
FIRE
50
tlH
5500
5400
55r0
554 0
5800
58r5
5990
RET L
7200
7500
7500
780 0
E900
SERV
GENERAL FIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIT FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
I5
7
IE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND R AND TITLE ABSTRACTL ESTATEEA
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
q5, 059(t7,q09
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 85 EEI,5()2 40L609 z0 ,5E2.40
IREPORT NO. (lEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
Loc^TI0N ! 3t-20E
src
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTHENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
CO['IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
PAGE L75
RUN DATE: ()I/II/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r,155.50
9r7 .2t
2, (29 . 5t
QUARTERTY SUMT.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I-IOSQU ERO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
1500
1700
c0Ns
4100
4EIO
4900
TCU.
5092
l.lHS L
GENERAL
SPECI AL
TOT. CON
BUI L DI
TRADE
TRACT
NG CONTRACTORS
CONTRACTORS
CONSTRUCT I ON
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
2E, 050
17,907
55, 6 96
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
22,152
I7,E97
47,401
L0CAt AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
PETROL EUT'T AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOTESALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD SIORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
T'TISCELLANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESIATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
I.IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
TOT. SERVICES
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
7
30
40
5+
EO8l
5
5
5
5
5
5
0
0
0
0
5
990
RETL
55t0
FIRE
t5
54
7200
7E00
SERY
IREPORT NO. OEO
src
CODE
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
tt
54
El.l I'IEXI C0
ENUE SYSTEI{
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, 19EE
X QUARTERTY IX EDITED X
L0cATI0N ! 5t-051
AND GAS NELL DRILLING
AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
I,IEIALTIC T.IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
CHEIIICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
TOT. FIANUFACTURING
IELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI.TI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTITITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
ND
NN
FN
REVYS
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
14,7E4
15,705
727,0IE
PAGE I75ATEs 0t/ll/Eg
Ul,lBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
720.72
1,750.57
2,4r5 . 08(, I65.65
765.65
55,440. rt
RU
RU
QUARTERLY SUFII.IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RIiIDR HARDING CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
t3EI
t3E9
I400
MINE
1620
1700
CONS
OIL
OIL
NON
TOT E
1500l6r0
810
900
q
q
T
2E00
FIFG-
56,453
17,706
E06, lq9
CU
t2
9
2t
39, 155
54,2E5
95, 436
55, 95I
49,5+0
E5, (9I
5092
l.lHs L
PETROLEU]'T AND PETROTEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
T.IISCELTANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
]'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
5500
5+0 0
5990
RETL
E900
SERV
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY II EDITED X
LOCATION 3 25.IIO
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSIOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUIPT'IENT
III SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURI NG
TOT. MANUFACTURING
AL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
OR FREIGHT TRANS. , T.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
ELINE TRANSPORTATION
EPHONE AND TETEGRAPH COHMUNICATIONS
CTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTIIITIES
GROCERIES AND RETATED PRODUCTS
FIISCELLANEOUS NHOTESALERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESAtE TRADE
BUILDING FIATERIALS
HARDT.IARE STORES
GENERAL ].IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTHENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'TOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREI AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
lIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
SIATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
PAGE I770t/ll/E9
979.00
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUHMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LORDSBURG
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I98E
4
0
f+
II
2
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2+2,564
9,67q
252,23E
0
235,617
525, 97 5
E, 95E
150,437
29,519
754, 595
l6l,0E8
751,76 9
57,918
25,729
2 r5.t2,7 09
2q3 ,65rt
17,45025r,r05
REPORTED
TAX DUE
L2,t?E .23
4E5.69
I2,611.92
2000
320 0
5700
590 0
FIFG-
L0c
I'l0T
PIP
TEL
ELE
TOT
1500
1700
c0Ns
420 0
4600
4EIO
4900
TCU-
5500
55r 0
540 0
551 0
554 0
5599
4I0 0
5040
5090
5092
HHSL
5200
525 r
7
I4
5{
I9
26
45,625
275,?56
700,5r7
r5,574
3q2,012
30,156
E96,6E2
r99,E95
758,254
57,9IE
27 ,091
2,896,5E4
0
LL,777
00
67
l0
55
t9
26,?95.q5
(t?+7 
.92
7 ,5?L.E5
L,475 .95
56,719.6(
E,054.40
56, 5EE . 47
2,895 .92
L 2E6 .44127,I55..i9
5500
5800
5815
59t0
59?0
5990
RET L
52
8
35
175
I
6000
6I0 0
65I0
FI RE t2 57, 181 57, IEI LE59.06
IREPORT NO. l)Ell
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION 3 25-IIO
HOTELS, }IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]iIISCELtANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
A]'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEATTH SERVICES
MISCETTANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I t'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAG()I
97
26,L7
2,65
2,L5
2,27
855 .56
23,874.17I,I77.8I
59 ,7 60 .62
,556
,2II
t7(+7 7
25
r,195
RUN DATE:
RUN NU]'IBER !
E I7E/ll/E9
9.00
QUARTERLY SUMT,IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LORDSBURG
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, 1988
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
LRSRsrcCODE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
8 010
8060
E900
S ERV
9595
GOVT
3t
?6
t8
20
555,780
55,540
44,4q7
65,599
525, ql I
55, } IE
45,057
45, 585
0 .57
5.9?I.E4
9.26
5 r 5 95,759
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
,07I
,465
q,97r,966
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2113,595.24
7
E
19
I40
q2q
,485
,655
,407
l7q77
25
1,24E
,071
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N:25-209
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHHUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVIGE UTI
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMHUNICATIONS AND
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I IIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I98E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r6,929
37 
'4(ts
5q,372
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
r5,929
57,2E4
54,214
PAGE 179
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
Eqt .57
1,E64.21
2,705.7E
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUTTT{ARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
V I RDEN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
4Et 0
4900
TCU-
530 0
5990
RETL
7
LITIES
UTILITIES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION t5
REPORT NO. OE(,
X QUARIERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:25-023
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URAN I UI'I
TOT. IIINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
1'II SCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAT AND HIGHI.JAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC T.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COTIMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
IIISCEt LANEOUS T.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
FARM EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAT MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES
].II SCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I T'TEXICO
CO['IDINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, 19EE
PAGE IEO
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NU],IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
47 .E7I6. 18
3, r85 . 68
57,595.95
25, 528 . 52
4,947.5E
4,I4E.E9
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R].IDR HIDALGO CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0700
AGRI
r094
MINE
SIC
CODE
4100
4600
4El0
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
l, 055,592
I ,47E,502
99,0I2
E25,4El
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
65,E79
0
I2O,E8E
2,35E,66E
?,543,435
67,08E
7 93 ,557
55, 2E 9
894,852
1500
1620
1700
c0Ns
49,6
69,8
5900
FIFG-
IE
54
I0
I9
2t
69
,528
,307
r 545
1,0(9,429
r,469,8r4
5
0
5
,Lz
,16
4900
TCU-
t4
7
t2
9
42
,E79
,918
,6q5
,I55
,606
5,05(.2E
0.00
5,742 . rE
112,056.75
I2(), EI5. I9
49r
r04
E7
55
59
l?(t
2,395
2,6+3
500t5t
E7
q
0
8
5020
5090
5092
hIHSL
5200
525?
5500
5400
554 0
5E00
5920
5990
RETL
II
54
4r2,55?}
1r544,88r
?,53L.22
.+2 ,50(r .47
65r0
FI RE
S,
NAL
LLA
OBI
0
0
0
0
0
0
70
72
75
75
76
79
HOT EL
P ERSO
r'lI scE
AUTOI'I
1'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AITIUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
I'IOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
SERVICES
NEOUS BUSINESS SERVICEStE RENTAt, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
a
I6 lz,4q9 12,449 59I.55
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:25-025
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERN]'IENT
t,
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEt.I ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I9E8
PAGE IEI
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUHBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7 ,174.95
16,66(.55
289,652.63
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR HIDATGO CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TA
OS
TO
GR
E0t0
8900
S ERV
7
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS
r5t,052
554,0I9
l2,lII,95E
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
15I,052
550,828
6,097 ,529
95 95
GOVT
q6
223TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. (lEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:06-111
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS ].IEtt DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
NONMETALLIC T.IINERALS, EXCEPT
TOT. I'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEhI TIEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICAIION
RUN DATE:
RUN NU]'IBER:
E IEz/Ll/89
9.00
l+,7 69 .72
9,1Er.52
20 ,86 I .52
59.98
66.38
44 .41
PAG
0t
97
QUARTERLY sUIIT,IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HOBBS
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEIIBER, I9E8
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
SIC
CODE
0700
AGR I
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
E9, 9I O
r7,855, 97 I
IE,076,965
1,06r,27E
L ,002,7 94
2, rg g, 4gE
E05,259
8,997,610
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
62,5r5
15,575,858
15,565,554
945, 0 57
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,349.46
E26,345.49
856,648.59
50,6E9.55
256,997.43
3E7,009.7E
4L56(.05
I3I l)I58I
r589
r400
]'II N E
2000
240 0
?7 00
2800
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
FUELS AND POTASH
I4
268
291
E5
27
t6
9
r04
8
27
IEl6
t5
t31It6
5t
1500
16r0
I620
I700
c0Ns
2900
520 0
5400
5500
5700
5800
t0
20
40
50
70
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T1EAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHETIICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEU]'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
T'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPHENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , WAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TETEGRAPH COT'ITIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMNUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEHICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS IdHO L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI,I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
20(t
299
6 , r65,6 glg,r0g,gr2 4,7E1,5477,200, rgI
5900
l,lFG-
t0
t2
7
525,665
26E, 555
412,925
46ll9 9r4, 0765,540,rE2
t0
57
770,0r1
274,785
r7 0 ,8r5
588, I22
595,46E
2,4E1,540
545,521
196, I4E
5r,898.92
r55,55E.75
IE,614.77
10,542.99
95, 095. 05
40,22I .55
595, 568 . 6E
qt00
420 0
4600
48I 0
485 0
4900
TCU-
546,521
740,729
1,752,000
748,50E
7,559,417
55,460
,187,454
,507,766
I
,l
,8
,I
,9
,0
,0
r6
5(t
5
22II
226q0
9t
r,00
t0
4l
?.2q,22
74I,70
5
2I
6
3
2
E9.58
55.69
79.65
5E .8?l
57.EI
0E0
090
092
,795,61E
585,954
,5r7,557
,299,6E9
,275,505
?,97 6
7,7q7
8,755
2,829
2,059
4, 57E
4,908
5,26?
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE].IBER, I9EE
PAGE IEs
RUN DATE: OI/IL/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
452 ,07 2 .32
7 q ,0q9 .0628,Er5.55
t9,7tE.52
590,752.65
,566.2I
,955.99
,EI4.56
, r6E.65
,272.28
, IEE.56
,49r.00
,5E7 . 55
,605.E8
,599.55
,97 (t .02
20,607 .47
1, 9r2.75
9,2r5.57
21,9?E.27
60,54I.51
tE6 ,622.7 9
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SU]'ITIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HOBBSLOCATION:06-III
src
CODE
I.IHSL TOT . IdHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING ]iIATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FAR]'I EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL I.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACGESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DI5PENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS REIAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND.L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS . , EXCGS . , SERV .
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVEST]'IENT CO]'IPANI ESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
19,E02,E2r
591,551
q65,766
75,904
I74,415
872,706
L17lq,77E
4,599,524
3r ,745, E20
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E,42E,E95
566,E5E
565,595
55,585
17r,4t5
409,41E
r, r27,900
560,055
3 ,47 4 ,7 9.t
362
520 0
525 I
5252
5500
55t0
5400
5510
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I5
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
28
2t
L,6q2,765
737 ,?g?
r,577 r 657
555,r00
69
27
52
52
45, 99I
r4,585
52,5r5
7 ,269,8L7
8r 0 ,554
27
I7
9
482,53rq,647 ,7IrtI,EI(),E91
1,772,50E
3, 950,447
625,0E9
848, I 57
?,355 ,(tzl
6 ,7 45 ,226qr,807,820
r,581
6,792
2,054
r,751
I
Zr7
6,0Ir0
40,56r
15,50265,65r9I,E9I
25,089
77,312q2,605
7l,rl4
55, 99r
EI
5I
?
5
509
1,595
7,r61
2,4r1
2, L64
102,7 56
2,Eg4,gL7
E,gr7,4g4
r,006,0q2
56 ,57 5
,5
r0
6
,5
,8
,2
,9
6
9
,5
,I
,0
45
25q9
97
95II
35q5
26
61(t5
95
z
2
I
5
5q
161
38
I9
55
545
1,2q5
2
I()
49 qa.,L
4q
506
6000
610 0
6r20
7000
7200
7500
750 0
E()IO
806 0
Et00
820 0
6200
6500
65r0
6700
FI RE
7600
7800
7900
24
6E
HOTE[S, IIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I',lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBItE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
T.IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
A]iIUSEIiIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELTANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
tEs
L72
185
,7 67
, 
q54
,128
,I59
,87E
,7Ez
,150
, 5I0
,208
I 9, 55t .78
7 q ,052 .05
565,077. r+
r10,944.29
95,049.14
I5t
45r
25
I52
54
58
26
02,75I
50,505
5L 805
06,042
56,575
5,522.85
L+7 ,7 09.7E
524,209.50
54,07q.75
5, 055.57
E600
E900
E9l0
S ERV L 656 26,r04,r86 1,402,592.0I
REPORT NO. llEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
tocATI0N:06-ttt
src
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
SIATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, 19EE
PAGE IE(rDATE: OI/IL/Eg
NUt'tBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5 ,9q0, 02E . 7 0
RUN
RUN
QUARTERLY SU]'I]IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HOBBS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
9?E2
9395
GOVT
STATE GOVERNIIENT . EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAT GOVERNMENT . ]'TUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNT'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
I42,541,699
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
110,56(,0094,rgg
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XI EDITED X
LocATI0N:06-210
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,
olt AND GAS IIELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. ].IINING
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
El^l MEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEt'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL GLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, 1988
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
TOTA
GROS
ND
NNFNREVYS
2,454,650
2,4E? r233
55
?
6
2I
643
55tr2
2t
7?E
90
r48
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
700
2E5
L77,712
257,E9L
495 ,596
10,8r7
22, EE5
58,552
97,079
502,622I,659,I6E
PAGE IE5ATE: OI/LI/Eg
ul'tBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
122,495.62
r25,r72.19
9, 995 .2E
14,505 . 54
27 ,877 .27
542.59
1,2E7 .2E
2,102.47
l, r96.85
5,46 0 .6E
2E,272.53
95,528 .20
RU
RU
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUHI,IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
EUNICE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
LRSR
l5t 0
t5EI
t5E9
IIINE
I500
I620
1700
CONS
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
r90,E64
57 0, 955
652,7EL
25,527
5L 805
65, IEI
96, r15
47
56
34
2,177,?,225,
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHt.IAY
G AND OTHER T-IEAT PRODUCTS
D PUBLISHING
, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTSAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'lETAL PRODUCTS
US T'IANUFACTURING
CTUR I NG
2 010
27 00
3200
3(}0 0
5900
MFG-
qz00
q8r0
4900
4920
TCU-
T'IEAT PACKIN
PRINTING AN
STONE, CLAY
PRIt'IARY ].IET
1,II SCEL L AN EO
TOT. MANUFA
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING,
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'INUNICATI
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE
GAS UTITITIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTIIITIES
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
T-IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD 5TORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
TIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
I()
t2
I()
9
,658
,559
,845
,955
,277
,5I5
,854
,553
,L97 .72
,071.91
,551. r0
TRA
ONS
UT
NS. SERVICES
ILITIES 9
2I
5020
5070
50E 0
5090
5092
t^IHSL
202I
49
10
525 I
530 0
5+0 0
554 0
5599
5600
5800
sEl 5
59t0
5990
RETL
47
t16
6llO(t BANKS
525, 078l,E7r,g50
iREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY TX EDITED X
LocATI0N:06-210
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTO].IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'TISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
At'lUSEIIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEATTH SERVICES
I'lISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET.IBER, I9EE
PAGE IE6
RUN DATE: OI/LL/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
(+52 
. 
(ts
318, lE0 .55
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
EUNICE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
FIRE TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
,q?2
,218
,269
54
I05
55,]-04?, 780554
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO5S RECEIPTS
8, 044
6 ,559,525
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E, 044
77,679
I95 , 5I25r,269
5 ,657 ,714
q, 56 9 .45
10,985.52
2,8E5.90
,4I8-
,458
I
50
,20q.7+-
, 08E .22
7200
7J00
7500
7600
7900
E060
E90 0
S ERV
l0
24
IE
E
595
tr72rt
5I
2I
890
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION
I
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
tocATI0N ! 06-506
STATE O
COI,IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
Et^l I'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEI'.|
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I98E
PAGE 167
RUN DATE: OL/II/Eg
RUN NUMBER:979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
55,969.72
L,4q2.15
r5,09r.32
51,555.78
4L7 .9ct
7,666 .51
776 
-54
59,455. 05
7 44 .6q
4,587 . 905,r85.75L 525. E6
7 2 ,5q6 .89
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
FN
REVYS
QUARTERLY SUHMARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
JAL
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t5EI
I58 9
I'II NE
OIL ANOIL ANT0T. t'l
SIC
CODE
1500
1700
CONS
00
00
00
D GAS
D GAS
INING
NELL DRILLING
FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
545, t92
?5 ,640
27E,0E7
9I6 , E05
52,500
I65, 47 0
14,2E0
7.tl ,406
15,25E
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5 05, 906
25,65E
232,7sct
560,601
7,430
156,290
I5, EO 5
701,58E
I 5, 258
27 00
5200
5900
t'lFG-
q200
4600
4Et0
4900(+9?0
TCU-
50r0
5020
5060
5090
5092
tlHS L
56
57
58
58I5
5990
RET L
525 I
5300
55r0
540 0
554 0
5599
t2
25
9
t5
7
GENERAT BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRIHTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUGTS]'IISCEL I ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURI NG
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
FTOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ].IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
r'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL L ANEOUS ]IIHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI{ PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESATE TRADE
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTT'lENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
1'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOIIIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
?9
tt
II
25
t0
8
37t0r
7E
56
25
1,2E9
6000
6300
FI RE
7E, 007
56,655
65,169
r,495,706
,007
,655
,57 I
,722
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N | 06-306
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T'IISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBItE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AT'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
FIISCELLANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'TENT
STATE OF NEI.J t'lEXICO
COT{BINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I9E8
PAGE IE8
RUN DATE: OL/IL/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
906.E4I,998.94
2,659.23
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'II',|ARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
JAL
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
80I0
820 0
8900
I5
,7 4q .yt
,593.92
E
z2
r6, l2l
55,557
t55
401
16, r2l
40,457
r 55,4r5,
t2
t2
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
55,845
701
589
5,705,5rr
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
q7,275
SERV
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDU5TRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IE
76
,45I
,67 0
280 3,065,747 172,555 .7E
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:06-405
AGRICULTURAL SERYICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAs FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. ]'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
QUARTERLY SU]'I]-IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, 1988
TOVINGTON
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I,8IO,4E9
525,529
r,046,E50
518, 347q57,170
679,20?
2,099,65E
q?E,920
l2z,162
r,075,713
206,75q
5,673,7r5
PAGE IE9
RUN DATE: OL/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
97 ,525 .58
r7,579.00
56,268.27
17,ttl.l4
Z(t ,572.E5
55 ,507 . l2
I 12,855 . 54
23 ,05(t .46
6,566 .23
57,E19.59
rr,tr5.05
197,q6?.lq
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7E
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS
1,E52,700
465,051l rZrt6 r't63
347,507
522,7 09
842,500
2r372,379
0700
AGRI
t5r0
r5E9
t'II NE
NATURAL GAS LIQUI
EXCEPT DRILLING
DS
I500
I6I()
I620
I700
c0Ns
500
5r0
400
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACIORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
LU]'IBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASSI AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED T,IETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPT'IENT
I'II SCEL t ANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.TAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COITI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]iIOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
DRUGS, CHEFIICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPTIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
]'II SCEL LANEOUS hIHOL ESA L ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUTI PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING 1'TATERIALS
FARI'I EQUIPT'.lENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT
DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
77lll
240 0
2700
3200
5q00
5700
5900
T'IFG-
4r00
420 0
4810
4E50
4900
c+9?O
TCU-
5200
5?52
50t0
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
tlHSL
465,50Eqq5,637
L2
t5
7
46
52
40
E6 I,490,502
I4
tt2
20E, E75
q,02+,4q1
I
5
5
5
STORES
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION A
STAT
cot'tB r N
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TA
REVENUE DEPARTHENTF NEI.I HEXICO
REVENUE SYSTEI'IY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I9EE
ND
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
95E,645
9 ,441 ,45+
r40,92r
244 ,7 50
?63,720
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
799,5E9
E,250,955
L26,829
206,55r
558,060
254,5r5
PAGE I90
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NUHBER:979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
42,977.90
445,4EE . 74
5 ,817 . 0+
t1,r02.07
r 9,245.68
r3,669.42
EO
EDXEX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N:06-405
I ONS
AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
STOR ES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I{ISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
FI RE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER_LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVEST]'IENT COMPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SUFII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
L OV I NGTON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
55r 0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
58r5
59r0
5920
5990
RET L
IlOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STAT
I'IISCEL LANEOUS VEHICLE
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY
25
t5
z8
t5
53l5
t5
755,790
38+,229
112,0?-7
I08,651
872,271
282,6?45r4,5r4
509,72E
515,76E
1L2,0?7
108,63I
689,294
?82,624
49?-,593
32,772.E7
L6 ,97 2 .5(t6,02r. +4
5,E56.92
37 , 049.54
r5, r9r.04
26,q76.88
600
6r06tz
6?0
650
65r
670
700
720
r'750
750
760
790
EOI
E06
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOl'lOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
TIISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSE]'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEATTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
]'II SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
]5
92
59
5q
55
10
33
410,361
Z?ct,65q
265,575
586,552
7 6l ,322
?59,?34
82, r 04
458,769
2?3,7q4
2_58,025
5E6,29E6r0,905
237 ,468
82, r 0fr
458, I48
L2,026 .?5
15,E68.773r,5r3.55
52,EI5.90
12,763.944,4r3.I0
23,550 .q5
tt5
54E
7
25
5I
I7Et00
820 0
8900
S ERV
109q56 7 20 ,9L95,505,949
1,000,575
3 ,97 2,207
5E,
68I 7495II .45.77
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I, IE7 21 ,459, r(6 lE, 556 ,206 996,515.E+
IREPORT NO. (lEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:06-500
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSIRUCTION
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRI].IARY I.IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I.IETAL PRODUCTS]'II SCEL LANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT. 1'IANUFACTURING
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COt'It'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT . TRANSPORTATION, COI'II.IUNICATIONS AND UTI t ITI ES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'TENT
STATE OF NE[.I I-IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OGTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I988
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
315,99E
I rE, 9q5
126,E46
57,206
578,445
217,065
7,975
52,500
563,267
r,052,00(r
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
504, 97E
I lE, 943
126,E46
57,206
I(l9,I9E
I95, 124
7, E53
46,564
557, 554
820,054
PAGE 1 9I
RUN DATE: OL/II/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
I6,592.57
5,595. l7
6,E1E.00
r,999.E0
5,E69.36
r0,580.44
(+?2.12
2,492.08
1E, 145 . 55qq,076.83
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TATU]'I
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0r00
AGRI
l5E I
158 9]IINE
1500
I700
c0Ns
2900
520 0
5400
5900
t'lFG-
7
t9
I6
IO
24
4600
4EIO
?r900
q9?0
TCU-
5080
5090
5092
tlHSL
HACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
]'IISCEL TANEOUS I.IHOL ESALERS
PETROT EUII AND PETROL EU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT. HHOLEsALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAITERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'loTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
5500
540 0
554 0
5600
5800
5Et5
5920
5990
RET L
IE
8
9
l6
52
6000
FI RE
n
7000
7200
7500
REPORT NO. OEll
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:06-500
sIc
CODE
AUTO]'IOBILE RENTAt, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
A].IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
FIISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTHENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I98E
PAGE L9?
RUN DATE: ()I/LL/Eg
RUN NUIIBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,522.65
7,55E.20
92, E45 . 65
QUARTERLY SU]'IHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TATUI'.|
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7500
7900
E900
8910
SERV
II
54
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
62,697
r57,405
2,265,L99
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
6I,EI7
156,524
r, 727, 323t77
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N r 06-006
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL sERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS }IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONMETALLIC ]'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSIOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
LUT.IBER, 1.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
CHE]'IICALS AND AL L I ED PRODUC]S
PETROLEUFI REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRI]'IARY I'IETAt INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
MACHIHERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
].IISCEL LANEOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT. t{ANUFACTURING
48I
485
490
LoCAL AND HIGH[,IAY PASSENGER TRANSPoRTATI0N
].IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO['I['IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANIIARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UIITITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEl^I ['TEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I98E
PAGE I95
RUN DATEs OL/LL/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
370,0E4.7E
416,748.56
7 E6 ,628 .37
20,52E.55
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUT'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR LEA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
010 0
0700
AGR I
r3t0I38I
I5E 9
1400
MINE
q6
190
7,595,205
9,555, gE5
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
r7, r27,532
689,657
r ,592, 96 r5r897,25r
445, 6 95
7 0E, 441
2,807 ,505
75q,l2l
16, 900,587
2r,665,979
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7,5gl,4gr
E,559,650
r6, 146 , 931
4I5,99I
I ,555, 0E44rr(t4,059
507,560
588,597l,lg(,5r6
58(, 0E7
,E43
,714
,7 92
11,577,E00
lq,(tEl ,792
t50 0I6I O
I6 e0
r700
c0Ns
410q?0(50
460
75, EI (,
?02,02?56
2q5
t4
95
7
20
I5E
5
.qo
.91
2+0 0
280 0
2900
5200
5400
350 0
5900
I.IFG-
22q6
14, 985 .82
26, 6E4 .56
57 ,7 (t5 .L5
55
I5
I5
40
64
05
95
80
223
986
r04,5I,505,7
992,3
4
4r5
5
5r5
2r1
709
690
5r9
35,549.24
5, 941 . l2
10,906.07
4E,100.31
4
2
?
6
III
t5
5020
5040
50E0
5090
509?
t{HS L
q9?0
TCU-
DRUGS, CHEF1ICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
T,IACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
FIISCELTANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEU]'I AND PETROLEUT-I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING IIATERIAtS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
E5E,
4, 565,q40,
6,596,
74, 713
r5, 950
?2,4??.6I,I86
55(t,667 .7+
705,9Er.6+
23,t42.25
2L0 ,(102.5ct15,7I8.08
?7L,L07 .8q
I4,755.6I
901.59
520 0
550 0 7
559,I44
IE,677
502
t8 , E84,496
iREPORT NO. llEO
src
CODE
5400
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5E00
58r5
5910
5920
5990
RETL
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
LocATI0N ! 06-006
RETAIT FOOD STORES
GASOTINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'IOBILE HOT.IE DEALERS
I'IISCEL TANEOUS VEHICL E AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEAt ERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES
t'IISCEL L ANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR.AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTIOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
I9
IE
l6
24
r60
279
Ehl t'tExI c0
ENUE SYSTET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEHBER, I98EQUARTERLY SU['T]'IARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR LEA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
FN
REVYS
TAXABL E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
PAGE I94
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IB ER: 97 9 . O O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
25,551 .25
5, 683.47
656 .57
26,4Zl .7(t
, 556 .25
,7q3.29
TOTAL
GROSS
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
0,71+
8, 655
482
75
36
96
260
55E
2E
5
49
I8,4I5
626 ,987
7 9 ,197
r,097, r55
SB
ENTSR
DR
655
75
,7 95
,55E
,692
,55E
6510
FI RE
7200
750 0
7500
E900
E9t 0
SERV
7600
7900
EI()(t
820 0
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOU
AUTOI'IOBItE R
]'II SC EL L AN EOU
AHUS EI-IENT AN
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
r.II SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITEGTURAL
TOT. SERVICES
USINESS SERVICESALI REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
EPAIR SERVICES
ECREATION SERVICES
IE
40
8
78
r20
I5
28E
r ,7E5, 527
lgq ,999
5rgg2,6gg
25,563
5{I,9E4
9 rq25,375Ll ,27 0 ,997
6 g, 556 ,545
I5, O5E
541,9E4
5
6
IE,598
5E6,926
7 I ,0291,00E,2r5
r, 559,226I9r,779
5,5r5,9E6
51, 959,209
E96.91
,6LZ.7Z
,E03.94
, r50.45
65,23E.61
9,3q9.25I6I,557.00S ERV I CES
TOT- TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 1,165 2,550,517 .E5
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0CATI0N:26-Il2
AGRICUTTURAL SERVICES
FORESIRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIT AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEP
NONI'IETALLIC MINERALS, EXCEPT FUEL
TOT. ]'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.T I'IEXICO
COFIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
QUARTERLY SUI'II.IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RUIDOSO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9E8
PAGE I95
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NUTIBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
60,476 .5E
7E,016.57
1t,165.50
l,27ct.6L
16,775.59
60,529.65
19r,857.82
l,(157 .66
SIC
CODE
0700
0E0 0
AGRI
l5E 9
1400
I'II NE
TD5ARILLINGND POTASH
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
9E9,6E5
1,604,27+
254, 56 9
?0,729
545, 102
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
930,405
r,20 0,253
171,777
1500 GENERAL BUILDING GONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LU].IBER, ].IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASST AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPT'IENT
IiIISCEL LANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT. T..lANUFACIURING
r20
2I5
t0
I6l0
1700
CONS
2400
?7 00
5200
5700
5900
T'IFG-
4100
4500q8l0
4850
4900
4920
TCU-
L OCA
AIR
TELE
RADI
EL EC
GA5
5020
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
NHSL
520 0
525 I
5500
5510
5q00
55t0
55+ 0
s599
l9
40
r9,609
25E, 0E6
D HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
SPORT AT I ON
E AND TELEGRAPH COHMUNICATIONS
D TELEVISION BROADCASTING
NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ITIESIOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALTIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'1BING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
IlISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ['IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARIT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
1'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
IIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEATERS
LAN
TRAN
PHON
OAN
TRI C
UTIL
t2 L 071,529
52 5,250,255
t5 l09,0El
6
7
2?
?7
t4
t8
, 
q50
,7 90
17??
2,
7,
932,7 64
2, g5l ,551
22,(t25
261,350
r54, 554
3, g0 9,794
221,008
288, 57 +
15, 9E5 .4E
L0,0qq .72
254, 135. 9E
I4,565.54
I8,744.54
4827 50,
32,
566,
677 .95
I51.55I5I.90
I(,
32
I09
l06t 7909q7
I
594,539
154,902
4,197,009
599, 555
546,550
IREPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]-TBER, 19EE
PAGE I95
RUN DATE: OL/LL/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
src
CODE
LocATI0N:26-tt2
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'1E FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T'lISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVEIOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SUTIIiIARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RUI DOSO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
5600
5700
5800
5E l5
59t0
59?0
5990
RET L
75
I5
88
7
El6,E40
27 6 ,.t16].6q2,57g
2+0 ,415
q22, t+ZL
62,7 q2
4, 02r,517
816(r5
405
I56
I5
658
6q,
4,206,
LR5R
tI4
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
,7 +4 ,245
,707,607
Esq,77q
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
,405, 055
,25?,E45
244,623
49E,564
25, 255, r 56
,066.22
,674. 08
,(50.89
,626.9E
55,2E0.71]4, 077 . 95
67 ,E2+.+8
9L,3L2.77
E6 r ,555. 50
I5, 900 .45
52l5
t06l5
801,018
2r0,570
1,657,705
240,415
r,070
259
r46
II5
6000
6I20
6500
6510
6550
FIRE
299
597
I(l
24
r,756
I4E,685
1(6,5I2
E99,759
7000
7200
9EII
150
59E,569
215,584l,7rg,g5g
5q2,77 9
216,584
r , 045, 455
,97 6
,499
, E85
HOTELS, T'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
IiIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEATTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MET'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS S ERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
I5L 66 r
98,04E
L45,567
899,759
67,788.51
r6,850.32
9,547.63
9,858. 02
6,575. r5
9,46I.EE
5E, 485. 08
r, 155, E4g
27E,E(.E
I q7 ,887I65,446
]52l0I
56
?8
59
t5
76
750
750
760
790
E0l
E06
E]0
820
860
E90
498,364
27,059,E56
t++4 
,
52,595.70
27 ,457 .+5(t,07E.27
259,543.55
1,50 9 ,532.57
E9I O
S ERV
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. OEll TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NE]^I IiIEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTODER TO DECE]-IBER, I98E
PAGE L97
RUN DATE: OL/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5, 516 . 45
r5,9E4.06
I7(.00
3, 657 . 90
5,E10.99
25,59r.E9
2,413 .40
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
010 0
AGR I
5900
1'lFG-
1500
r700
c0Ns
SIC
CODE
5070
5090
tIHSL
tocATI0N:25-2tt
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
r'II SCEL L ANEOUS ]',lANUFACTURI NG
TOT. I'TANUFACTURING
l'10T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'ITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDNARE, PLUTIBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
f'tISCEL LANE0US ttH0L ESAL ERs
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
HARDI.IARE ST0RES
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T.IISCELLANEOUS RETAIIERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
QUARTERLY SUI'ITIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CAP I TAN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
2A
22
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
9E, 7 55
3q5, 156
5, Il7
6 5, 268
TAXABTE
GROSS RECEIPTS
57 ,677
277,9E3
5, 026
qL,972
22,766
97,5r9
4200
4E10qE30
4900
4920
TCU-
7
7
l9q7
5251
530 0
5400
554 0
5E00
5920
5990
RET L
720
730
750
790
E()I
820
I65
490
3I6t II6,467 ,
65,268
l0l,06I
44r,59E
65t0
FIRE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
AI-IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
7000
890 0
S ERV
9 (tl ,972
22,7 66
98,28r
1,509.04
5,607.40
REPORT NO. ()EO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:26-2II
src
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI,I HEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
DA
NU
RUN
RUN ER:
TE:
t'lB
PAGE I9E0L/ll/89
979.00
QUARTERLY SUt'It'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CAP I TAN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION t7?
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I98E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I , 07E,45 0
TAXAB T E
GROSS RECEIPTS
8E4, 945
REPORTED
TAX DUE
50,EE4.25
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:26-507
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
ELECTRICAL TIACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
TOT. HANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TETEGRAPH COI'IFIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TEIEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC T.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MISCELLANEOUS hIHOTESALERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I,IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAT I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
1'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
t'lISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART].IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l MEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECETiIBER, I9EE
PAGE I99
RUN DATE: OL/II/89
RUN NUI.lBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
686.2(t
6E6.Zct
4 , c+67 .95
6,988. r5
r4,551 . 66
578. 06
22,E23.29
,963.77
,850. r7
2,517.55
E,050.00
567.19
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUFI]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CARRIZOZO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA t
GROSS
REPORTED
RECEI PTS
I700
c0Ns
11,955
I1,95511,955r1,955
9
9
86 ,50 0
l55,7qE
298,152
51,752
E56 ,8E8
40,505
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E6 ,50 0
121,555
26L,522
6,575
395,927
34, I55
762,26q
40,505
159,652
9,86(+
4I0 0
4EIO
485 0
4900q9?0
TCU-
27 00
3600
T'IFG-
5090
5092
t.IHS L
6000
6510
FI RE
l2
E
27
5200
525 r
5500i sqoo
551 0
554 0
5599
5800
58r5
59r0
5990
RET L
Et2 7,00E425,+45
16
66
I
45
IO
I5
9
r42,4ll
9,864
7000
7200
7500
7500
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI.lENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
FIISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
87600
7900
8900
26,880 l7 ,57 5 1,010.45
REPORT NO. llEl,
X QUARTERTY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:26-507
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COFIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'.|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I988
PAGE 2O(l
RUN DATE: OI/IL/89
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
LL,724 .7(t
76 ,(t32.73
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUT'IMARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CARRIZOZO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
E9l0
S ERV
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
22L,453
l,q7q,7vt
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
205,90E
1,358, 062TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
52
r76
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
[0cATI0N:26-406
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TOT. I,IANUFACTURING
LOCAT AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
PIPETINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO['I}IUNICATIONS AND UTITITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEl^I T'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSIET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEHBER, 19EE
PAGE
RUN DATE: OIIII
RUN NU]'IBER: 97 9 .O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
0.00
3,61t.5r
l,175.55
s73.27
5 ,6qZ .52
675.52
20r/89
0
QUARTERLY SU]'ITIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CORONA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
r500
I700
CONS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,709
EE,I74
59,qlr+
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
72,?30
25,511
5200
I'lFG-
4100q500
qEl0
4900
TCU-
5020
5092
l^lH S L
5200
5500
5400
554 0
5800
5990
RETL
07
DRUGS, CHE]'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEU].I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTST0T. l^IH0LESALE TRADE
BUI TDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAT I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAII TRADE
HOTELS, t.IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
]'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
I9
9
E
25
IIIl4162 ,6E4,E60 r,4652,E50
7000
7200
7E0 0
6900
S ERV 7 r5,47 0 r5,470
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 60 524, 350 25E,576 I2, 9lE. E3
IREPORT NO. (lEll
X QUARTERLY TX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:26-501
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUItDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSIRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
LUT.IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
t'IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'lANUFACTURING
TITOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'IT.IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, CO]'IPIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI1BER, I9EE
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
15,75r
6 0 ,850
5l(t,116
L 540
L68,227
257,732
2r, 955
2IE,570
882, r82
57,04E
7E,555
PAGE 202
RUN DATE: OIlIIlE9
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
790.66
5,497.71
?9,56L.55
EE.56
9,675. 06
I5,594.5E
l,26l.?9
r2,556 . 50
50 ,725.5q
3,2E0 .27
q,505.?8
QUARTERLY SU].I['IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RUID0S0 DotlNS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSRSICCODE
0700
AGRI
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
560,E66
1,540
294 ,7 64
69E,454
2I, 955
295, I55
1,4r5,294
77,5IE
95 ,7 96
1500
1620
r700
c0Ns
240 0
3200
590 0
I'lFG-
4200
4E10
4850(}900
4920
TCU-
5 0(0
5090
5092
t,lHS L
t5
2t
L6,25L
68,759
5200
530 0
5(t0 0
551 0
55(t 0
5599
5700
580 0
58r5
5920
5990
RET L
65I 0
5,550
FI RE
GROCERIES AND RELAIED PRODUCTS
]'IISCEL LANEOUS HHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI.I PRODUCTSTOI. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ].lATERIAIS
GENERAL T.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEATERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I-IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HO!,IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER.LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSIOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
E
2L
t2
2L
7
29
69
TOOO HOTELS, TIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
t5
22
IR.EPORT NO . ltE ll
X QUARTERLY XI EDITED X
LOCAIION 3 26-5OI
PERSONAL SERYICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI1OBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
Af'IU5ET'IENI AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
t'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I98E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
4,5EE
l2z,146
655,760
5,4E9,E50
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4,58E
,4q6
,57 5
2,720 ,oqE
PAGE 205
RUN DATEI OI/IL/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
265.60
6,925.63
55,225. 06
t56 ,402.E2
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUIII'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RUIDOSO DONNS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
E0l0
7
E90 0
SERV
9595
GOVT
l5
6E
1206tz
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . ]'IUNICIPATITIES
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 228
a
lREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XI EDITED X
L0CATIoN | 26-026
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAI SERVICES
TOT. AGRICUTTURE
I'IETAL I.IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'I, I'IOLYBDENUMOIL AND GAS FIETD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONHETALLIC t'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. ],tINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHIIAY C0NTRACToRS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
MI SCEL LANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT . t'IANUFACTURI NG
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5., hIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'ITIUNICATIONS
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I9EE
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
255,255
2, 0 3(, 952
4,280
50,4E6
106,E58
0
260,E60
7 6rt ,025
55,609l,?58,254
149, 585I80,r08
PAGE zlq
RUN DATE: OI/IIl89
RUN NU1'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1r,175.58
96 ,659.51
205.28
1,44E.09
5, 074 .85
0.00
r2,390.E6
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU}II'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR LINCOLN CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
LRSR
010 0
0700
AGR I
I000
l3E 9
t(00
]'II N E
t500t5I0
I700
c0N5
2400
27 00
5200
3900
I'lFG-
4I0 0
420 0q500(8r0
4E5 0
4900
4920
TCU-
5200
550 0
5400
554 0
559?
5600
5700
5800
5815
2E5
2,L23
I0,9
73,2
62
l2tr
92l
,2Zz
,4i5
a2
RADI O
EL ECT
GAS U
TOT.
AN
RIC
TIL
IRA
D TELEVISION BROADCASTING
I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ITIES
NSPORTATION, COI'I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
IE
7
6E
916,tt52
2r3,556
1,746,302
I(,
7
IE
1E
26
54
109,550
129,207
284,855
711,478
880,765
56,29r.17
r,596.45
59,767.0E
5040
5070
5080
5090
tlHS L
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
1'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
III SCEL t ANEOUS T^IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPTIES
BUILDING I'IATERIATS
GENERAL }4ERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
HOBILE HO1'IE DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
95
55
54,5
20L 0
t0}I
E
7 ,637
r49,587
154,25E
7 ,620
149,5E7
61,966
55t
7,I05
2,9q3
95
40
55
1,6(t3.279,550.r5
7,110.02
E,555. r6
I
t52t
149,6E5
IE5,444
IREPORT NO. OE() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'TENT
STATE OF NEhI ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, }988
PAGE 205
RUN DATE. OI|LL/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,165 . 02
37 ,62q.96
r,6E5. 06
9, r50.92
22,575.50
257 ,607 .75
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
L0GATI0N | ?6-026
I{ISCEL t ANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAt EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.IOBIIE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AT'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LEGAL SERVICES
]'TI SCEL L ANEOUS S ERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICEs
QUARTERLY SU].TI'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI,IDR LINCOLN CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5990
RETL
45
125
25
6E
t49
527
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
12r,988
885,485
50,7r+9
478,87 I
7 E2 , (124
7 ,2l2 r3ct6
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
lll, lEl
7 9q ,526
55,475
192,229
47r,016
5,425,740
6510
6550
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
EOIO
EIOO
8900
E9I O
S ERV
I7
7
t6
7 4 ,959
29,614
57,773
75,9I2
29 ,066
60,(t28
5,510.EIL580.62
2,87 0 . 5{
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. llE(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l I'lEXIC0
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I98E
PAGE 206
RUN DATE: OI/LI/89
RUN NUI'IBER: 97 9. l) ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5E6,494.51
3q,27q.08
7 ,268.68
7q,596.5L
7 02, 655. 78
, r4E.32
,626.53
144,919.65
l5z.z5
L78,152.62
24I.06
20,1?3.92
5,027.05
50, 965.52
18,505.I3(t8,56q 
.q7
377 ,q84.47
9, 520 . 18
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N:52-052
AGRICUTTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSIRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT.IAY
LUMBER, T.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIP]'1ENT AND SUPPLIES
EL ECTRONIC COI-IPONENTS AND ACCESSORI ES
PROF. , SCI ENTI F. , OPTIC . , OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
FIISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERYICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECIRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMHUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SU]iI]ilARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOS ALA['IOS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
26
E
52
t45
E
9
220
5E0
rr,560,640
674,215
r 56 ,8(45,0rr,097
L7,202,787
r0,919,2L7
637,657
r55,25r
r,5g7,g4l
13,079,9q6
TOTA L
GROSS
REPORTED
RECEI PTS
564,2r5
22,50r
E rET+ ,(186
z,g5g ,550
2,E32
5,556,509
r45, 574
2,492,3q6
7 ,104,996
175,599
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,955, 550
2,E3?
5,475,6 rE
q,485
576,099
540,525
905,585
7,022,966
r75,599
696,I25
578, 2E8
0700
AGRI
?qo0
2700
320 0
550 0
5600
5670
5800
5900
I'lFG-
1500
r610
I620
1700
CONS
5020
5040
5060
5080
5090
tlI}
7
t5
54
24(t ,620
50,261
546,671
255,699
I5I
32,326-
5,254
?,7EE,749
r,757 .55-
28r.55
1q9,895.27
4200
4500
48I0(85 0
4900q920
TCU-
574,599
93 ,526
1,659,4r7
144 ,97 54E
5t8
6t0
15
25
5092
I.IH S L
DRUGS, CHEFIICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ETECTRICAT GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
T'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPTIES
MISCELLANEOUS I.IHOLESALERS
PETROLEUTI AND PETROLEUII PRODUCTS
TOT . ]^IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'TERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOME DEALERS
IIISCELLANEOUS VEHICIE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEATERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
II
1I
79
l4
24
7r9,469
915,421
55II
5200
550 0
53I0
5400
554 0
5592
5599
5600
841,
4r6, 57,4r6 .6220,532. 98
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT,IENT
STATE OF NEl^I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSIETl
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I988
PAGE ?07
RUN DATEz $I/II/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N:32-032
FURNITURE, HOI.IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PTACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVEST]'IENT COI'IPANI ES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERTY SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOS ALAT'IOS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5700
5800
5815
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
75
2?
9
I,6E5, I2I
484, 087
6 r6, 996
L 665, 55I
484, 087
599 ,07 5
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
477 ,239
q7 ,586
693,429
40(,285
1,655,257
969 ,7 65
561,025
1,255,708
2,766,E55
705,405
17 2 ,599
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,E97,873I4,85I,II7
19?,67 4
q7 ,586
334,642
10,798
598,401
58,521
9L,7?4
02,7 67
07,506
46,3EI
+9 ,466
42,150
20,082
E9 ,522.2726,0r9.70
52,20 0 . 50
2t5
457
9
5,566, 05E
I g, 065,878
102,010.71
798,247.61
I 0, 555 .25
52,164.06
6000
6r00
6500
65r0
6550
806
8r0
E20
860
890
E
55
I9
2,557.73
17,987.00
5E0.41
6700
FI RE
700
7?0
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER TODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
TIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'IISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
TIOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI.IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
]'TI SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - COUNTIES
TOT. GOVERNT'IENT
t9
184
267
t?q2
54
,125.(t5
,795.50
,92E .45
,296.60
,57 6 .67
,296.53
lE5l5
14
25
9
, E4E
, E54
,7 67
,056
,67 7
,280
,589
,585
191,259.74
I0,305.16
r0,898.72
I1 ,155.45
7 ,E67 .95
L ,22E, I5E . E266,76q.q7I,8I7,EI5.45
r00
q5
1,050
52
?9
5EIII
32
6
970,040
554,329
1,096,542
2,07 0 ,63q
606,07E
rl7, r45
5r5I
2
2I
22,Elrz
35, E
5, 5E5
20t
202
320
r55
25 ,7 071,25r
57 ,84 r
750
759
750
760
780
790
80I
192
8 910
S ERV
950 0
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2, l9r 94,456 ,656 72,207,067 3 ,E72, I 4E . 5l
IREPORT NO. (lE(,
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N : t9-tt5
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICUTTURE
TIETAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUM, ]',lOLYBDENU]'I
TOT. MINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
STATE OF NEI.I HEXICO
COT'IDINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I98E
PAGE zOE
RUN DATE. OL/LI/8g
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
21,80E.22
,4E5.66
,E7?.75
1,5E9.E2
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'l]ilARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
DE].II NG
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
tRSR
1000
r'II NE
0700
AGRI
I700
CONS
1500
I5IO
r620
TRANSPORTAT I ON]'IISCELLANEOUS liI
TOT . I'IANU FACTUR
I PT'IENT
FACTUR I NG
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
6??,197
855,994
4,558,6?7
46,590
183, 925
247,772
505, 55E
221,517
304,752
856,9q2
32,+99
E5,099
326,E60I,55I,E99
770,054
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4r5,595
55 I ,5944,055,67r
30,2E2
557,949
IE4,2IE
41,580
581,710
7, 068.25
E,I49.El)
9,67L.(tl
2,L7?.45
4EGENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE COHTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUf'lBER, t^100D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII.IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
29
2r tE9r45
EQU
ANU
ING
2000
2J00
2400
2700
5
5
5
5
5
t0
20
40
EO
90
92
5L
E
9
E
l5(,655
r 55, 2545200
5400
5670
5700
5900
l'1FG-
t'4ooo
4r00
4200
4600
4810
4E50
4900
TCU-
5E t7 ,7 q2 .35
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , t.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IFIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVIGE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'TOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI1OTIVE EQUIPHENT
DRUGS, CHETIICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELAIED PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
t'IISCET LANEOUS I,IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
BUI TDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDT^IARE ST0RES
FARM EQUIPI'lENT DEALERS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
2t
7
7
77
760,767
5r9,405
r,055,254
3r278,450
760,767
519,405
857 ,2E6
2,593 ,056
t0
7
55
IO
70
t{
IE
57, E37 . 25
16,76E.78
45, 957 .55
154,052.46
50
tlH
?,E7?.E31,415.0r
5,210.10
E, 455 .84
22, 955 .81
54,7?l
26,9Lq6I,I44
r6r,085
456 , Es?l
IE 50,559.755200
525 I
5252-
530 0 22 3,092,195 ?,72E,5(+? I45,248.45
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl f'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAT CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DEGET'IBER, 1988
PAGE 209
RUN DATE: OI/LI/E9
RUN NU]'IBER ! 979. ()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION ! I9-II3
DEPARTI{ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
T.IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOTINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PAGKAGE LIQUOR STORES
t'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
DEMING
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
55r0
540 0
55I 0
554 0
5599
5500
5700
5800
581 5
59I0
59?0
5990
RETL
t5
33
9
68
2?
I7
2E
65
56
,227
,999
, 7E5
,7 3+
, r87
,2E5
,20rt
,054
,450.54
,49? .57
,865.42
,295.26
,578.45
,I57.69
,526.50
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,7E7 ,9(t7
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
875,695
I4,E12,654
87,465
19E,444
5,54r,151
95, 029. 04
15r,601.57
45, 599. 5(
777 ,?EE.66
4, 591 .84
10,418.32
I75,558. 90
3,
It
I,
l0
53
51
t?
32
6Eq7
qr,558.85
r6 ,655. 7 9
2L,2(t0 .8+
r9,536.60
7 ,7Lq.37
1,77I,9EI
2,997 ,649
19E,675l, 018, 906
606,925
254, r 95
620,54?
L,299,245
905,267
787 ,7E7
520,645
+0q,587
37 ?, l?5
r46, 94r
266
255
2L+
756
255
65E
425
90E
55
52
565
l,092,rr5
r6,605,547
E7,465
522,057
3,525,477
2(tE
6IE
6000
6r00
6120
6500
65r0
6550
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7E00
7900
EOI()
806 0
810 0
8900
8 9I0
SERV
95 95
GOVT
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOHOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI.IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
r'IISCETLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNHENT . t'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNTIENT
7I
87
64
67
49
E67,763
55+,556
407,765
599,79r
154,459
t5
57
I5
rtz
92
32,152
592, r6l
150,025
?7 5 ,3q5
269,42tt
32,152
573,372
r25,595
?68 ,5E7
?+7 ,518
L,6E7.99
50,r02.05
6,585. r7l(},r00.84
12,922.52
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I ,572 50,966,586 26, 155, 99r I'370,692.(19
IREPORT NO. (lE(l
X QUARTERIY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N : t9'212
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
MISCEL LANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURINGIOT. t'IANUFACTURING
TEL EPHONE AND TE[ EGRAPH COI'IFIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONFIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
IAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI1ENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECETilBER, 1gEE
PAGE 2Ill
RUN DATE: 0l/ll/t8g
RUN NUIiIBER:979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
48,116.55
28.654E,r4(.98
5 , 525.85
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU}I]-IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CO L U]'IBUS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I500
1700
CONS
El0
IE
r,057,715
I 52,807
L,170 ,522
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
125 ,77 4
| ,402,5(+9
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
916,502
545
917,047
L20,(192
1,154,076
5900
T'IFG-
q8r0
4900
TCU-
5252
550 0
5+0 0
55r 0
554 0
5600
58r5
5990
RETL
FART'I EQUIPI.IENT DEALERS
GENERAL HERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT.IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
AUTOI,IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'TISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AFIUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
7500
7600
7900
E90 0
SERV
2q
6E
5, r20I4,I(]6E7I 2,0E012, l5I 109657 .2L.9?.
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 59,559. 00
iREPORT NO. OEO
src
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,297, 900
569,909
2r877,(t70
lE?,067
269,029
1,255,5?E
1,720,970
559, 7 r6
451 ,7 r5
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I,I2E,2I{
SctG ,62ct
2,665,975
50, 9E5
PAGE 2IIDATE: OL/II/8g
NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
59,231.22
18, r97 .75
159,E53.55
L,626 .7L
I5,508.70
64, 084.58
7L52L.0tt
5,5r8.68
9,992.42
55,598.15
.58
.E5
X QUARTERTY XX EDITED X
SIATE O
CO]'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
LocATI0N ! t9-019
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILTING
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL DUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHHAY
SPECIAT TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING]'IAGHINERY, EXCEPT EL ECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL ]'IACHINERY, EQUIPFIENT AND SUPPLIES
]iII SCEL LANEOUS ]'IANUFAGTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
IIIOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I..IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO].II.IUNICATION5
ELECTRIC I.IAIER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO['I["IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
Etl t'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTET.I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I98EQUARTERLY SUFIT'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RMDR LUNA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
RUN
RUN
FN
REVYS
t50 0l6r0
r620
I700
CONS
I5E 9
MINE
0700
AGR I
4900
TCt -
520 0
5300
5400
554 0
559 9
58t 5
5990
RET L
651 0
FI RE
27
27
63
8
l2
2000
2700
550 0
5600
5900
FIFG-
+20 0
450 0
4600q8I0
6
6
I
4
269,029l,?20,65L
I ,550,217
67 ,022
190,552
674,250
5040
50E0
5090
50 92
tlHS L
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROT EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOTESALE TRADE
BUILDING ].IATERIALS
GENERAL IIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
CELTANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
UOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
CELLANEOUS RETAILERS
. RETAIL TRADE
9
9
53
r80,672
248 ,07 6
r,564,E75
MIS
LIQ
t'lI5
TOT
291
370
EST. OPER-LESR.AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
REAL
TOT.
2Z
4t ,702,7 59
15, 5I4
19,464
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY IX EDITED X
TOGATION: I9.llI9
HOTELS, ]'1OTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTO]'IOBILE RENTAt, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AT'IUSEt'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
I'IISCEL TANEOUS SERVICESTOI. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAG
0t
97
5,105.
LO,49Z.
59
r99
68
455
RUN DATE:
RUN NU]"IBER:
E 2t2/ll/E9
9.00
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUII]'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR LUNA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I988
TOTA L
GROSS
REPORTED
RECEI PTS
7 , E54, 595 5,5q6,6q7
REPORTED
TAX DUE
450.25
5,239 .E2
09
290,5E3.64
E,576
507,680
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E,576
99,806
7000
7500
7500
7600
7900
E050
8900
SERV
7
20
t2
257
,656
,391
,I07
,855 554E
TOT- TOTAL FOR AtL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERTY II EDITED X
LOCATION: I5-II+
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GA5,OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. t'IINING
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
Et^l t'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I98E
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
TOT
GRO
DA
NU
RUN
RUN
FN
REVY5
L 020
6,237
t5E
26c+
2,735 ,7 6EE,E99,6I4
ER:
TE:
t{B
PAGE 2I50L/ll/E9
979.00
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU}II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACIIVITY REPORTED IN
GALLUP
NO. TAX
RETURNS
AL
SS
0700
080 0
AGRI
I3I O
I5E 9
I.II N E
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
5,7E0,02E
| ,224 ,7 00
5EE,535
7 ,g5g,qgg
16I,982
3(19 ,712
4,0E4, ll2
522,359
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
tt0.54
40, 050 .42
57
350
, 5E7 .78
, E5E .45
r500l6t0
r620
1700
c0Ns
2000
20r0
230 0
2q00
27 00
2900
3200
GENERAT BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHHAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T'IEAT PRODUCTS
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE ]'IILL PRODUCTS
LUt'lBER, tlo0D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUI.I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GtASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIT'IARY T'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED FIETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL I-IACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIP]'IENT
I.II SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACIURING
TOT. IIANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
TOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
T.IOTOR FREIGHT IRAN5. , T^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COT'I['IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
8 1,955
7r1,652
24,q01l,545,ggz
0
r ,537, 4E2
7 95 ,965
3,267,677
500,IE.r
,192
, +c+9
t4
l.tFG-
3(00
5500
5670
5700
3900
0
0
0
0
0
0
t0
?0
40
60
70
80
40
4I
42
45
46q8
5
5
5
5
5
5
2E
77
1,372
86,962
57
05
tl
IE
7
t7
9
16,qqz
1,557,70r
925,454
, 939
, 50I
5,596 . 57
4,845.9963E6
46
t25
4E30
4920
TCU-
0.00
7 9 ,586 .59
44,775.05
70
l2
176,901.65
16,885.57I'l0T0R v
DRUGS,
GROCERI
EHICLE
CHET'lIC
ES AND
5 AND AUTO]'IOTIVE EQUIPFIENT
ALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
RELATED PRODUCTS r,554,064
zEtt,zttBELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUNBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
FIACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
25
t2
,050
,622
2,58
6 ,95
9.20
3.7?
IREPORT NO. (,EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT,IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEt{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I96E
PAGE ZL(t
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUI'IBER:979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
17 ,728.5L
18, 052.55
67,497.04
92,772.57
128,632.525r(,56r.97
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
IOCATION : I3-II4
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS ].IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARI,I EQUIP]'IENT DEAt ERS
GENERAL HERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
]'IOBI T E HOME DEAL ERS].IISCEILANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAITERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUIY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SU]'IIi|ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
GATLUP
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
5090
5092
]^lH S L
200
25r
252
551 0
554 0
5592
58t5
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
84I
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
lq ,7E?,5q3q79,rr6
I7,E42,555
5, E7 g, 579
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5r5, I75
520,95r]-lgg,gq717265
I6
9I
1,6(+9,290
2rs
9rzl6,I
2r6
3r7
2
2
z
6
2I
9
,775,008
,077,108
,5r1,645
6 0(, 352
,205,555
2,q26
1,2q7I,1I7I, ()E(,
518
49
I4
100
I8
95
500
5r0(00
5599
5600
5700
5800
6000
610 0
6r20
6200
6500
65r0
7600
780 0
7900
80I0
65,557 ,455
357,555
190,7q7
127 ,506630,6I0
1,525,9L7
,2E6,E02
, I44,215
,204, I I5
, 994,5I2
,47(+r?58
557,365
6 , (t97
E5,195
595,632
1,r00,246
18, 976 .7E
565.4E
2I,II9
69,255
71,766
21,820
01,658
7 42,
rt2,
E2,
.56
.07
.05
2
9
I5II
J,.760,429
2 ,17 9 ,057
L,7 q4 ,95+
6,770,607
2,07 4 ,06ct
L,260 ,296
572, 555
4 ,7 59 ,580
51,294,5E5
75r
180
927
65
65q4
I95
56l4
2ct
4q0L 205
E.07
6.66
6.12I.55
5.E5
1.50
1.49
,519r750
, 186,858
,502,E10
9E,9r0
122,516
?4
29
98, I4
5E 0 ,84II5,65
70,89
52, 19
?67,59
2,8E5,07
El0
l5
49
655 0
FI RE
r+ ,7 92.?3
2?,310 .57
6 L 888 .85
7000
7200
7500
7500
HOTELS, }IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T.IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOFIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICIURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
9E
L77
122IIq
56
,0E5,1I9
,097,55r
952,7 35
980,552
275,068
117,r75.49
61,6E9 .7?
55,5E6.51
55, r4(.7E
r5,550.09
,II9
,27 I
,5I8
,q02
, I82
zI
I
8050
EIOO
E20 0
8600
28
100
z4
5I
?75,576
1,555,94r
782,681
4El,457
25E,5I2
r,552,415
750,087
467 ,sqE
Iq,550.09
86,198.55
42 ,192 .37
26,299.5E
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! t5-114
]'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
1,E6E,570
8,476
11,2q5,q27
12?,L67,237
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
L ,57 4 ,909
8,47 6
I 0 , 078,255
77,322,079
PAGE 2I5ATE: OL/LI/89
UHBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
EE, 5EE. 7 ()q76.82
566,860.85
q,3q2,175.02
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
GALLUP
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
src
CODE
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
890 0
E9I()
S ERV
?20
9
995
95 95
GOVT
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT . ITUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERN]'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS IOCATION 2,97 6
REPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N: t5-013
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL tTIINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUT'T, ]'IOLYBDENUT'I
URA N I Ut'I
COA L
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETALLIC ]'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. FIINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl l'lEXICo
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTETI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUMBER:
PAGE 2I50l/lL/89
979.00
QUARTERLY SUilTlARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR I'ICKINLEY CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
src
CODE
LRSR
,455
t576
5, 485I(),Il)I79r39 + r5+2,219II,7()(),5II
TOTA
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
575,029
17 ,577 ,536
L,322,27 g
7 ,55?t,554
r , 920, 185
6 , 665,266
L6 ,602,7 66
E,E()O
E65, r54
5, 190,397
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
575,029
2,29L,150
l,l67r2Eg
2,605, r07
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
l9,ll7.7l
I l7 ,421 .4(
59,825.60
010 0
0700
AGRI
I000
r094
I200I5I (t
r589
I400
]'II N E
10
29
40
7
40
35
l0r
E
1500I6t0
1620
I700
CONS
250 0
2(00
27 00
2900
540 0
5900
I'lFG-
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUItDING HEAVY CONTRACIORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSIRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT^IAY
l7E
5t7 '526.0(t,705.79
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUST
PRIMARY ]iIETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED MET
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RIE
AL
s
PRODUCTS
25 r1,605,251
12,657-
rr920,185
3,526,97 g
5,554,950
8,800
451, 552
4,65+,290
r55,5r1.77
64E.55-
95,690 .23
17 0 ,502.55
287,095.87
451.04
22,LL7.0+
?57 ,506.92
4000
4100q200
450 0
4600
48r0q83 0
4900
4920
TCU-
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
L0cAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., HAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO['I['IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]ITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLU[-IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
HACHINERY, EQUIPI.IENT AND SUPPLIES
]'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEU]'T AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE
58
5E
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
l.lHS L
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION : I5-OI5
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDHARE STORES
GENERAL I.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
].IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IOBILE HOME DEALERS
I'IISCELTANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOFIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPEN5ERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE IIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH T'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEt'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 2L7DATE: 0l/Ill89
NUFIBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6, r14.59
5,290.95
I9, rrI.02
45,59r .58
2,055,50r.49
2,292,766.54
3,428.q6
RUN
RUN
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUM]IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR t'ICKINLEY CNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
5200
525 I
5500
540 0
55I 0
554 0
559?
5599
5700
5E00
58r5
5920
5990
RETL
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT.
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE
TC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
DEV EL OP ERS
REAL ESTATE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
6r+3 ,529
4I2,r66
850,567
4r,545, 904
50,96r,618
66,E97
5+0,942
I,794r52E
115,401,795
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r19,509
r ,50 0 ,496
r05,25E
572,E98
850,567
40, 068,52I
44,756,905
65,E97
52E,65E
1,49E, E47
72,q0L,9q0
I,42I
25
56
4E
50
E
26
l5
9
4r590,659
2,34q,E16
l 95, 965
Ls(t ,962
161,590
,255
,67 7
,550
75,E99.97
72,839.2E
I,557 .21
1,E72.I4
t6
27
tt5
50E
6 510
6550
FI RE
7000
7200
7300
891 0
SERV
95 95
GOVT
rE
AND
AND
r2l ,695
89, I84
18 9 ,856
26 ,8355r,654
.7500
'7600
7900
806 0
E900
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT,IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELtANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSE]'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
HOSPITATS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
MISCETTANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNI.IENT - ]'IUNICIPATITIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
2?
55
?6
t2
7
r05,052
75,689
175, 962
I5,955
5r,634
5,5E2 . E8
3,776.56
8, 915.57
8r6.65
2,6q6 .25
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
76
193
867
16,842.59
76,815. 95
5,707,880.55
IREPORT NO. (lEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:50-I15
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRAGTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'I]'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTITITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COFIT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEI^l t'lEXIC0
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
PAGE zIEDATE: OI/IL/8g
NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,E92.25
r,590.30
(t 
,777 .5E
r20.41
RUN
RUN
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
NAGON I'IOUND
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
r500
1700
CONS
410 0
48I 0
4900
TCU-
5090
tIHSL
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
96,598
24,Egq
E7,376
2, I4I
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
6 9, 195
24,E9ct
E5, ll3
2, r(l
550 0
540 0
554 0
5s99
5800
5990
RET L
TIISCELLANEOUS NHOL ESALERS
TOT. l^IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTTIENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'IISCELTANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEATERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
I'IISCELTANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVEST].IENT COI.IPANI ES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
E
1t
25
6000
6700
FI RE
7200
7600
7800
8900
SERV 9
TOT- TOTAL FOR ATL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5+ 205,9E9 ITI,IEE 9,610.50
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:50-050
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
LUI'IBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHHAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'!0TOR FREIGHT TRANS . , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS . SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC ].IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. IRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I.TACHINERY, EQUIPI,IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EU]iI AND PETROL EUTI PRODUGTS
TOT. ]^IHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE OF NEId ]'IEXICO
COF|BINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'TBER, 19EE
PAGE 2I9
RUN DATE: OI/1Il89
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,E79.6E
,q02.96
t(.75
E1.70
77. 18
439.50
5,499.41
r,626 .54
TOTA L
GROSS
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'II'TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'lDR ]'IORA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0700
AGRI
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
9,0r5
rI2,809
I500I6I O
1620
1700
CONS
205q42 ,400
, IE2
202,6E7
420 ,7 55
2400
MFG-
25
45
I3
9
3t
r75,
285,
469,
I50,256
255, 9E5
410,0q3
502 .80
9, 054 . 52
5I4
750
25, 645
82, 0 06
67, r39(t22,36?,
9
20
7r5
12, 3I9,9
I
5
5
20
50(0
5080
5090
5092
hIHSt
4100
4200
4Et0
4900
TCU-
I4
27
I}
IE
25
t0,
2r9,
Il),I85,
I9, E5 5
r6E, 945
65t
23(t
99E
840
096
645
005
0r4
517
5200
530 0
5400
s5I 0
554 0
5599
5E00
5E I5
5990
RETL
6 5I0
FI RE
BUILDING ]'IATERIATS
GENERAL T{ERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT,IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
l.IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS . BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-[ESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I{OTETS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
8I8
20III
E2,
r25,
56r,
77,945 55, 56 r
23, ,152.60
,997.8r
,268.r9
,585.27
T'IISCEL LANEOU
AUTOFIOBILE R
I'TI SCEL L AN EOU
5
9
66
6
SBU
ENTA
SRE
SINESS SERVICESL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
PAIR SERVICES
2E4 . 0E
5I9.12
2,E7r.55
322.50
7000
720 0
7500
7500
7600
7
9
2t
I()
, E50
,508
,604
,6I6
5,829
5,5+6
58,8996,6r6
REPORT NO. ll8O
X QUARTERLY IX EDITED X
tocAII0N ! 30-030
}IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ATIUSETIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISIS AND OTHERS
I.IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l t'lEXIC0
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
tll89
.00
PAGE
0L/
979
220
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
src
CODE
QUARTERTY SUII]'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'TDR MORA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I988
7E0 0
7900
80I0
E90 0
89I0
S ERV
7l5
82
50E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2rr,645
L 908,598
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E5, I7E
25,?9E
60
t9 ,540,540
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2, 951 . 52
942. E5
8, 505 . 94
75,974.00TOT. TOTAL FOR ALt INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
170,5E0
r,561, 050
I
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'TENT
STATE 0F NEl.l t'lEXIC0
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I9E8
PAGE 2?I
RUN DATE: OI/LL/89
RUN NU]'TBER: 97 9. l} l)
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,4t+2.22
55,851 .55
X QUARTERTY II EDITED X
src
CODE
t0cATI0N: l5-lI6
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIT AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL DUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY COHTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAT TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGH].IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT IiIEAT PRODUCTS
T.IEAT PACKING AND OIHER NEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUI'lIlER, l,l00D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIT1ARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACTIINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAT
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI.IENT
MISCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I{OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ]^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'IT'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILIIIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUI-IIiIARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
A L AI'IOGORDO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LR5R
I3E 9
t'II NE
0I0 0
0700
AGR I
52
54
55
5700
5900
t'tFG-
4900
4920
TCU-
t500I6t0
1620
1700
c0Ns
00
t0
00
00
00
00
00
00
4100
420 0
4500
4600
4Et 0
48 50
l0
40
60
70
EO
90
5
5
5
5
5
5
186
560
l1
65
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
l. 955, gE7
6, 954, 920
88, 906
15,252,8E1
2,45E,r09
1,029,26E
5, r65, r27
E,760,55E
479,791
3, g5g,22l
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
975, I65
5,099r545
740.rtg
7 8L .92
5+
2E6,
20
20
2+
27
25
ctlT
00t
r,4r(,60180r,6r2II15
25
9
8
45,
637 ,
45,E01
E85, 0 55
2,q57,070955,02I
2,7 0E ,7 49
7,5r1,5E5
547,651
378,97?
30{,905
1,q75,520
127 ,7(t7 .qE
53,607.4q
r52,567.Ir
?,465.79q9,670.73
7
59
I5
r54,2608r7,r90
140,796
154,25 0
208, 046
90,485
E,677 . l5Ir,668.55
5, 089.66
l5t 400,779. 95
,555 . 36
,5r7. r5
r7 , r50 .80
82,997.9E
T'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTO]'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARI'NARE, PLU['IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCETtANEoUS tlHoLESAtERS
PETROL EU]'I AND PETROL EU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOTESALE TRADE
t9
2L
570,57tI,77I,I5El0I4
5{
96
I
50 92
].IHS L
IREPORT NO. OEll TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l t'lEXIC0
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI..l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, 19EE
PAGE 222
RUN DATE: OL/II/E9
RUN NUTiIBER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
79,010.06
250,090.E5
I,859,0E5.59
27 ,15(t.65
z ,7 0E .66
Eq ,752.23
69,19E.EE
7r,9r7.E4
51, r75.55
2?+ ,442.7255,2r9.3E
50,9r8.99
10,230.10I52,49I.09
56,q46.(tz
55,848. 6 9
9,q73.79
62,958 .2L8,592.I9
799,77?.55
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
A L AI'IOGORDO
src
CODE
t0cATI0N 3 t5-It6
BUILDING IIATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL T.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI.IENT STORES
DEPARTT.IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOTINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'IOBILE HOI-IE DEALERS
MI5CELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOl'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIAIIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I9
40I(
88
25
47
I()
56
77
47
I60
45
L2
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEIPTS
2,656,?21
5,021,260
4q,723,L75
5,255, 525
98,56(
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,404,625520 0
525 I
5500
53r 0
5400
55r0
554 0
5592
5599
5500
5700
5E00
581 5
5910
5920
5990
RETL
r,295,954
4,499, rE5
10,207,500
7,32?,831
r,690,47E85,4r7lr5r4,l6rL 37 (t ,926
r,426,655
4,357 r579
Lr744rqg?
l r2?1,56E
1,270,27 Iq,469,552
9,14r,90r
689,822
63E,00I
55,EI2
,q52.79
,554.91
,251.92
, E02 .50
,887 . 55
,90I.94
, r55. 95
,7 9l . gct
,906.25
,684.55
,75+.51
,965.50
016
565
5r5
994
720
r57
III
3II
,070
,I9I
,889
,4E9
,080
, r65
7t
25L
514
5E
55I
57
76
75
2?q
95
65
qq6
1,07I
4,090,505
3?,594 ,g5g
q8?,7 49
48, 154
6000
6t00
16
9
I7
9q
tq5
l5
1,258
6120
6200
6500
65r0
6550
FIRE
7000
7?00
7500
7591
7500
7600
7800
5,55E.00(+6 
,718 .25
65, 254
887,65?
65,?5q
850,649
7 90
E0t
E06
810
820
860
890
89r
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COHTIERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTOFIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'TOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS S ERV ICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
79
259t5r
9
157
95
4r42.rr558
1,594,500
1,305,555
651,557
5,990,092
r, 02r,505
650,849
L,230 ,202
1,279,559
554,232
5,990,092
9q6, I25
5q9 ,67 L
55l2r
45{El0
l8r ,868
2, 559, E55
1,05r,902
659,154
I 95,265
r,506,909
IEI,868
2, 555, 5 97
1,005,492
657,5I 0
r68,425
251 ,7 47
,q73
,05ISERV
1,502
175
15, r5(}
l,rlg,257
r52,750I4,2r8,177
REPORT HO. (l8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N: l5-tt6
SIC
CODE
e
E
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEl.I ]',lEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEIIBER, I98E
PAGE 223
RUN DATE: OIlII/69
RUN NU]'IBER:979.00
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
5,571,466.55
QUARTERLY SUHMARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
AL AMOGORDO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
95 93
GOVT
LOCAL GOVERNT-IENT . ]'TUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r00,365,626
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
63,579,5495, I23
I
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I5.2I5
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGH].IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
IlISCEL t ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
T'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COIIMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTITITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.,I ]'IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'TBER, I9EE
PAGE 22(t
RUN DATE: OI/LI/8g
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5, 950 . 9027,89r.rr
574.51
r r,355 . 5t
10,2E5.02
57,69r.57
7 ,585 . 9E
4,675.8E
2,9L4.++
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CL OUDCROFT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
150 0I6l 0
I620
1700
CONS
2E
45
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
E5,775
499, r06
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
66
474
5900
T'IFG-
9,779
192,907
,909
,7qz
9,779
192,907
175, 064
64r,558
129, 0E9
4200
4EIO
4830
4900q9?0
TCU-
5090
l.lH S L
5990
RETL
6000
65r0
FIRE
525
530
540
55r
554
550
580
58r
700
720
750
750
760
790
80I
890
]'II SCEL t AN EOUS I|IHOL ESA L ERS
TOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL T,IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT.IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
r'l0TOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTEL
P ERSO
MISCE
AUTOM
EPAIR SERVICES
ECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
8
I8
(t? r723
519,505
,340
,266
2,4E7
r8,465
50
IO
(tz
5t4
76
I37
7
I5
55
9
539, 346
rr0r2,g56
176,249
7 9 ,555
50,655
IE,410.25
57 ,019.52
515,565
970,54+
S, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
NAL SERVICES
LLANEOUS BUsINESS SERVICES
OBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
26II 659,207129, 0Eg
TIISCELLANEOUS R
AI.IUS EI'IENT AND R
23
7 9 ,555
+9,607
REPORT NO. ()E(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N: t5-215
src
CODE
SERY TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET1BER, I9E8
PAGE 225
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUT'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
55,756 .64
I64,070.05
QUARTERLY SU}ITIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CL OUDCROFT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
86
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 32E
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PT5
957,470
2,915 ,77 3
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
9r4,665
2,902,599
iREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I5-5()E
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHIIAY C0NTRACToRS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUI'IBER, ].IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I ].IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'TBER, I98E
PAGE 226
RUN DATEI OI/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
L,925 .67
24,50r.96
562 .55
8,rr4.50
25,6r8.75
782.t2
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'T]'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TUL AROSA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t500l6r0
1700
CONS
2400
27 00
5200
t'tFG-
420 0
4Et0
4850
4900
49?0
r cu-
27
45
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
73,q97
157,649
550,961
21,550
25,639
707,505
427,025
2r5,591
22, E38
22, 0E0
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
54,254
452, 0 55
6,qqs
I57,649
453,280
15, 904
22,827
593,2(t5
187, 988
2r5,06r
tE4, 0E0l,q46,gg2
2I, E75
22, 0E0
L02,269
536,850
7
]'IOTOR FR
T EL EPHON
RADIO AN
EIG
EA
DT
HT TRANS., iIAREHoUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
ND TELEGRAPH COI-IMUNICATIONS
ELEVISION BROADCASTING
t2
29
I4
5070
5090
tIHSL
h
525 r
550 0
5400
554 0
5500
5E00
5910
5920
5990
RET L
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UT]TITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II-IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDI.IARE, PLU]'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL ]'TERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT.IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PTACES
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
AUTOT,IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
]'IISCEL LANEOUS S ERVICES
E
7
t6
r,284.05
35,570.01
r0,574.50
56
9E
I 99, 087
I , E8E,44E
IE
L2
t5
12,097.?.2
r0,554.52
Er,587.75
r ,230 . 46
L ,2q2.0q
6000
65r0
6550
FI RE
720
750
80r
E20
890 2L 24 ,7 07 24,34E 1,369.56
lREPORT NO. ()EO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I5.3(tE
src
CODE
SERV TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'TENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE].I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET.IBER, I988
PAGE 227
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IB ER: 97 9 . () O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5, 9EE. 04
15E,67 r .57
QUARTERLY SUIIT,IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TUL AROSA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
q9
TOT. TOTAL FOR AtL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 254
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
l2q,59r
5,rgg,7g5
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
l?4,232
2,47E,665
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 22E
RUN DATE! OI/II/89
RUN NU]'IBER:979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
555,505.57
Lgq,407 .7E
37 ,+71.79
255,5I7 .50
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
src
CODE
LocATI0N: t5-015
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
LUMBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GtA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
EL ECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORI ES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIPI'IENT
HI SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , WAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATIO
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RT,IDR OTERO CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
N
H
RI
t EGRAP
SION B
ND SAN
0I0 0
0700
080 0
AGRI
410 0
4200
4500
4600
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
l.lHS L
1500l6t0
1620
I700
CONS
2400
2700
5200
567 0
5700
5900
MFG-
4EI()
qE5 0
4900
49?0
TCU-
125
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
II,IIE,ITI
r5, 144
r,050,609
l,8E+,770
3,7r5,520
805,346
74,05E
1,420,723
55,005
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I0,855, r9l
526,062
11,557,761
5, 7 95, 523
751,157
q ,552,539
0
r,032,095
r,5l2,E6g
2,600,400
7E5, 526
56,405
1,049,55+
52, 6I0
0.005r,06r.82
57 ,28q.57
r51,457 .55
5I ,E57 .78,4E6 .50
40,247 .95
r ,865 . 65
IIE
256
2 ,402 , tt(tz
14,477 ,480
E
I6
36
4,1r5,r00
776,565
5, 054, E45
710.69
060.50
I6,58r,
9
9
ll4,29E
29,00I
II5,E2l)
4E,595
TELEPHONE AND TE
RADIO AND TELEVI
Et ECTRIC I^IATER A
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPT.IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAt ERS
PETROLEU]'T AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIATS
HARDT.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAt ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBI L E HOI'IE DEAt ERS
COMMUNICATIONS
OADCAST I NG
TARY SERVICE UTILITIES
7
25
57
r0t
7
21
59
Il)
55,727.r0
1,671.24
T
5200
5Z5t
5500
5400
55r 0
55( 0
5592
t6
52
I()2t
45,721
500,24E
I7 , E54I54,905
28,705
449,65I
T7, ()I9
6L,265
L ,47 | .02
25,044.50
872.24
3,139.E5
IREPORT NO. OE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
tocATI0N: t5-015
I.IISCETTANEOUS VEHICTE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNIIURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING P[ACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
TIISCETLANEOUS RETAITERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L ASSOC.
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COTIBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
55,626
l8l,6rl
20L,Elz
(t2r777,963
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
4I,590
1o2,7 02I2I,59E
56,759,71E
PAGE ?29ATE: OL/II/Eg
UMBER: 979.00
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
2, l5l .49
24, (}18 . 54
5,265.48
6,22L.57
1,882,615.3q
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'TARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RIIDR OTERO CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECE]'TBER, I98E
src
CODE
559 9
5600
5700
5800
58r5
5990
RETL
TOTA L
GROSS
tz
19
r,066
56
I4
r60
526
,+55
, 96E
,058
,q7 0
(t7 6 , tt55
154,96E
776,027
2 r092,25?
,g(tZ .08
,77L.qL
,22E.55
q75
r54
1,054
2,650
7
59
107
I
6l6
.zct
.58
ll,6?6
16,4q5
6000
510 0
6510
6550
FI RE
8010
8200
E600
890 0
891 0
S ERV
7
7000
7200
7500
759I
7500
7600
7900
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES].IISCELIANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI.II'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPT'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBIIE RENTAt, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES],IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
A]'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
EDUCAIIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT ]'IE]'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
]'.IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT. SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHER
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
25
50
29
(tI,TIO
I25,969
525,940
22,071
125,969
525, 940
,l5r. 15
,455.9r
,601.94
,182
,7 07
285
545
5I
29
226 , E55
520,889
I2
9I
t4
279
85,782
956,509
L2,564 ,0(t6
r5,099,595
84, 955
66E,675
L2,542,890
14, 909, 975
4,555. 95
1rt ,5L9 .5rt647,948.rI
7 6q , L36 .?0
9396
GOVT
a
IREPORT NO. OEO
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT,IENT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
1E5,447
344, r55
I0r,620
5,706
2,500,297
46,E5E
7 2 ,396569,I06
l r gl2, r55
TAXABTE
GROSS RECEIPTS
l6.r , 9 9E
5r1,965
E5,566
PAGE 250
RUN DATE: OL/II/89
RUN NU]"IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,E99.9I
,674.58
5,0I5.94
32E.10
7,259.50
95,ElE.7l
X QUARTERLY IX EDITED X
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
LocATI0N ! t0-tt7
AGRICUTTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
]'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE t'IILL PRODUCTS
LUT.IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTTNG AND PUBLISHING
PRI]'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
I'IISCEL t ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHHAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
T'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS . , NAREHOUSING, TRANS . SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TETEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND IETEVISION BROADCASTING
Etl t'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EEQUARTERTY SUI'IT,IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TUCUMCARI
NO. TAX
RETURNS
FN
REVYS
010 0
0700
AGRI
20r0
250 0
240 0
1500
1620
1700
CONS
27 00
5(}0 0
3700
5900
5020
5040
5060
5I
E5
E
30
9
IE
7
T'IFG-
5,60(t
L20 ,7 9(t
4000
4100
4200
481 0
4E5 0
4900
4920
TCU-
ELE
GAS
IOT
tt
E
t5
26
I()
48
CTR
UT
.T
24,
6,
569,
546
6t6
160
L,q60 .75
596.99
50,206 . 02
IC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESILITIES
RANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES 49 1,662,705
5080
5090
5092
HHSL
DRUGS, CHEHICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUGTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
MACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPtIES].IISCELIANEOUS l^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI',I AND PETROL EUT,I PRODUCTS
TOT . I.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
FAR}I EQUIP]IENT DEALERS
GENERAL FIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOI.IE DEALERS
65,I06
E7,955
58r,005
25,5r6
E7, 955
122,169
r,550 . 98
5 ,27 5 .9E
7,550. l4
II
t2
IE
I7
29
9q2
540,285
455, 158
501,80E
I,257 , 9I I?,452,04?
259,065
670,668
I
?
99
7E
97
58
32
54
06
2I
5
2I
2
6
,57 r
,959
,I90
,78q
,8I0
,55r
,656
17 ,97 rt .27
r0,757.56
55,83r . 4r
75,527 .02
127,95E.62
r4,061.07
56,599.59
5200
5252
530 0
55r 0
5400
55I 0
554 0
5592
IREPORT NO. (lE(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTiIENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEt'l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I98E
PAGE 25I
UN DATE: OL/II/Eg
UN NUFTBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
R
RX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N: t0-It7
].IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES
t-IISCELLANEOUS RETAITERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
FIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'IISCEILANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
1'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITATS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
TEGAL SERVICES
T.IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
QUARTERTY SUIII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TUCUMCARI
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
REPORTED
RECEI PI 5
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5599
5600
5700
5800
581 5
5910
5920
5990
RETL
6000
6t00
612 0
6300
65I0
FI RE
t2
I5
79
52
9
27
45
8
E9,279ll5,78rI,855,8I5
496,268
556 ,225
76r,469
9, 956, 975
IE5, II5
44,558
25E,57 9
,55r.59
,945.E5
,663.70
,75E. r7
,07E.20
EE, E6 ()
I I5, 78Il,g6r,125(t95 
,97 0
517,970
5
6
111
?9l9
106
40t
12
50q66
501,548
E,g9+,425
50,054
555,617
.27
.t8
r1,106.887 lE5,lr5
1,626,2++
1E2,254
E5,670
25r,565
216,780
26,164
r6I,5l5
570,057I71,12(
165,2q7
550,157
3rE07,552
15,555,487
?2
37
,55E
,579
q4
582
2
14
,660.29
,302.75
7000
7 200
7300
7500
7600
7800
7900
EOIO
8060
8100
8900
SERV
t06
65
52
55
4I
E
r,705,1r6
rE5, 486
9L,771
268,627
,668
,I64
,590
,5II
,l?q
,46ct
,59(t
,7 lt,
0 0 . 16
E1.74
77.5966.II
90.E1
05.44
67 .42
14.8r
09.42}I.5I
7 (t .66
25.55
97 ,5
I0 ,8
5rzI5, 0
12,9Ir5
9r6
3q,2
r0,2
9r9
zL,0
228,3
5
5r9
3?
?6
7q
70
7I
65
65
54
2
I
5tI
93 95
GOVT
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'IUNICIPATITIES
TOT. GOVERN]'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION I,I5l, r 9, 527 , 545 9L7 ,62+.25
tREPORT NO. (lEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N: t0-2t{
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSIRUCTION
LUI'IBER, ].IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC HATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO['1}'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEhI ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I98E
PAGE 232
RUN DATE: OIlIIlE9
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
899.45
3,772.68
16,015.46
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SAN JON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1500
I700
c0Ns
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
18,221
75,275
256,E91
5, 991
?8+,46?
2q,67L
501,?21
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
l5,0ll
52,89E
266,69L
5, 99I
284, 582
2q ,67 I
q4q,677
239.45
17 ,062 .gct
2400
1.lFG-
4I00
4EIO
4900
TCU.
II
19
5
ht
090
HSL
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISGELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
I,IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I-IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT. TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
550 0
554 0
5599
5700
5990
RETL
7
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
S ERV
9
26
t7
75
r,480 .29
26,679.q5
T
IREPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART].TENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI',|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I988
PAGE 255
RUN DATE: ()I/IL/Eg
RUN NUMBER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION 3 IO-509
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHt..IAY
TCU-
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANs. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SU]'IMARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
L OGAN
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
1500
t620
I700
c0Ns
LR5R
Ir9
ll ,0
45, 54I
79,054
I6
2q
TOTA
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
16,252
220,3r1
20 ,57 5
r8,041r
II,56O
5E,827
52,902
E2, 990
23tt,628
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
52,EEI
67,037
I6,I97
216,78r
20,575
r3,457
62,47 9
152, 056
590,791
I8, 044
II,56l)
58,827
50,647
E2,972
250,695
72.EE
22.20
97I.E4
r5,006.85
5090
1.lH S L
4200q8r0
4900
E0I0
8600
8900
SERV
T.IISCEL LANEOUS T.IHOLESALERS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT.IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEATERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
HISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
HISCELLANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
r'IISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AHUSE]'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
NONPROFIT ]'IEI.1BERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS]'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
525 r
5500
5+0 0
55I 0
554 0
5599
5700
5800
5E I5
5990
RETL
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
t2
7
7
IO
L2
Elz
IIl4
l. 254.46
I5,6I2
62,47 9
20
85
2I1,579
677 ,80 9
807.44
5,74E.75
6000
65I0
FI RE
7, 923.36
35,4q7.47
L 0E2.65
666 . Er
2,529.61
5,05E.84
rt,941 
.57
15,798.22
IE
75
REPORT NO. (lE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
t0cATI0N: l0-309
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I988
PAGE 23qDATE: OI/II/89
NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
66,655. 90
RUN
RUN
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
IOGAN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 20t
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r ,275, rgg
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I,llr,525
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N: t0-407
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTOR5
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC ].IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEl^l I'tEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET.TBER, I9EE
PAGE 255
RUN DATEI OI/LI/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
E,498.93
1,417 .76
tt,0t7.9l
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUIITIARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HOUSE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1700
c0Ns
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL T,IERCHANDIS
MISCELLANEOUS RETA
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
EXCEPT DEPARTIIENT STORES
ERS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r6E,603
?ct,693
216,575
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I{7,El)E
24,693
r91,552
4EI()
4900
TCU-
5080
5090
HHSL
7500
E900
i. sERV
MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
]'IISCEL L ANEOUS I,IHOL ESAL ERS
T0T . ]llH0L ESAL E TRADE
525 I
550 0
5990
RETL
E,
IL
AUTOFIOBITE RENTAT, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
]'II SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
9
7
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION 29
iREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: IO-OIO
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
QUARTERLY SUMT,IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR QUAY CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN FIEXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI',|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
625,573
r,565, r57
595,629
154,071
14,E95
646,654
232,6ttB
47,757
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
625,673
r,519, 07E
PAGE 236DATE: OL/IL/8g
NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
32, E47 . E4
79,75t.6+
E,150.80
17,555.75
2E, 555. 54
5,4L2.E6
7c+0.q\
2,096.4498I. S4
15,774.76
51,551 .50
8, E90 . 53
1,534.55
RUN
RUN
src
CODE
l5E 9
I400
MINE
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
0I0 0
0700
AGR I
7000
7500
7500
7600
OIL AND GA
NONI'IETA L t I
TOT. ]'TININ
SF
cm
G
IELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
INERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
r500
I6IO
I620
I700
CONS
2400
5900
FIFG-
q8l 0
4900
.t920
TCU-
5090
5092
I.IHS L
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPI HIGHI.IAY
LUIIBER, 1^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
]'IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURI NG
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'ITIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC ]^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILIIIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'I['IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
],tISCEL L ANEOUS I.JHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUM PRODUCTST0T. I.lH0LESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
l.TISCELLANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOI. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITTE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ['IOTELS, TRAILER
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS S
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAI
1'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SER
t(
29
4200
t2
t2
34
r7r,70l
367,971
l5E,5r9
550,548
54q,837
r05,102
14, r05
54r,5r2
5200
525 1
5500
5400
5E00
5Et5
5990
RETL
65I0
FI RE
7
t2
29
tl
17
46
PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
ERVICES
R AND OTHER SERVICES
VICES
59, 952
IE,6 92
26?,37 6
59, 952
156,366
559,147
9tt 16951 ,345,150
REPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPARTFIENT
EH ].IEXI CO
ENUE SYSTET,I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I98E
REV
FN
REVYS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
17,5I6
954,095
5, 9r2,554
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I7,5I6
858, E6 I
5,574,7r0
PAGE 237DATE: OI/LI/8g
NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
92q.E7
43,277 .5?
I74,556 . E7
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SU]'IT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR QUAY CNTY
E90 0
E9I()
ERv
LocATI0N: l0-0t0
src
CODE
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
S
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t7
74
?09
t
I
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERTY II EDITED X
toc^rr0N: r7-tlE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON.BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSIRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
I'II SCEL LANEOUS ].IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'IDIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC ].IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIESIOT. IRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND AL L I ED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
MISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROT EUI'I AND PETROT EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. IIHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I988
PAGE 25E
RUN DATE: l)I/ITlE9
RUN NUI'IBER: 97 9. O ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMHARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CHAT'IA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
2000
5900
l.lFG-
00
20
00
NS
48r0
4E50
4900
49?0
TCU-
KS
L
AN
EA
OT
B
R
T
l5l6l7
c0
5020
5040
5090
50 92
tlHS L
6000
6510
FIRE
l2
2I
59r
215 t
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I 99,685
435, 6 75
25q,278
208,260
L,627,561
TAXABLE
GRO55 RECEIPTS
49,094I3(,975
I69,545
3E5,5E0
253,?25
2,577.q5
7,0E6.05
527
929
t
9
IE
8
TE
l0
t7
25
5t
t56
E,90I.00
20,157.95
4,251 .04
5,851 . 4r
15,29{.54
I0,179.E4
75, 645 . l5
517 , E57
570,404
80 ,97 2lll,456
520 0
525 I
5500
5400
554 0
5599
5700
5E00
5Et5
59t 0
5920
5990
RET L
BUITDING I.IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GEHERAT ITERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIT FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOI{E FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
EST. OPER-LESR-AGT.T ETC.' AND TITLE ABSTRAGT
FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ].IOTELS, TRAIIER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
1'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
2I 56.1710.59
51.00
4,5t,
4,
90,752
6E6,668
r09,775
t7q
IE
t8
90,594
594,4E+
94,505
7
?
9
195,901
I ,440 , E77
7000
7200
7500
26
t5
8
174,8r6
1E,20 0
19,?96
I
,816
,200
,286
9,177 .87
955.49
960.02
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: }7-IIE
76
AUTO].IOBItE RENTAt, REPAIR}IISCETLANEOUS REPAIR SERV
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND
LEGAT SERVICES
]'II SCEL I ANEOUS SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART].TENT
STATE OF NEH I.IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS REGEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
, PAGE 259
RUN DATE: l}I/II/89
RUN NUt'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r,404. l2
1,2E0.70
26 ,262.13
t58,8E5.57
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CHAT,IA
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
sIc
CODE
7500
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
26,E5?
5E, 27 I
552,05+
3 r27rt,213
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
26 ,7 45
2t+ ,39ct
500,25r
2,6q5,q,E
A
IC
SE
OT
ND OTHER SERVICES
ES
I()
15
9t
501
9
0I
9
9
7
E
E
8
E
S
0
0I
0
0I
ESRVIC
H ERS
ER
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT. IOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY 
'(I EDITED X
tocATI0N ! l7-2t5
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGH]^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-EUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCIION
EXCEPT HIGH].IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ].IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI.IBER, ].IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINIING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUI.I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUIPI'IENT
T,II SCEL t ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
IOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'I[.IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC IIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, CO]'I['IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXICo
COIIBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I98E
PAGE 240
RUN DATE: OL/II/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
50,102.57
q,27E.0q
rt5,493.E7
I76.35-
27,40r.38
r0,754. 02
,580.27
,45E.50
, 
q25 
.56
,959.E2
,252-.57
9 ,7 qE .39
5, 085 . 57EI,8IO.EI
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ESPANOLA (R.A. )
NO. TAX
RETURNS
src
CODE
0700
AGRI
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
540,E05
L,271,02tt
2,657,515
7E,907
2,401,409
25,509
62E,0E5
r,625,545
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
525,519
958, 975
2,230 ,725
77 ,lO5
2,011,295
1500
r6l0
1620
I700
c0Ns
2000
2400
27 00
4r00
4El0
4850q900
q920
TCU-
5040
50E0
5090
5092
tlHS L
56
EI
126
29
53,991.1r
L28,266.75
2900
5700
5900
trlFG-
5200
52s I
5?5?
530 0
55r 0
540 0
E
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
IIACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
FTI SCEL T ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI-I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FART-I EQUIPMENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI.IENT STORES
DEPARTIIENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOIOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HO1'IE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT,IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
25
4I
6
50
7
35
I5
16
2,55q ,209
590,915
5, 9(5, 0 05
6q7,7?8
34?,77 0
25 ,040
15, ()EE
,592
,45I
,255
5, 067-
+7 6 ,545
1E7,027
tl5
22
50r
55
12
7l,E5l
90,255
+2, lEq
1,9
5
5rZ
6
2
55r 0
55( 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
24
E
96
t75
r20
L , tt?g
159,557
88,441l,42E,gr7
IREPORT NO. OE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I7.2I5
LIQUOR DISPENSERS . BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
]'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI t ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICESREAt EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVEST]'IENT COMPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I98E
PAGE 24I
RUN DATE: OI/LL/Eg
RUN NUI.TBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
IE,502. E0
r2,9I(.55
10r,9r2.50
l+,?82.E2
27 ,E6E.L66,lll.E4
15,402.22
5,456 . r7
172.35
6q,578.39
5, 985 . 9E
I7,912.05
I97,535.51
1,5E2 ,4q5.52
QUARTERLY SU]'I].TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ESPANOLA (R.A. )
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
SIC
CODE
5815
59r0
5920
5990
RET t
t5
T6lt
t06
599
555,666
251,874
2r 0rEr55g
2,997
1,145,496
29,059,2r9
404,451
L ,604 ,227
5lE, 5l 0
22rt,601
r ,772, 5EE
2l,12+
q04,451
9r7,94I
I58
950
270
158
852
15,77E
23, 255 . 95
92,243. 039,I06.87
49,055.8(
791,94r.55
I,
I7,
, 58I
,7 6l
, 915
,581
,964
,7 45
,997
, E4l
6000
610 0
6200
6300
65t0
6550
6700
FI RE
EOIO
806 0
8I00
8900
SERV
7000
7 ?00
7500
7500
7500
7800
7900
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTO]'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERs AND PRODUCTION
AHUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
E
65
5t
60
9
29I , EEzq84, 9]8I55,2rl
2E7 ,356
6E, 555
248,397
484,665
106,293
267 ,865
59,759
t?
25
52
8
9Z
1,040
I04, r045ll,514
5,45I , 9IE
7E
E9
65
I5
72
570
1I0,5
362,7
5,609,8
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISH]'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2q,051,252
tREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI''IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I.IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 2c+20I/Il/E9
979.00
RUN DATE:
RUN NUTiIBER:X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II{ARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I7-OI7 R]'IDR RIO ARRIBA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I98E
0t00
0700
0800
AGR I
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URAN I U]I
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIt AND GAs I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONMETALLIC I'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAT BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHHAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAT TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
APPARET AND TEXTITE ]'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, l^100D AND PAPER PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GtASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIT'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS]'IISCEL L ANEOUS T'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
T'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TETEPHONE AND TETEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILIIIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUHBING AND HEATING EQUIP.]'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
AND 5UPPLIES
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDbIARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPMENT DEALERS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
962,ZE6
2, E62, rE6
4,E48,605
I ,?32,27 5
ct?,959
77Z,17tt
1,q15,232
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
962,2E6
2 , E30 ,5q7
4,E05,664
l,rr5,l75
2,74Er5q06,494,r65
32,47 6
16, 955
5r,556
2?,2L5
l, 015,E59
I , ggg ,265
5,550,276
q,925
25, 185
66,752
5,265
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4E,114.2E
14r,527 .45
?+0,2E3.27
55,658.7E
137 ,427 .07
524, 208 . 57
r,625.8r
847 .78
16,82E.56
r 9, 780 .86
2,577 .8L
1,110.75
50 ,7 9l .94
99,963.2+
r76,515. E2
?q6.27
r, r59.27
5,557.5r
165. t5
l0 94l5t0
l5E I
158 9
I400
I'II N E
t500
t 6l0
r620
1700
c0Ns
250 0
2+00
520 0
5(00
5900
I'lFG-
4I00(1200
4600
4EIO
4850
4900q920
TCU-
5040
5070
5080
50 90
5092
l^lH S L
7
70
5, I 05, gg7
7 ,077 ,266
164
265
E7
71
9
II
2Z
5I
I8l5
I5
t7
79
7
55,897
4(,56 9
E40,745
96r,966
5r ,84466,r00
I,(lE(),IE5
2,4+5 ,675
rt,200 ,219
68,468
356,557
595,6r7
520 0
525 I
5252
l8
35
E
REPORT NO. l)EO TAXATION
STA
c0t'tB r
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N: t7-017
GENERAL T1ERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOI'IE DEATERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'TISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI1OBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AHUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEITBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'II SCEL LANEOUS SERYICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
D REYENUE DEPARTMENT0F NEt^l t'lEXIC0
D REVENUE SYSTET',l
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE].IBER, I988
AN
TE
NE
AX
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
110,026
r08,75I
r,525,475
PAGE 2tt3
RUN DATE: OL/II/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
5,50r.2E
76,273.73
QUARTERLY SUI.II'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR RIO ARRIBA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
src
CODE
5500
5400
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
58r5
59?0
5990
RET L
4E
65
40
556,
580 r
55,
5IE,
459,
55,
,927.76
,994.ct5
,7Er.20
E, 090 . E6
25, 009. 52
1 ,85r . 45
49,EEL.27
I40,999. E0
2E6I
E
r544II
26(t ,7 90
46r,595
52,964
1,r55,4964,7I6,II5
l6l,El7
450,186
36 ,529
997 ,6252,grg, gg5
25
2?I
555
889
624
586III
6Ztt
2
z9
9
700
720
750
750
760
790
EOI
806
820
860
890
E9I
6000
6 510
FIRE
950 0
95 95
GOVT
I5
I9
2q
4E
32?
59l6
I()
9
llI,E29
I 0E, 751
28,262
547,550
r05,820
1,62rl0,2rE-
54, r65
8I
7
fl
0
5,437 . 5E1,4r0.4r
14,564 .56
,208
,287
,7 9q
,662-
,2r8-
,I65
4,EE9.6
255. I
510 .82,70E.II
8
2-
9-
5
8
l5E
58,294
1,197,972
58
910
54
,Zgq
,550
I,9I4q5,5r6 7055
ERVs I ,8EE, I 98
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . COUNTI ES
TOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r,275 24,69I,EE4 19,E20,455 991,022. I7
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: II-II9
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
4100
4200q8I0
4E5 0
4900
49?0
|, TCU-
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'TEAT PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEHICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GtASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIPI'IENT
I'II SCEL LANEOUS 1'IANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TIOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , t|IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC T^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 2+4
RUN DATEs OL/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IB ER: 97 9 . O ()
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI-IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
PORTA L ES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0700
AGRI
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
526,100
E22,508
1 ,6 95,6E6
5,58I,EE(}
5,489,094
r27,591
6 ,3?Z ,67 0
578,295
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,257 ,55E
2,599,501
2r6,295
84,574
551,650
558,666
1,271.39q2,233 
.09
72,509.58
r45,825. 55
r2,456 .85
4,E5I .5I
5r,71E.75
20,6?3.29
19,728.55
54,219.26
r8,207 .66
252,450.6E
46,545
20,661
67,007
1500
1700
CONS
62
61
I25
E54,736
560,347
r , (r5, 095
E06,016
559, 35r
r,r65,547
.90
.55
.45
2000
2700
2600
5200
5700
3900
NFG-
5010
5020
5040
5070
50E0
5090
509?
NHSL
520 0
525 r
5?52
5s00
55r0
5400
55t0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
l9
20
t2
6t
22
55
97
t2
22,llr
822,514
]'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALTIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDt.]ARE, PLUI'lBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'TACHINERY, EQUIPI.IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEoUS tlHoL ESAL ERS
PETROLEU]'I AND PETROLEUl'I PRODUCTST0T. l^IH0LESALE TRADE
BUILDING T{ATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARFI EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERs
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT-TENT STORES
DEPART]tIENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
455, 076
984,065
520,075
4, E69,620
5(5, r02
9q?,943
5r6,655q,590,446
9
29
t5
40
?6
t5
26
23
1,672,7(t4
8r0,5E9
276,55r
449,?56
662,77 0
7 06 ,45+
276,35Lq25,Z0L
5E,I09.53
40,62r.09I5,890. r9
2(t ,449 .06
IREPORT NO. (lEl,
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: II-I19
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES
t'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSIOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKs
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I ]',lEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI{BER, I9EE
PAGE 245
RUN DATE: OL/II/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
70,595.E2
57 , 542. 08
55,5E6 . E2
677,29I .6E
6,418. l7
r7,7r5.E7
2r,r7r.80
294,95I.9I
L,255,52I . EE
QUARTERTY SU}'II{ARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
PORTAL ES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
src
CODE
RETL
5800
58I5
5910
59?O
5990
6000
610 0
6r20
6500
6510
70
7?
73
75
76
780
790
EOI
E06
EI()
860
E90
E9I
65
t7
LRSR
l,EE5
I5,707
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
1,56 g, 56 g
750, 955
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,227 ,753
6(t9,4?7
584,r19
11,776, 9E4
1rl,62r
30E, 067
568,5E6
5, r50 , 975
2r,924,590
I45
43E
,951
, 6I9
2E rr4,z40
3r4,6r6
56E,E66
5,227 ,470
45,655,455
6550
FIRE
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
HOTELS, ]'IOTEL5, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAt, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
t'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
I4
60
57
46
29
25E, 065
365 ,3272I4,2El
507,555
159,025
255,8q5
556, r26
r99,047
496,5E5
L?6,609
,55r.r4
,052.55
,586.20
,555 . 58
,2E0.05
??
55
Iq
I4
E7,905
6E5,266
2,505,277
77,053
8
64
2,49
7
, 054.54
,002.02
,35E. r5
,450 .59
49
It6
459
1,241
7,905
5,5r5
2,837
7,055
I5
2t
1I
?8
7
5
57
145
4
SERV
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
a
IREPORT NO. llEO TAXATIO
S
c0MX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION ! II-2I6
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGTOT. 1'TINING
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LOCAL AND HIGH].IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'I['IUNICATIONS
ELECIRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
Et"l I'lExIc0
ENUE SYSTEFI
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I9EE
FN
REVYS
N
TA
BI
TEO
NED
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
EI,4E9
5,499
55t,65E
48r,815
20,699
5E7 , EE5
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7 4 ,999
5, r07
27 ,723
r5L 565
19, 999
249,991
PAGE ?q6
RUN DATE: OI/IL/89
RUN NU]'IBER: 979. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
q,3t2.+2
r78.6{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
QUARTERLY SUI'IIiIARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ELIDA
src
CODE
I3E 9
FTINE
1700
CONS
4100
48I 0
4900
TCU-
5200
5500
540 0
554 0
5700
5E00
5990
RETL
N0.
RETU
TAX
RNS
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
FTISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEFIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
1'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR AtL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
7
l5
t4
55
22
65
r,59q.05
8,705.S9
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
E900
SERV 1, r49. 95
r4, 57(.50
I
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY II EDITED X
[ocATI0N: It-510
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LOCAL AND HIGHWAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'ITTUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO}I}IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
STATE OF NEN FIEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEFI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE].IBER, I9EE
PAGE ?47
RUN DATE: OI/LI/Eg
RUN NUIIBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,E29 .r+6
I ,50 9.44
6,429.76
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'I['IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
DORA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t700
c0Ns
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
60,624
25, r6l
155,490
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
55,895
?q,942
122,57q
5090
}IHS L
+100
+EIO
4900
TCU-
520 0
5t0 0
554 0
5800
5990
RETL
9395
GOVT
]'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. NHOTESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT{ENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
T.IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOI. RETAIL TRADE
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
A]'IUSEt.IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
IOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - ]'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNT'IENT
I2
t4
57
7500
7900
sEhv
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERTY IX EDITED X
LOCATION I II-qOE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTOR5
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONI{UNICATIONS
ELECTRIC HATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTIL
TOT. TRANSPORTAIION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'lEXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I98E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
6 9, 575
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
67,091
PAGE 24E
RUN DATE: OI/IL/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5, 554 . 5E
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CAUSEY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1500
CONS
4Et 0
4900
TCU-
5092
t,lHS L
ITI
UTI
ES
LITIES
5500
5990
RETL
7600
SERV
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
T.IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
MISCETLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICESIOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION t5
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERTY XI EDITED X
LocATI0N : lt-502
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LOCAT AND HIGH].IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ETECTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVIGE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, CO]'IIiIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVET{UE DEPARTTIENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5+,672
+,675
52,565
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
45,9E?
4,000
55, I 9E
PAGE 249ATE: |t/ll/Eg
ul'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
IAX DUE
2,?99.L+
199.98
?,659.9q
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
FLOYD
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
src
CODE
4100
48t0
4900
500
990
ETL
1700
CONS
q920
TCU-
50E0
1.,1H 5 L
5
5
R
7600
7900
S ERV
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'TENT AND SUPPLIES
TOT. T.IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTIIENT STORES
I'IISCELTANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE 9
t?
29
TIISCETTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIE5 IN THIS LOCATION
I
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
[ocATI0N ! tt-0lt
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
0IL AND GAS IIELL DRITLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
N0N-BUILDING HEAVY C0NTRACT0RS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]iIEAT PRODUCTS
I1EAT PACKING AND OTHER ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI.IBER, ].IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
5IONE, CLAY, GLASSI AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
MI SCEL LANEOUS T.IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMTIUNICATIONS
ETECTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI-I}IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXICo
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I98E
PAGE 250
RUN DATE. OI/LI/8g
RUN NUl'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'II'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR ROOSEVELT CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0700
AGR I
I500l6l0
l7l7
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
555, 547
555,5+7
340,989
52t,E20
2,550 , 497
I I,2EE
I80,6+5
1,056,572
529,566
2,307 ,229
4, 097,65r
22,807
zql,3E7
465,599
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
224,629
224,6?9
540, 9E9
27+,+13
2r274,Egq
I l, 045
EE, l)6O
2,04L,295
22,49E
(t0,E77
5 r6(t9
r5,720.71
ILS ,7 (t+ .7 4
rl,25l.(7I1,25r.47
45.E6
82.q+
L7 ,049.q+
55?.22
q,402.95
I0I,835.27
I, r24. 90
}5EI
r389
I'II N E
1620
I700
c0Ns
l7
5I
55
7
t9
47
t0
2000
2010
?rt00
520 0
5900
IIFG-
4100
420 0
48I0q900
q920
TCU-
I4
I5
9
r 9,555
27E,5I5
I ,55r ,7 gr
977.65
15, 6E4 . 25
67 ,5E9.54
5090
5092
NHS L
I'IISCEL t ANEoUS tlH0L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
T0T . l.lH0t ESAL E TRADE
525"
550 0
5400
55r0
554 0
559?
5599
5700
5990
RETL
FART'I EQUIP]'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I.IOTOR VEHICTE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HOME DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEAIERS
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES].IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
t7
10
52,84 I
5,649
?t0
z
6,E75I6, OE5 055?
I
TOOO HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
51
76
r57,46r
521,710
REPORT NO. OEl, TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I FIEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I988
PAGE 25I
RUN DATEI OI/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IB ER: 97 9 . () ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,565.L7
5,500.57
,552.09
,E6I.56
287,555. 95
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
TOCATION:
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
II-(lI1 RI.IDR ROOSEVELT CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
l0
t9
502
TOTA
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
5r,505
73,974
LRSR
9,451, lE7
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
51,505
66,007
51r,042(t57 
,232
5,751,506
7300
7500
7600
EOI()
E900
SERV
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBITE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS REPAI
PHYSICIANS, DENTIST
T.IISCELLANEOUS SERVI
TOT. SERVICES
RSSA
CES
ERVICES
ND OTHERS
2
6
0I 511 ,q49, t52L0(tz46rt
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALt INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. OE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0CATI0N . 29-t20
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T{EAT PRODUCTS
PETROLEU]'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY ]'TETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ].IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMTIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COH]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEt.I I'TEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
815,557
I ,545, 0gg
30,507
257,641
958,77E
r , 524, E66
26,806
170,579
2,162- , ggg
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
647 ,149
r,520,775
26,607
257,529
266,062
617, 906
26 ,806
79, 0E0
l,E00r44E
PAGE 252ATE: Ol/ll/89
UMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
56,402. l5
7 4 ,293.59
1,496.65
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SUHT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BERNATILTO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECE]'TBER, I9E8
SIC
CODE
0700
AGRI
T'IFG-
1500
I520
t700
CONS
5060
50E0
5090
tlHSL
550 0
5q00
55( 0
45
67
2000
2900
520 0
5400
4200
450 0q8r0
4900
49?0
TCU.
599
600
700
800
8r5
9t0
920
990
7
1E
8
(r0
lz,5
14, 9
?3,2
IE, 5
415, 075
529,4r9
755
419
77 .66
65.98
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOTD APPLIANCES
MACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAT MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT.IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
IiIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCES5ORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PTACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
II
I7
t2
rq4,058
E55,691
89,526
r4l,54I
66?,256
79,674
27
I5
r+2-3,
529,
I5
55,985.11
1,507.84
7,96L.66
37 ,?51.92
4,4Er .67
55. 56
29.E5
4,(t{E.26l0l,?75.?2RET L 5ttq7
7
6000
610 0
6500
65r0 E5,225 5,1r0 t7 4 .9+
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
[ocATI0N:29-120
src
CODE
FIRE TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, }IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT{ENT
STATE OF NE].I ]'TEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEIiI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, 19E8
PAGE 253
RUN DATE: OIlIIlE9
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5, 945 . l6
5,5??.06
2?,2O1.69
285,555 .6 9
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BERNALITLO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
IE
EPORTED
EC EI PT5
r59, 0E5
III,E55
521 ,(t05
7, lE6, r l2
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7O,IOI
98,170
394,845
5,090,06I
7000
7200
7J00
q5
z6
t2
r52
6qII
232,239
67,959
15 , 561
,580
, E7I
,556
7 ,q45.lL
3 ,6q2 .06
658.79500
600
900
060
r00
900
9I0
7
7
7
8
E
E
E
FIISCELLANEOU
AUTOI'IOBILE R
r'II SC EL L AN EOU
AT'IUSEMENT AN
HOSPITALS AN
SBU
ENTA
SRE
DRE
DOT
SINESS SERVICESL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
PAIR SERVICES
CREATION SERVICES
HER HEALTH SERVICES
S ERV
LEGAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
(tl
r54
655
l,
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION . 29-2L7
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HI GHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TETEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'II'IUNICATIONS
ETECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTI
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'I['IUNICATIONS AND
I'II SCEL L AN EOUS ]^IHO L ESA L ERS
TOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING 1'TATERIALS
GENERAL I'TERCHANDISE,
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STAT
EATING AND DRINKING P
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - B
EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER TODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
t'II SCEI LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NET.I IIEXICO
CO}IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEFIBER, I988
PAGE 25tt
RUN DATE: OI/LL/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
R EPORTED
TAX DUE
58,I4E.27
E5,545.70
556.55
555 .6E
7 ,657 .25
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'II.TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
J EI'IEZ SPRINGS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1500I6t0
1700
CONS
25
59
73?]- 654
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
67E
r ,535
9,540
, l9I
,052
,999
,582
4Et 0
4900
TCU-
5090
l^IHSL
LITIES
UTILITIES
5200
5500
5400
554 0
5800
58r5
5990
RETL
S
ES
ION
LACYTHE DRINK
IO
15
45
It
7
?9
9,675
5, 745
2E,721
qq,9z5
5,745
E, 95E
12, 051I5I,56I 9,E79r56,506
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
E900
S ERV
2r0
502
5
7
5
7
2+ r(t?? 1,575.76
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 125 2,05rrE75 I,E48,7I6 r05,990.51
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
tocATI0N:29-5tt
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
N0N-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACT0RS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
I'IOT0R FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TETEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEiI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEHBER, I9EE
PAGE 255
RUN DATE: O1lII/89
RUN NU]-1BER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
8,414.68
r4, 557 .56
296.55
554. 6E
EE1.79
5,505. 06
7 ,(+E7 .q5
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'IT.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CUBA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
4200
48I 0
4900
4920
TCU-
t500
1620
1700
CONS
7000
7200
7500
25
l5
l(t
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r55,7 9t
522, 955
25,545
7 3 ,652
152, 5l 9
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
149,594
255,2q2
5040
5060
5090
l.lHS L
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS]'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANE0US t^lH0L ESAL ERS
TOT. HHOTESALE TRADE
BUI LDING I.IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
57 9,
655,
92,
25E t
ct87 
,
59,
5
5
?
t9
9l6
IOE
l7E, 519
lq? ,94qI42, l5l1,7r6,5(l
l7E,54l
L42,94r+
I I8, 449
1,510,5E0
I0,051 .5E8,040.60
6 ,66?.7773,67E.rr
t2
I9 7,5E47 9 ,961
5,272
6,506
5200
525 r
550 0
5400
554 0
5599
5600
5E00
58r5
5990
RETL
E
6
9
III
62.24
74.23
?7 .2?
14,
27,
?,
EE4
400
595
631
749
925]'IISCEL LANEOUS VEHICL
APPAREL AND ACCESSOR
ING AND DRINKING
UOR DISPENSERS -
E AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERSY STORES
PLACES
BY THE DRINK
EATtra
t'tI S
TOT
6000
6 510
FI RE
7500
7900
SERV
CETLANEOU5 RETAILERS
. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRAGTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAt ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELtANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBItE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
A]'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
CAL GOVERNT'IENT . I'IUNICIPALITIES
CAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
15,676
62,3L2
135, I l0
93 95
95 95
LO
LO
t0
59
IREPORT NO. OEll
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! 29-5tt
SIC
CODE
GOVT TOT. GOVERNI{ENT
TAXAT I ON
STA
COMB I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
D REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
OF NEt.J I'IEXICO
D REVENUE SYSTET-I
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I98E
AN
TE
NE
AX
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,qsq ,232
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
l,EEl,455
PAGE 256
RUN DATEs OI/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IB ER: 97 9 . O O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
105,7E9.E5
QUARTERLY SUIiII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CUBA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2tt
I
IREPORT NO. OtO
X QUARTERLY II EDITED X
LocATI0N I 29-+09
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAT BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONIRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT.IAY
TETEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COTIIIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC tIAIER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, CO]'INUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI{ENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAT CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
REPORTED
RECEI PTS
1r2,075
7 2,7 68
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
100,1E5
7 2,7 68
76,588q02,4E7
62,596
570,020
PAGE ?57ATE: 0l/lL/89
UFIBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,655.40
q,093.2?
RU
RU
ND
NN
src
CODE
QUARTERTY SUIII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SAN YSIDRO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
0I0 0
AGRI
t500
1620
t700
c0N5
46t 0
4900
TCU-
550 0
5400
554 0
5599
5E I5
5990
RETL
9
9
GENERAL TIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTHENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
]'TISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAITERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAT SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
TOT. TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
E
52
99
5q6
,05q
,7 92
q,296.E5
22,639.9L
7?00
7500
SERV 5,r94.I2
51,756 .72
I2
60
62,596
727 ,039
a
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIENT
STATE OF NEl^I ]'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEII
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 254
RUN DATEI OIlLL/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
3,E67 .72
22,2tt3 .57
E56 .55
I,797.EE
28,211.29
t4, 964 . 14
15, 90E. 22
12-,37E.62
52,240.9+
X QUARTERLY XI EDITED X
sIc
CODE
L0cATI0N:29-504
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAT BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGH].IAY
tUt'lBER, t^100D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
]'TI SCEL LAN EOUS lTANUFACTURINGTOI. FIANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'IOTOR FREIGHT IRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
E[ECTRIC ].IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMHUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CORRAL ES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
A
0r0
070
GR
2q00
27 00
5200
0
0I
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
l24,5E9q7q,L76
r7,7E1
q6 
, E75
r56,ttt
555,006
585, 7 98
?69,51O
2E5,140
550,E75l, 067,54r
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
6E,759
595,44r
15,224
51,962
r 55, 524
552,526
5lr,r74
266,029
28Z,EI3
220,054
92-E,727
5900
T'IFG-
t500t6l0
1620
1700
c0Ns
q100(t200
48r0
4900
4920
TCU-
5020
5040
50E0
5090
].lH S L
50
97
t0
22
l5
7
5I
7 ,069.72
lE,5 95. 54
5200
5500
5q00
5599
5600
5700
5E00
58t5
5990
RETL
DRUGS, CHET.IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EQUIPI.IENT AND SUPPLIES
HISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAt ERS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING ['IATERIALS
GENERAL I.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTIIENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
5
8
9
7
2(t
E
6000
6500
65r0 35,254 55,254 1,E59.5E
IREPORT NO. (lEll TAXAT I ON
STA
cot'tB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:29-504
src
CODE
FIRE TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]-IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]-IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
D REVENUE DEPART]'IENT0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
D REVENUE SYSTET-I
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I988
AN
TE
NE
AX
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
89,242
55, E96
5r6,9r9
840,097
3,257 ,502
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E7,97I
55,E95
28r+,Eqz
555,151
2,595 ,590
29,167
82, 554I5,2I4
1,640 .65
4,651.50
745.28
PAGE ?59
RUN DATE: OI/TI/Eg
RUN NUT'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4, 94E. 56
1,906.68
16, 022.59
5r,226. r6
L45,q59.7(t
QUARTERLY SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CORRAL ES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
l9
7000
7200
7500
750 0
7600
7800
80I0
E060
EIO(,
E20 0
8900
E9I O
S ERV
l9
24
9
29, 591
r24, 050I9,I77
7
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
5q
157
qt2
REPORT NO. llEll TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT1ENT
STATE OF NEl^I ]'IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEIiIBER, I988
PAGE 260
RUN DATE. OI/IL/89
RUN NUI'IBER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4,27 0 . l5
4,270 . I5
7 66 .r+4
3,297 .L2
9r,514.79
26E,EI0.97
q05,575.7+
941.56
E, 917 .95
22,LE4.25
18,84E . 7 9
qq,9q9.6l
502,52r . E5
18,7q0.45
X QUARTERTY XX EDITED X
src
CODE
LoCATI0N . 29-524
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSIRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTITE ]'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIT'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED FIETAL PRODUCTS]'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
PROF. , SCI ENTI F. , OPTIC . , OTHER PRECIS . INSTRUI'ITS .]'II SCEL L ANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT. FIANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHWAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TIOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COt'lFIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC ].IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTIIITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUMI'TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RIO RANCHO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I1II
t2
7
I 08,47 1I08,(71 72, 68572,6E3
TOTA
GROS
tRSR EPORT EDEC EI PTS
5I,EIll
1,r75,704
1,6E9,205q,694,977
7, rgl, Tgl
84,?qq
1,320,726
2,q22,072
r,50r,770
TAXABTE
GROSS RECEIPTS
15, 046
56, I2I
I,6E4,6OE
4,575,506
7,050,526
16, 025
l5r ,7 95
377 ,60q
520,E50
0700
AGRI
1500l6r0
1620
I700
c0Ns
5200
5+00
5500
3670
5600
5900
I'tFG-
4r00q200
qE l0
4900
49?O
TCU-
255,551 . 14
5L r50 .71
76,E27 .05
70,890.2045q,r79.r0
+ r3(+6 ,062
E70,5I0
1,507,694
r,206,7r0
7 ,730,777
6 r04q rglr+I, I6E,44(}
r,542,506
5,EE(),4I2
12,q36,?7?
r48
9
IT
2454tr
2000
2500
2400
?7 00
5010
5040
5060
5070
7
9
9
22
7E
397 ,956
293,777
75,598
2,581, I45
q 
,E+4,7 39
z,17 3
31,9E2-
25,51260,3r6
2E9,457
t27 .69
I ,878 . 96-
1,498.E0
3,545 . 6 0
17,005.62
36
10
5080
5090
509?
hIHSL
T.IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPI{ENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PtUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I.IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'T PRODUCTS
TOT . I.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING T'IATERIALS
HARDT^IARE ST0RE
GENERAL MERCHA
RETAIL FOOD ST
GASOLINE SERVI
MOBILE HOME DE
E, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
TAT I ON5
s
55
t2
55
67
20
5
NDI S
ORES
CES
ALER
5200
525 r
530 0
5400
554 0
5592
I7
31I5
7 69 ,96?
E, g6I,6g1I,III,17I
765, r00
6,550, r5g
518, 986
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0CATI0N . 29-524
IIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI.IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EAIING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T,IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
6s50
FIRE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSIRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I-IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, IgEE
PAGE 26I
RUN DATE: ()I/II/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
24, 0E5 . E5
48,E?2.02
55, 97 0 .46
E64,290 . 95
5,481 . I4
15,403.26
525,457 .5r
QUARTERLY SUT'IT-IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RIO RANCHO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
5599
5600
5700
5E00
58]5
5 910
59?0
5990
RETL
2I
95q9
t2tIII
75
20
9
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
59,50q,952
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
qq?,509
43,0(6
52, 959
1,629,6?3
E54,574
r,056,r95
,52?.E5
,955.r9
,102.rr
,051.25
409 ,97 2
t+? r 942
52,939
r,619,759
854,57485r,0r5
9rE,646I4,7r1,555
59,25322E,t4t
E, g0 9, 9r5
45,Er6,E69
45,725.35
r2,550 .69
5, E78 . I6
6000
6500
65r0
l ,506 ,52
17,762,15
1,126,590
262,0q0
4,69q,772
5r,57(
E5,558
25,546
lr5
2
5r5
I'rr sc
ENGI
TOT.
1E5
415
8
5
1E
57
102,215
489,000
95 9,?24,L15
700
720
750
750
760
790
HOTELS, }IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEl.IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT ]''IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
III
r20
34
45
t4
76
I5
2ql0
46 9, 710
6E5,451
r94,E50
90,7r0
+7,777
7 52 ,40q
778,505
2l 5,6 95
66,0r1
, 985
,625
,40I
,3?9
t474
,q0q
,505
,288
,OII
q56
590
186
61
9
752
77E
215
66
25,847 .73
22,9(19.32
10,951.0E
5,605.06
556 .58q4 ,?03 .7I80r
806
El0
820
E60
890
E9I
232
I5
70?S ERV
ELLANEOUS SERVICES
NEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I,E5O
66,L75.46
r5,394.E5
275, ElE . 06
2,566,7E1 .54
r
REPORT NO. (lE(,
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LoCATI0N . 29-029
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URA N I UI'IOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONsTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE t'IILL PRODUCTS
LUFIBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHHAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
l'10TOR FREIGHT TRANS. , l^IAREHOUSING, TRANS . SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'ITIUNICATIONS
ETECTRIC HATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NE]^I ]'IEXICO
COFIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 
"52RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4,001.45
EZ, r2I .76
65,12E.55
227 ,55E. 95
q,q47 
.32
t94.tr
5, 535 . 52
7,0IE.47
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU}II{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI1DR SANDOVAL CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
0700
080 0
AGR I
LR5R
2,665
6,45r
I()T
2rE
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
EL,246
2,005,469
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
78,077
1,602,577
1,231,772
ct,436 r272
E5,777
r094
138 9
]'II N E
I50 0
I5I()
r620
r700
c0Ns
250 0
2400
2700
520 0
540 0
567 0
5900
t'lFG-
4t00
r'4200
48r 0
4900q920
TCU-
50(0
50E0
5090
hIHSL
9
r00
20
7
36
lt
109
L 065,526
89L 456L 984,56E
I 54,878
445,899Ir495,82I
2,261 ,E77
El, 946
273,425
527 ,14+
86,748
'214
,??0
5,7E7
r0E,006
5200
550 0
5400
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
]'IISCEL L ANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. ]^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
GENERAT ].IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
64
27
l6
25
86
I9
l4
30
17
I56, 946
ctct? r 97 4l,?EE,66?;
L ,97 g ,456
31,210
7 ,54E
465,?40
78,6 0E
325,891
94 ,967
589,559
I00,594.75
r,599.51
586 .8{
23,Eqs.52
q,028.66
21,90I.50
66,045.95
55r0
554 0
5600
5800
58r5
5990
32q,258
95, 5E2
5l7,sEE
I6,599.45
4,E67 .07I9,964.9r
IREPORT NO. ()El, TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 265
RUN DATE: ()L/II/89
RUN NUI'IBER3 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
70,607.70
9, 055 .80
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
src
CODE
RETL
LocATI0N:29-029
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COI'IPANI ES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SU].II'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RTIDR SANDOVAL CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LR5R
I
I7
5
50
II
5I
54
6r00
6500
65r0
6700
FIRE
820 0
E900
8 9I0
S ERV
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7E0 0
EOIO
8060
Et00
HOTELS, T.IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
1'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBIIE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
].TISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
9
t06
5I
255
?2,645
420 ,86 r
7q,755
L,L24,492
22,345
553, 965
7 ?,652
996,079
, r45.20
,rr5.76
,674.00
,015.r5
205
2l
7
Iq
45
E
I()
1I
881
, E2I
,848
,857
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
r , 944, E37
59q,557
201,70E
10,55824I,9II
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,577,71r
176,?69
IEz, E IE
I(),55E
255,080IL82r
4 5,8 95
55,465
9,195,792
E,5E2 . E5
529 .85
12,0cr7.87
6 05 .8I
2,249.67
r,7r5.09
95 95
GOVT
TOCAL GOVERNMENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION L4,750,4q9 (t69,q+7 .2E
iREPORT NO. (lEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N: t6-t2t
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. ]'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I t'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTETI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
FARI'II NGTON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
OCTOBER TO DECEIiIBER, I9E8
PAGE 26(+
RUN DATE: OI/LI/89
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
254,0 r7.59
596,7E9.75
250 ,466 .82
I I5 , ()EE. 52
359,51E.52
60,465.57
45, 905. 98
26 ,962 .0t
56 ,245.552E,6r7.58
120,273.97
355 ,7 4+ .71
8,25I .0E
50,905.90
0700
AGRI
LRSR
5,199,7r4g, 155,22r
5, g7g, 597
10,529,7?7I
243,092
1 r066,8?2
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
5,549,467
,E07r4lE
,596,723
7 ,557 ,441
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4rE5E,425
7,595, gg5
4,590,552
2,203,562
6,E41,0r7
l,l5r,E2l
l5t0
15E I
t5E9
t{INE
1500
t 6I0
1620
1700
CONS
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING I r6
157
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEpT HIGHWAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T.IEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI-IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI.T REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRI].IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
FIACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRONIC COI,IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI,IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
T.IISCEL LANEOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT. T'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I-t0T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , IIAREHoUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTAIION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC T.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UIILITIES
GAS UTITITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IHUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND REIATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAT GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'TBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
T'IACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
tE9
250
465
4
I(}
2000
?400
27 00
2E00
2900
520 0
5400
550 0
3670
5700
3800
5900
ITFG-
4I0 0
420 0
450 0
4600
4El0
4E5 0
4900q920
TCU-
25 r,458,59+
t5
I4
I4
t2
878,551
I , 555, g5rI,4I6,7I5
925, 185
7
25
I7
6r,E94
5,436,r59
697,540
1,994.9r
17r,971.95
27,816.05
874, 599
515,562L07r,540
545, 0 99
28
32
I5
45
l0
52
t?.
4tq6
47 tt
860
695
655
59I
0Iq
q
lr4
2r0
5r0
2r0
15,4
IO
20
40
60
70
EO
It9
2,290, 955
6,776,LE+
157, r65
58E, 6 46
57,998
5, 42r , E57
529,8?9
6,412,293
r90,750
52E,959.EE
,0r4.59
,647.65
, r65.99
,824 .40
,695.04
,5q8.25
t2
I()
25
22
2?
96
55,152(t2,287
55,64E
5I , 9I6
57,957
60 ,57 r+
6?L,
25L
796,
EE9,
9,059,
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY TX EDITED X
[ocATI0N ! l6-l2l
I.IISCEL LANEOUS HHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT.I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
T0T . tlHot ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING I1ATERIALS
HARDT.IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPT,IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD SIORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
['IOBI L E HOI'IE DEAL ERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNIIURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS. , EXCGS. , SERV .
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI'IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI,IENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEHBER, I9EE
PAGE 265
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
84,504. 95
r51,679.07
855,875.72
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
FARt-.lI NGTON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
5090
5092
I{HSL
6000
610 062i0
ltq
I8
5r9
5E
IE
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
5,404, rg4
7,725,98r
55,6r1,679
4, 149,245
68r,248
940,440
3,267,623
2,III,565I,955,8II
t+ ,022 r859
5,771,514
5,896 r 9r5
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,605,E0E
2,E89,r25
16,26q,299
,07 7
,2.52
69q,972
2,767,235
r,g42,7lE
r,E76,050
5,590,055
2,E61,255
2, zgE, 095
,585. 90
666,6 I4.64
5,99E,E66.01
56,4E6 . 06
lqs,?79 .E5
10r,992.6798,49r.70
I8E,464 . 52
I4.05
54.??
150,2r5.95
r20,075.0r
II7,E
24,0
2,24(t
458
520 0
525 I
5252
530 0
55t 0
5400
55r 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E I5
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
2,7 0q ,593
rq,71r,06E19,77r,9(9
2,055,I67
750,97Eq50,466
5,679,060
5,IOT,I6()
2 ,666 ,8526,793,q?2
L,720 ,2552,r55,54r
90.51
5r.06
27 .3(+
91.28
76.29
49.46
9E. I6
10.92
09.76
54.69
15.57
5rI
I4, E
22,85rII,I
9
4,35rI
3,?
7r0lr7
2rz
55
20
I20
4Z
57
2L
66
05,582
E0,28?
?5,2(17
14r,
77?,I, 058,I07,
9
5
0
7
5
6
0
8
0
6
5
5E
25
r95
I62
I40
556
90
rt5
55,775
0E, r75
54,74r
95,E62
7qt
r,590
I00
75
I98
5I
IE
40,775
65,560
86,930
20,255
E9,425
15
IE
9
9q6,557
I5,5E7
1I0,964
lZ ,699 , rt6l
76, r70,915
15,655, 04188,602,95r
4q,L99.67
705. r0
5, 946 . 9r
E41,E99
15,45I
75, 179
3r5
76
70
7
6500
65r0
6550
6700
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
759r
7500
7600
7800
7900
E()IO
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES].IISCETLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI.I]'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEHENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICEs
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
92
145
259
t6E
69
290
540
59,525. r 9
8,p60
El0 0
E200
75
280
3I
r00
55
750,2776,IllI,5EI
r,462,66E
r,359,648l52,7Er
7 49 ,00q
5 ,97 0 ,629
r , 455, 54E
r , 555,547I4r,458
,45E. 07
,500.76
,1r6.25
,(+?6.52
IREPORT NO. llEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
tocATI0N ! 16-t2I
NONPROFIT I.IE[,IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
T{ISCEttANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
STATE OF NEi.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I988
PAGE 266
RUN DATE: OI/LI/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
E,149,9?E.12
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUFII'IARY -- BUSINESS AGTIVITY REPORTED IN
FARI'II NGTON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
E600
E900
E9l 0
SERV
4,456 , gg0
698,019
27 ,718,249
1,212
5, E525,r65
409
rt9
2,096
5, I6
90
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
52,0r
202 , 162 ,7 2(t
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
155,379,300
232,942 .L5
56,646.07
I , +55, 145 . l6
9 395
0vT
LOCAT GOVERNI'IENT . ]'IUNICIPALITIESIOT. GOVERNI'IENTG
TOT- TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5,031
I
IREPORT NO. llEO
X QUARTERIY TI EDITED X
LOCATION: I6.2IE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGIOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI.JAY C0NTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T.IEAT PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
PRIMARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
TOT. HANUFACTURING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEt.I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 257ATE: OL/LI/8g
ut'IBER: 97 9. 0 0
REPORTED
TAX DUE
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
227,009
687,620
(tq,223
405,605
r,205,117
IE9,655
42,420l,1rg,r55
r, 46 r ,295
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
77,EEE
5IE, IO5
42,LEg
q05,592
929, I 95
11,276
127 ,E47L 295, 57 g
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SUT'INARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
AZTEC
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, IgEE
src
CODE
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
I5E 9
I.II N E
r500l6r0
r620
1700
CONS
2000
27 00
2900
5q00
5700
t'lFG-
56
70
q
29
,478 . 56
,785.22
4200
481 0
4920
TCU-
I'IOTOR
TELEP
GAS U
TOT.
FREIGHT T
HONE AND T
TILITIES
I RANSPORTA
RANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
EL EGRAPH COI'I}IUNICATIONS
TION, CO]'IFIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
t5
16
25
7
2,425 .86
2L,627 .75
(E,579.55
64E.57
55I. t6
3E0.80
rE, 055.76
15, 02E.21
5010
5020
5040
5070
5090
5092
T.IHS L
]'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOFIOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'tICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
]'II SCEL LANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ERS
PEIROLEUT'I AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTSIOI. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING TIATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
r'IOBILE HOIvlE DEALERS
T'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOt'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
15,597I, II 9, I55l, rgg,4g4
954. 50
64,550 . r4
5E, 970 . E7
5200
5 251
550 0
5400
55r0
55+ 0
5592
5599
5700
5E00
58r5
59r0
5990
RETL
20
7q?
22
t2
54
7
,7 37
, ct65
,505
,560
7,
74,
5I
?6
r55L 356
5r4
26L
+, 0I5
r,550
lE,zq7.17
177 ,4(t0.61550 , E2I5,596,975 517,5425, 095, 924
I
70
176
IREPORT NO. l,E(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I6-2IE
BANKS
SECUTY. AND COI{DTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTT'IENT COI'IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT*TENT
STATE OF NEI^I ['IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEFIBER, I98E
PAGE 26E
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUT'IBER: 979.00
. REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,695.E5
6 ,6E4 . l5
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI{I'TARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
AZTEC
NO. TAX
RETURNS
6000
6200
6500
65r0
6700
FI RE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
46,EE4
l2E,9E9
Lq0,720
7 12,955
I , 629, 065
g,ggg,Egg
,lq7
,469
575 ,565
+1,469
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
46, EE4
I r6 ,246
5II,IEI
r,55r,550
E,059,940
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
8010
8060
El00
8200
E600
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES].IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'TENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEATTH SERVICES
TEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I.IISCEIIANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
I()
4E
I9
25
2L
,54E
,E79
,458
,07 4
+7,326
E6,59E
38,742
7 E ,407(t4,237
2t.
79.
27.
08.
45.
II
22
52
9
57
234
597
59
59
65q(t
6(t
?,7qrg
2rzqr5
2r5
Il5
47III
55
379
4t
21,652
2,38+
59
46
0
0
v
E90
891
ERS
55, r42. 95
77,7t4.27
456,722.LE
95 95
GOVT
LOCAT GOVERNT'IENT - ]'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I T,IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, 1988
PAGE 259
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7,539.57
5 ,552 .7 q
51,575.59
r ,4E7 .36
10,517.22
r1,254.76
120,25E. 95
9, 155. 62
20,465.E0
9,I9I.6I
205,729.31
X QUARTERTY XX EDITED X
src
CODE
LOCATION ! I6.5I2
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. T'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONIRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
LUI.IBER, HOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
]'IISCEL LANEOUS ]'lANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
I'IoToR FREIGHT TRANS. , tIAREHoUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COIvIMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUHMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BL OOI'IFI EL D
NO. TAX
RETURNS
158 9
]'II NE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5r4,506
503, 981
r57,079
261,9r(
8I9,024
2E, 0 96
520,495
259,6E5
2,609,059
206, l5l
572, 55E
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
88,559
272,431
r57,079
108,565
595,5E0
27, 045
r87,5E6
204,26E
2,L96,L62
I66,066
572,106
1500
1620
1700
CONS
2000
2400
2900
590 0
I'IFG-
420 0q8r0
4900q920
TCU.
(tq
7t
I5
20
4,85E.70
14, 985.78
55
5040
5070
5080
50 90
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLU['IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPT,IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL TANEOUS I.IHOLESAt ERS
PETROLEUT-I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTST0T. lllH0LESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING T{ATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARM EQUIP]'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
]'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
509?
l.lHS L
l4
27
t9
22
47
r54
5200
525 r
5?52
550 0
5400
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5800
58r5
59r0
59?0
5990
RETL
L7
2L
205
4,450
,ll?5
r 855
167, r20
5,740,552
REPORT NO. l)EO
X QUARTERLX EDITED
LocATI0N: t6-312
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTHENT COI'IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEt.I ]'IEXICO
COT,IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
tIl89
.00
PAGE0l/
979
270
RUN DATE:
RUN NU]'IB ER:Yx
x
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUHI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BL OOt'IFI EL D
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I98E
6000
6500
6510
6550
6700
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7600
7900
E0t0
8060
EIOO
8900
SERV
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAIIER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
AUTOTIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'lENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS S ERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . I'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNFTENT
I5
27
t2
42
54II
E
t5
5r2
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
26,592
94,215
56,008
61,986
455, 043
56, 7 95
zct ,27 3
16r,857
150,505
1,747,5q7
9,E01,432
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
25,592
92, I 95
I19,629
r ,655, 056
7,270,579
REPORTED
TAX DUE
L,q62.56
5, 07 0 .75
6,579.58
90,E29.I5
59E,407 . 52
52, 558
53,80 9
397 ,67252,55r
2+ ,27 3l6l,6EI
?,879.7L
2,959.5?
2r,E71.95
L ,7 9+ .72
1,2(t7 .21
8 ,E9?.q7
55
169
9595
GOVT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
t
REPORT NO. llEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N: t6-425
src
CODE
ti
I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEIl
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI{BER, I98E
PAGE 27I
RUN DATEI OL/II/Eg
RUN NU["IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
QUARTERLY SU}IIiIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
KI RT L AND
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
a
IREPORT NO. l,Ell
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N: t6-016
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
]'IETAL ]iIINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'I, t{OLYBDENUI,I
URANIU]',l
COAL
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS NELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETALLIC ]'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HI GHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALTIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUH REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIT'IARY T'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
NI SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , WAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COT'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COIII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NE[^I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 272
RUN DATE: OI/LI/89
RUN NUIYIBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7,r9(r.98
56(,632.11
261 ,029 .77
7L6,?qE.90
21,E02.75
41, 036 .55
LL7 ,2t3.22
92,5I 9. I 9
364,937.71
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUIIIIARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'TDR SAN JUAN CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
r000
r094
t200t5t0
15E t
r589
I400
I'II N E
0t00
0700
AGR I
1500
I6I()
I620
r700
c0Ns
t0t4r
7
r69
t9
I4E
I75
559
I5
65
5r 9I0,0I,I
E9, I
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
I 95, E47
9,655, r6g
6,650,26r
L7 ,594,?q7
56q,7?ct
2 ,999 ,041
I,EI4,4()5
r,775,6E5
15,9r9,7q7
5E, E47 , E36
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I45,E99
7 ,296 r?48
5,220,59ct
r4,52E,585
455, 055
E20,727
2,sqq ,z6ct
I,E55,99E
7,554,4r0
54,5055I,OI9
7O,9EE
99,4E5
5,6E2, 045
7,506,59E
434,779
E5,657,547
IE4, I02. t6
575,5r9.96
21,738.97
4, IE2,867 .41
2000
?q00
2700
2800
2900
3200
5400
3500
580 0
390 0
MFG-
I7
60
E25,717
2,657r597
q200
4500
4600q8r0 757
55
,3(+2
,686
,950
357.0E
IE2.2E
E47.5t4900q920
ICU- t5r
5E
86,
105,
5
q
27
1,167
r,775
2,07 6
l9
7
9
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'lENT AND SUPPL I ES
1
50r0
5020
5040
5070
5080
55(r,269
E0,267
555,273
79,4E5
E0,139
542,98E
,974. l5
,006.95
,149.41
IREPORT NO. (}E(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N ! t6-016
]'II SCEL t ANEOUS ].IHOL ESA L ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTST0T. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING I'IATERIALS
HARDT^IARE STORES
FARI'I EQU I PI'IENT DEA L ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
t-IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOTINE SERVICE STATIONS
]',lOBI T E HOI'1E DEAL ERS
T'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY
FURNITURE, HOHE FURNI
EATING AND DRINKING P
LIAUOR DISPENSERS - B
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES]IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-tESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVETOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, IIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AT'IUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I9EE
PAGE 27I
RUN DATE! OI/II/89
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
l, r49.20
1,77r.37
20,56E.4E
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR SAN JUAN CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5090
5092
l.lHS L
q5
9
r00
225,95EI2I,I65
5,754,754
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r25,6rl
20r,750
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
155, 06E
1,292,828
4 , sEE, E23
35,q27
407,570
E5,627
600,260
567,695
605,E92
272,49+
121,425l2r, r65
1,909,068
22,gEq
,071. I4
,058.25
,453.q?
6
6
95
?r ,07
27,71
15,60
I .52
I .58
6(t ,6q
219,4+
5200
s25 I
5?52
550 0
5(0 0
551 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5815
5920
5990
RET L
9(t9
68
9
24
,6q7
,499
,559
,200
,550
10,554. 05
29 ,54L .7 94r,571.65
3,247 .37
I I ,446 .65
7,655.42
l2
20E
479
9
25
57
60
r29,
572 t?72,
2ll,08I
590 , E35
E5r, q32
54,948
22E, 955
805
78?3,5r5
58
6?7
AN
ST
SHI
LACYT
D AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
ORES
NGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
E5
HE DRINK
545
372
I58
27
II
58
t?
8r,446
554, 255
27?,L38
2.5r
1.67
5.91
6000
65r0
6550
FI RE
76
79
80
9595
GOVT
79
7+
5I
70
72
75
75
806
EIO
820
890
E91
2,441,059
9 ,4?2 , L63
35,c+27
480,585
9I,5EE
2rL?9r132
481,262
854,5r0
273,E22
4
4, IEI . 42
50,013.02
18, 3E4 . 7E
50 ,294.6515,52t.E6
237II
589
4,006
4,565
6,65E
2,9E6, r63
2r0,875
5,400,129
(0
2q
r49,508.2r
10,545.74
26 9, 905 . E9ERVS 8,7 6
LOCAT GOVERNT'IENT - MUNICIPATITIES
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISH]'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r, 957 174,267,63E 122,769,L62 6, r55 ,392.9?
IREPORT NO. OEO
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT PAGE 27q0l/LL/89
979.00X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
STAT E
COI'I8I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX
LocATI0N: t2-122
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NON}IETALLIC ].IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. t'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSIOT. CONIRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
L Ul'lB ER, l^100D AND PAP ER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHET.IICATS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASSI AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPHENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUT'ITS.
TOT. MANUFACTURING
EI.I HEXICO
ENUE SYSTET.I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DEGEMBER, I9EEQUARTERLY SUI{II'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LAS VEGAS CITY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OFN
REV
BYS
DA
NU
RUN
RUN ER:
TE:
l.lB
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
92{,1I9
5r0,206
756,7552,I9I,()EI
ll,2?.6
r28,97I
2rt5 ,599
24,q71
r4r,906
95I,II2
r,567,760
5,019,662
5r, 057
,+4?
,6qq
,855
,27?
121,792
677,845
765,595
2,r07,850
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
r500
1620
1700
c0Ns
I 5E9
I400
I.II N E
0700
AGR I
5090
50 92
NHSL
q7
E
125
I78
IO
7
1,025,E69
510 ,427
rr6gg,6g7
3,223,98?
76E,655
799,104
,292
,97 q
,459
,726
05
62
57
0z
5(+
z9q+
LzE
2000
2400
27 00
2E0 0
2900
520 0
3700
5800
t'lFG-
54, r45
150,597
2,12E,02E
qT,I4O
56]. 574
955,2r7
2,011,55r
5,7(0,7r5
r,155,491
659
7,577
55
03
t0
HO
AI
TE
RA
EL
GA
TO
4t0
+20q50
48 tr.
483
490q92
TCU
L EPH
DIO
35
14
IO
I7
I()
63
CAL
TOR
RTR
ECTRSUIT. I
AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
ANSPORTAT I ON
ONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'TUNICATIONS
AND TELEVISION BROADCASTINGIC WATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTITITIESILITIES
RANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
l(,42E.93
1 ,457 .5E
E, 536 . 97
50,099.05
92,r05.90
I71,567.65
1,825.19
50I0
50(0
5070
50E0
]'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI.IOTIVE EQUIPiIENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUI.IDING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
].IISCEL LANEOUS ]^IHOt ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIATS
HARDNARE STORES
FAR]'I EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTHENT STORES
25
9
5I
I7
97
t52
L49
569
90r
209,E4r4r5,9r0
895,09r
2,7 46 ,155
7 ,780.998,791.61
55,47E. 97
52,9(19.75
520 0
525 I I()7 7 ,155.2659,E25.29
5,?52
5300
53t 0
786,2q6
2, 157 , 597
84
25
6
6
96
E5
I
45I8 44,Izs,
REPORT NO. OEll
X QUARTERLY TX EDITED X
Loc^TI0N ! I2-122
RETAIT FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOIINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOI.IE DEALERS
T'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOHE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
SAVINGS AND IOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTHENT COI'IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN FIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, 19E8
PAGE 275
RUN DATE: OI/LI/8g
RUN NUT.IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
527,155.76
7 ,5q7 .Zq
9, E75.76
L0,646.24
7,672.45
56 , 076 .82
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUT'IMARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LAS VEGAS CITY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5400
551 0
554 0
559?
559 9
53
E
55
5,E00,694
r80 ,230
195,4r7
5, 569,6 0 g
L?E,46tt
r68,064
70
t47
6E
6(
t8
5600
5700
5800
5815
5 910
6000
6I20
620 0
5500
651 0
6550
7000
7200
7300
7500
t5
I9
55
t 02
59l5
t2
I40
5EI
r,079,575975,Ir5
?60,q86
57 q ,059
17,597,2E8
,2E9
,7 q6
,555
,432
,925
,I6l
,486
,575
, 7I9
,55E.r9
,790.07
,046.26
,73I.67
,32-7.95
,r95.21
,305.56
,555. l7
,586.55
9
I4
56
95
65
41
I5
55
E79
2t
?0
20
I6
4
t59
251
5I5
1,595
J,.077
70I
260
567I4,97I
575
342
34r
2E7
80
2I0,875
252,7 05
664,40r
rr605,815
5920
5990
RETL
6700
FIRE
I7
62
28
23L,7 95
I50,757
1,r70,r55
IEI,2I5
r50,59(
95q,qgE
6L 053
r , 595, E22
569,755
162,E52
23.q6
E6.99
7600
7E00
7900
E 010
E06 0
El00
E200
E600
E90 0
SERV
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBItE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI.TU5EI{IENI AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITATS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAT SERVICES
NOHPROFII ]'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
].IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
441,367
55r, q28
57 L ,927
359,E74g?,9?L
,102
,2II
, 955
,686
,898
,919.7?
,I04.95
,088.74
,90I.60
,752.77
5,5E6 . 90
E1,887 . 02
zL,7?L.95
9,566.59
I6
r05
zz
50
61,053
r,394,580
578, 159
r62, E52
l(t,22I9,88564r 26ttt,262 ,0?L,q4l 242,3,7q2, t0r756
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISH]'IENTS . (SERVICES)
- 
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION L 666 37 ,656,265 27,27L,?76 1,596 ,408. gl
IREPORT NO. llEO
X QUARTERTY XX EDITED X
LOCAIION: I2.2I9
SIG
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]-IBER, 19EE
PAGE 276
RUN DATE: OI/IL/Eg
RUN NU['IBER: 97 9. () ll
REPORTED
TAX DUE
QUARTERLY SUI'II-IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LAS VEGAS TO],IN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY I(X EDITED X
LOCATION: I2.3I5
sIc
CODE
GENER
NON-B
SPECI
TOT.
2q00
t'tFG-
BUILDING CONTRACTORS
LDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHNAY
TRADE CONTRACTORS
NTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l t'lEXIC0
COT.IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'TBER, I9EE
PAGE 277
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUI{BER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
QUARTERLY SUMHARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
PECOS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
AL
UI
AL
c0
1500
1620]700
CONS
5600
5800
5E I5
0
0
0
0
0
0
70
72
75
75
7E
EO
0I
2
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
27,76L
209 ,020
t25,226
50,565
62,867
20,34q
4E5,75E
II,E55
q6 
,67 0
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7 9 ,EE7
29,515
62,867
I 9, 552
465,75E
ll,E55
q6 
,57 0
16,250
r97,509
954 .6 9
1L 6 0 5.64
410 0
48t0
4900
TCU-
5090
5092
NHS L
5200
550 0
554 0
5920
5990
RETL
6550
FI RE
LUHBER, IdOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMHUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMTIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]-II SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUITDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI.IENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS . BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'1OTELS, TRAI T ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBIIE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
I'IISCEL t ANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
9
I5
IO
4,695.54
L,7?Z.ll
5,695.42
, l4E.6E
,?q5.El
695.50
2,74L.E7
l4
5I
I
?7
E900
SERV
9
27
I
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r26 l,l5(t,727 I , 055,592 62,004.52
IREPORT NO. (lE(!
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
TOCATION: I2.4IE
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
GENERAL I{ERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART}IENT STORESTOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIENT
STATE OF NEH I-IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
IE, I()4
PAGE 27EATE! 0l/ll/89
UMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
975.tt
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SU]'II-IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
].IOSQUERO
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I9EE
sIc
CODE
TOTA
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
IE,Il)4
LRSR
1700
CONS
5500
RETL
7600
SERV
]iIISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5
REPORT NO. ()EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART],IENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 279
RUN DATE: OI/IL/89
RUN NUT'IBER: 97 9. l) O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
27 ,398.2E
76,157 .86
156,5',01.62
2,256 .q4
6r2.58
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUTI]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I2-OI2 R]'TDR SAN T'IIGUEL CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
0r00
0700
0E0 0
AGRI
1500t6I0
I620
I700
CONS
240 0
320 0
540 0
MFG-
5040
5090
T.IHS L
4100
r+?00
4500
48r0
4900
TCU-
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIESTOI. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
LUMBER, 1^100D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRI]'IARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTSTOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TETEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
]'TI SCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. ].IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOTINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOME DEALERS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
r'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-tESR.AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
54
28tl7
I52,104
47 ,385
5(0,701
157,5E0
55, 9r2
459,75I
7,051.00L 758.02
23,561 .2E
,56?
,562
,572
,572
6q+.
6q+.
I4
225l
,907
, E50
, 958
57
40
EE
l5
7
LRSR
525
r,7gg
2,160
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
585,259
r,796,r94
5, r05,575
6,557, 069
r 5, 451
298,506
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
554,60r
1,4E6,202
2,663,4q6
q(+ 
,02E
II,949
5r2, 9I7I,5EI,7E9
I , gl2, 950
4, 750
E(},42E
71,?8q
t5,691.01
Er,066.70
97 ,691.71
8 243.c+5
5200
5300
5400
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5800
5815
5990
RETL
65I0
FI RE
T6I9
ltII
97 ,EE7
E4,581
4,12
5,65
z9
29
L?
I2
22
22
t.94
5.55
TOOO HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING 25 505,097 502,016 I5,(}78.55
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I988
PAGE zEO
RUN DATE2 OI/II/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7 ,5E5. 0E
3E,276 . 99
556,259. 90
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU].I]'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I2-OI2 RI,IDR SAN I'IIGUEL CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7200
7500
7500
7600
7E00
7900
8 010
820 0
E600
E900
89t 0
SERV
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
A]'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELTANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
ll,l50
46,66?
52, 995
55,760
3,47 r
57r.44
2,391 .47
r,69r.01
1,E52.66
L77 .E7
2,995
5,760
5,47I
I
E9
3
5
7
25
I()
I5
8
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
l4E,00l
746,867
6,567 ,526
1,150
4,4E5
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
25
t28
42E
265, 7El
I ,755,725
r6,72r,079
),
IREPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEt.I ]'IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
4E9,69ql,0r2,ggl
I ,502 ,67 +
656,455
1,759,L72
259, r58
2{0,595
5,450,520
26 ,152,3q2
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
Lq,965,64r
168
0E7
677
575
508,770
17q,677
556,7r5
24,E15
165,7?7
550,015
7,gg2,lE7
955, 982
20, r95,236
PAGE zEI
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,I96 ,625.(t3
17,568. 52
?,257.30
30 ,864 .55
148, C57.E3
9,825.62
18,940.1r
1,595.71
7 ,7(+L.56q+ 
,47 2 .39285,4I1.8fI
9,322.Lct
50, 90E. 06
qL6,6+5.8?
55,657 .50
1,105,0r2.55
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LocATr0N:0t-t25
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
]'IETAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'I, ]'IOLYBDENU]'I
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
NONHETALLIC T'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACT0RS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
IUI'IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'lICALS AND ALTIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEU]'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIT'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED T'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUI PI'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
ITISCELTANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOIOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ]^IAREHOUSING, TRAN5. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'ITIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
EL ECTRIC ].JATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UIITITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
50I0 T.IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI.IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHET.IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ETECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
25
28
66
98
4,r52
6I0
L,946
5,781
40,
5q8,2,532,
QUARTERLY SUMIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SANTA FE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
r000
t5r0
l+00
]'II N E
0t00
0700
AGRI
r500I6l 0
r620
I700
CONS
1t
82
95
45Il
7
159
22,000.q6
49,558.7(}
7r,559.20
591,119
E77,r35L 259,255
2
5
7
5
06,
77 ,
05,
2,
5,2t,
I50
705
5I6
157 ,
790,5,074,
628
74r
t0E
537
14
6r+
66E
I ,2E5
1E,62E,456
889,079
5r06E,658
11,7E0,912
54,367, r05
8q0,845. 05
r4,409.45
I2E,910.98
2L? , q5L .97
56
2000
250 0
2400
27 00
2800
2900
520 0
5400
5500
5600
567 0
3700
5E00
5900
T.IFG-
,051
,056
, I41
,2L5
410 0
4200
4500
48t0
4850
4900
49?0
TCU-
I
t5
E,I7I,()()5
L,q77,q00
502
504
506
I7
IIOq20
r86,754
,761,555
,25E r(t+5
IE
34
4E
46
0
0
0
59
t5
5, 4I0l, 025 ,125r IE4 Er6,54l?91 ,7 66
(+5,930.(t?
t6,6r1.E5
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE OF NEl.I ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I98E
PAGE 2E2
RUN DATEI OI/LI/Eg
RUN NU].TBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
27q,284.51
83,622.62
93,r19.45
5,E00.07
809.90
27 ,721.80
15,124.00
417,521. r0
r09,715.48
50,E79.54
6 96 ,6E9 . I2
720,890.41
256,907 .q39rr,958.0r
5, 95E.74
IE5,519.72
47 ,905.89
2q, r87 .4I
E4,4r4.5E
725,045.50
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: (lI-I25
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
T,IISCEt LANEOUS I,IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUTI PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
QUARTERTY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SANTA FE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
5070
50E0
5090
5092
tlHS L
20q7
237
20
404
,409,876
,I6I,5II
,87 (t ,4E9
,025,080
,74r,085
847 ,
I , 955,
r,6(9,
55t,
5,960,
3.Et
0 .8(
7.75
2.r0
2.06
E90
559
279
460
555
6
7
EI
5t
5
I6
z6
5
2
79
20
t22
37
68
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
g, lEg,4g6
2,077,722
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
q,877 ,459
1,4E6,624
5,
22,
t26,
I , 655,457
555
6t
E5
35
69
88
72
53
29
q7,
r 08,
92,
20,
259
285
45
2(t3
090
5200
525 r
5?5?
550 0
55I0
5400
55r0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
58t5
5 910
5920
5990
RETL
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI,IARE STORES
FAR]'I EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTT,IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICT E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOt'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES
T-IISCELLANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COT'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COMPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'l]'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOP]'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTO]'IOBItE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AT.IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSIGIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
,87 0 ,622
,993,E55
,658, 566
,8I8,605
,4?0,272
5, 615, 47 g
I6 , Er2,450
24, E4E, 36 0
2,595,5r0
9r 9, 555
205,25E.]8
9q5,700.50
1,597,720.5rl5(, r75.67
5r,709.07
55
5r5
t55
4558l
24
16
1,515
5,052
2,706,r90
12 , +24 ,7 ?3
4,927 ,qg617,98r,008
4,26?,675
152,223.19
69E,6 95. 05
277 ,3t5.45
r,01r,459.65
65
28
5,445,
15,785,
6 , 568,lE, 040,
4,276,
5,546 ,
776,ql,620,
159,0I2,
55E
150
945
657
5Et
0?7
4E7
934
669
14 ,9q7
09,517
09,261
?E,2q9
50,E75
78, 085
,5
,9
,lI
,E
r0
7
,5
,4
059
756
I05
066
,775.tl7
,498 .57,97 5
,75r
,58E
,678
,128.
,L77 .
,982.
I,
7,
6000
610 0
6I20
6200
6500
651 0
6550
6700
FI RE
2l
25
9
25
2t
5{6
54
t5
5r4
2,050,r0r
r66,30r
I4,59E
6?2,965
249,210
I0,E40,905
?,E57,L3?
587,055
17,588, 047
67
I4
49?.
255
7 ,425
L,95?
548
I2,590
,557
,59E
r E52
,515
, 
q27
,l4Z
,966
,094
7000
7200
7300
759I
750 0
7600
182
63I
9E2l0
253
156
266I
64E
I5(t
?o
5I
I
15
12, Er6, 955q,567 ,269
16,21q,376I05,955
5,295,125
855, rl5
429,998
r,5r0,0gg
1 2,8 96 , 555
00
00
IO
78
79
EO
92,505
I2,554
56,676
IREPORT T{0. OE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocAII0N ! 0l-125
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERYICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT ]'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
T'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT - ALL OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERN]'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NE].I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEIl
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
RUN
RUN
DA
NU ],IBER:
TE:
PAGE 2E50t/LL/E9
979.00
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'IMARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SANTA FE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I9E8
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
E060
810 0
E200
E600
8900
E91 0
SERV
95
426
88
55I,(lII
r88
4,748
10,666
5r6
12,4
8
6
10,6
5r9
95,5
EPORTED
EC EI PTS
379,072,1?7
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r5,26E ,E64 .76
90,4E9
5+,q?2
25, 075
05, 185
47,95q
53,47E(}5,I4I
226,7qE.5l
686,2L0.7q
57,5r9.78
4,2q3.3?
5E3, E25 .24
186 ,8r4 . 0E
+,487,757.16
4,051, 0E5lz,2l8 ,927
66q,465
7 5,(t37
6,ggg,5E4
5,52r,245
79,889,955
272,LEL,62E
910 0
9200
GOVT
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERTY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N r 0t-226
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRI].IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
T'IISCEL LANEOUS F1ANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEH T.IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
PAGE zEqDATE: OI/LI/89
NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
15,70r.E4
22,296.9q
tE,Et5.09
52,655.95
2,555. ll
59,760.59
5, 402 . E9
152,095.96
RUN
RUN
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUII]'IARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ESPANOLA (S. F. )
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
1500
t6r0
I700
c0Ns
3ri00
3900
FIFG-
4t00
4200
5090
NHSL
29
42
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
s56,
54q,
555, E96
665, 0 l2
241,572
5, 554, qEE
E4, EE5
84,885
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
235,225
379,522
320,257
555, E46
45, 66 II,O17,I98
9r,964
2, 5gg, E54
25,4E0
25, q80
1,496.97L496.97
400
949
481 0
4900
4920
ICU-
5600
5700
5800
5E I5
5920
5990
RET L
LOCAL
t'loT0R
TELEP
Et ECT
GAS U
AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
HONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IFIUNICATIONS
RIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESIILITIES
7
5200
s300
5400
551 0
554 0
5592
5599
T.IOTOR VEHICLE DEATERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I',IOBILE HOI{E DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNIIURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, CO].II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
l'llSCELLANEoUS tlHoL ESAL ERST0T. l.lH0LESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIATS
GENERAL ]'TERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES}IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAT SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.IOBItE RENTAt, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T.IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AT'TUSE]'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
E
I4l8
247 ,935q76,170
142,560
235,2?8
475,4q3
150,704
2(t
100
r65,509
l,?q5 ,29(+
22
E
2I
2
2
5
9
9
7
I5,
27
7
Et9.62
814.79
6 7E .84
,
65t 0
FIRE
II
II 5,640.571,727 .96
2 ,923 .48L,076.25
I
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
6?,6094r, r65
52, 0 58
IE, 5I 9
61,964
30 ,455(+9 
,7 6LI8, 5I 9
IREPORT NO. OE(l
X QUARTERTY XX EDITED X
[0cATI0N:01-226
src
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'TENT
STATE OF NEH I',IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEIIBER, I98E
PAGE 2E5
RUN DATEI OI/II/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPOR
TAX D
7 , E0E .66
2,911.7r
2L ,366 .7 5
229,490.75
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ESPANOLA ( S. F. )
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TED
UE
E(lIO
EZ0 0
890 0
SERV
ENTIS
ERVIC
S ERV
9
t7
86
273
PHYSICIANS, D
EDUCATIONAL S
MISCEL TANEOUS
TOT. SERVICES
TS AND OTHERS
ICES
ES
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r52, 955
49,5E2
585, 555
5,057,565
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
152,9I5
49, 56 I
36(t ,7 q0
3,907,276TOT. TOTAI FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
t
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:0t-001
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAT SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
QUARTERLY SU]iI]'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RIIDR SANTA FE CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXICo
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
57, 068
L,3?9,94?llg,+773,72L,594
6 ,96+ ,17 6
7 99 ,599
814,E92
555,254
2,547,906
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E,726,549
7 ,2gg,Loq
557,059
1,7TI,27E
18, 27 5, 98 9
34, 029
1,524,564ll9 ,47 75,r60,205
5,207 ,lE?
I ,5E8
z+5,252
8L 874
645,25q
PAGE 2E6ATE: 0l/ll/89
ul'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
469,051.99
592,525 .8E
28,866 . 9r9L9Er.28
98?,227.06
r ,829. 05
68,r00.6r6,q21.92
I69,E60.88
276,E0?.12
90.7I
r5, rE2.50
4,400.71
34,682 . 56
RU
RU
ND
NN
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9E8
SIC
CODE
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
IIETA I
URAN I UOIL AN
0r00
0700
0800
AGRI
2000
230 0
2400
?7 00
1000
r094
t5E9
]',lI N E
t500l6t0
r620
1700
CONS
]'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
t'l
D GAS FIELD SERVICES,
URANIUT'I, }IOLYBDENU]'I
EXCEPT DRIttING
TOT. t'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGH]^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUItDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE t'TILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, ].IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GTASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIFIARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL I.lACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIESPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS
I'TISCEL LAN EOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , hIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'I]iIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TETEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC HATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOTD APPTIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PtUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPTIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS t.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT'1 AND PETROLEUT.I PRODUCTSTOT. NHOLESAIE TRADE
7
26tz
26
9
27,957
226,641
92, E5I
r, 967, 946
49r,599
,507
,455
,40I
,472.99
,506 .82
,962.28
, rE9.65
,945.5I
267
55
50
270
600
9,741,3I7
7,965,943
665,76E
5, r75,E50
21,544,85E
27,ct0q
98,73?
,l(t4
,779
q(tZ,027
r, r59,498
I
5I
25
5
55
45I
75
5200
3400
5600
5E00
5900
l.lFG-
4500q8r0
485 0
4900(t920
rcu-
tt
50
9
42
r0t
II
I5
54
92
40
r5r
23,758 .92
6I ,24E. 0l
659
E,E?2
4100
420 0
I
5040
5060
5070
50E0
5090
5092
t^lHS L
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
tocATr0N | 0t-001
BUITDING iIATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I'TERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I.IOBILE HOME DEALERS]'IISCELTANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAI ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NE[^I I1EXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, 19EE
PAGE 2E7
RUN DATE: OIlII/E9
RUN NUt'tBER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
29,E67 .ZO
4q,429.99(tZ 
,667 .49
9,2r5.55
5(, 975.7E
?1,565.32
10,E75.9I
,26L.?5
,202.02
,898.15
,585.16
,786 . 08
QUARTERLY SUIi|MARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'TDR SANTA FE CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
5200
5251
5500
5q0 0
55t0
554 0
559?
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
5910
5920
5990
RETL
5,59r.7E
54, 0r7 .65
442,E3+
L ,7 92,59+
E ,520 ,467
442, E34
r,5r7,092
6,509,05tt
23
70
549
5,8r4
45,221
24, 5r 0
1,r95
96,E26.73
IE,596 . 0469,85r.26
16,75E.956,895.I7
,802 . 52
,750.43
,8lE .42
IIS,EEI
902,055
647, l3r
22,205
l0E,I7984r,55Iq5?,285
22,205
.65
.55
.51
.55
HOTELS, I'IOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER TODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
Ai,IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
14
?z
58
IEl6l9
7
64
56
5t
45
2q
25
TOTAT REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I ,53r, (97
7 98,
17 4 ,942
654, l5r
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
555,569
r04,035
r,004,990
826,604
795,E15
17t,466
650,675
l r80l ,(t27
3r+?,251
405,076
202,505
79,279
155,991
l 17,552l,2ll,l4l
505
701
E4E,
13
222qE4
6000
6500
6510
6550
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7E00
7900
4
7
57
t5
529
1,299,202
5r1,795
I2E,2E5
Ir0
?6rI
,I7l
,57 0
,565
146I,515
279
6,67+
5I
65
129
4I
57
t5
I5
255
5I
67 ct
6010
8050
810 0
E20 0
8600
890 0
89r0
S ERV
1,946,510
557,90rl, 56 0 ,924
345,554
164,7?O
473,372
202,456
7 9 ,589
,7 9l
,56I
,558
,732
77
5q
55
: T0T- ToTAL FoR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LoCATIoN 2,172 56,655,211 59,3r9,672 2,I10,504.E2
REPORT NO. OE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:2I-I24
AGRICUTTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l llEXIC0
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
QUARTERLY SUHI'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TORC
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
OCTOBER TO DECET'TBER, 1988
PAGE zEE
RUN DATE: OL/II/89
RUN NUI'IBER: 97 9. () ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r r ,855 .88
73,2E9 .57
LRSR
src
CODE
0t00
AGRI
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
57r,924
1,677, I50
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
210,756
I ,502, 925
0(t?0,192
rll,4r5
675,156
472,523
6, 950,215
1500
I620
1700
CONS
2000
2400
27 00
5700
5900
MFG-
ql00
4600
48I0
4850
4900q920
TCU-
FOOD AND KIN
LUT.IBER, NOOD
PRINTING AND
TRANSPORTAT I
t'IISCEL LANEOU
APPAREL AND
FURNITURE, H
EATING A
LIQUOR D
DRUG AND]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
PAPER PRODUCTS
LISHING
QUI P]'IENT
NU FACTURI NG
ACCESSORY STORES
OME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
RINKING PLACES
NSERS - BY THE DRINK
PROPRIETARY STORES
DRED
AND
PUD
ONE
S I'lA
55
91
5t
?9
TOT. HANUFACTURING
TOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TEIEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
7
7
9
l9
7
(tZ 
' 
qE6
467,501
125 ,0(+q
0.00
23,635 .EZ
6,257.00
5200
5500
55r 0
5400
55r0
554 0
559?
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5815
t7
50
9
z9
59
22
rt? ,97 9
167,859
459, 999
797,536
2,90E,66E
61,64+
5050
5090
50 92
tIHSL
59r0
5990
RETL
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
I'TISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESALERS
PETROLEUH AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. T.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
GENERAL FIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICTE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'lOBILE HOHE DEALERS
]',lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
E04,095
42,97 9
22L,023
69r,5r7
805,765
57,E65.02
2,417.55
9 ,4c+2 .09
?4,7(+9.9+
44,86r.40
157, 9E7.59
5,467.48
tE,0r4.tt
r,088.90
27 ,550.q7
29,869.76
26,573. 30
591,505.9r
5, r r2,755
62, (t67
440,6EE
I 9, 558
515,629
7 ,7 00 ,259
520,251
I 9, 558
NDD
ISPE
75 492
53t ,22+,097
491,563
551,018
125
54t
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND
STATE O
COTIB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:2I-I24
65r0
FI RE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAt ESTATE
ENUE DEPART]'IENT
Etl t'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'TBER, I9EEQUARTERLY SUIIMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TORC
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
REV
FN
REVYS
DA
NU
RUN
RUN ER:
TE:
I'lB
PAGE 2890l/ll/89
979.00
src
CODE
7000
7 200
939 5
GOVT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
L72, q59
l,75l, gl0
I5,552,IEE
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
II5,550
L,579,q50
LL,563,422
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6000
6r00
6120
6500
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
8010
8060
El00
8900
8910
SERV
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELtANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBItE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
A]'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
582, r5r
239,+59
92, 585
I 0E, E75
r70,E57
501,226
237,52587,57r
I04,057
L60,62?
16,945.96
r5,560.78(t 
,925 .84
5,855 . r 9
9,055.01
26(t4 19E,57658(,190
r00
72
I5
47
2I
50
58
117,76r
264,238
37 ,42L
552,825
5r,362
552,825
6
I4
2l8
,624.05
,865.57
,r0q.94
,721.50
TOCAL GOVERNT'IENT . T'IUNICIPATITIES
TOT. GOVERN]'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
|'
77
410
965
6,560.47
E8,8((.14
650,455.45
IREPORT NO. OE(,
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N s 2t-220
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TOT. ]'TANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
GAS UTILITIESIOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, }gEE
PAGE 290
RUN DATE: OL/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,245.E1
6,q63.27
tE. 18
6q.25
2,973.q6
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I.lILLIAI'ISBURG
NO. TAX
RETURNS
LRSR
1500
r6t0
t700
CONS 7
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
51,4E5
r29,6r0
55, gE.r
24E, 6 95
52,E61
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
57,703
1r4,905
52, E6 I
50,5+5
226,920
L,7lz,7
520 0
T'IFG-
48t0
4E50
4920
TCU.
5090
50 92
I{HS L
550 0
5q0 0
554 0
5800
581 5
5990
RETL
7000
7500
8900
SERV
]'II SCEL L AN EOUS T.IHO L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT'I AND PETROTEU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT . I.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
NISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, t'!OTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING]'IISCETLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
1'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
I5
9
29
l4
I
TOT- TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 72 524,326 4E4,062 27 ,22E.49
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:21-021
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
METAL t,IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUT'I, t'IOLYBDENUI'IOIL AND GAS HELL DRILLING
TOT. IiIINING
GENERAT BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON_BUItDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
TRANSPORTATION EQUIP]'IENT
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
TOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , t.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TEt EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COI,IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ETECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILIIIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COIiITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDT.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
t'IISCEL LANEOUS l.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTST0T. l.lH0tESALE TRADE
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'TISCEL TANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-tESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT CO].IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
E48,209
552, 5E9
518,246
67 0 ,942
r,149,405
7 40 ,626
TAXABL E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
zEE,5I6
627,89r
r,058,877
319,029
+7 ,2q7
125, EI5
PAGE 29IATE: 0l/ll/89
ul'tBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
14,714.10
52,r79.45
54,195.II
16,550.24
2,(+?L.39
6,545.51
15,561.47
t0,5E6.EE
5,20r+ .47qL,4+7 
.E7
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SUFII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RFIDR SIERRA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I98E
SIC
CODE
0I0 0
AGRI
1000
I5E I
]'II N E
1500l6r0
3700
HFG-
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
I5
551
1,545
5t
7l0
56
E4
1520
t700
c0Ns
,364
,7 6q
,726
766,510
2c+5,q15
9,526
295, r49
r,517,400
59,275.41
12,528 .76
4E8.2I
r5, r26 . 57
67 ,5L6.75
4100
4200
4500
48r0
4E50
4900
49?0
TCU-
5040
5070
5090
5092
l.lH S L
l6
t2
4E
5500
540 0
554 0
5599
5E00
5E l3
5920
5990
RETL
t4
I5II
t7
2E
50l3l
,102
,E05
,932
,925
,712
,67 0
260
202
54
t45
270
202
r6l,6E29II,2I7 l0 L 55IE08,759
6510
6700
FI RE r9 7q,747 75,607 3,772.35
REPORT NO. (lE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! 2t-021
E9t0
SERV
HOTETS, }IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUIOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I,IISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
MISCELTANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AHD ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET.IBER, I98E
PAGE 292
RUN DATE: ()I/II/89
RUH NU]'IBER: 979. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
9, 684 . 20
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI.ITIIARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RT,IDR SIERRA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TA
OS
TO
GR
7000
7200
7300
14
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS
I 95,502
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
lEE,960
I29, 055
22,26L
22,412
52,7 92
500, 062
4, r4r, 05{
750
760
790
801
E90
IE
I6
?o
129,919
34,550
59,565
6,6r4.r0
r,140.85
r,14E.62
9595
GOVT
TOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . I'IUNICIPATITIES
TOT. GOVERNHENT
26
IOE
415
66,657
55.r , 0 46
5, 059, r 05
2 ,7 05 .60
25,62E.25
2L2,L56.73TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH FIEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IDER, I98E
PAGE ?93
RUN DATE: OI/1IlE9
RUN NUI''IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
70,Er6.82
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
src
CODE
LocATI0N ! 25-125
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAT BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL IRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
LUI.IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRII,IARY I'IETAt INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
1'IISCEL L ANEOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAT AND HIGHhIAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IFIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIESTOI. TRANSPORTATION, COI'ITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SOCORRO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
52
7
20
9
29
50
26
62
r59,| ,45c+ , 099260
656
6r5
7 ,657
79,981
I4,
644,
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
L,425,753
545, E55
2r?19,q05
78,451
645,268
rr86(,906
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,2E7 ,57E
1,444, 517
E4,2I0
5r,676
l?l ,597
2, I 58, 5E7
575,29r
E04.97
52,654. lE
76,657 . Er
4,55r .5+
1,743. 74
5,689.29
I0,2E9. 96I5,601.79
117,045.50
117,6I1.26
20 ,.rg(t .02
0700
AGR I
1500t6l0
1620
1700
c0Ns
65
r05
12
46
2400
27 00
340 0
3700
5900
IIFG-
4100
420 0
4EI O
4850
4900
4920
TCU-
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
l.lHS L
42
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ETECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES].IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPL I ES
]'IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUM AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I.IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAT FIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'TENT STORES
DEPARIMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOTINE SERVICE STATIONS
HOBILE HOl'IE DEALERS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
147,695
54, 146
551 ,551
5200
525 I
550 0
53t 0
5400
551 0
5540
5592
55 99
5600
5700
I()l5
44
Il,l3
q?7
545
2,45r
,21(t
,366
,455
1E7,090
247 ,305
? , lzE ,349
2,+r4,gg5
520 ,7 67
r58,805
96, IE9
106,241
96, IE9
5,843.22
5,290.42
IREPORT NO. (lEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED )(
LocATI0N 3 25-t25
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND TOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 294
RUN DATE: OI/LI/Eg
RUN NUTIBER:979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,594.52
t0,7tr.5r
40 ,7 99 .44
5,807 . 40
29,098.09
4, I66.4E
L32,549.2L
7 99 ,262.7 t+
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'II'TARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SOCORRO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5E00
58r5
59r0
5990
RETL
6000
6I0 0
6I20
6500
65r0
6550
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7800
50
28
8
rt9
39E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
IIE,E28
25E, IEs
741,997
69,225
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
65,391
Lgq,Eq7
741 , E0E
69,225
r,594, 050
5r2,950
205, r66
405, r568,L?2,693
r,565,r50
512,950
27 I ,06+
455,q29
9 ,6?L ,06+
76,L22.75
28,211.L4II,I74.}I
22, r6t .5I
446,575.18
18, I
8r7
10,6
r0,I
4rI
22
43
HOTELS, }IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAT SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOH
MI SCE
IiIOTIO
AFIUS E
PHYSI
HO5PITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS S ERV ICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
254l
60
60
2+
575,056
185,2r6
?79,873
265,599
99,940
329,295
159,595
19?,0q0
185, E62
7 6 ,329
LL.22
68. 95
67.50
?8.7q
9E. I2
(t7
IE
OBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
LLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
N PICTURE THEAIERS AND PRODUCTION
7900
80r0
E06 0
EIOO
E600
890 0
E9t 0
S ERV
MENT AND RECREATION SERVICESCIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
E7
TO
585
554,567
77 ,28?
2,673,+72
512,246
75,791
2,4L1 ,12(t
9395
GOVT
LOCAT GOVERNT.IENT - t'lUNICIPAL ITI ESTOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 1,052 19,2r2, r56 l(,587 , 590
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LoCATIoN . 25-221
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'TENT
STATE OF NEI.I T'IEXICO
COT1BINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
67, lE6
426,589
215,4r8
52, 945
39,297
L049,597
1,9E2
r06,0E6
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2l ,555
556 ,545
84,2E8
52,751
PAGE 295ATE: 0L/ll/89
UMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r, 150 .57
17,56E.60
+,q25.12
r,71E.58
1,764.77
54,004.4E
104.05
5,569.(I
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SUI'ITIARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I'IAGDAL ENA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
LRSR
505, 175
122,267q25 
, 
q40
BUITD
TRADE
TRACT
TOTA
GROS
I500
I700
c0Ns
GENERAL
SPECIAL
TOT. CON
4100qEIO
4900
TCU-
5090
50 92
NHSL
ING CONTRACTORS
CONTRACTORS
CONSTRUCT I ON
7
I5
20
?.7 5 ,7 65
76,965
352,728
Lq,q77.66
4, 040 .53l8,5rE.I9
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COH]'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
HARDIIARE SToRES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
t'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTT'IENT COI'IPANI
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL E5T
HOTELS, t'IOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTO].IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AT'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
I'TISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
525 I
550 0
5400
554 0
5599
5700
5800
58r5
5990
RET L
7000
7200
7500
7500
780 0
7900
E90 0
S ERV
t6
9
t2
I4
E
63
55,6 l5
6+7,705
6000
6700
FI RE
ES
ATE
9 I, 9E2
I 06, 0E424
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION L+2 l,E5E,05g r,507,505 5E,5(r9. lE
IREPORT NO. l,EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I98E
PAGE 296
RUN DATE: OL/IL/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,21+.555,520.1r
1E,576 . E5
r,1E5.29
r,185.29
5E7 .9?
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0CATIoN . 25-025
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ].IEAT PRODUCTS
APPARET AND TEXTILE I.IILL PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED T'IETAL PRODUCTS]'II SCEL LANEOUS T'lANUFACTURING
TOT. I.IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I|IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHTTUNICATION
ELECTRIC T.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'I]'IUNICATIONS A
l'IISCEL LANEOUS ].lH0t ESALERS
TOT. I.IHOtESALE TRADE
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RT'IDR SOCORRO CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
src
CODE
I620
r700
CONS
5090
l^lHs L
2000
2500
3400
5900
T'IFG-
010 0
0700
AGRI
1500l6I0
l0
26
49
68,885
17 q ,867
655, 0El
4q,2E7
56,40?
571,557
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
II,899
142,522
6 05, 059
578,rr5
r 5(, 4E4
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
II,75E
,217
, 958
E5, 958
45L 841
577 ,056
72,076
0
I 95, 9E7
679,q76
90 9, lE9
.00
.57
.E0
.51
4t00qzo0
4600
4E l0
4900
TCU-
s25 I
550 0
5400
554 0
5E00
58r5
5920
5990
R ETL
6500
FI RE
sTILITI
ND UTI
ES
LITIES
7
50l56t
8
7
5
33
E6
8t
55
156
1r9,457
I 96 ,604
r, 0E5,298
1,455,601
86,428
lq?,6E9
156,95E
0
9,455
35, 975
45 , 2I5
(+
2
7
q,Lg
2L,59
0I 2q,L97
?(t,197 23,66623,666
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL T.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
IO
l0
, l2I ,056.07
,660.E3
,E47.E9
7.9r
2.07
t
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRI
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE BROKERS AND SERVICESREAL ESTATEERS rAND
HOTELS, iIOTE[S, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTO],IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES 28,852 .815, 5E3 . 0E
7000
7200
7500
7500
IE
22
REPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0CATI0N . 25-025
lIISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LEGAL SERVICES]'IISCE[LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
CO['IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I988
PAGE 297
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUHBER:979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r,49r .56
3q,+77.95
69,r0E.66
L55,969.77
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUIITIARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RIIDR SOCORRO CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7600
E010
810 0
8900
t5
t5
80
502
TOTA L
GROSS
REPORT ED
RECEI PTS
45,q39
6E9,709
1r466 ,75+
4rlg6,g52
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
29, E55
5E9,559
I,3E2,5E9
5, lz4 r 750
89I0
S ERV
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
iREPORT NO. (tEO
LOCATION . 2O-L26
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRAGTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
APPAREL AND TEXTITE I'IILL PRODUCTS
tUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII,IARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I.IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,EQUIP}IENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPTIENT
I'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. T'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'TOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , T.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHT'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMHUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
TOTA
GROS
56
STATE O
CO[-IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
Etl NEXIC0
ENUE SYSTE]'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I98E
PAGE 298
RUN DATE: OL/II/Eg
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
57,09E.70
,+67.73
,354.79
E,28E.74
r1,575.28(t,?LE.92
5,70I . l4
5r,528.57
2,70q.E2
IOE,I5I. ()2
L 6El .54
3,?.36 .27
E,94+ .12
55, EE0 . 99
12,66? .50
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
FN
REVYS
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUFI]''IARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TAOS
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
LRSR
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
6q5,qql
2,253,9L6
54,55?
585,515
1,085,r66
2,15E,259
594, 962
6EI, I5E
r,l(9,555
1r654r007
258,78?
E25,550
5,750,5756,6L9,265
287 ,7 43
r04, r57
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
932,22(+
,640r570
,6r7r99r
r55,55r
I8E, 952
5E,905
60,q27
5rr,548
44, l6 0
585,44792r,00I
r,E50,476
27,5?7
52,86 5
146,151
, E55
,735
,97 0
,qZE
,126
,026
, 984
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
9E5,E25
CONS
l5
22
9
58
9
57II
50II
t9
I500
I5IO
I620
1700
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
25
2q
27
52
5{
56
57
4r00q200
48r0
'4900
4920
TCU-
53r 0
5400
55r 0
55{ 0
t00
r65
I5
I()
I5
I
2
2,45r,001
5,492, 05E
t00
r60
569,700
275,731
97 ,320
3900
I'tFG-
5200
525 I
550 0
l5
65
II
3Z
52
26
5L 750 .4E56,4rI.29
50r0
5020
5040
5090
5092
hIHSL
]'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIP]'TENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND At t I ED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS]'II SCEL L ANEOUS I.JHOL ESAt ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING t'lATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'lOTOR VEHICLE DEATERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOI'1E DEALERS].IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
57
216
56(
I5
5
E79
206
608
5, 557
5,952
?7q
95
,261 .96
,667.49
,567 .7 0
,78( . 08
,775.5r
5592
5599 l5 589,962 456,548 27 ,951.?9
IREPORT NO. l,E(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:20-t26
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
TIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND.L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT CO]'IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEH IIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTETiI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUMBER:
E 299/Ll/E9
9.00
PAG
01
97
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS AGTIVITY REPORTED IN
TAOS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
TOTA
GROS
TR5R
5600
5700
5800
581 5
59t0
5990
RETL
src
CODE
700
720
80
22
96
?6
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
1,564,92E
467, rE0
2,38?,664
E25, 085
4,5+6 ,qE(+
2c+ ,05? ,637
27 (t ,7 33
76,055
4E2,629
E74,qt7
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,90? ,4(1720,rr7,701
258,056
76,055
482,5?9
E57,7q0
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
L77 ,6 95.55
I ,23L7 99 .5?
r5,805.96
r, 555, g4g
585, 257
2,322,?42
625, 0E3
8r,678. I4
25 ,4q5 . L7ltt?,237.34
50,555.56
5E2
77r
t56000
6100
6r20
6500 E4I 429 ,65E.57,56r.0r
2q,
24,I4,
?6
45
55
6510
6700
FI RE
750
750
760
7E0
75 52,556 .5E
L32,qq7.65
790
80r
E05
8t0
E20
E60
E90
89r
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSE]TENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEATTH SERVIGES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFII I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
IlISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHIIECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
60,78?l,0g5,5rg
157,146q?9 
,137
48, 089
I34,652
545, (}r5
I54,055
5,7Lq,451
,625.L9
,283.9?
,945 . q5
,246.25
,988.65
,q34.7(t
,885 . 39
I5
95
67,E?L
1,r25,569
165,468
500.
5q4.
z6t.
9
25
2
E
20
9
549
2,162, qlo
596 ,894(t0L,222
252, E4 r
2,220 ,850
596 ,894
4(t6,E24
239,912
55,88 9
4{,5655L798
50,9r8
54 ,97 6
r5, q7 0
(t
It
5I
6rz
62
102
57
55
I5
54
15
21
I40
I7
649
5,716.4266,55r.52
S ERV
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI{ENTS - (SERVICES)
I
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 1,E44 40,245,68E 31,E45,655 ].9(t5,E7q.28
IREPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COIIBINED REVENUE SYSTEFT
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 5OO
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4, I 95. 99
12,14(+.78
(t55.6 I
1,750.60
25, I87 . 9l
76 9. t+
2,537 .66
67 + .56
1I,505.08
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LoCATI0N | 20-222
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHT.IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TOT. T.IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
t'lOTOR FREIGHT IRANS. , I,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'll'IUNICATIONS
E[ECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILIIIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUII]iIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
QUEsTA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
src
CODE
5200
t'tFG-
1500
r620
I700
c0N5
Il)
00
20
U-
GROCERIES A
MI SCEt L AN EO
TOT. NHOLES
LATED PRODUCTS
OLEsALERS
RADE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
79,5E1
255,2L9
r, 0Eg, 147
51, q5r
l?,557
41,451
1r,779
186, 9EE
TAXABL E
GROS5 RECEIPTS
7 9 ,260
209,056
7,LL?
2E,581
L?,557
t93t r{l ,74{2Er,005 2r,5127 0 ,478 1,517.644, 516 . 76
4I00
420 0
48(19
q9
TC
5040
5090
l.lHS L
ND RE
U5 NH
ALE T
t2
27
15
t2
10
E
t2
47
IO
9l56I
5200
530 0
540 0
554 0
5592
5700
5E00
5E I5
5990
RET L
6000
FI RE
BUILDING I.IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I-lOBI L E HOI'IE DEAI ER5
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AHD REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAT SERVICES
r'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI,IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
t'II SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
I 9,554
57,05+
28, () IE
475,986
1,195.454,105.r5
r,418.75
19,55+
67,054
25, l5 5
578, 595
7000
7?00
7300
7500
7500
E(}I()
E900
: SERV
41,451II,()I5
r84,575
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
tocATI0N | 20-?22
LOCAL GOVERNT.IENT - ['IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNT'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
CO]-IBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 501
RUN DATE: 0 L/ll/t&g
RUN NUI',lBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
54,107 .55
QUARTERTY SUIIIMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
QU ESTA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
95 95
GOVT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,550,705
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
894, 157TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 186
a
IREPORT NO. lltO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART].IENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL GLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI.IBER, I9EE
PAGE 5OZ
RUN DATE: OL/LL/89
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,641 .69
, 455 .82
a X QUARTERLY IX EDITED X
src
CODE
L0cATI0N ! 20-517
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
I'II SCEL L AN EOUS ]iIANUFACTUR I NG
TOT. I'lANUFACTURING
AIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'ITTUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC HATER AND SANITARY 5ERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTITITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
FII SCEL LANEOUS I,IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT . ].IHOt ESAL E TRADE
BUI LDING 1'IATERIALS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIT FOOD STORES
].IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPARET AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SUT'II.IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RED RIVER
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1500
l6 20
r700
c0Ns
55r
554
560
570
2t
36
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
59, 459
170,597
44L 095
6,616
5E5,664
156,75E
22L,82q
44+,E5(t1,50r,r55
59,9q7
94
228
7t
33
, 014
,07 7
,159
,468
5l0
3,804
2,035
(500
48I0
48 50
4900
4 920
TCU-
2000
5900
MFG-
5040
5090
t,lHS L
520
550
540
I()
7
29
t0
9
19
7I,I59
35, 255
.95
.64
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
q8
460,4E0
252,455
6r7,550
I5E,E55
zZL,EZ(t
4(8, I44l. 545, 0E4
59 ,9q7
551,67E
r8, 6 92
85, 152
28, 9 9I
26,q63.q5
q05.26
34,570.65
9,600.20
t5,5E5.81
27 ,239.6590,65(.62
580
5815
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
55
r 5?r
t2
69
9
I5
E
6000
65r0
FI RE
HOTELS, }IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.IODITE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
7000
7200
7500
7500
5ll,70E
7,2E5
E5, I52
27,663
5,671.75
51,542. I4
446.?3
5,2r4.56
r,694.56
IREPORT NO. OE(t
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION ! 20.517
I,IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI.IUSE}IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPIIAIS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
NONPROFIT I-IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I ]'IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'TBER, I9EE
PAGE 505
RUN DATE: OL/IL/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r,57E.59
6,58E.55
52,489 .lct
lE6, r66.7E
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUT.IMARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RED RIVER
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LR5R
7600
7900
E0l0
950 0
GOVT
9
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
25 ,77 4
I55,9E5
9r7,45E
5r 477 , r85
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
25 ,77 4
107,6E2
E57,07E
3,06g, ggl
E060
8600
E90 0
891 0
SERV
25
r55
405
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - COUNTIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. (lEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:20-020
src
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAG
0t
97
?,t
716
10,7
40
145
200
r r6 ,555
2E9 ,7 49
499,247
187tr9
560
RUN DATE:
RUN NU]"IBER:
E 504/ll/E9
9.00
.t,177 
.67
24,551 .65
QUARTERTY SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR TAOS CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECET.IBER, I9EE
0t00
0700
080 0
AGR I
r400
r'II N E
AGR I CUL TURA
AGRICULTURA
FORESTRY AN
TOT. AGRICU
PRODUCT I ON
S ERV I CES
FISHERIES
URE
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO5S RECEIPTS
1,E76 ,492
1,435,516
6,49E,050
r4E,49(
r, 065, ggg
r, 057,575
?,357,828
4 r017 ,924
44, 0 04
6E,265
583, 084
67 2,37 I
215,995
220,852I56,2II
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,797,650
990,202
5,557,470
77 ,72q
452,805
1,055,555
2,235,Egq
3,870,127
9,290
25,85 0
I 92, 036
56(r,570
REPORTED
TAX DUE
96 ,46E. E6
53,223.27
297 ,4E0.85
L
L
D
LT
I500
NONI'IETALLIC FIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. t'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT.IAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'.lILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, HOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS]'IISCEL LANEOUS 1'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
r55I6t0
1520
t700
c0Ns
230 0
2400
27 00
3200
3q00
5900
MFG-
t20
278
5l
t2
2t
25
95
,900
t12?
, 841
92.t2
92 .85
94 .9+
4I00
420 0
4500
48r0
485 0
4900q920
TCU-
LOCAL AN
]'IOTOR FR
AIR TRAN
TEL EPHON
RADIO AN
EL ECTRIC
GAS UTIL
TOT. TRA
5020
5040
5070
5090
5092
hIHS L
GHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATIONT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TAT I ON
D TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
NAT
TIE
ION BROADCASTING
D SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
SPORTATION, COI'ITIUNICATIONS AND UTITITIES
DRUGS, CHE]'IICALS AND ALTIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
MISCEL TANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEU]'I AND PETROLEU]'I PRODUGTS
TOT. I.IHOTESALE TRADE
AND SUPPTIES
BUI LDING I'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI.TENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
DHI
EI GH
SPOR
EAN
DTELEVIS
ER AN
S
19
I5
57
52,997.L7
L20,t65.47
204,575 . 05
499.5{
1,58E.52
I0,521 . 9l
I9,5E4.69
I
N
9
2t
ttz
2L
I
5200
525 r
530 0
540 0
554 0
5599
34
45
56
,772
,055
,505
l0 ,092 .7 ct
6,399. l9
29 ,995 .4q
IREPORT NO. OE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:20-020
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEl^I T,IEXICO
CO].IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAG
0t
97
4, r66
4,156
77
77
60
30
RUN DATE:
RUN NU]'IBER:
E 505/LL/89
9.00
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUIIIiIARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI.IDR TAOS CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
5600
5700
5800
58r5
59I0
5990
RET L
6000
6sI0
6550
FI RE
55,54E
525, 550
465,799
6
7
I
3
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
917 ,67q
q 
,566 , gg4
156,429
326, 099
196,567
E9, 445
599,866
I,E9I,42I
r9,254,5E0
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
590,256
2,99r,750
r55,429
293 ,47 +
I74, 6 IE
296,829
I8E,E5I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7 ,279.31
t5 ,77 q .20
r ,784 . 95
r7,55r .87
2q,92+.22
5I
r60
9
t5
TO
,5E5.20
,060.22
L12,254
525, 555q63,7 99
t0t
95
BANKS
REAI
REAL
TOT.
EST
EST
FIN
. OPER-LESR.AGT., ETC., AND TITTE ABSTRACT
ATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVETOPERS
ANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
4?
130
571
22
29
t6
l0
tt0
39E
1,292
7000
7 200
7500
759I
7500
7500
780 0
7900
80r0
8100
820 0
8600
8900
891 0
SERV
HOTELS, T.IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
FIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COT'IT-IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'TISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I{EHBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
50
5I
55
L77,067
32+,+96
25L 859
,7 96
,505
,58?r
,550
,qr5.9l
,95tt.57
, r4E. 14
.8I
.2E
l8q ,94q
89, 445
5r5,756
r,660,r57
r5 r 225,553
9, 959 .76
(+,E02.23
27 ,717 .90
89,2q8.19
E14,569.28
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
t0cATI0N . 22-t27
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEt^l t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
PAGE 505
oL/tt/89
979.00
QUARTERTY SUHI{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
T'IOUNTAINAIR
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECETiIBER, I9EE
REPORTED
TAX DUE
src
CODE
r700
coNs
SP ECI
TOT.
AL
c0
TRADE CONTRACTORS
NTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2I,E()I
IE,549
36 9,7E5
8, IE6
6 r720
7 3,2E522l,5rr
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
0
62,7 5l
127 ,650
226,031
11,925
I6,5EE
329,287
48I 0q900
TCU-
4000
4I00q200
4600
20
40
90
SL
7200
7500
7500
7600
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHi.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'l0T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , IIAREHoUSING' TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II.IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COTII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS]'tI SCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUI LDING I'TATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTTIENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
ND DRINKING PLACES
ISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PROPRIETARY STORES
NEOUS RETAILERSAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
I'IISCEL LAN EOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
7
t2II
37
5
6
r1
r0,575
6 5, r88
I51,499
250,99r
0.00
,081.95
,5q?.08
,450 . 06
50
50
50
1.lH E
520 0
550 0
5(00
554 0
5599
5800
58I5
59r0
5990
RETL
EA
LI
DR!lr
TO
6
0
Iq
TING A
QUOR D
UG AND
SCEL LAT. RET
6tt. t6
850. t7
I6,E76.02
6510
FIRE
tt
10
t6q9
E, 186
6 ,426
419.55
529.51
E(lIO
E900
S ERV
27,872
144, 255
1,428.(tZ
7,59I.9E
I
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I45 950,657 76E,026 39,227 .(t0
IREPORT NO. OEll TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.J T'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET{BER, I988
TOTAT REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
lll,E04455,7(l
150,496
552,72E
3,7 95
142, 52E
I5 , 515
l, l8I,582
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 507
RUN DATE: ()L/II/Eg
RUN NUHBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
3 ,77 6 .32
r1,854.76
7 ,62E.97
25, 518. 99
59.54
7 ,852 .lct
734. E5
54,15I.95
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
src
CODE
L0CATIoN . 22-223
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'1ENT
III SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. l.IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , IAIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TETEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI.IFIUNICATIONS
ETECTRIC tIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTITITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUTII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I'IORIARTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I6
5I
7
t6
E
IO
010 0
AGRI
1500
I6I()
5700
5900
r'lFG-
I620
I700
CONS
5500
5800
58r5
59I0
0
7
4
5
67
2I0 , 
154
,75I
i,
4100q200
48t0
4900
TCU-
5070
5080
5090
5092
NHSL
5200
525t
5500
55I0
5400
55t 0
554 0
5599
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPIIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPL I ES]'II SCEL T ANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING TIATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'TENT STORES
DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
t'IOTOR VEHICT E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T,IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER.tESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
L2
E
t2
I.r
4l,l0l
06,257
40,057
70,10(}
,1r2.07
,877 .17
,2(8.8r
,290.23
8
45
I52
219,51(t
129 ,460
3 ,27 0 ,404
IE4, 043
96,r60
2,840 ,E77
9,45( . E3
5,409.05
158,90r.76
I46,50I
.t62,7 90
1,058
159,595
I5, 064
962,7 0L
6?I
z
9
1,104,21{
55, 572
59,979I65,I60
lrl I
I
5990
RET L
6000
65r0
FI RE I4 IE, E6E LE,762 l, 055.56
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATroN . 22-2?3
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
T'II SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I98E
PAGE 5OE
RUN DATE: ()I/II/89
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUT'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
]'IORIARTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7000
7?00
t2
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
57, 952
251,682
527 ,3qL
4 r23?t,452
29,203
4r,539
50,4r2
35,554
46, r55
,205
,539
,41?
29
4I
50
54
75
L,6q2.67
?. ,3?5 .32
1,710.59
1,88E.00
2,595. r5
7500
7500
7600
7900
29
IO
I5
I8 ,223,085
EOIO
8060
EIO()
E90 0
9
q20
57, 952
5,090,596
2, r53.66
ERVs
504, 9566rr,20455158 I429 ,157. rr,662 .97
95 95
GOVT
LOCAT GOVERNI'IENT . ]'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 236,577.46
t
REPORT NO. llEll
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:22-31(
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TETEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'ITIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. IRANSPORTATION, CO]-IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEt^I I'IEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'TBER, 198E
PAGE 509
RUN DATE. OI/II/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
445. t6
I,549.II
5, 912. 77
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'I['IARY .. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
NILLARD
NO. TAX
RETURNS
410 0
4El0
4900
TCU-
9
IE
2E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
9,24q
52, 0E4
Eq,672
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
9,24{.
27 ,7E6
E0 ,57(
50 90
t^lHS L
5500
5800
5990
RETL
!IISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
TOT. NHOTESALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI{ENT STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
FIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
750 0
SERV
FIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT. TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOGATION
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NET.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET-I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 5IO0L/lL/E9
979.00ER:
TE:
MB
DA
NU
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLY IX EDITED X
LocATI0N t 22-4t0
SPECIAI TRADE CONTRACTORSIOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
490 0
TCU.
LOCAT AND HIGHT.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'I]'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC ].IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUI'II-IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ENC I NO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, IgEE
TOTA L
GROSS
src
CODE
1700
c0Ns
REPORT ED
RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
27,590
75,E5E
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,413.50
3, E87 .26
410 0(EIll
554 0
599 0
RETL
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS].IISCELTANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TOT- TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
l2
20
53,6E4
9(t 
'22q
IREPORT NO. ltEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'.|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I988
PAGE 5II
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUI'IBER: 97 9. () O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
28,684.55
tt,557 
.80
6,649.65
L2,76t.77
5, 059.51
6tt.5t
2,7 95 .94
X QUARTERIY IX EDITED I
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N:22-503
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHLIAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEU]'T REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
]'II SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL. AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERYICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, CONT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ESTANCIA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
2.5
t2
9
5t
TO TA
0s
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS TAXABL EGROSS RECEIPTS
509,947
89,740
I r8,2I6
255, 588
54,052
10,E75
c19,729
I 3, E22
8,455
GR
150 0
1620
I700
c0Ns
27 00
290 0
5900
MFG-
4100q200
481 0
4850
4900
TCU-
5090
50 92
l.lHS L
080 0
AGR I
525 r
550 0
55I 0
5400
5599
5500
580 0
5815
5990
RET L
r56,549
27 4 ,19+
606,757
90,215
59,282
II,OEE
49,7?g
L5,822
I5 , 2I7
MI SCEL t ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
HARD},IARE STORES
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'II SCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-tESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
]'TISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBITE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T.IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I4q6
9
8
100,617
820,423
96,099
724, IE0
5,405.59
40,755.r0
9
7
6000
55r0
FI RE t4
7200
7500
750 0
7600
777 .49
474.q5
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N ! 22-505
AT.TUSE]'lENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUMBER:
PAGE 5I20t/LL/89
979.00
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUiII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ESTANCI A
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEHBER, I98E
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
7900
E0t0
8060
8900
E9l0
SERV
HOSP I T
MI SCEt
ENGI N E
TOT. S
ALS
tAN
ERI
ERV
AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EOUS SERVICES
NG AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
ICES
EPORTED
EC EI PTS
58, 0 95
150,6E6
2 r 002,?+lq
TAXABL E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
59,917
I(lT,III
1,740,502
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,2c+5.33
6,025.01
97 ,400.54TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
t4
48
I85
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0CATI0N | 22-022
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
t'IETAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
URAN I UI'I
NONI'IETALLIC t'llNERALS, EXCEPT
TOT. I'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'lEXIC0
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI{BER, I988
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI{B ER :
E 515/ll/89
9.00
PAG()I
97
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR TORRANCE CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1000
r094
I400
]'II N E
0t00
0800
AGR I
I500
I6I()
I620
I700
c0Ns
20I0
2400
2800
5900
MFG-
5080
5090
tIHSL
554 0
5E0 0
5815
5990
RETL
URANIUM, ]'IOLYBDENUT'I
FUELS AND POTASH
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,250, gE0
395,002
933,724
4rgggr45g
322,45E
2q9 ,346
r , 595, 52E
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,250,650
289,785
165,905
5, E5 9, 942
?,152ll,4l9
299,068
0
REPORTED
TAX DUE
62,552.5I
14,489. l2GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI^JAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTOR5
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
]'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, ].IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
CHE['IICAIS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
]'II SCEt L ANEOUS T'IANUFACTURI NG
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESIOT. TRANSPORTATION, COTIMUNICATIONS AND UTITITIES
]'TACHINERY, EQUIP]IENT AND SUPPLIES
1'IISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
BUITDING ]'IATERIALS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - EY THE DRINK
FIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT.IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
9
50
62
99
Er
r 95,
t5
25
154, 5l 0
234,945
I 95.2E
497.09
IO
57
7 .59
0.96
cu-T
410 0
4600
48r0
4900
5200
550 0
5400
l5
7
22
t6
60
299, 06E
1 l4 ,825
506,5Er
607 ,445
L,327 ,920
r4, 955.40
0.00
14,696.04
2E,9q0 .5?
5E,5E9.96
502, 918
578, EI 0
rrr80,797
r 9, 519
58, I77
9
8
ll
2t
64
965.94
5, 4 0E .85
520,6E5
252,55r
r,565, r76
r6,05+.24
11,617.54
68, 508 .80
lg,65r
68,177
7200
7500
7500
9l0I5
I4,7llI
I2,985
90,772
I4,701
1L752
87 ,528
735.05
586.52
4,376.q0
IREPORT NO. OE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0CATI0N . 22-022
SIC
CODE
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AT.TUSE]'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDU5TRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 5I6DATE: OL/II/8g
NUr'IBER: 97 9. 0 0
REPORTED
TAX DUE
568.74
2,9.t5 .51
10,050.57
595, 052. 05
RUN
RUN
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR TORRANCE CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
l2
30
E5
555
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
12,002
65,157
229,386
9,7L7 ,295
TOTA L
GROSS
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
11,374
5E, 9I l)
201,0I0
7,9r0,057
7600
7900
8900
E9l0
S ERV
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I8-I2E
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRIGULTURE
OIL AND GAs FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONMETALLIC I'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. ]'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAsSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 515
RUN DATE: OI/IL/89
RUN NUMBER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2q,620.73
5,r96.51
.t ,257 .9q
r2,015.76
2,7E6 . r3
4,254.78
2, 785 . 25
r,879.5r
15, 955.72
58,799.2I
987 . 56
5,572.9E
r1,325.50
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CI AYTON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0700
AGRI
I5E 9
1400
t'II N E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
412,2E9
16I,652
r57,08r67r,r56
96,529
50 0, 555
277 ,595
E56,295
LE,2q5
539,347
r9I,264
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
410,546
E6 ,6 05
70,965
?00,229
46,455
7 0 ,8E6
(}6,587
51,525
?32,22E
546,471
16,456
56,2L6
I88,725
8r,055
1E6,64(
9
l21500l6r0
r620
I700
CONS
410 0q200
481 0qE50
5020
5040
5090
5092
l.lHS L
5200
525 I
5500
551 0
5400
554 0
559?
5600
5700
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY II
5I
AND
AND
PUB
GLA
201
240
270
520
540
570
t'IFG
PRI]'IARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIP]'IENT
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
I'IEAT PACKING
LUI.IBER, NOOD
PRINTING AND
STONE, CLAY,
TOCAL AN
]'IOTOR FR
TEL EPHON
RADIO AN
EL ECTRI C
GAS UTIt
TOT. TRA
OTHER ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
PAPER PRODUCTS
L ISHINGSSI AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
D HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
EIGHT TRANS. , l^IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICESE AND TELEGRAPH CO].ITIUNICATIONS
D TELEVISION BROADCASTING
22
9l0
E
+9,E20l5E,l02
4900q920
TCU-
IdATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTITITIES
ITIES
NSPORTATION, CO]'I].IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
t0
59
t4
23
DRUGS, CHEt'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IISCET LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI.I PRODUCTS
TOT . T.IHOt ESAt E TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.JARE STORES
GENERAL T,IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
t4
26
?E
r,079,023
r94,425
lr566,gl6
212,669
94
59
6+,74
r1,66
8.
5.
t2
E
81,055
lE7,75q 4,E65.30ll,I9E.65
IREPORT NO. (lEl,
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:1E-I2E
EATING AND DRINKING PLACE
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY TH
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STOR
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCELTANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.T AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COT'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTT.IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I9EE
PAGE 5I6DATE: OL/LI/Eg
NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
25,6 r8. 986,500.62
E,788.28
l8,765.29
17 9, 964. r6
57E. 92
4,521 . 08
RUN
RUN
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUTIIIARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CLAYTON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
T
G
s
E
ES
5E00
58t5
59t0
6000
6t20
6510
6700
FI RE
75
76
78
79
E()
OTA L
ROSS
593
1r0
r74
t8
7
9
REPORTED
RECEI PTS
425,EI4
3, 4E3, Esg
5,555
95,85 5
273,922
6 9,568I9,4I5
1,072,4q6
7 ,50E,466
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
512,608
2,999,165
5,5I5
77,01E
?05,007
121,455
47, r40
65,208
49, 56 0
25?,3?0
6 9, 568
I4,651
I,OOI,9II
5,551,072
t5,756 . 05
4,L74.07
8E0.65
60, r56.28
355,112.E8
,650
, 010
,680
IIO,
r46,
595, 650
0r0
471
INKDR
5920
5990
RETL
7000
7200
7500
E06
El0
l E90E9I
55
196
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBItE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
T'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
FIISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
20
54
I7
2t
t2
I6
9
55
t95
t0
20
546
206,E65
r25, r02
65,E0574,II5
7 L ,Zl7
tz
7
?
5
2
,560 . +r
,287 .23
,825 . 45
,977.q2
,961.6r
ERVS
95 95
95 95
GOVT
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - ]'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: IE-224
NON]'lETALLIC FIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TCU.
LOCAL AND HIGHHAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC hJATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IHUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'tISCELtANEOUS I.IHOL ESALERS
TOT. l^|HOtESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEl^l l'lEXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I98E
PAGE 3I7DATE: OL/LL/8g
NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4,7E9. 36
5,962.56
1,709.7(+
I2,094.32
RUN
RUN
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
DES ]'IOINES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
LRSR
r400
I'II HE
r500
1700
CONS
SIC
CODE
5500
554 0
5E00
5990
RET L
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
I04,5r5
77,570
5L 524
2q5,207
TAXAB T E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E7,079
7 2,0q7
3I, OE6
2t9,E97
4100
4EIO
4900
90
SL
50
l.lH
7600
E900
SERV
9
7000
7500
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI,IENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, HOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
I'IISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
t'II SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
I4
tt
43TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION
IREPORT NO. (lEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: IE-5I5
SPECIAL TRADE GONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'IT-IUNICATIONS
EL ECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTIL ITI ESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COFIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
E sIE/tt/E9
9.00
PAG()I
97
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVIIY REPORTED IN
GRENVILLE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I98E
LRSR
t700
CONS
src
CODE
qEt0
4900
TCU-
7600
S ERV
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
9,55E
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E, EE5
REPORTED
TAX DUE
465.41
I,IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I5
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY IX EDITED X
LOCATION S IE.4II
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTOR5
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIG I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEhI I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, 19EE
PAGE 5I9
RUN DATE: OL/II/8g
RUN NUT'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,029. 07
7 ,049.9E
9,547 .4r
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUHT'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
F0L S01'l
NO. TAX
RETURNS
LRSR
1700
CONS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
20,647
141,76E
lE6 ,575
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
19,712
t54,285
l7E, 157
4100
46I 0
4900
TCU-
550 0
5400
5600
5E l5
5990
RET L
GENERAL ]'TERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT
RETAIL FOOD STORES
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
1'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
]'.IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STORES
I5
t6
4t
7600
7E00
E90 0
SERV
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE OF NEIII I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, 19EE
PAGE 320
RUN DATE. OI/II/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
87 .238,500.27
I 99, 074 . 0+
q,466.12
2I0,5Et .24
2,023 .23
278,515.74
4,254.00
7 32.24
19,208. l2
24,4L5 .02
X QUARTERLY II EDITED X
src
CODE
LOCAIION ! IE.(lIE
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NON]TIETALLIC ]'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. ].IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACIORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
STONE', CLAY, GLASSI AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRITiIARY ].IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS]'IISCEt TANEOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT. TI1ANUFACTURING
LOGAL AND HIGHI,JAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS . , NAREHOUSING, TRANS . SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTITITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COT,I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERTY SU}II'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR UNION CNIY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I J6l
I5E 9
r400
MINE
320 0
540 0
5900
T'.lFG-
4100q200
481 0
4900
49?0
TCU-
5010
50E0
509?
NH5 L
0700
AGRI
65t0
FI RE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
305,615(75,r20
5,2r5, 915
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,745l65, r9I
150 0
r610
1620
1700
CONS
7
I5
I5
1t
46
I5
9
22
I2I
5,480
445,6E5
5,595,150
555, 0 95
lq,6q5
5, 98I,4EI
.tO,q6q
5,565,20E
84,680
r4,545
,q22
,609
2I ,7E(l
r02,45r
5,073,726
9
t5l5
7
55
E9,322
4,?Ll ,624
0E.75
l2 .84EI.55
0
5
0
20,066g0,2gg
5,061,651
l,
4,
253,
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTI
FIACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SU
PETROL EU]-l AND PETROL EUI-I PRO
TOT. NHOtESAtE TRADE
FARI1 EQUIPI'IENT DEAt ERS
GENERAL ].IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT,IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
T'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
VE EQUI
PPLIES
DUCTS
PMENT
5252
550 0
5400
554 0
5800
5990
RETL 64
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ES TTA ITLE ABSTRACTTE
MISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOTITOBITE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
7500
7500
4E6 ,957
6L7,976
5E(t, I62
488,500
IREPORT NO. (tEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: IE.OIE
sIc
CODE
7600
780 0
E900
89I 0
SERV
l.IISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
titoTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
T{ISCELtANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT - FIUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'.|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'TBER, 19EE
PAGE 52I
RUN DATE: OI/IIl89
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,022.qE
4,658.E9
II,EI7.E1
549,557.01
QUARTERLY SUMT.IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI.IDR UNION CNTY
95 95
GOVT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I5
?2
48
22s
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
L22,zqE
15I,969
296 
' 
9(t5
15,455,995
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
100,(49
95,I77
256, 356
10,9E6,257TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. (lEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I4.I29
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND REYENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NE].I t'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I98E
PAGE 3?Z
RUN DATE: OL/II/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
145.67
66,9E0.60
10,069.05
I I8,7E2 . 5I
r,051.52
15,0r6. rr
29, 95I . 47
40,387 . 93
94,517.E5
2,1E2.1I
9,505 . 95
20,504.17
7 0 ,897 .46
QUARTERLY SUHHARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BELEN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
3900
T',IFG-
0t00
0700
AGRI
250 0
2400
370
580
AGRICU t TURA
AGRICU L TURA
TOT. AGRICU
RODUCT I ON
ERV ICES
RE
LPLS
LTU 7
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
26,59q
I , 9E5, E42
465,504
3, r46,207
550, 079
EI7,46l
I , E7E,766
4r,595
7rE,l7g
r,0r0,940L 255,997
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2, 595
1,rr6,543
l5E, 026
1,979,9r4
17 ,527
250,26E
548, 04I
675,152
1,626,Lq7
55, 55E
t5E,452
558,405I,rgrr524
1500
t 610
r620
r700
c0Ns
270
320
540
560
GENERAL BUILDING GONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUItDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHNAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
APPAREL AND TEXTILE t'TILL PRODUCTS
tUFIBER, tlo0D AND PAPER PRoDUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, C[AY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I.IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPl'IENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUITTS.
].II SCEL LANEOUS 1'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
l'l0T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , t^IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'IIIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND IETEVISION BROADCASTING
ETECTRIC l.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'TUNICATIONS AND UTIIITIES
]'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ETECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'TACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
t'TISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEU]-I AND PETROLEU]'T PRODUCTSTOT. I.THOtESALE TRADE
BUI LDING ]'IATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
q5
95I5I
20
II
52
IE
42
165,715
2,055r91r
4000
4r00
420 0
4EI(l
485 0
4900
4920
TCU-
5010
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
l^,lH S L
520 0
5500
551 0
32
52
I5
25
REPORT NO. llEll TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 525
RUN DATE: OI/LI/Eg
RUN NUT.IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
150,E52.99
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
src
CODE
LocATI0N: t{-t29
RETAIL FOOD STORES
t'TOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STOREs
I'IISCEL tANEOUS RETA I L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
SECUTY. AND COI,IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI,IENT COMPANI ESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SUI-I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BELEN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5q0
55r
554
559
560
570
580
5El
591
80I0
E05 0
8r00
E20 0
890 0
67r
667
965
t8
I5
7t
29
45
t9
25
6000
6200
7000
7 200
?2l4
8
146
392
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
22 2, E64,506
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,5r4,5E5
56,567
397 ,7 (t7
I 99,559
75,560l,2lg,5gr
362,728
614,787
620,2r6
E,056 ,2?7
4IE,495
293,2L2
E29,ll0
552,806
2, E0g, 26 r
r55,641
550,51 9
r 99,559
7q,376
1,27 1,209
418,459
6.t5,725
5,382. 0l
25, E64 . E5
11,972.55
4,413.60
75,175.49
2t ,7 63 .57
36,EE7 .22
37,?12.97
4E5,575.65
807,236
9,6E2,589
4EE,596
319,949
l, 0gg, g6 0
670,556
3 ,0E2, +7 9
5990
RETL
6500
65I0
6550
6700
FI RE
7300
7500
7500
7900
9
26
46
25,109.6E
17,592.73
49 ,7 46 .5E
q,622.26
18,540 . 02
5,46 9 . 56
3,72q.5E
8,388. E5
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVIGES
T'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOFIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AFIUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
7
EO
45
27
46
E5,E65
545, I95
91, r56
104, IE7
I 90, 954
,058
,557
, I56
,?14
754,
674,
r68,
77
305
9I
6?I59,8r5
718,658
67 + ,667I67,945
45, I 18
40, (80
10,076
.29
.06
.58
ERVS
90
5E9
55, r68 .55
168, 4E7 . 50
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION l,l5l 21,67E,595 15,710,755 959,575.58
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N I t4-225
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN ].IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
PAGE 3240t/tt/89
979.00
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
GRANTS (V. )
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORT EDECEI PTS TAXABL EGROSS RECEIPTS REPORTEDTAX DUE
IREPORT NO. 06O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECET.IBER, I98E
PAGE 325
RUN DATE: OL/II/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER:979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
80, 04r .53
23,029 .45I08,II9.IE
22,626.35
24,536 .40
48,052.95
30 ,672.62
55,527 . I I
49, 556 .80
496, 9E0 .84
r2,104.26
r0,EE6.50
rr,597.55
75, r96.E6
rE,502.7I
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N: l+-316
AGRIGULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING GONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY ].TETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
]-IISCEL L ANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , l.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION EROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPFIENT
DRUGS, CHEt'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUFIBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'lENT AND SUPPLIES
]'II SCEL LANEOUS T.JHOL ESAI ERS
PETROLEUI-I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
QUARTERLY SU]'II'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOS LUNAS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
69
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,E49,609
405,599
454 , q6ct
l,0r4,0gE
1,242,728
I,qII,657
851,488
9r200,554
375, Ir2
?35 ,7 6L
2{5,47E
L,265,6475rr,676
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I , 554,6 r4
010 0
AGRI
r700
CONS
1500l6r0
I620 tr5
196
t7
7
52
r, 0lE, 115
2, 955,4E5
5E4, 595
1,903,342
27 00
520 0
5400
5900
FIFG-
4000
4200
4Et0q85 0
4900
4920
TCU-
l'
5010
5020
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
tlHS L
5200
550 0
540 0
551 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
BUILDING ]IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBI L E HOI'IE DEAL ERS],IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HO]'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
54
50
25
25
?(+
9
(t05,zqct
405,6 07
78(r,E02
5II,2Ill
592, IIE
822,615
E,285,014
201,758
r8r,442
5800
58I5
I5
65
I5
r93,289
rrz55,2g1
508, 57E
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I4-5I6
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIT TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEhI ].IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I988
PAGE 326
RUN DATE. OI/II/Eg
RUN NU]'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
28,otq .72
715,7q5.q+
I4,52E.56
r9,91r}.97
27 ,?78.48(,045.E6
I9,094.8E
,625 .88
,24E.61
l, 058 ,225 .05
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'I['IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
tOS LUNAS
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
REPORT ED
RECEIPTS
59t 0
5990
RET L
6000
6500
65r0
6550
FI RE
I05
2EE
35
4E
990
576,741
15,569,669
506,541
456 ,555
2r,510, 97+
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
457,00(
11,929,182
25E, E06
551,916
17 ,289,676
2
9
I7
6
5
58I6I
295Ir4
85
E
5Iq9
52
28
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
t'loTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AFIUSEFIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
ll2,95r
r61,975
293,567
I44, 502
95,89r
,?75
,97 5
,255
,677
,595
,295.50
,705.E7
,594.1r
,8E0.65
,015.72
42
15
t7
454,89r67,43r
320,455
q5q,6?+l
67 ,45r
5r8,248
7E0 0
7900
E0t0
6060
Et00
6200
890 0
S ERV
95
547
517,40E
2,03? ,7 9q
293 ,7 6q
r,E57,686
I7lr0
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XI EDITED X
L0cATI0N ! t{-412
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'IEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEI'IBER, I9EE
PAGE 327
RUN DATE: OI/LL/Eg
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I'IILAN (V. )
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEt.I ]'IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER, I98E
PAGE 52E
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NU]'TBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,7E2.59
,L02.29
10,E4r.60
2E,2?1.76
I , 528 .8+
r,156.57
285. 07
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N: l4-505
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URANI U].7
TOT. FIINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHNAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUIIBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, GLAYI GLASS' AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIP]'IENT
MISCEL IANEOUS FIANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
IELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMT'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UIILITIES
TOT. IRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI,IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
FIACHINERY, EQUIPT-IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEU]T AND PETROLEUIiI PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOtESAtE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIT FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER.LESR.AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOTDING AND OTHER INVEST]'IENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BOSQUE FAR]'IS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
SIC
CODE
0700
AGRI
t094
].II N E
r500
I6IO
I620
1700
c0Ns
2{00
27 00
5200
3700
3900
l.lFG-
44
7q
I6
26
,992
,7?0
,046
,855
5l972565lE7524
461 0
4900
4920
TCU-
2r6,055
6 02,599
26,325
22,q86
5,450
1,000,927
172,292
655,566
2,096,005
2r6,053
5$7, I 0(
25 , 511
22,0?6
5, fi50
7?6,675
17?,292
542, 085
L,637 ,221
5020
5080
5090
5092
l.lHsL
550 0
5400
554 0
5592
559 9
5E00
5EI5
5 990
RETL
6000
6,5I0
6700
FI RE
2q
I()
E
2aI3
28
E5
6El4t
57,7E0 . 59
9,045. 52
,446.90
,575.59
?E 75q,565 685,41I 55,9E4. 07
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERTY IX EDITED X
[ocATI0N 3 t4-505
PERSONAL SERYICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTO].IOBILE RENTAL, REPAI
I.IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SER]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS
ANUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND
E200
E90 0
SERV
HOSPIIALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCAIIONAL SERVICES
t'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I FIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, 1gEE
PAGE 329
RUN DATE: OI/II/89
RUN NUI'IBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
z,0L9.tt?
9,760.32
+72.76
220,75(+ .63
QUARTERLY SU]i|I'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BOSQUE FAR]'IS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
LRSR TAXABL EGROSS RECEIPTSsrcCODE
7200
7500
7500
l7
45
2E
t2
51,615
355,274
r 94, 258q2,35q
5r,615
251 ,gttl
r54,844
5E, (65
r,659.
13,227 .
E,L2-9.
70
29
5I
7600
7E00
7900
EOIO
806 0
R AND OTHER SERVICES
VICES
AND PRODUCTION
5 ERV I CE5
OTH ERS l6
7
185, 9r r
9,005
99
940
r85, 9l I
9,005
2Et62
4E0
,I04
,901
5 ,2q9 ,07 9
7l ,25(t
78+,+78
q,221,643
5,740.E4
41, rE5. r8
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
iREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY II EDITED I
[ocATI0N ! t+-014
AGRIGULTURAI PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
NONI'IETALLIC }IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. t'IINING
GENERAL EUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUI LDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.JAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
I.IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I{EAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTITE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI.IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRII'IARY I.IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
T'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPTIENT
I'IISCEL LANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAT AND HIGHT.JAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANs. , ]^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPETINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT.IMUNICATIONS
ETECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COFII-IUNICATIONS AND UTITITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I TTEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY SIANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECEHBER, I98E
PAGE 550
RUN DATE: OI/IL/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
90,765.57
462.71
3,209.E7
I r ,545 .25
QUARTERLY SUFIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR VALENCIA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
r500
I6IO
r620
r700
CONS
SIC
CODE
0I0 0
0700
080 0
AGR I
I{00
].TI NE
2010
250 0
2(00
27 00
540 0
5500
5670
5700
5900
I'lFG-
7t
r6l
2s2
I7(l c+
6Z 4,241, gl5
l9 r,555,565
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,04E,32+
951,5r5
6, r67,ggg
I5, IE(
55 9, 956
740,70+
58,2r1
l,6l5 r 54l
r , 045,546
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I,72E,E69
442,8 0E
5, r0 r ,346
E, EI+
6I,I4l}
2L9,928
0
1,q44,957
r,905,739
5,759,9r 0
459,50 9
52, 5l I
645,452
506,505
22,7 95 .94
r62,56 9 . t+
7
4000
4100
4200
450 0
4500
4EIO
4900
4920
TCU-
7
24
I9
75,090
445,518
200,I65 7299I2
0.00
,552. 9r
, 946 .50
5040
5060
5070
5090
5092
tIHSL
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
FIISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL EsA L ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING T'IATERIALS
HARDT^IARE ST0RES
192,Er2.66
23,07q.25
r,695.17
55, EE5. 0 9
26,581 . 0l520 0
525L
55
60
IO
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I+-OI4
GENERAL I,IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'TENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICTE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOME DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PTACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSIOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
GOFIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, I98E
PAGE 55I
RUN DATE: OI/II/Eg
RUN NUIIBER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
9,862.55
I5,825 . 08
,555.75
,E05.52
9 ,232.4L
I6, 456 . E4
SIC
CODE
QUARTERTY SUM]IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RT.IDR VALENCIA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5500
5400
55r0
554 0
5592
5815
59I0
59?0
5990
RETL
I4
25
9
19
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
75,261
543,51E
414,849
r55, 90 r
r90,882
27 I ,2IE
17E,599
5r5,626
73L,452
3?+,225
299,637
256,LL?
r55, 545
56 I ,26E
2,570,224
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
187 ,858
26 5, 555
7 (+ ,660
3r6,5E9
528,00085,7I0
r9.64I().4I
L9 .97
99.77
3r9I6,5
17 ,2
4r4
5600
5700
5800
6000
6500
65r0
6550
FI RE
I2
q2
50
7
6
l4t
280
39
56
55
49
r,7E7,001
4,E00,E41
59
175
l, r55
5,511
,557
r 505
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS
REAL EST. OPER-L ,ES
CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
7000
7200
7500
7591
7500
7600
7900
EOIO
E060
820 0
E600
8900
E9l0
S ERV
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAITER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'II.TERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVETOPT'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOFIOBILE RENTAt, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI{ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEAITH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAT SERVICES
NONPROFIT ]'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
]'TISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
tt
l5t
568
175, E55
5r5,082
75r,452
27 5 ,147
275,E05
2I0,659
155,5(5
416, lEl
?,289,04q
58,40 I . 2l
l+,(t+5 .26
14,374.79
1r,059.60
7,105.61
21,E49.58
120, r74.87
I
TOT. TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r,130 20,600,799 13,670,552 7 15,665. 07
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERIY XX EDITED X
LOCATION : EE.EEE
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
OUT-O F-STAT E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECET',IBER, I96E
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAOIL AND GAS HELL DRILOIL AND GAS FIELD SER
POTASH
TOT. TIINING
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
3,141, rl5
6,6{E,656
I 0, 555, E6E
4, 57 r,45E
g,0lr,2g5
I4,512,0r1
9r5, 995
7,024,279
28,705,566
515,6E2,759
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
959,4q4i.
5,r96,176
5,709,776
3,27 q ,7 4q
7,rgr,46g
I 0 , 5(5,555
E4,005
9,Lq?
660,852
755,qq7
202,15q
58, 2E8
588, 58 r2Il,l65
1,547,45r5r,558
PAGE 552ATE: OL/II/Eg
UMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
rAX DUE
46,048.61
246,E18.58
5rE,7r4.40
r55,550 . 55
54r ,59(.76500,EI7.94
5, 990 .25
20,205.19
3E,208. 49
382 ,129 .92
16,56r.05
34,226.46
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RU
RU
ND
NN
src
CODE
0700
AGRI
l5l 0
t 56l
I5E 9
Lq7 4
IIINE
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
t7
It8
150
23I500I6I()
r620
I700
CONS
L GAS,
LING
VICES,
N
H
RIOATRI
UTI
200
20I
34
55
56
367
570
380
590
5l
55
9
2
27
IO
75
z
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
25
24
27
z8
29
32
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. GONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE NILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUT.I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS].IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECIRICAL ]'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIPI'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS.]'II SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]-IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGH].IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRAN5. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATIO
TETEPHONE AND TELEGRAP
I5
I()
60q2
l5
8
26
50
24I7
I ,260 ,77 q
283,527
1,55E,529
5,45E, 594
5l9,27E
457,587
?,0L5 ,097
567 ,8972,557,199
2, 557 , g3g
rt34.26
,590.9r
,EE5.76
,602.55
,76E.67
,948.10
,050.25
,505.92
,439.50
t?7I6I
I8
l?7
40rr
I5
47
q25,372
E04,590
E, 044 ,94 rT'IFG-
4000(r00
420 0
4500
4500q8I0
4850
4900
ct920
TCU-
550,574
472,634,775
548,655
720,557
37 5 ,967
5, glg, r7g
712,7 09
2,E60,4E6
rr,944,rl9
17,E5E.45
28r,07r.44
55,855. 6 9
r55,875.07
RADI
Et EC
GA5
COI'IMUNICATIONS
OADCAST I NG
TARY SERVICE UTILITIES
IE
69
8
t7
4,45L,2E0
51,705,159
7 19 ,5555,9r6 , 066
ND TELEVISION B
C NATER AND SAN
LITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI.ITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES IEI 567,505.67
5OIO I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT.IOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT 55 I82,470,365 E2 9, 7E5 59,414.6 9
REPORT NO. 06O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:88-E8E
DRUGS, CHE]'IICALS AND ALTIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ETECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'TBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPTIES
1'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'lENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS I.JHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUFI PRODUCTS
TOT. ].IHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEhI ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
L,?2?,?69
5, I 15,557
1,701,72r
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2 ,049 , gg0
595,7 I7
4,r50,498
825,667
13,E20 ,7 477,r96,52r
478, 049
29,g4Z,772
7
90,956
7 4 ,?qL
1,706,075
640,029
559, 50 9
978, 578
qq,498
25,160,E76
51,895,620
1,70r,721
,II4
,6E5
, 582
,665
205,969
56 9, 985
20,920,50E
,E92, lg5
90L,?22
PAGE 555DATE: O1lII/89
NUHBER! 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
55, 085.59
RUN
RUN
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
OUT-O F.STAT E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECET'IBER, I98E
SIC
CODE
5020
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
I2, 58
482, E8
r5,25
6,51
51,64
82,87
25, 06
E54,E9
50
50
50
50
50
5500
55r 0
5400
554 0
5592
5599
5092
T.JHS L
5200
525t
5252
40
60
70
80
90
6120
6200
6500
6510
6550
6700
FI RE
126
79
82
78
229
648
5I
1,546
2,77 4
1,929
4,855
6,754
9,2q6
E,559
1,662
6,152
97 ,37+.5(t
2E,201.55
197, r48.56
59, r24. 18
656,4E5.46
54r ,825 .28
22,707.31
1,422,?EL .67
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPT'TENT DEALERS
GENERAL T-IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOTINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'TOBILE HOME DEALERS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEAIERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'tE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S.AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUIY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV
ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
D DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COIT1MERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
Ir7
5I
5r 9
,7 Ert
,7 52
,382
r 4L4
],
5,
7 9, 350 .41
2 ,07.+ .97
6, 045.64
r75,929.05
670
45
r69
66t
574
662
+72
27
OE
69
E4
50l4
ct5
tt
I7
zl
t5
1,580
I,69E
54
24
IEl5r
r, 903,230
5E, (l IEq62,636
550, r77
5E
r,206 .Il, r90.
16,205.
8I
50
25
46
602
402
5E5
122
25,
235,
54I ,
5E
50
26
(,520.90
3,526.qq
, 058.45
,40I.59
,575 .68
,q72.96
5600
5700
5800
5Et5
59]0
5990
RETL
57
5E
55
26
I,7gr,5g0
57 g ,16?
r,E06,795
3,42?.,056
854,
E7 ,?.EE,
r 0 {,87 5,
6000
610 0 57
2, 115.67l, r95 ,0q4.69]. 5r4, E50 . 04
E0,E51.70
9,6EE .5(
?7 ,074.L8
984, 989.57
r57,579.24
42,E08. 05
, BROKERS AND SERVICES
NT COMPANIES
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. ,
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AN
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IE
I5
48
465
208,7E4
589, 088
24,460,007
t5r
87
,32I
,465
4,5IE
3,294
2
I
7000
7200
7500
7591
7500
7600
780 0
7900 26 707,707 7 02 , ctOS 55,564.25
IREPORT NO. (lEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION : EE-8E8
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT l',lEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCETLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
FEDERAL GOVERNI'1ENT - ALL OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
STATE GOVERNI'IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE 0F NEtl FIEXICo
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
OGTOBER TO DECETiIBER, I98E
PAGE 55r+
RUN DATE: OI/LI/89
RUN NUMBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUTII1ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
OUT-OF.STAT E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
E060
8r00
E20 0
8600
8900
89t0
S ERV
910 0
920 0
9?E2
GOVT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
t5
8
IO
I5
858
5tI,7IE
5, E4l L,575,E95,5r9
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
100,627]17,984
162,09q555,lgI
22 ,56E ,486q,ggg,254
6I,Er0,601
98 , (tlz
79,060
23,546
55 9, 254
4,674.5E
5,755.55I,IIE.4I
6, I I4 .55
8, 187 . 99
2,?7 6 .134,r05.05
t
7q52
t6
55
I5,
5,
45,
7
q
9
,293
,559
,?89
I6
2,17
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 14E,E50,99I 7,06r,5r2.05
I,
REPORT NO. 06O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
15,45r ,5E71r,88r,641
625,804
25,959,032
E96, 2l I
228,087,967
9,795,658
3,E28,72(+
?,9L6 ,226
7 , 555,685g,g4L,475
9,?Eq,229
4,r25,054
4, 765,6 g5
4,95r,055
9,09E,0624,8EI,99I
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,grg,73E
Er454,560
r40,8E8
r2, 394, 9E7
72?,sqL
170,075,449
PAGE 555ATE: 0l/ll/89
UHBER: 979.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
20? ,7 3L . 95457,18r.98
7,372.68
667,266.6r
56,516 .74
57 ,390.77
5,E30,705.75
98,071.04
r , 065 ,05?.67
5, r50,570. r64r6,5r4. 0E
8,558,595.95
14,07q,680. l7
162, 548.76
26,lEq .52
4r,885.57
182,665.75
1,726 ,0q6 .77
97,590 . 07
5ql ,805.42
405,r06.5E
2E7 ,262.Oct
155,5EE.56
207,4r8.56
258, E7E .85
972,900.97
56,q75.95
L,255,25E.78
6, I59,490 .55
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
SIC
CODE
QUARTERTY SUMMARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
99-000 STATE 0F NEl.t I'tEXrC0
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OCTOBER TO DECE]'IBER, IgEE
1000
1020
t094
1200
t5t0I38I
I5E 9
I400
tq7 4
FIINE
010 0
0700
0E0 0
AGRI
2000
2 010
2500
2q00
IE7
755q2
98q
32
2, 055
AGRIGULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
T'IETAt IIINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'I, ]'IOLYBDENUI'I
COPPER
URAN I UI'I
COA L
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS NELt DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NON]'IETALtIC ],IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
PO TASH
TOT. I'IINING
36
20
I25
5,750,q50
9?,562,97?:
r5,r4r,690
24,0?6,504
7r,E75,650
r2,00r,55E
1,059,067
76,374,736
r , 907,5662l , 557 ,66 9
60,720,057
7,E50,520
1500I6t0
I620
1700
CONS
GENERAL BUI
HIGHNAY CON
NON-BUILDIN
SPECIAL TRA
TOT. CONTRA
LDIN
TRAC
GHE
DEC
cTc
G CONTRACTORS
T ORS
AVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
ONTRACTORS
ONSTRUCT I ON
I F. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS . INSTRU]'ITS.
MANU FACTUR ING
URI NG
7,0E0(t7 3
598II,I8E
I9,359
,5tt5 ,962
,775,343
,216 ,27 9
, 5q3 ,7 ttg
,0Er,555
?64 ,97 3,74E57,606,17r3r,952,854
109, I55, I89
463 ,6q5 ,952
,610.55
,372.52
, 954.55
,5L7.75
055
692
789
59?
5I
5
24
I
6
7
5
2
Ct
q
IEI
23tr6
5lE
70
5E
25E
665
5
3
5
2
?
9
E
5?
1,677L2,qlz
559,5I9
7 ,582
r8,664
207
r,513tI0
68r
I,000I()I
I00
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE t'IILt PRODUCTS
IUI'IBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHE].IICAtS AND ALLIED PRODUCIS
PETROLEUT'I REFINING AND RETATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUIP]'IENT
2r0
62
r70
55,688,592
10,540,220
6,970,216
55,054,447
49 ,77 0 ,890
5,007,505
524,52L
798,14E
5, 547 , rE4
32,053,27 527
28
29
32
54
55
56
56
57
58
59
488q01
IE5
95
125
t?4
t24
1,906
5,766
,95L699
,589,589
, 459, r gg
,4EI,0q7
,961,579
,065,97r
,522,9E7
,590, 176
,107,L79
,857 , I I2
,?77 rL73MFG-
PROF. ,
I'lI SC EL
TOT. FI
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
70
00
00
00
SCI ENT
L AN EOUS
ANUFACT
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHHAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
T.IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
4000
410 0
4200
4500
4600
32
619
1,397
tE0
240
,700
,7 65
,8I I
,607
,67 0
1,677 ,700
rr,027,356
r6,716,990
2,7 6L,0q92,lgq,+q+
85,704.65
5E5, 060 . 52
87q,852.05I4I,5EI.92
I08,949.55
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NO. TAX
RETURNS
q8r0
485 0
4900
tt92O
TCU-
5010
5020
5040
TELEPHONE A
RADIO AND T
ETECTRIC tlA
GAS UTITITI
TOT. TRANSP
PRODUCTS
TS
LD APPLI
NG EQUIP
PLIES
DRUG5, CHEt'IICALS AND AL L I ED
ND TETEGRAPH COI'IIiIUNICATIONS
ELEVISION BROADCASTING
TER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ES
ORTATION, COHTIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I.IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPFIENT
GROCERIEs AND RELATED PRODUC
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHO
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATI]iIACHINERY, EQUIPI'.IENT AND SUP
]'IISCEL L ANEOUS T.IHO L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOTESALE TRADE
BUI LDING T.IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FAR]I EQUIP]'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENI STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]-1OTOR VEHICLE DEATERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
IIOBITE HOME DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPTIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
DANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND.L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COT'1DTY. BROKERS, DELRS . , EXCGS . , SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-[ESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTT'IENT COI.IPANI ES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
24,505
59,?09
?1,20qI7, ()E5
E9, 520
6, 506 ,205 .85
574, 552 . 5l
10,097,504.r4
1,757,972.85
20,609,945.66
I,962
595
r,280
518
6,421
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TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E, 041 , 955
9,07q,707
7,E7L,3?6
15,556,565
r5l,50E,42E
25,667 ,859
289,81r,965
56,622,586
E79(t82
I4E
5r6
?Eq
255
599
76
4I
OI
,275
,595
,5I5
,6E9
122,9
12,2
IE9,E
52, I
39L 4
8,990,9
76,05r,5
6E, 5E4, 5
27 ,lgg,2
220,970,7
,92
,59
,27
5060
5070
50E0
5090
5092
tlHSL
6000
610 0
6I20
6200
6300
ANCES
. AND SUPPLIES
456
575
86E
ctq4
480I,qI()
4,87 9
761
9,673
,520
,667
,EIE
,555
,4lq
,929
,659
q28,270 
.03
465 ,7 53 .7 0q?L 
,7 93 .7 3
795,59E.77
47E,204.0r5,960,5rr.25
5,571,E97.37
L,+64,754.57
I L 5E6 ,585 . 45
rrI05,568,594
2
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22rtq?
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49
I70
392
75I,65I
I7
9
57
07
?5
65
55II
6tt
78
E5
89
54
72l5
78
85
6
6t
25ll
17 (t
, 052, 155
,77 9 ,E23
100,128,I45
,524 ,7 92
,7 3? r 4?5
,3q?,7 63
,857 ,592
,202,021
, 049, 988
, 6 97, 504
,970,E95
,285,704
,E39,142
,585, 526
, r 94, 95r
,578, I6 0
,558,281
, 4E1 ,26 I
,408,566
, {55,496
48,5E6,r56
r2,506,9E4
4,561,785
q 9,850 , 45I
20(t,897 ,627
566,7r0,781
2,548,556.95
688,800.98
240,637 .E6
2,748,504.80
74
60
5200
525 I
5?5?
530 0
55r 0
540 0
551 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
58r5
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
l,0rl
42+
185
2,099(t29
5,57 g
569
2,250
5r9
1,474
2,531
I,E97
6 ,285
2,008
,509,456
,609,550
,556,7E0
, 
grg,845
, L65 ,255
,8?q,587
,5EE, I88
,129,549
,059 rzqE
,765,r05
, 785, I I2
,704,5IE
I
(t
29
?7
9q7
76
55IEI
5+
57l4
2E7
I,55E
,L97 ,755.05
,228,090 .22
,599,673.92
,512,253.57
5L7,q(16.32
,599,034.90
,r52,945.I1
,553,4q2.4E
,921 ,74E.89
,953,445.75
,L27,179.80E05,615.62
r5,25E,415.82
85,755,526 . 08
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20II
?(t
5
9
2
5
I,l4I
239
122
245
297
2r519
94?
596
5,70q
615
555
19,712
45, EIE
40E
5,457
40r
20r
5,622
lr9
557
281
t63
r94
2E,155,80q
24,498, r05
5,525,490
r0,427,50r
20
4
2
8
5
6
,5E1.56
,55r.79
,05+ .97
,440.rr
,529.51
,505.59
,002.10
,7 9?.55
,45E. l6
(+ 
,566
65r0
6550
6700
FI RE
,550,845
,955,05E
,7 7 I ,817
,E49,25E
,516,646
5,550,67+
42,870,55E
r6,582,E51
7 ,28+ , 0(+(t
104 ,7 52,7 E8
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CODE
7800
7900
E0l0
E060
7000
7200
7500
759I
7500
7600
8r00
E20 0
E600
E90 0
89r 0
SERV
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAT SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COM]'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOP]'IENT LABORATORITiS
AUTO]'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
A]'TUsEI'1ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IET'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
T'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
FEDERAI GOVERHMENT . A[L OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
STATE GOVERNI'IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAT GOVERNI'IENT - COUNTIES
TOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - ]'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
LOCAL GOVERN]'IENT. SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHERTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
,37 4 ,q0+
,237,945
, 084,404
,I57,609
, 545, 5I 0
,40E,705
, 0q2,56 I
,51 r, 9+5
,37 I ,457
,2I9,684
,743,593
,9?0 r5qz
,758,I70
,59+,776
,782,53q
,gq4 r2l7
,565,7r4
, 572, rE4
,536,324
,91+,666
,3?2, OsL
,014,492
,5L7 ,Z5l
,495 ,397
,82E,465
,565,260
2,899
9,805
I 0, 455
t75
5,qL7
5,976
275
r,599
6 ,624
I ,285
2,9E5
868
549
15, 540I,545
6? ,57 L
t0
49
249
226
E4
34
9
t7
.15 9
t05
68
9
q
22.t
69
1,575
c+6
r95
IE7
67
25
E
15
r579l
67
E
5
l7.t
55I, I54
,8
,5
,4
,0
80 ,27 I
5E,99500,r95
E3, 214
9100
9200
9?E2
9500
959 5
9595
95 96
G0!rT
7rgrE,4g0
r50
L7
qL,62q,77L
(t7 
,7 lq
I58,414 7,772,68(t,215
t0
98
22
,6El ,526
,576,750
722, q3l
219
2q,7
6
,956
,E95
,027
25
57
59
r57,409.55
I ,527 , 059 . E4
55,054.50
5
29
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
